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DEER, WOLVES, FOXES AND PHEASANTS : ae? 

: Aldo Leopold — : 

There is much ado about the various predator problems now facing 

Wisconsin. The public:is entitled to direct personal statements from 

Commissioners -and administrative officers, giving their view of current 

issues. This is an attempt to give my view. It is a personal expréssion 

and does not commit any other Commissioner, nor any officer of the administrative 

staff, : 

: Deer, The past hunting season shows that the deer herd has shrunk more ‘ 

in. one year than I expected it to. This is the result of the 1943 doe season, 

plus the 1942 starvation of fawns. Wolves doubtless contributed to the 

shrinkage; how much, I do not know. I doubt if the herd has shrunk too much 

in the average county. By spring the condition of the browse in the deer ; 

yards will answer this question. : . 

I realize that many believe the herd has shrunk too much. I suspect : 

this is because they think of the abundance of 1940-1942 as normal. It was, 7 

in my opinion, wholly abnormal. We could not possibly have maintained the : as 

pre-1942 level without runing both the range and the deer. I realize that 

many will refuse to believe this. It is hard to believe until one has seen 

in.person the. ruination of range by irruptive deer herds in other states and 

countries. : 

It is my conviction that if the Commission had not reduced the deer 

herd in 1943, starvation would have done it for us during the next hard 

winter: Then we would have ended up with neither deer nor food. As it is, 

we have part of the herd left, and part of the original stock of food plants. 

Many people who do not know one deer food plant from another are very 

sure that the 1943 reduction was unnecessary and that there was food enough 

to support the herd. Many who have never planted or tended a forest are sure
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that deer were not hurting forest reproduction, and that -feeding without 

reduction could have solved the difficulty. I ean only say I do not agree, 

Controlled Hunting. The shrinkage in the deer herd has not been 

uniform, There are doubtless spots where the herd was over-reduced. There are 

surely spots where reduction has been too light to enable the browse plants 

to recover. The next task is to iron out these inequalities. I do not see 

how it can-be done without legislative authority to hold "controlled hunts;" / 

i.e., authority to limit the total number of licenses (and hence hunters) 

within specified areas. In spots where the herd is reduced almost but not 

quite enough, it is dangerous to turn loose an unlimited number of hunters, ; ¥ 

because B£ an over-reduction may result, = + 

Many states with excess deer, elk, antelope, or moose have used a 

controlled hunts to accomplish a controlled reduction. It has worked very g 

well, and is a necessary addition to our otherwise excellent law. 5 

Wolves. The timber wolf is found in only eight of our thirty-five . 

deer counties. The total number of ‘wolves in the state probably does not + 

exceed 75, or an average of 10 each for the counties in which they occur at ‘ 
all. Wolves have doubled or trebled in number during the last three or four  — 

years. Previous to that the wolf had been declining for decades, and in : ? 
1940 was in danger of being wiped out. 

bi 

I favored lifting the bounty a year ago for that reason. I favor 4] 

restoring the eounks now because m£ the danger of extermination is, for the © 

moment, removed. I shall fight for again lifting the bounty whenever the 

wolf is again threatened. 
‘ 

My reasons are two: First, we have no right to exterminate any species 

of wildlife so long as we have range where the species can exist. Second, 

the wolf is a veluawte “safety valve" to help govern "deer pressure," 

The present increase in Sakes wolves is probably not so much a response 

to lifting the bounty as a response to the abundant venison available during
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the starvation wintee of 1942.and the ‘split season" of 1943. Everybody 

knows that unscrupulous hunters during 1943. left the woods full of cripples. 

It would be absurd, of course, to maintain a high level of wolves in 

Wisconsin. It te absura'to infer that anybody wishes to feed deer to the 

wolves instead of to deer hunters. There are 10,000 deer hunters for each 

wolf in Wisconsin thang! : ; : 

It has been the universal experience of game managers all over the world 

that a_ few predators are good for game, and especially that a few wolves are 

good for horned game. In Czechoslavakia game managers bitterly regret 

letting tle:wolves become extinct in the western Carpathians. In the eastern 

part of the Carpathians, where a few wolves still exist, the deer are much 

thriftier and just as abundant as in the western part. owe 

Many people scoff at the idea that there is any danger of exterminating 

the wolf in Wisconsin. I can only reply that the wolf has been exterminated 

from fourteen states since 1915. 5 

Coyotes. The coyote has increased greatly in Wisconsin in the last 

three’ years, perfiaps for the same reason as wolves did. There 1s not the 

slightest danger of exterminating the coyote. He kills fewer deer but more 

farm livestock than the wolf. He has value. in holding rabbits down, and 

rabbits are a threat to forestry. ; 

I favor the immediate reestablishment of the bounty on coyotes. Like 

the wolf, the coyote should be reduced to a reasonable level and held there. 

Unfortunately it is not practicable to distinguish coyotes from — 

wolves in paying bounties. County clerks do not pretend to be expert — 

mammalogists.- ; 

: Bobcats and Lynx. Although the lynx, insofar as known, is extinct , 

in Wisconsin and Michigan, he is still listed-in the game laws as an
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unprotected animal. : 

The bobcat, like the coyote, seldom kills deer, but is our most valuable ‘ 

predator for rabbit control. He is much more easily taken than either coyotes 

or fox, and in my opinion can and will be held down without any bounty. 

Nevertheless a bounty prevailed up to last year. I do not favor its re- 

enactment. : 

Foxes. In the last two years there has been a tremendous upsurge of s 

foxes over most of the state. They are far too abundant, and should be 

reduced to a reasonable level. j 

These "highs" on foxes have occurred before. The last one, namely Gn 

grays, was in 1965-57. It disappeared of its own accord by 1958. Nobody 

knows what "knocks down" these fox highs; it is probably some disease. 

The present fox high extends east to New York and west to Iowa. It 

is in all probability the same fox cycle as is known to exist in Canada, 

and which "peaked" in Ontario in 1937, as in Wisconsin. 

The red fox bears valuable fur. Pelts now bring ‘around $15.00. 

Hence, unlike the gray, the red is heavily hunted whenever he is abundant. 

There is no argument about the desirability of reducing the fox. The 

only question is whether he will not reduce himself without the additional 

atimulus of a iene However, since no one can be sure that he will reduce 

himself, or just when, I have stated publicly that I will acquiesce in an 

immediate bounty, effective this winter. I will seek its removal, however, 

as soon as the fox population falls to normal levels, because a fox bounty 

is very expensive, and in normal times, unnecessary. Besides, the fox is 

a valuable game and fur animal, and at normal levels is an asset to the 

state. : : Z : : 

It is widely claimed that the fox is responsible for the pheasant. 

shortage which prevailed during the last two years. No one can prova * 

.
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to me 

_ whether this is true or not true, but it seems/highly improbable. 

I am fully aware that foxes catch pheasants, sometimes in numbers. 

That does not prove that the fox is the cause of the present pheasant 

scarcity.. 5 : : 

We have half a dozen foxes on 1,000 acres on the University Arboretum. ‘ 

Bhis is a pretty heavy fox population. They catch pheasants} still we 

have so qany sbansants that we have to reduce them to save crops on 

adjoining farms. 5 

There are certain counties in Wisconsin where foxes are scarce or 

absent. Pheasants were just as scarce this year in these nearly foxless : 

counties as they were in counties with many foxes. Examples: Racine, 

Kenosha, .parts of Dodge. , : ; ; 

On my own land in Sauk county, foxes are no more numerous this year 

than in other years, yet pheasants were scarce this fall. 

It seems to me much more likely that what ails our pheasants is 

the same as what ails our grouse--the cycle. No one knows what the cycle 

is, so that isn't saying much. In the eastern states the 1936 low in 

grouse coincided with a low in pheasants, and now again both grouse and 

pheasants are low. : : , : : 

It is also probable wna’, heavy June rains contributed to the present . 

scarcity of pheasants. This is supported by the fant that there were 

more "squealers" (immature young) this year than usual. 

There is a special complaint that foxes are preying heavily on 

artificially propagated pheasants after they are released. Undoubtedly 

this is a fact. It was also a fact during the 1936 fox high, but it did 

not prevent pheasants from increasing steadily from 1928 to. 1942, ; 

Finally, many grouse hunters are sure that foxes are responsible 

for the present scarcity of grouse. Foxes, of course, eat grouse, but 

if I am sure of any one thing, it is that the present scarcity of grouse
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is due to the cycle, and not to foxes. Grouse have been scarce every ten 

years for the last half century on most Wisconsin grouse range, with or 

without foxes. The dates of the recent lows are well known: 1936, 1927, 

1917, 1908. 

‘ General Policy. Many sportsmen forget that Wisconsin if supposed to” 

raise forests as well as game. 

Before the deer herd was reduced in 1945, deer and rabbits in 

combination were damaging forest reproduction almost as severely as fires 

did prior to the early 1930's. The damage has not yet ceased by any means. 

The predatory animals, including wolves, coyotes, foxes, bobcats, : 

hawks, and owls, are just as necessary to the future forests of Wisconsin 

as are fire towers and fire wardens. It would be fatal to the forestry 

program to allow tree-eating mammals to increase to unreasonable levels. 

Wisconsin already has State and County Forests in which many pine 

plantations, laboriously planted by the CCC's, have been eaten up by 

deer and rabbits. : 

All these issues are, or should be, a matter of reasonable give-and-take. 

It would be unreasonable for foresters to demand wiping out the deer herd 

because deer eat trees. It is equally unreasonable for deer hunters to 

demand wiping out wolves because they eat deer. Foxes and rabbits we 

couldn't wipe out if we tried. . 

The aim in all wildlife conservation should be reasonable levels for 

all members of the native wildlife community. ; 

ab = 
1-26-45 : 2
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WISCONSIN WILDLIFE CHRONOLOGY 
Aldo Leopold 

The history of wildlife is too often regarded as the domain of old- 

timers indulging in nostalgic reflection, or of professors writing post- 

mortems on the wild pigeon and the buffalo. 

It has now become apparent that such history has other uses. Present- 

day problems in conservation and land use, viewed in the light of contemporary 

evidence alone, often baffle the investigator. The same problem, viewed in 

the light of history, may often be deciphered as the repetition of some 

historic pattern. 

This chronology records the changes in Wisconsin wildlife which occurred 

under the impact of civilization, and the responses of Wisconsin people to 

those changes. It also records the changes in land use, hunting practices, 

geme laws, and weather which caused or conditioned the changes in wildlife, 

: and the inception dates of wildlife enterprises (such as societies, publica- 

tions, researches, restockings, and public works) which register trends in 

public thought. 

It is doubtful whether wildlife disappears under the impact of civiliza- 

tion. The rich variety of wildlife does indeed disappear, unless we take 

pains to preserve it, but the total volume of plants and animals is in all 

probability an automatic expression of the soil on which they grow. As long 

as the soil is there it will grow plants, and these plants will grow animals, 

and such part of both as are not domestic will be wild. Our option in wildlife 

is a question of quality, not quantity. Shall the wild growths of the soil 

retain a large part of their original diversity, beauty, and utility? Or
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shell they consist largely of simple plant and animal weeds? Conservation 

is the intelligent exercise of this option. 

The decline of Wisconsin wildlife since 1840 is no simple process of 

recession. It is a process of ebb and flow, gain and loss, and it is 

comprised of at least two major movements in which a dozen groups of species 

played diverse and sometimes contradictory parts. 

One group of large mammals and birds retreated northward and westward 

because they could not exist in a settled countryside. The buffalo and the 

passenger pigeon, for example, mst live as a wandering horde or not at all; 

hordes have no place on the farm. The cougar. and the wolf damage livestock, 

which accounts for their demise. The eviction of the buffalo and the pigeon 

was inevitable, tut hindsight shows us that the wolf and the cougar should 

have been retained in the north to keep the deer herd in cheek. 

Another group of southern species, the wild turkey and the Carolina 

parokeet, were exterminated because they could not retreat. Climate 

restricted them to the southern counties, and lack of timber out off retreat 

westward. 

Another group were pushed out or decimated solely by reason of their 

value for meat or fur, and not because their presence was incompatible with 

settlement. The now evicted fur~bearers, marten, fisher, wolverine, could 

still be common in the north but for overtrapping and forest fires. The 

mach reduced waterfowl (geese, ducks, swans, cranes, shorebirds) could still 

be abundant but for overshooting and excessive drainage of marshlands. 

Another group has suffered curtailment of range in the hard=pastured 

southern counties, but are still common elsewhere. ‘The sharptailed grouse, 

the ruffed grouse, and forest-loving species like the pileated woodpecker 

are examples.
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The predatory hawks and owls are now being decimated, both in diversity 

of species and in numbers, because they eat game and poultry. They will 

probably become rare before the public realizes that their main prey 

consists of rodents and other competitors of game and poultry. A similar 

persecution of fish-eating birds and mammals is now in full swing. 

These four categories have all taken a loss; they collectively 

represent one general movement: retreat. But there are other categories of 

wildlife which profited by the very changes in land use which evicted the 

first four, and which collectively represent an opposite movement: invasion. 

Some invaders came from the prairies to the south, occupying the man- 

made clearings, rich in food, which reploced the once inhospitable forests. 

Prairie chickens, quail, cottontail, cardinal, opossum, crow, and many open- 

land song birds are in this class. _ 

One invader, the jack rabbit, came from the prairies to the west, but 

for the same reason. 

Some species at first retreated northward, but reinvaded their old 

southerly habitats when abandoned farms or better law enforcement gave then 

& teehold. The white-tailed deer and the beaver are conspicuous examples. 

The dlack bear, the coyote, and red and gray foxes show a similar tendency. 

Some invaders are foreigners planted as substitutes for native species. 

The ring-necked pheasant is a familiar example. Other foreigners got in as 

stowaways (Norway rat, house mouse) or escaped from captivity (feral house 

eat). 

Lastly, some invaders are native species which, once released from their 

natural controls, become pests. Wisconsin has been largely exempt from 

pest-like behavior in her native birds and mammals. The meadow mouse, how 

ever, reached pest levels in 1935, and in spots rabbits reach pest levels
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at each peak of their population cycle. 

Not all invaders have been able to hold their earlier gains. The 

prairie chicken, for example, is now being evicted from the southern 

counties. Others, like the opossum and the cardinal, seem alternately 

te spread and shrink in long cycles. 

The net effect of all retreats and all invasions to date is Clearly 

this: fewer total species, more foreign species, larger numbers of small 

birds and rodents, smaller numbers of game, fur, ani predators; general 

replacement of forest and marsh species by open upland forms, and more 

frequent pest~like behavior, i.e., less internal balance in the wildlife 

communi ty. 

What, now, of human attitudes? The chronology exhibits the unfolding 

of & series of ideas. meh idea is in turn conceived, expanded, and poured 

through the sieve of practice, after which its permanent values are added 

to the reservoir of social experience. None of these ideas has been wholly 

discarded, but some have taken a heavy shrinkage. 

Wil@life conservation began with the iden of prohibitions. As early 

as 1838 the legislature prohibited dams without fishways. Prohibitions 

have no end; they give bulk to our statutes and recurrent hope to wishful 

thinkers, but efter a century of trial it seems apparent that they give 

more aid and comfort to wildlifers than to wildlife. Prohibitions are a 

necessary springboard to positive action, tut in and of themselves they are 

negative and accomplish little. 

Next came the idea of substitutions. It began with the introduction of 

the English sparrow in 1875. ‘The first introductions were motivated by 

affection for the plants and animals of the Buropean home land, but the 

motive soon shifted. As our native wildlife shrunk, we substituted foreign
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Species in the hope they would prove less shrinkable. Some, like the carp 

(1879) and the starling (1923) proved to be Trojan horses. Others like 

the pheasant (18937) and the Hungarian partridge (1910) successfully filled 

a niche no longer tenable for native game birds. The substitution of 

artificial for natural propagation may be regarded as an elaboration of 

the substitute idea; the first fish hatchery (1876) was the first expression 

of this still expanding notion. 

The whole substitution idea has obvious utility, but it also carries 

risks: the risk of introducing pests, the risk of neglecting native species, 

and the risk of forgetting that planted game, like wild game, needs food 

and cover. 

Next came the idea of public works and public lands devoted in whole 

or in part to wildlife. This began modestly with a state park in 1900 and a 

series of state forests in 1903. Crusades for wildlife refuges shook the 

public mind in 1910-1913, and again in 1924-1927 and in 1933. The purchase 

of large public wildlife areas and their development by relief labor began 

with the ©.C.C. and 0.W.A. in 1933 and 1934. 

The most recent idea to emerge is that of scientific cropping or 

management of wildlife. Inventories of wildlife resources were started by 

Dr. P. RB. Hoy and Thure Kumlien as early as the 1840s. King, in 1872, 

began to explore the economic utility of wildlife, and Birge in 187% the 

dependence of species on each other and on their environment. Van Hise in 

1910 conceived an integrated cropping policy for all organic resources, 

but with no particular emphasis on wildlife. Griffith in 1903 began to 

apply the cropping idea to forests. The idea of cropping Wisconsin birds 

and mammals in the wild, by improving their habitet, was conceived in so 

many minds that it is difficult to assign and date ite beginnings. Stoddard, 

\
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between 1910 and 1924, envisaged such a system but carried it to another 

state (Georgia) before it emerged from his pen as public property. The 

Conservation Department in 1927 definitely envisaged a statewide wildlife 

cropping system. The forest erep law of 1927 sought to encourage private 

timber cropping. The first definite search for a technology of wildlife 

cropping began with the prairie chicken investigation of 1928. Financial 

provision to extend that search to all species came with the Pittman- 

Robertson Act of 1938. 

A fifth idea, the idea of educating the citizen to understand and to 

practice conservation, runs concurrently with all the foregoing concepts. 

As early as a the publication of game laws was prescribed in order that 

the citizen might know whet new prohibitions had been laid down for his 

observance. A wildlife course for farmers was tried as early as 1910. 

A school for wardens was held in 1912, ami educetional work in schools 

started in 1912. Waves of emphasis on conservation education rolled seross 

the state in 1914 (Wisconsin Game Protective Association), 1922 (Izask 

Welton League), 1929 (Women's Clubs), 1936 (Wildlife Federation), and 1940 

(Conservation League). In 1935 the legislature compelled public schols 

te teach conservation. Despite the seeming finality of this law, the 

questions of how and what to teach and how to equip teachers are still 

largely unanswered. 

Conservation, viewed in its entirety, is the slow and laborious 

unfolding of a new relationship between people and lend. Bach seemingly 

trivial event in the following chronology is a part of this unfolding 

process. Hach marks the birth or death of anapiration, the beginning or 

the end of an estperience, a loss or a gain in the vitality of that great 

organism: Wisconsin. 

see ®
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1822-3, 
1831-2 Gold winters (Miller). 

1832 Last buffalo east of Mississippi killed in Trempealeau County 
(Sehorger). Perhaps buffalo on 3t. Croix River to 1833 (Hoy). 

1835-7 Gold years (Miller). 

1836 Fiskways required in all dams “except mill dams." Probably 
first conservation lew (Scott). 

18ho Sherptails “extremely abundant" in southern Wisconsin (Xuml ion 
& Hollister). 

18h0 Last woodland caribou seen at La Poiate, Ashland County (Hoy). 
Drifters from north reported in Burnett and Price counties 
in 1910 (Seott). 

1840 Sandhill cranes bred on prairies near Racine. Whooping cranes 
less abundant (Hoy). 

1840-5 Sharptails abundant in S. Wisconsin end Chicago region (Ridgeway). 
(Last southern breeding colony seen in Dane County, 1935.) 

1842? Prairie chicken entered Walworth County from Illinois (Kumlien 
& Hollister). 

1842-3 March snow starved wild turkeys near Racine. Last turkeys killed 
there in 1846 (Hoy). 

1844 Thure Kumlien started studies which led ultimately to "Birds of 
Wisconsin" (Kumlien and Hollister). 

1847 Last turkey in eastern Wisconsin killed in Waukesha County 
(Kumlien & Hollister). 

1848 Last cardinal and last opossum taken at Racine (Hoy). (Both have 
since reinvaded the state. ) 

1848 Bighteen sharptailed grouse shot by Hoy near Racine (Hoy). 

1849 John Muir emigrated to Columbia County (Muir). 

1849 First woodcock seen near Racine; later increased (Hoy). (The 
meaning of this is obscure.) 

1849-50 6. A. Orvis shipped 2 tons of quail to New York from Racine; 
scarce since (Hoy). 

1850s Last great flights of migratory sharptails when snow came in 
Rock County (Leopold). 

185i First game laws. Deer closed Feb. i-July 1; prairie chicken, quail, 
woodcock, ani "pheasant" (ruffed grouse) Feb. l-Aug. 1 (Palmer).
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1853 Ludwig Kumlien, co-author of "Birds of Wisconsin," born in 
Jefferson County (Taylor). 

1851-53 Large goshawk migrations (Kumlien & Hollister). 

1854 Open season shortened 2 weeks (Jan. I-July 15); trapping of 
quail, grouse, or prairie chicken prohibited except on owner's 
premises (Palmer). 

1855-6-7 Cold winters (Miller, Mandeville). 

1856 Swallow-tailed kite last seen at Racine (Hoy). 

1856 Last Wisconsin turkey killed in Grant County. Other questionable 
records for 1872 and 1894. (Kumlien & Hollister) 

1856 Mockingbird last nested near Racine (Hoy). Has reappeared near 
Racine at various times recently (Scott). 

1857 Cougar killed in Outagamie County. Now in Lawrence College 
Museum (Sehorger). 

1856 First crow seen at Racine; formerly rare (Hoy). (Meaning of 
this is obscure. ) 

1858 Prairie chickens abundant near Racine up to this year (Hoy). 

1858 Elk killed in Dann and Buffalo counties (Bartlett). 

1859 Drouth; 1859-60 an open winter (Schafer). 

1860 Great grey owl taken at Racine. Also in 185¢ (Hoy). 

1863 HLk seen on Hay River; cougar shot on Black River (Hoy). 

1863-64 "Killing winter (Mandeville) killed all the quail and many 
partridges in Rock County" (Leopold). 

1864 Last bear killed in Buffalo County (Leopold). 

1864 Pirst closed season for fur animals (Scott). 

1865 John Muir offers to buy wildflower sanctuary, Columbia County. 
Offer declined (iwir). 

1865 Caw-Caw Club established on Horicon Marsh; later moved to Lake 
Puckaway (Leopold). 

1866 Twelve elk seen, 9 killed, Dunn County (Scott). Reported seen 
near Green aa: 1882 (Cory). Reported killed Buffale County, 
1868 (Leopold). 

1867 I. A. Lapham and committee report on "Disastrous Bffects of 
Destruction of Forests" (Scott).
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2876 County treasurer — to publish game law in some newspaper 
at the county seat mer). 

1870 Wolverine taken in LaCrosse County (Hoy). 

1871 Last great Wisconsin nesting of passenger pigeon; covered 850 
square miles and comprised 136 million pigeons (Sehorger). 
First protection for pigeons came in 1877 (Scott). 

1871 Peshtigo Fire; also "Great Fire" in Door County (Holand). 

1872-3 Cold winter (Miller). 

1872 ¥. H. King started work on "Zconomic Relations of Wisconsin 
Birds,” published 1379 (King). 

1873 Pirst state association for preservation of gane. 

1874 Grouse and quail seasons closed or shortened. Low of cycle? (Seott) 

1874-5 . Gold winter (Miller). . 

1875 English sparrow planted at Milwaukee (Sehorger). _ 

1875-79 pidemics of chinch bugs, grubs, rust, and depletion of soils 
ended wheat farming in southern Wisconsin (Schafer). 

1876 First state fish hatchery established at Madison (Scott). 

1876 Hounding deer prohibited (Palmer). 

1876 Barbed wire fencing first available in quantity (Webb). This 
marks the demise of the rail fence and the reduction of fencerow 
wildlife. 

1876 
(+1880?) Irruption of jack rabbits, Trempealeau County (Leopold). : 

1878 First state park set aside in Vilas County (Scott); sold 1897, 
repurchased 1925. “ 

1878 B.A. Birge started study of Wisconsin lakes. 

1879 Pirst carp planted in Wisconsin by U. S. Fish Commission (Cole). 

1881-2 "The Big Snow." Killing winter (Leopold). 

1882 Final small nesting of pigeons (Schorger). 

1882? Decline in prairie chicken in Pieree County (King, date 
eiroeunstantial). : 

1882=3 Last bear in western Wisconsin near Viroqua, Vernon County 

(Leopold).
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1883 Wm. A. Henry became Dean of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin. 
Short course started, 1886; dairy school, 1887 (Schafer). 

1884-5-6-7 Cold winters (Miller). 

1885 Decline in sharptails began in Dunn County (Kumlien & Hollister). 

1887 Spring shooting and open-water blinds prohibited, also export 
of game and killing for millinery purposes. All game birds 
except woodeock closed Dec. 1-Sept. 1. Four wardens appointed 
(Palmer). Spring shooting was reopened provisionally in 1893 (Scott). 

1880s New York hunters learned of canvasbacks in Lake Koshkonong and 
began to come there for shooting. 

1889 Brouth (Hoy). 

1890s Kansas quail liberated (Xumlien & Hollister). Following cold 
winters up to 18877 

1891 Virst private duck refuge on Weber's pond, Horicon Marsh (Leopold). 

1890-3 Prairie chickens declined in Horicon Marsh (Leopold). 

1890 Greation of the office of state game warden (Scott). 

1893 Glosure on spring shooting made conditional on neighbor states 
following suit (Palmer). Open season on Mongolian pheasant; 
closed again 1895 (Scott). (The pheasant season was probably a 
legislative error; no pheasants had been planted. ) 

1894 Drouth (Hoyt). Phillips fire (Scott). 

1894 "The Bluebird Storm" in spring (Barrows). (Anderson gives 1893 
as the year. ) 

1895 Hinekley fire, drouth (Whitson & Baker). 

1895 Organized colonization of northern cutover lands begun (Schafer). 

1895 Quail closed throughout the state. Stayed closed until 1932 
(Leopold). 

1896-8 Many quail in Pine County, Minnesota, opposite Burnett County. 
Followed Hinckley fire of 1895? (Leopold) 

1897 Drouth (Whitson & Baker). 

1897 Forestry commission appointed; employ Filbert Roth to investigate 
shrinkage of forests (Scott). 

1897 Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey established. 

1897 First bag limits established. Resident license established. 
Killing deer in water or on ice prohibited (Palmer).
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1899 Last Wisconsin passenger pigeon shot by Mr. Varney near Babcock, 
Wood County, between Sept. 9 and 15 (Schorger). 

1899 Wisconsin Natural History Society orgsnized. Bulletin published 
Jamery. 1900, to December, 1915. 

1899 Shipments of fish and game must be marked; boats, lights, swivel 
guns, rafts, and blinds in open water declared public nuisances; 
game officials of other states authorized to seize illegal game 
in Wisconsin (Palmer). 

1899 Interstate Park Commission appointed for 5t. Croix River park (Scott). 

1900 Ruffed grouse planted on Washington Island, Door County (Phillips). 
One of the few known transplantations of this species. 

19007 Last sharptail in Iowa County (Leopold). 

1900 First state park purchased in Polk County (Scott). 

1901 Non-game birds protected by Audubon model law (Palmer). 

1901 Drouth (Whitson & Baker). 

1902-3 Killing winter. Partridges found deed on snow in Door County 
(Leopold). 

1903 Appropriation for purchase of state forect "reserve." State 
Forester Griffith appointed 1904 (Scott). 

1903 Quail planted in Outagamie County (Leopold). Probably to restock 
less during winter of 1902. 

1903 Sale of protected game prohibited. Deer tag required (Palmer). 

1903-4 Cold winter (Miller). 

1904 Last ruffed grouse in Racine and Kenosha countics (Leopold). 

1905 General civil service law applying the merit system to game wardens 
(Palmer). 

1905-6 (or 1906-7) Goshawke killed many grouse in Sauk County (H. 2. 
Stoddard, unpubl. ). 

1907 State Park Board appointed (Scott). 

1907 Lynx killed in Dane County (24 Ochsener, unpubl.). Probably a 
drifter. 

1908 ae ag year; 1,435 fires reported; 1,209,432 acres burned 
Seott).
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Conclusions: (1) Few or no original deer on many irruptive areas. ‘ 

1471 (loggers) (2) Lake States deer followed loggers northward. 

1599 (Mich. herd) (3) Did not become abundant until volaters, fire and doe 

killing ceased, predators controlled, buck laws adopted. 

1598 (Kaibab herd) (4) In west, prior logging not requisite. No logging on 

Kaibab. : 

1224 (Wasatch) - Reason: forests open, plenty of feed. . 
: 

C18 Inventory of food in 475 yards last winter. Red (overbrowsed) 464. 

"1922 In mild weather deer range at large. In deep snow resort to yards. 

W=3 What is a yard? Series of packed trails. 

W5 Deer mst eat what he can reach from trail. 

1604 If he gets off trail he founders in snow. 

We If weak he stays foundered. vu 

We2 And ends up as food for coyotes and Raned Jara, 

W-6 Eagles since 1936, have regularly wintered on starved deer in N. Wis. : 

1462 First stage: browsed cedar 
good foods 

1796 Mt. maple, red dogwood 

1800 Second stage, cedar gone 

“1601 ‘balsam eaten 
"shoeleather" foods. Starvation begins 

17593 jackpine eaten first hard winter. 

1606 ; alder eated i 

1575 Logging & pulping keeps deer alive - temporarily. 

1352 Fawms die first; can't reach. Adults later. ; 

1576 First wholesale death of fawns in N. Wis. was 1942-13. Yurue Rane [$3¢. 

1609 Fawns put on milk failed to survive. Kinney injury. Bags of bones. 

Hides brittle. é
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1913 State game farm started at Trout lake; Yellowstone elk planted (Scott). 

1913 First federal bird refuge in Wisconsin on Gravel and Spider islands, 
Door County (letter from Burrill). 

1914 State Audubon Society, State Warden, and H. L. Russell planted 
60 male quail on refuge on University Farm (letter from Burrill). 

1914 Wisconsin Game Protective Association active. 

1915 Federal migratory bird regulations in effect. Sunset rule for 
waterfowl. Mississippi River closed. No shooting from motorboats 
(Palmer). Third conservation commission (paid, 3-man) established 
(Scott). 

1915 Supreme Court decision invalidates Griffith's state forest 
program (Scott). 

1915 Bird reserves totalling 50,000 acres posted by State Forester 
Moody and Wisconsin Audubon Society (letter from Burrill). 

1916 Quail irruption in Adams, Yood & Juneau counties. Gone by 1917 
(Leopold). This seems contradictory to the Report of the Con- 
servation Commission for 1915, which says 1915-16 was # killing 
winter. 

1916 Pheasants first propagated by Col. Pabst in Waukesha County (Scott). 

1917 Conservation Commission given regulatory powers (Scott). 

1917-18 Drouth (Hoyt) and killing winter (Leopold). All grouse low and 
Closed until 1920 (Scott). 

1917-18 Trappers required to report catch, which included 559 fisher and 
48 marten (Scott). (Identifications faulty? These mumbers seem 
large. ) 

1919 "The Wisconsin Conservationist" published by Conservation Department 
March, 1919-Jan. ,1921. é 

1919 First open season on Hungarian partridge (Scott). 

1920 Friends of Our Native Landscape organized. 

1921 First open season on pheasants and Hungarians. 

192i=2-3 Ruffed grouse damaged Door County cherry orchards by budding (Leopold). 

1922 “Big Sleet" in March. Killed quail in “eae Vernon, Jefferson 
counties (Leopold). Also ruffed grouse (Scott). 

1922 Last known wolverine trapped, in Sawyer County (Scott). 

1922 First chapters of Izaak Walton League organized at Milwaukee and 
Pon du Lac.
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1923 Starling arrives in Wisconsin (Schorger). 

1923 Jack rabbits planted in Iowa County (Leopold). 

1923 Picking lotus prohibited (Fuller). 

1924 Congress established Upper Mississippi Wildlife Refuge. 

1925 Last known marten taken in Douglas County (Scott). 

1927 Passed commission-director plan for Conservation Department. 

1927 First National Forest purchese area set up in Wisconsin. 
Area 500,000 acres; later increased to 2,000,000 acres. 

1927 Horicon Marsh made a refuge and ordered reflooded (Schafer). 

1927 Winter feeding program begun by Dr. Merritt L. Jones and Wallace 
Grange for Conservation Department. 

1927 Forest Crop Law passed. Lands entered must allow free public hunting. 

1928 “Monthly Survey" published by Conservation Department Nov. 1928 to 
Jan. 1936. 

1926 First charging for shooting upland game near Sullivan (Leopold). 

1928 Conservation Commission again established a state game farm (at 
Vish Creek in Door County) and began statewide planting of pheasants. 

1928 Dr. A. ©. Gross and ¥. J. W. Schmidt started Wisconsin Prairie 
Chicken Investigation. 

1928+9 Killing winter, Wisconsin and Michigan (eonold). 

1929 State Federation of Women's Clubs started conservation work. 

1929 Game Survey made by Aldo Leopold for Sporting Arms Institute. 
Quail research fellowship set up at University of Wisconsin. 

1929 Picking arbutus, orchids, trilliums prohibited (Fuller). 

1929 Modern trespass law passed. Cashman woodlot taxation bill 
introduced. 

1930 Conservation Commission planted Hungarian partridges in Green 
Lake, Pierce, Richland, Monroe, St. Croix counties. "Wild" 
turkeys planted in Columbia and Sauk counties. 

1930 Drouth (Kincer). Peat fires in central Wisconsin (Leopold). 

1930 "Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation" by 
4. 0. Gross published by Conservation Department.
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1931 Pheasant shooting preserve law passed. 

1931 Game kill reports required of hunters as well as trappers (Scott). 

1932 Conservation Commission started test plantings of chukar partridge, 
California valley quail, and raccoon. 

1932 Peak population on all grouse. Quail irruption. 

1932 Last known fisher. Cercass found by Berney Devine, Burnett County. 
Sight records up to 1937 (Scott). 

1933 €.C.C. camps established; started stream improvements and other 
wildlife work. 

1933 Seil Conservation Service starts erosion control at Goon Valley, 
, IlaGrosse County. 

1933 Conservation Department given power to set ell game open season 
dates (Scott). 

1933 Chair of Gams Managemant established at University of Wisconsin 
by Alumai Research Foundation. 

1933 State game farvs woved from Fish Creelc, Moon heke and Weupun to 
Poyuette, Columbia County. Fur farm established at Poynette. 

1933 Drouth (Hoyt). 

1933 Fuller published "Orchids of Yisconsia." 

1933 Miectric fence comes into general use. A further loss of fencerow 
wildlife begins (see 1876). 

1934 County geme committee system for recommending seasons inaugurated 
by Conservation Department. Later became “Conservation Congress." 

1934 Drouth in central aad southern Wisconsin (Cronin and Beers; Wade). 

1934 ’ €.%.A. funds available for conservation. Marsh survsy started. 
First drainage ditches plugged in Portage and Leola districts. 

1935 Tast breeding sharptail in S. Wisconsin seen in Dane County 
(mene from J. G. Dickson). 

1935 B. J. W. Schmidt died. Most.of his findings on prairie chickens 
lost by fire. ‘ 

1995 Bow-and-arrow deor season opened in Sauk and Columbia counties. 

1935-6 Killing winter. Drouth in 1936. @nd of eycle peak in all grouse, 
quail, and rabbits (Leopold; Wade). 

1935 Teaching of conservation made compulsory in public schools. 

Yh
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1936 Supreme Court decision of April 28 says state mst pay farmers 
for reflooding Horicon Marsh. 

1936 Wisconsin Wildlife Federation organized. 

1936 "Wieconsin Conservation Bulletin" published by Conservation 
Department from Jan. 1936 to present. . 

1937 Sursery for food and cover plants established by Conservation 
Department at Wisconsin Rapids. 

1938 Sheboygan Marsh reflooded, covering 12,000 acres (Seott). 

1938 Federal aid for wildlife becomes available through Pittman- 
Robertson Act. 

1938 Deansville Marsh Public Hunting Ground (Dane County) established 
by Conservation Department. 

1938 Ridges Sanctuary established in Door County for preservation of 
wildflowers. Financed as a non-profit corporation by local 
landowners. 

1939 State Planning Board issues bulletin on Horicon Marsh. 

1939 Summer and fall drouth. 

1939 Wisconsin Society of Ornithology organized; “Passenger Pigeon" 
started publication. 

1939 Necedah National Wildlife Refuge established by Biological Survey. 

1940 State Conservation Department and U. &. Fish and Wildlife Service 
begin purchasing Horicon Marsh lands. Conservation Department, 
with federal eid funds, begins research projects on deer, pheasant, 
grouse, and waterfowl. State takes 95~year lease on Central 
Wisconsin Conservation Area.
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: The Excess Deer Problem 

5 Aldo Leopold 

In about 1910 the Kaibab deer herd in Arizona began to pyramid its 

numbers. Beginning in 1917, seven successive investigators warned that 

the herd must be reduced, or disaster would follow. Nothing wae done. 

In 1924-1926, when the herd had increased from a few thousand to 100,000 

deer, two hard winters killed 60,000 deer by starvation, By 1939 the 

herd had starved down to a tenth of its peak level, and the range had 

lost from half to nearly all of its stock of palatable winter foods. 

This was the first of a series of deer irruptions which have since 

swept over parts of Pennyslvania, North Carolina, Michigan, Oregon, 

Utah, New Mexico, California, Texas, and now Wisconsin. A few of these 

outbfeaks have been partially controlled but in most cases action was 

"too little and too late" to save more than a fraction of the carrying 

capacity of the deer ranges. 

Elk in many states are irrupting in the same manner as deer. 

Deer winter on "browse" of woody plants. Excess deer exterminate 

the mutritious browse species, which are then replaced by non-nvtritious 

growths. It takes decades for an overbrowsed range to recover. Forest 

reproduction and forest plantings become impossible on an overstocked 

deer range. 

Artifielal feeding is no remedy because the deer contime to browse, 

regardless of how mech they are fed artificially, Feeding deer is thus 

different from feeding game birds, for game birds winter on seeds or 

buds: The natural eupply of seeds or buds is not affected by artificial 

feeding.
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' Deer irruptions were unknown before the advent of predator control, 

refuges, buck-laws, and good lnw-enfeenemah. Deer irruptions are 

unknown today in those parts of Mexico and Canada where these factors 

do not exist in combination. It is probable that these factors 

collectively are the cause of irruptions. 

In humid regions extensive logzings, followed by fire-control, 

likewise predispose deer ranges to irruption. The present irruptions 

in Wisconsin and Michigan are aggravated by the closure of tree crowns 

dating from fire-control systems started about 1930. They are further 

aggravated by current loggings which provide winter food, in the form 

of felled trees, on ranges which have already lost their mtriticus 

undergrowth. 

Starvation of deer means not only loss of future carrying capacity 

for deer, bat also loss of vigor and size in deer through malmtrition. 

The only remedy for an irrupting herd is the prompt removal of 

: antlerless deer, and the suspension of wolf and cougar control in the 

wilder portions of the deer range. Most states beset by excess deer 

nevertheless continue to offer wolf and cougar bounties, and even to 

employ paid mmnters. Their plea is: “let the rifles do the trimming", 

but history shows that it takes five or more years o for the public to 

. recognizd a deer enorgency. A wolf or cougar recognizes ‘congestion at 

one whiff, It is the old story of ‘anion ‘es ae 

There is a dangerous tendency, accidental or otherwise, for news of 

deer outbreaks to be suppressed. Thus parte of Utah and parts of
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eastern Oregon have been devastated by deer in recent years, but no 

account has appeared in conservation periodicals or technical journals. 

Hor have their predator-control policies been appreciably modified, 

despite the fact that the tragic Kaibab lies barely over the horizon. 

In some thinly-populated states, endowed with a rich browse range 

and hence a high natural carrying capacity, there are actually not 

enough hunters to hold down an irrupting deer herd without a radical 

change in bag limits and sex-restrictions, plus the maintenance of reason- 

able pressure by predators. Stockmen in such states, when they insist 

on stringent predator-control, find themselves astride the other and 

sharper horn of an ecological dilemma: devastation of the ranges by deer. 

| -‘Bxeoss deer and elk are quietly but effectively destroying public 

wilderness areas. The sequence is: (1) establish a wilderness area, 

and tell the public that the area is forever reserved for wilderness 

recreation; (2) remove the wolves and cougars in the interest of game 

and livestock; (3) split the wilderness area with a new road to give 

hunters access to irrupting deer or elk. This sequence first operated 

on the Gila Wilderness Area in New Mexico; it is now splitting the Salmon 

River Wilderness in Idaho. 

Deer and elk differ radically from most other species of wildlife 

in that they lack social intolerance. Most congested populations 

disperse by their own internal pressure long before they starve; deer 

and elk in winter quarters would rather starve than move. Predators 

originally performed for deer and elk the function of dispersal which 

most other species perform for themaelves. When we clect to remove deer
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and elk predators, we automatically assume responsibility for performing 

their job. We have failed to do this, because we have failed to realize 

that they had a job.
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dune 9, 1943 

Miss Rleanor King 
: National Audubon Society 

1006 Fifth Avenue 
New York City 

Dear Miss King: 

You may have noticed that on page 157 of the May-June 
issue a portion of a sentence in my paper was left 
oat. The sentence is printed as follows: "....but 
history shows that it takes five or more years for the 
pablic te recognize congestion at one whiff." 

The sentence in the mamuscript as sent you reads as 
follows: "...but history shows that it takes five or 
more years for the public to recognize a deer emergency. 
A wolf or cougar recognizes congestion at one whiff." 

I am writing you about this not by way of complaint, 
but so that you will know what is up if somebody asks 
you what's havpened te Leopold. 

Unless they have been prepared, or unless they can be 
corrected, I would be very glad to dispense with the 
500 reprints ordered. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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THEY NEED NOT VANISH. Edited by Helen M. Martin. Michigan Department : 
of Conservation, Lansing, 1942, 294 pp. $1.00. 

This volume represents an earnest effort to convey a “eonservation er 

background" to the citizens of Michigan. It traces the evolution of 

the state's flora and fauna through geological time, and on this background 

" gkotehés briefly the present status of the principal plent and animal 

groups, and of the state's offorts to conserve then. 

The fatal weakness of most early conservation propaganda was : : 

Geographic diffusion. Most things that ean be sata to a layman cease 

to be true when spread over a continent, or else they become so heavily s 

encumbered with ifs and ands as to be unreadable. Michigan is one of 

several states recently attempting to write a localized account. This 

is it. ‘ ’ 

The book leaves me with the strong impressicn that even a Localized 

account covers such an immense range of subject matter that it is 

impossible to sketch it adequately. The Michigan forest problem fares 

not so badly with 40 pages, but who can cover pollution in 5 pages? a 

Flood control in 1 page? All upland game, big game, and fur in 1% pages? 

Waterfowl in 4 pages? Or "land birds" in 3 pagest To point the moral 

still more sharply: onet would agree that the “eduested" layman should 

be given some crude notion of the grouse=rabbit cyele, one of the o-. pe 

unsolved mysterice of wildlife ecology. that the cycle actually gots, is 

three lines. Soil conservation and erosion get one page. The miffed 

\ guenne: the vory spirit of Michigan, is not mentioned. ; 

. I predict thot encyclopedic interpregations of conservation for . 

laymen will one day be given up a impracticable. We will fall back on
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very small and very localized "samples" of subject matter, fragmentary 

in scope, but treated thoroughly enough to convey "principles" by : 

implication. The famous "Cornell leaflets" have come close to this 

idea from the outset. 

: "They shall not vanish" presents an interesting problem in literary 

style. The evolutionary history of resources is, appropriately enough, 

written in semi-biblical cadences, tut there is no restraint in the 

employment of this device, which eventually cloys. 

In its physical trappings, this book is gotten out with extraordinary 

care. It has an index! The photographs are good; the —— —- 

One wonders, though, about the somewhat sententious title. i "They" 

(the resources) suada not vanish when the ater of enonomics, legislation, 

and plant succession fall favorably on the table of time (witness Michigan 

deer, which need to do some "vanishing" for their own good). Otherwise 

"they" shrink, in Michigan as elsewhere: witness the white pine. 

Barring its crusading title, this volume is notable and praiseworthy 

for the fact that it does not glorify the institutions which peiaiant and 

publishea it. When will all bureaus and departments learn, as Michigan 

has, to avoid the lethal effects of self=laudation? A 4-H girl | Yh. olde : 
: Acernths, omanalr4 prow ane 

recently said to me, after a dose of "educational" movies: “If all. 

departments are that perfect, how can there be any conservation problem?" 

Aldo Leopold 
: University of Wisconsin 

Madison
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He State of Predators te Yormd- The following is translated from 
nytt fra » VOl. 1, nO. 298, October 21, 1943, p. 8s 

The Germans no longer depend on NS (National Samling, Nesi party in 

Norway) members whose contimed usefulness and glowing enthusiasm for 

Hitler and everything German has been diminishing of late. As one good 

example of the German's dying trust in the Norwegian Nazi, is the fact that 

in the Sneasa district, where the elk season has just epened, only & NS 

members were given hunting permits as compared to 34 last year. This 

year it is mostly the Germans who are hunting in the Snaasa forests, with 

no regard whatsoever for the game population or the Conservation laws. 

Because of the fact that all guns and hunting equipment have been 

requisitioned by the Germans, the number of predatory animis has steadily 

increased, and there are now more bears, foxes, wolves, and wolverines 

in Norway than there have been in many years. Last year the wolves 

came as far South as Devre and the mountain districts of Gudbrandsdal 

and Osterdal. A total of 52 sheep were lost from two farms in one night: 

35 from one and 17 from the other. Many of the farmers in these districts 

a44 not send the sheep to the mountains at all this summer. Landowners 

and officers of the Farmer's Associations have repeatedly requested 

hunting permits, guns and ammunition, but to no avail--so don't come to 

us and say that the Germans invaded Norway “to protect us". 

Aldo Leopold and Hans Peter Thomsen 

University of Wisconsin, Madison
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Fighting the Mesquite and Cedar Invasion on Texas Ranges. By H. M. Bell 

and E. J. Dyksterhuis. Soil Conservation, IX (5): 111-114. 

In most regions conservation means afforestation. According to the 

authors of this paper, it means deforestation in central Texas. The 

paper deals with the control of mesquite and cedar on 51 million acres of 

range where these trees have encroached on range grasses, to the detriment 

of the stockman. It is alleged that these encroachment "forests" have 

: displaced grass enough to grow 400 million pounds of meat annually, 

These are large claims and large figures. The reader may well ask 

why the encroachment has taken place. The authors tactfully avoid any 

answer, except to say that the invasion ts "the direct result of heavy use". 

This seems to be a polite paraphrase for overgrazing. I prefer plain words 

for plain facts,—especially—this—kiad, eapecialiy when beth -suthersare 

: 

. The authors do not mention the fact that cedar encroachment has 

also occurred on large areas in Arizona, while hardwood brush and western 

yellow pine have encroached on grasslands in the Mogollon Rim region of 

both Arizona and New Mexico. The cause was undoubtedly early overgrazing, 

followed later by fire protection. é 

In New Mexico where the old Spanish trail from Hl Paso to Santa Fe 

crosses the Jornado del Muerte, a ribbon of mesquite marks the old wagon 

ruts across mile after mile of otherwise treeless mesa. In this instance 

wagon wheels performed the ecological function of sod-breaking elsewhere 

: relegated to cows. 

“The paper discusses eradication techniques, including power machinery 

and poison. Costs run up to $15 per acre. Initial removal of the trees
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is difficult, but the prevention of resprouting is even more so. 

Resprouting occurs in mesquite, and in one of the three species of cedar 

involved. 

One is moved to reflect, in cases of this kind, on the immense 

power of plant succession. Most of conservation is the manipulation of 

the plant succession, yet the term is seldom mentioned in conservation 

propaganda. Most laymen do not know its meaning. Here is a dramatic 

case~history, offering a chance to explain how succession has upset 

an industry through failure to foresee the penalties of reckless 

land-use. . 

Aldo Leopold Z 

: University of Wisconsin 

: Madison, Wisconsin
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POST-WAR PROSPROTS No Mage sant fer tp fete 

Aldo Leopold 

The impending industrialization of the world, now foreseen by 

every one, means that many conservation problems heretofore local will 

shortly become global. 

Ho one has yet asked whether the industrial commnities which we 

intend to plant in the new and naked lands are more valuable, or less 

valuable, than the indigenous fauna and flora which they, to a large 

extent, displece and disrupt. Such 2 question requires degree of 

objectivity not yet achieved, either by mice or by men. 

We have, though, gone half way. The conservation movement is asking 

whether the impact of industry on the biota cannot be made more gentle, 

more intelligent, less wasteful. 

S wae 

one defect in conservation is that it is so far an ex post facto 

effort. When we have nearly finished disrupting & fauna and flora, we 

develop 2 nostalgic regret about it, and a wish to save the remnants. 

Why not do the regretting end saving in advance? 

There is little evidence, in the cases now pending, of any such 

advance planning. 

fake the Alaskan Highway, a military necessity, but also a dismenberment 

of the last large wilderness in North America. I hear ny neighbors 

anticipating a motor trip over the highway, but they do not foresee its 

probable effect on the grizaly, the mountain sheep, and the caribou. 

They do not foresee that the present highway, which splits the wilderness
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in half, will soon be followed by stub highways which split it into quarters, 

sixteenths, ete. They do not realize that airhighways to now mining 

camps already traverse the land of little sticks; that air-borne trappers 

are using poison to harvest fur on the tundras. ‘They are unaware of what 

all Arctic histery hammers home: that outdoor ethics evaporate under the 

midnight sun. 

Again, take the impending industrialisation of South America and 

Mexioo, Power machinery and guns have heretofore been starce and localized 

in these countries, Will our good neighbors use these new toys any more 

wisely than we did? 

Siberia is being industrialized with dramatic speed. No one knows 

the details, for the Russians hold their cards close to their chests. 

If plam-wise conservation is possible anywhere in the world, it should 

be possible in Siberia among the pioneers of planning. Siberia has a 

rich resident feune, and in addition has long been a reservoir for 

replenishing the migratory wildlife of Murope, especially wmterfowl. 

What the Siberians do with their newly acquired guns, plows, cows, 

adwainage machinery, and roads will be felt from the Arctic circle to the 

Wile. 

eae 

Within the United States, wildlife problems seem to grow ae fast 

or faster than solutions. ; 

We have been able to bring back the waterfowl part way because both 

ends of their migration route were in good shape; all thet the birds had 

to do was to run the gauntlet between. The gauntlet is now lengthening. 

Sportsmen from my home town now go to Clmrehili for goose shooting, to
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The Pas for ducks. O11 wells, already presént in the winter home of the 

Blue Goose, now look hopefully at the Mverglades. Mexico wants tourists, 

and will surely get them, both with and without guns. International 

treaties speak with less authority than of] wells and chilled shot. 

Our internal problems wore heretofore problems of searcity. The 

last decade has now added new problems of exeess. Excess deer and elk 

are eating up many national forests, national parks, and other forest 

and range lands. There is little evidence that the public is learning 

te foresee and prevent these cutbresks, as distinguished from attempting 

to cure them. When the time for cure arrives, the damage to the habitat 

is already completed. 

ee 

There is a prevalent assumption that conservation education is mking 

headway, albeit slowly. It is assumed that if we reach good people with 

good educational materiale, that good results will follow. I wonder if 

thie does not over-simplify the problem. 

The other day I noticed, on the front lawn of a successful doctor, 

@ mountain ash tree in process of strangulation by a wire which had 

been wrapped around it years ago. The doctor passes within three feet 

of this tree four times a day. He either has not seen the wire, or he 

has no concept of @ tree as a living thing, or he attaches no value to the 

tree, or he fears that © rusty wire might soll his gloves. This doctor 

; would instantly detect, and act upon, any human body similarly threatened, 

nor would he spare gloves in doing so. My guess is thet he, as an 

“economic man", has outgrown any consciousness ef land, plants, or 

animals, except perhaps during the hunting season, when he shows brief 

interest in game birds. The quality of this interest is on e par with
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his interest in golf balls. Both are objects to be pursued for sport, 

and then forgotten. : 

The concept of mountain ash as a cog in the biotic mechanism of 

his native state is, I fear, non-existent in his mind. He has no montal 

picture of mountain ash as winter color, as a full dinner-pail for the 

returning robins, as a seent of blossoms on a May evening. Such concepts 

lke outside the boundary of his area of consaiousness. His area of consciousness, 

and everybody else's since the world began, is moving. ‘The prevailing 

@ivection is away from the lend. Can edugation change this? 1 wish 

I knew. 

eeD 

While the post-war prospect is for the most part a gloomy one, it 

is not wholly devoid of encouraging omeas. 

In ny view the most encouraging is the recent discovery that the 

fertility of the soll determines the mtritional value of the plants grown 

on it. We have heretofore assumed that it determined only the size of 

the crop. 

At firet glance this may seom irrelevant to conservation. Actually, 

, it may prove to be revolutionary. It moans that hereafter every plant, 

ineluding every agricultural product grown for food, will have a qualitative 

as well as a quantitative value. "A bushel of wheat" will no longer 

define anything. It must also be specified what vitamins, minerals, and 

other determiners of mtritive value that particular bushel offers. theat 

grown on healthy setl carries the potentiality of healthy animals and 

healthy people: wheat grown on abused soil is something less than wheat. 

This new concept affects conservation in many ways.
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First, it knocks the props out from under the prevalent assumption 

that our relation to land is wholly economic. 

Secondly, it may ultimately explain many successes and failures in 

bird and mammal conservation which are now recognized as facts, but 

for which no reasons are known. The grouse and rabbit cycle, for example, 

has been suspected of being a matritioml phenomenon. This lends new 

color to the suspicion. 

Thirdly, and most important, it places on the landowner a new obligation 

to conserve the soil, and one less easily evaded than the old and familiar 

obligation to posterity. He who erodes his field now erodes the health 

of his children and his neighbors. It is ironical that chemistry, the 

most materialistic of sciences, has thus unwittingly synthesized a conscience 

for land-use.
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HOW GAME BIRDS ARE WINTERING 

Aldo Leopold 

This winter is, so far, one of the mildest of recent decades. Only 

one winter, 1931-32, was equally mild, equally snowless, and otherwise 

favorable for wildlife. 

Wild weather, however, is no unmixed blessing to the birds. It 

enabled farmers to do lots of fall plowing, and to haul most of their 

corn out of the fields to the barnyard. ‘This reduced the supply of 

weed seeds and waste grain available for winter wildlife food. Should 

there be deep snow later, it might yet bring starvation to quail and 

pheasants. 

That the birds are so far on “easy street" is attested by their 

refusal to enter traps. Each winter the University tries to trap and band 

as many quail and pheasants as possible on the University Arboretum, and 

on a study area near Prairie du Sac. By repeating this year after year, 

we learn the movements of individual birds, and their mortality rate.. 

Usually by New Year's my students and I have trapped and banded a 

hundred birds. So far this year we have caught "nary a feather". The 

birds are "thumbing their noses" at our allurements. Our temptingly 

daited traps do not interest them. 

We have, however, trapped and earetagged about 50 rabbits on the 

Arboretum. The purpose is to get a rabbit census. Rabbits can't be 

counted on the wing like birds, for most of them spend the day underground. 

We get out census by trapping and ear-tagging ubtil the traps yield only 

rabbits ,lready tagged. The mumber tagged is the population resident on 

the trapped area. Iast year the Arboretum had 2 rabbits per acre. This 

year the cycle has reduced the population, but how much? We hope to find 

out.
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Making a rabbit census by tagging requires so mech labor that few 

have undertaken the job. The result is that we know almost nothing 

about the abundance, in mumbers, of this, our commonest game animal. We 

know that Wisconsin hunters kill a million rabbits a year, tut we do not 

know whether this is a tenth, or a quarter, or three quarters of the 

population. 

Coming back to game birds: A mild winter ruins our trapping, but 

it also has a special value to research workers: “it enables,us; to measure 
the ‘carrying capacity" of sample ranges. Perhaps some of you would 

like to know what carrying capacity means. The carrying capacity of a 

range is the level at which predators cease to reduce the population. 

It is hard to measure capacity in severe winters, because in such winters 

starvation, as well as predation, is killing birds. 

You will of course ask why predators cease reducing the population 

at this particular level, which we call the “capacity level". Certainly 

it is not because they cease trying. As nearly 98 we know, it is because 

the birds cease to evict each other through social intolerance. Apparently, 

birds are vulnerable to their natural enemies only so long as they quarrel 

among themselves. They quit quarrelling when they have enough “Lebensraum” 

in the form of good cover and food. Statesmen would do well to ponder 

this biological fact. Perhaps we humans are likewise intolerant when 

crowded. 

Another way to define carrying capacity is this: it is the number 

of birds which survive until spring during a mild winter. On any given 

range this survival level shows mech consistency from one mild winter to 

another. In severe winters starvation often reduces the level far below 

capacity, but predation never fails to reduce the population, at least to 

capacity level by spring, regardless of how many birds were present in fail.
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Apparently predators gre an automatic safety device for preventing slums. 

The valve closes when population pressure has been reduced to a favorable 

point. i 

On the Prairie du Sac study area, the carrying capacity for bobwhite 

quail has declined from about 330 in 1929 to 150 in 1943. This decline, 

as far ag we know, represents the decline of good winter food ani cover 

brought about through grazing of woodlots, debrushing of roadsides and 

feneerows, and perhaps loss of soil fertility. This fall we had about 200 

quail on the area, but they are losing steadily despite the mild weather. 

This means that they still leck elbow room, are quarrelling among themselves, 

and are evicting surplus coveys to undesirable locations, where they «re 

vulnerable to owle and foxes. Shooting owls and foxes is no remedy, for : 

4 years of experience has taught us that population in excess of capacity 

disappears anyhow, regardless of whether natural enemies are plentiful or 

scarce. 

When I use such words as quarrelling, intolerance, lebensraum, etc., I am 

of course using human terms applicable only to the human mind. ‘The mind of a 

bird is something else; we know nothing about it. But we can measure the 

behavior of populations, and their behavior is ag if these terms applied. 

It is important to underetand that the birds are unconscious of anything 

except a desire to eat, keep warm, and escape enemies. This is true of most 

people. The intolérance of birds when crowded is automatic; perhaps ours is. 

We have evidence that old birds are more intolerant than young, and that : 

hungry birds are more intolerant than full ones. We ought to recognize theee 

peculiarttical for they are ours, too. Perhaps the study of birds my yet 

teach us something about ourselves.
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Jamary 5, 1944 

Mr. William T. Calhoun 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Cal: : 

It occurred to me that this radio talk might be 
of some use to you in the teacher column of the 
Conservation Bulletin. 

Since the article is seasonal, I am sending it 
to you right away without stopping to ask Jorns 
for a drawing. Perhaps you have some photo which 
would do, or perhaps you can dispense with the 
usual illustration. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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WHAT WEXT IN DEER POLICY? gen eO PiEe elegy 
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Aldo Leopold ee es a 

Editor's note: This article follows up a prior diagnosis of the 

Wisconsin deer problem published in the Conservation 
Bulletin for August 1943. Printed copies of this 
prior report are on hand, and will be furnished on 

: request. Bee 

Preliminary figures on the 1943 deer kill are now available. They 

show a legal reported kill of: 

; Males Females Total 

Fawns 6,800 5,700 12,500 

Yearlings 12,700 14,200 26,900 

Adults 35,000 30,700 65,700 

54, 500 50,600 105,100 

Pd ‘These-aré Jarge figures, ‘and when I first heard ‘them they gave me 

7 the imp ession of a really substanti ction in the herd. However, | 

| after ppl he history of the“herd, as igeI, the reduction looks - \ 

we _mmch_ smaller. 5 ; 

How big is the herd? The currently accepted estimate of 500,000 

deer in 1943 is of course, a pure guess, and is based on the supposition 

der” : 

that -an-treeptive herd under a buck law will return a legal kill of about 

10 per cent. I know of no official deer estimate which ever exacgerated 

the true population, and I know dozens that underguessed. Michigan 

at the pekk of its irruption in 1938 guessed it had 1,172,000 deer. 

Pennsylvania at its peak in 1927 guessed it had 1,000,000. Our estimate 

of 500,000 in 1943 seems more likely to be low than high. We were reporting 

a kill ‘of about 50,000 bucks before 1943, hence the 500,000 guess squares 

with the 10 per cent formla.
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How big a reduction diiwe make in 19437 It is the unanimous verdict 

: of all buck-law states that the removal of bucks does not, within ordinary 

limits, change the rate of increase-atcaity The only reduction adéunplttinel 

under a buck-law is the illegal kill of females crippled and not found, or 

found and deliberately abandoned. 

Wisconsin's own experience dering the buck-law period (1920-1942) 

sutathattates this conclusion. : 

Therefore, the only true reduction accomp{ished in 1943 consisted of 

_ the 50,600 females killed. This is a 10 per cent reduction of our 

supposed herd of 500,000. 

Did the 1942 starvation reduce the herd? It is the experience of / 

all states for which starvation data are available that fawns begin to 

die several years before the irruptive peak is reached. This is another 

way of saying that early fawn starvation slows down, but does not reverse, 

the upward trend of an irruptive herd. What pulls down an irruptive 

“herd is the ultimte starvation of adult does. Our fawn die-off in 

192-43, therefore, probably did not reverse the upward trend of our 4c. | 

—hert, ulatim « 

When would our adult deer starve? There may be something like a : 

“standard interval" Vetreds the first starvation of fawns and the 

2 ultimate starvation of adults: : 

Area : First fawns starved Peak Interval, 

(adults starved) years 

Kaibab 1920 1924 > 4 

Lower Peninsula, Mich. 1930 1938 8 s 

Wisconsin 1935-36 ? ?
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If we had not reduced the herd in 1943, it seems likely that the 

next severe winter would have begun to take adult deer on a large scale. 

The present mild winter was of course no test. 

What further reductions are needed? This is of course the real : 

question. The only light we have is the experience of other states which 

have passed through or are passing through an irruption. : 

Michigan's experimental herd on the George Reserve showed severe 

overbrowsing at 160 head, and range eecovery after reduction to 50 head. i 

This was a 70 per cent reduction, but it is doubtful whether the herd had 

reached its irruptive peak, for fawns had not yet died at the 160 level. 

Michigan's lower peninsula herd has declined, mainly by starvation, 

from 800,000 in 1938 to 700,000 in 1942, without any visible relief to the 

: winter feed... this, 12 per cent reduction se apparently insufficient. 

The Kaibab herd starved from 100,000 in 1924 to 20,000 in 1931, and 

to seueinine over 10,000 at present. This ‘tase 90 per cent reduction, and 

has brought vigorous recovery to at least the surviving browse plants. 

Whether it restored, by reproduction, the browse plants killed during the 

. irruption is a matter of dispute. j 

Pennsylvania, by combined doe seasons and starvation, reduced her 

herd of 1,000,000 in 1927 to about 500,000 at present. This 50 per cent 

reduction has brought relief to browse foods of the middle brackets, but 

not to preferred ot Pennsylvania's carrying capacity was estimated in 

1931 as 250,000 deer, to reach which will require an ultimate 75 per cent 

reduction. 

Let's be optimistic and assume that Wisconsin, by reason of her : 

prompt start in 1943, can get by on a 60 per cent reduction, i.e. that -
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our carrying mnnity 4s 200,000 deer, On that basis, at the 1943 rate 

of see teciew- yer year, it will take five years to reduce our herd 

to carrying capacity level. : z 

—(Thie—rough compatatton-tyuores—many..mathematical_refinements.—~ 

What if further reduction is delayed? Herd reduction is like paying 

the national debt, nobody wants to do it now. There may be considerable 

agitation to call a halt on further doe-killing, gust as there is already ; 

agitation to restore the wolf bounty. 

; If there is any one thing that is known beyond all doubt it is this: 

the longer the reduction of an irruptive herd is postponed, the lower 

will be the ultimate level at which equilibrium with winter food is : 

reestablished. 

If we remove no females in 194% the herd will undoubtedly rebound © 

to its former level (see Fig. 1), after which we agéhn start from scratch 

in reducing it. The important point, however, is the lower ultimate 

earrying capacity or stabilization level (see projection on Fig. 1) 

resulting from postponement. ee 

Locsl variations. It is of course fals® to think of the Wisconsin 

herd as presenting a uniform problém. There “ counties which have no 

abnormal Soin population. ‘There are counties with already ruined yards 

which got no relief last fall by reason of deep snows during the hunting 

season, There are "buckshot counties" which probably were over-reduced last 

fall. These local deviations from the general trend will have to be 

dealt with in the future. Nevertheless the average northern county seems 

to be just started on the route to a normal healthy herd and a norml 

_ healthy forest. f
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Natural Principles of Iand Use, By Hdward H. Graham, Oxfof University 
Press, Hew Yoric, 194%, 274 pp.» $3.50. 

During the last two decades, ecological science and landeuse planning 

have expanded rapidly. Bach has become a self-conscious enterprise lea 

by & professioml elass, and each has claimed to be the necessary foundation 

for the popular movement mown es conservation. 

There is cbviows logic in these claims. The fly in the ointment is : 

that scologists know little of land-use, lend-planners know little of 

ecology, and lay conservationists know little of either. 

These three enterprises are not, however, wholly isolated from each 

other, for there exist in the forestry, range management, agronomy, and 

wildlife management professions certain individuals who know something of 

ecology, of planning, and of conservation. To these has been offered an 

opportunity of almost terrifying magnitudes to write a book integrating 

all three into one logical system, f 

I doubt whether anyone who has not tried it can quite grasp the sweep 2 

ef gueh an undertaking, Dr. Graham, in the present volume, has wisely 

refrained from attempting an exhaustive treatment, i.e. he does not close 

any circles of documented logic. He attempts, rather, a thumbnail sketeh 

of the certain selected researches, land-use practices, and conservation 

policies which illustrate modes of thinking, good and not so good, 

pertinent to his title: "Natural Principles of land Use". 

‘his title, to my way of thinking, is a very hapyy one. 1% implies 

@learly that there ave natural and unnatural principles which may be 

applied to land, and that only those harmonious with the inner mechanisms 

of the land itself can succeed in the long run. It implies that ecology,
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and not economics, is the final arbiter of success in land management. 

Such a jumping-off point of course raises the question; What is 

ecology? How does one distinguish a natural principle? The book is an 

attempt to describe the search for answers to these questions. 

My impression is that Dr. Graham is successful to the extent that 

he deals with specific cases. I find nothing particularly impressive 

in his first four chapters, which deal with general concepts, nor in 

Chapter V on techniques. Chapter VI on land classification strikes me 

ae pedantic, with « strong wureau flavor elsewhere absent. ‘The 

succeeding chapters on farms, forests, ranges, waters, exotics, and 

control practices are the heart of the book, 

I have seen no better sketch of forest ecology than Dr, Graham 

presents in Chapter VIII. The materiales are so rich and varied that many 

a major field of inquiry gets only two or three sentences, nevertheless 

the net effect is coherent and convincing, and the reader is literally 

given the meat of the author's wide erudition in this ficld. Nevertheless 

there are a few distortions of fact. Thus the Kaibab is credited with 

protesting deerprodators after the 1924 irruption; not only is this not 

true, bat the Kaibab tragedy was allowed to repeat itself on the adjoining 

deer ranges of Utah without any dimimtion of predator-control. Again: 

Dr. Graham repeats the fond fancy that forest plantings can be interlarded 

between highs of the snowshoe hare cycle. Just what tree can grow out of 

reach of hares in five yoars? 

The sketch of range ecology is equally effective. It cites the following 

gen of nonecological reasong? Weeds cause serious reductions in grazing 

Capacity. The shoe, Dr. Graham points out, is on the other foot: Weeds
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do not gause reductions in graging capacity, they are the result of such 

reductions; the cause is overgrazing. In this simple inversion of cause 

and effect is told the sad history of forty per cent of the area of the 

United States. 

I will not easily forgive the publisher for separating two photographs 

of this chapters Plate 22, showing a Navajo village fifty years ago, 

and Plate 23, showing the same site now occupied by a yawning arroyo. 

Such rare ani valuable "before and after" photographs deserve more respectful 

handling. 

The chapter on pest control says more in twelve pages than many an 

ecological writer has said in his lifetime. Its philosophy is that of Hinton: 

"If you create a vacancy, it is your own very difficult business to keep 

it vacant", Its appraisal of the status quo is illuminsting: “we have 

few universities and no governmental bureau which undertake specific 

research on numbers of vertebrates", i.e. population problems. (I add 

my fervent amen.) This quotation, and this chapter, are appropriate : 

examples of how Dr, Graham achieves a very critical appraisal of lenieuse 

practices and policies without scolding, without crying over spilt milk, 

and without apocalyptic prophesies of doom. 

The final chapter, "The Land and Human Welfare", is a remerkably 

concise sketch of the social implications of land conservation, It onds 

with this prophetic note: "Conservation is more than wise use of natural 

resources, It may well be the foundation of a new social philosophy. 

Our institutions were developed around exploitation. ‘Sonservation 

may well develop a way of life as different from the prevailing one as that 

is different from the cultures of the past."
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Bverything taken together, this is a remarkably good book, It is 

certainly the best, and briefest, of the “conservation series", Barring 

the first few chapters, it offers the layman a clear picture of conservation, 

and many a professional biologist who has become cramped into somo narrow 

specialty will do well to read it for reorientation. 

Aldo Leopold. 

" Department of Wildlife Manogoment 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison
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June 7, 1944 

Mr. Wellington Brink 
U. S. Soil Conservation Service 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Brink: 

I read Hd Graham's book with mch satisfaction, and 
I appreciate your sending me a copy. I enclose my 
reviow. 

I would appreciate two or three extra copies of 
the issue in which this appears for my library. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Aldo Leopold : 

Game management is the art of growing game crops. ‘The crop 

may be grown either by naturel propagation in the wild, or by 

artificial propagation in confinement for later release in the 

wild. (Yor technique of artificial propagation, see references 

in bibliography. ) 

Techniques. Wild cropping techniques differ widely in detail, 

but all are bent to two ends: the preservation of an adequate 

breeding stock, and the creation of a favorable habitat in which 

the stock may mltiply. 

: The preservation of a residue of breeding stock is accomplished 

either by laws limiting the kill or harvest, or by « combination 

of laws and self-imposed rules. 

The creation of a favorable environment is accomplished by 

feeding during critical seasons, by reducing matural enemies, and ‘ 

by planting vegetation valuable for food or cover. 

The choice of techniques for any given unit of land is dictated 

by the kind of game to be mnaged, by the current defects of its 

habitat, and by the legal and economic framework within which 

management is organized. (For an account of legal framewori, 

see game laws. ) 

Kinds of Game. Game species fall into four categories which 

aiffer greatly in their habitat requirements, They also differ : 

in their mobility and tendency to disperse. Habitat requirements 

@ictate the technique of management, and mobility dictates the 

Alb
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minimum sise of the geographic unit which can be managed. be 

1. Parn game includes pheasants, partridges, quai ,‘daa 

rabbits. These species commonly thrivé on cultivated land, mt 

where farm units are small, management mst try not only to produce 

& crop, but also to prevent its dispersion to other ownerships. 

2. Forest and range game. This includes most deer, wild 

boar, the smaller bears, wild turkey, and most grouse. These 

species commonly thrive on wild’ tands interspersed with farms. 

Many of them are mobile, and hence require management units of 

considerable size. land ownership may be pudlic, private, or 

mixed. 

3. Wilderness game. This includes the larger deer, moose, 

caribou, wild sheep, the larger bears, ani the wild bovines. These 

species thrive only in wilderness,cna do not tolerate interspersed 

farms, All are highly mobile. Hence large units are required, 

and public ownership is usually necessary. 

4, Migratory game. This includes ducks, gegse, swans, 

shorebirds, doves, and pigeons of continental mobility. Most of 

these species require marshlands, and thrive on interspersion of - 

agriculture. Game laws must be continental in scope in order to 

protest migratory birds, but units of managemont to improve their 

habitat must necessarily be local. 

In order to illustrate the meaning of game management and 

the problems it encounters, an historical account of two sample 

groups, pheasants and deer, is gtven in the following captions. 

Mach group is first sketched for a representative region. Other 

2 oS~
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regions are then briefly compared. 

Fhoasant Management in the Morthorn United States, The ring-necked 
pheasant is of Asiatic origin, ani wag introdused inte the United States 

during the period 1900-1920. Pheasants were planted in all states, but 

east of the Rockies they survive in mumbers only south of the 

coniferous forest, and north of southern Pennsylvania, centre) 

Ohio, central Indiana, central Illinois, southern Iowa, and central 

Nebraska. ‘The northern boundary of success seems to coincide 

with that of corn (maize); the southern boundary is now believed 

to be set by summer texperature. Where the sun is hot enough to 

kill pheasant ene8y in midsummer, the species does not thrive in 

the wild, 

Pheasant management rests upon the fact that the bird is 

polygamous, hence most of the males can be harvested without 

diminishing the subsequent crop. Accordingly the harvest is 

legaily restricted to cocks except in a few states, like South 

Dakota, where the stand is teo heavy and a reduction in breeding 

stock is desired. A breeding ratio of one cock to 5-10 hens 

seems to suffice. 

Most states supplement natural wild propagation by artificial 

propagation on state game farms. ‘Such farms also distribute 

eggs or day-old chicks to farmers and to local sportemen's 

clubs for artificial rearing. The survivel of artificially 

propagated pheasants after release seems to diminish ag the range 

becomes stocked with pheasants of wild origin. Many plantings on 

vacant range were successful, tut now that wild birds occupy the 

same range, further plantings show poor survival. The reason seems 
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to lie in the inability of the artificial birds to compete with 

those of wild origin. 

Most pheasant states east of the Mississippi feed their birds 

in snowy winters, and encourage farmers to do so. West of the 

Mississippi the greater prevalence of standing corn makes feeding 

unnecessary. 

Winter pheasant cover is seldom deliberately provided; the 

birds make shift with such accidental natural cover as may persist 

in marshes, fencerows, and woodlots. ‘The distribution of such 

accidental coverts is very spotty, hence the density of pheasant 

population is likewise spotty. Ohio traps excess pheasants from 

congested areas in winter, and moves them to understocked areas. 

An almost universal problem in American pheasant management 

is the destruction of nests by haymowers. [It so happens that 

alfalfa and clover are ready to cut just when sost pheasant nests 

are ready to hatch. Most nests are built in hayfields, and most 

unhatched nests are thus unavoidably destroyed. Often the incubating 

hen is likewise killed or mutilated. Wo practicable remedy for 

this loss has been devised. Fortunately the hens which estape the 

mower often make another nesting attempt. In Iowa such renestings 

have been found to account for as high as half of theyearts crop 

of young pheasants. 

Some states place bounties on foxes, horned owls, and goshawks, 

partly to increase their stand of pheasants. There is widespread 

Gtdngrecnenk, chotmer this accomplishes the desired purpose. azy| mae, 2 

now believe that pheasant populations are limited not by predatory 
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enemies, but by the carrying capacity of the winter food and cover. 

It has been demonstrated in Wisconsin, at least on unshot refuges, 

that pheasant populations can become too heavy to be compatible 

with farming, despite the presence of mumerous predatory enemies. } 

Pheasant damage to newly planted corn and to garden truck te 

is likely to become heavy wherever congested populations are allowed 

to persist. 

Refuges for pheasants which are fed in winter, and on which 

no hunting &s allowed, have been established on a considerable 

seale in Ohio and Wisconsin. It was assumed that breeding stock 

would overflow from such refuges and restock the surrounding 

terrain. Banding studies show that breeding stock does radiate 

from gefuges in spring, but that at least the old birds return to 

them na fall, rather than to spread into new winter locations. 

In short, the pheasant is more mobile than most other species of 

farm game, tut he is orfated to a fixed wintering ground, to 

which he returns year after year. The bobwhite quail is less 

mobile, but is unoriented to any fixed wintering ground, hence 

the enfi-effect is that he spreads from refuges better than the 

pheagant does. 

The prevailing technique for regulating the harvest of 

pheasants is to restrict the open season (a week to a month, 

depending on the state) and limit the daily bag to cocks (2 per 

day in most states). A few states, including New York, New Jersey, 

Illinois, and Wisconsin, have now (1945) legalized an altermtive 

form of management: the pheasant shooting preserve. A preserve, 

dbtuneo 
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when duly licensed, may shoot pheasants during a long season 

(often three months) without bag limit, and of either sox, but 

the total bag for the season is limited to a percentage of the 

number artificially propagated and released, ‘The usual limit is 

75% of the mmber released, The limit is enforced by issuing to 

each preserve as many non-reusable tags as it is entitled to shoot. 

Bach pheasant killed mst bear a tag in order to be legal. 

The shooting preserve is, on its face, expensive, and experience 

has shown that releases made far in advance of the shooting season 

ae not appear in the bag in any numbers. 

Another departure in pheasant management is the public shooting 

ground, an area owned or leased by the state for public shooting. 

Most states are now establishing such grounds, especially near 

large cities where farms tend to become posted against public 

hunting. The weakness in such areas is that they tend to become 

shot out. Experience shows, however, that if the cover is heavy 

enough, @ breeding stock of pheasants usually survives. Artificial 

restocking is commonly used to replenish public shooting grounds. 

The anmial harvest of cock pheasants increases as one moves 

westward across the pheasant range. Thus Connecticut kills less 

than 50,000 per year, New York and Pennsylvania up to half a 

million each, Michigan and Wisconsin up to a million cach, Minnesota 

up to 1$ millions, South Dekota up to 4 millions. The yield seems 

te parallel the fertility of the soil. 

Fhessant Manogenont in Europe. Moropean pheasant mansgonont 
is more intense, more expensive, and less natural than American. 

aL Ly 
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It leans heavier on artificial propagation and predator control. 

It produces mech higher per acre yields. In Burope the initiative 

comes almost entirely from private landowners, whereas in America 

the initiative comes largely from public agencies (state conservation 

departments). 

In the British Isles, the prevailing system is built around 

planted or natural coverte from which all predators are excluded. 

The pheasant stand is shot down heavily each autumn, and renewed 

by artificial propagation each spring. ‘The stands are so heavy 

that other related game birds, such as the Buropean partridge, 

seldom thrive, hence a given land unit may be managed for pheasants, 

or for partridge, but not for beth. The pheasants are shot by 

driving them over the guns, and the coverts are designed to 

facilitate such driving. Vor details of British management, see 

Maxwell's "Pheasants and Covert Shooting" (bibliography). 

In Germany, the system is similar, except that wild rather 

than artificial propagation is the mainstay. Coverts (called 

remises) are planted among the fields for winter cover. Winter 

feeding and predator control are intensive. Remises are often 

clustered near the centre of an estate in order to discourage 

exodus of birds during and after shooting drives. For details 

see "Farm Game Management in Silesia" by Aldo Leopold, in American 

Wildlife for Sept.-Oct. 1936. 

Deer Management in the United States. From the tine of the 
earliest settlements until about 1910, deer management in America 

was a matter of increasing a sore or less insufficient stand of deer. 

yor
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Searcity grew with settlement, and deer came to be thought of as 

one of the big game mammals which mst eventually disappear from 

all tut fairly wild regions. A standard formla for management 

had been evolved and adopted in most sdates: shoot bucks only, 

and shorten the open season to fit the dwindling supply. 

Soon after 1910 a small deer herd on the Kaibab Plateau, 

consisting originally of about 4,000 deer, began to increase. The 

Kaibab Plateau comprises the north rim of the Grand Canyon of the 

Colorado River in Arizona. 

By 1918 range experts warned that the Kaibab deer were stripping 

their winter range of food, which consisted of the twigs and 

foliage of three woody plants: cliff-rose (Cowania), sage, and 

juniper. As these desirable browse plants beeame exhausted, the 

deer resorted to inferior (less mutritious) browse, such as pine 

and oak. The experts recommended that the herd be reduced, but 

to laymen the idea of too many deer seemed unfamiliar and fantastic. 

There were lengthy debates, but nothing was done. 

In 1924, after the Kaibab deer had climbed to a probable 

level of 100,000 head, came the first of two catastrophic famines 

which reduced the herd by 60% in two winters. By 1939 the herd 

had dropped to a tenth of its peak size, and the range had lost 

much of its pre-irruption carrying capacity. The Kaibab area, 

which had previously been @ refuge, was opened to hunting in 192, 

wut too late to save either the herd or the range. 

The Kaibab tragedy was not thought of as something which would 

repeat itself elsewhere until about 1926, when the deor herd of 
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Pennsylvania, after a decade of irruptive increase, began to starve. 

This is a different species (the whitetail or Virginia deer), 

whereas the Kaibab deer is the mle deer. The list of winter 

foods in Pennsylvania is entirely different, yet the fatal sequence 

of events was identical to the Kaibab: increase since 1905, first 

evidence of overbrowsing in 1917, debates about whether to reduce 

the herd 1917-1928, peak of population (about 1,000,000 deer) in 

1926, self-reduction by starvation after 1926. ‘The Pennsylvania 

herd, however, was hunted throughout the irruptive period, bucks 

only being legal. The debate was whether to legalize does and 

other antlerless deer. This was finally done in 1928, and by 

1941 nearly half a million antlerless deer had been removed. 

This nfitigated the severity of the irruption; the herd in 1940 stood 

at half its peak level, and the range at half its pre-irruption 

carrying capacity. 

Deer irruptions of greater or less severity, more or less 

mitigated by preventive reductions, have since occurred in Oregon, 

California, Hew Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Texas, Wisconsin, Michigan, 

North Carolina, and New York. lk irruptions have occurred in 

Yellowstone Park and elsewhere. Curiously enough, irruptions are 

unknown in Mexico or Canada. 

The geography of irruptive behavior, together with the chronology 

of related events, offers the best clues to its causation. 

Irruptions began after (but not always immediately after) (1) the 

passage and enforcement of buck-lews, (2) the removal of wolves, 

cougars, and other deer=predators, (3) the widespread establishment 

of refuges, (4) the lumbering of forests, with subsequent widespread 

Pe. 
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forest fires followed by protection and a regrowth of deer foods. 

(In the West, irruptions occur without lumbering, but in open 

forests which admit sun and thus grow deer foods.) As nearly 

as is now (1945) known, irruptions occur whenever deer are given 

a chance for uninterrupted increase on a range well stocked with 

food plants, and devoid of natural enemies. The only preventive 

is prompt reduction of females at the first sign of overbrowsing 

in winter food plants. 

One reason for the frequent delays in reducing irruptive 

herds is thal laymen quite legically ask: "Why not feed the doer, 

and thus avoid the necessity for reduction?" ‘The difficulties 

with artificial feeding are two: deer do not stop browsing when 

fed grain and hay, and deer seem unable to thrive on grain and 

hay without browse. Artificial feeding thus exaggerates the drain 

on natural food plants. Many of thesé plants are the reproduction 

of forest trees, hence forestry is eevee handicapped on an 

overstocked deer range. 

Irruptions are invariably accompanied by physical deterioration 

of the deer by reason of malnutrition. 

Most game disperses of its own accord when populations become 

too dense. ‘he dispersive force is intolerance. Deer seem to 

possess no intolerance, and would "rather starve then move". 

Probably deer, in a state of nature, depended on cougars and wolves 

to do the dispersing for them. Wow that these enemies have been 

removed, the game manager mst foresee and prevent congestions. 

The trend of game management policy is now (1945) to shoot 

deer of either sex, ‘and to avoid large permanent refuges. Minnesota has 
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for decades legalized the taking of deer of either sex, and has 

experienced no irruptive deer except in large refuges and parks. 

Deer Management in Burope. Deer were the first kind of game 

to be managed in Burepe. Management of deer on royal forests and 

feudal estates became general about 1400, and consisted of rigid 

patrol, severe penalties against trespass, preservation of mast 

trees for deer food, voluntary restraints on the annual kill, and 

predator control. Deer were taken by driving them with hounds into 

nets, where they were dispatched with bows and arrows. An excellent 

account of English management methods and hunting techniques during 

the 1400's is contained in "Master of Game", written by Hdward, 

Second Duke of York, In 1413. 

The deer population, at least in Germany, is known to have 

inereased greatly between 1400 and 1618. It was then depleted by 

the outbreak of the Thirty Years War, and the consequent breakdown 

of legal restraints. 

Guns came into use at the end of the 1600's, and at this: 

time the larger deer predators began to disappear. During the 1700's 

there was @ general exploitation and shrinkage of forests, which 

by 1800 resulted, at least in Germany, in a decline of deer 

populations. 

About 1820 German foresters began to plant deciduous forests 

to spruce and pine. These trees have no value as deer food, and 

spruce tends to shade out the trees and shrubs which do feed deer. 

Tho end result was similar. to that of an irruption: the supply of 

winter browse foods declined, and this in turn forced the general 

adoption of artificial feeding. The deer deteriorated physically, 
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and inflicted increasing damage on both forest reproduction and 

farm crops. To reduce crop damage deer forests were fenced, but 

this intensified the pressure on forest reproduction, and also 

the malnutrition of the deer. 

By 1914 German foresters repented their "spruce mania" because 

spruce on hardwood soils had ceased to yield well. A reconversion 

$0 indigenous hardwoods began, but encountered grest difficulties 

because the hungry deer devoured the young hardwoods as fas) ag 

they were planted. By 1935 a general reduction of deer densities 

had begun, and there was general agreement that a moderate stand 

of healthy deer in a natural forest represented better management 

than an excessive stand of artificially-fed deer in an unnatural 

ferest. (An account of deer history appears in an article "Deer 

and Deuerwald in Germany} by Aldo Leopold, in Journal of Forestry 

for April, 1936.) 

Neither Britain nor France suffered from the "spruce mania" 

in its acute German form, but the British herds (mainly in Scot&and) 

did become too large, and deteriorated physically. The present (1945) 

trend toward smaller and better herds is common both to Burope 

and America. 

The Huropean red deer has been introduced into New Zealand, 

where food is abundant and no natural deer predators exist. The 

New Zealand herd has reached irruptive levels, and not only threatens 

the continuity of the forest, but has induced serious soil erosion. 

Game Research. Deliberate research for better management 

techniques began in Britain with a study of the red grouse in 1910, 

and in America with a study of bobwhite quail in Georgia in 1924, 
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Starting from these meclei, larger programs dealing with many 

species ané@ many localities have grown up. The British program 

no@ (1945) centers in the Bureau of Animal Populations at Oxford, 

and the American program in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

and at least 15 state colleges and universities. 

The earlier researches dealt) with the improvement of the 

external environment or habitat, the assumption being that game 

population levels are externally contfolled, i.e. that any 

population tends to “inerease up to the limit of its food supply". 

More recent researches show that at least in some species, 

population levels are internally as well as externally controlled, 

that is to say, some populations contain mechanisms which 

automatically reduce surplus numbers, and protect against dangerous 

depletions. An example is the American bobwhite quail. 

The quail is a monogamous bird whieh congregates in coveys 

during the autumn and winter, is known to reduce its own populations, 

when they become top-heavy, by evicting "surplus" coveys into 

submarginal habitats or territories. Once evicted, such surplus 

coveys become vulnerable to predatory enemies, and also to winter 

storms, and thus die. Coveys inhabiting good territories (i.e. 

habitats with sufficient food and cover) are, at the same time, 

subject to only nominal loss from predators, and die of winter 

storms only when these are exceptionally severe. 

This mechanism, operative during the winter season, is supplemented 

by another, operative during the summer season, Whenever the summer 
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starts with an exceptionally large breeding stock, the per cent 

of reproductive success, as measured by tote] fall population, 

is small, and may approach gero. Whenever the summer starts with 

an exceptionally sml1l breeding stock, the per cent of reproductive 

success, as measured ® the ders es a and . . . 

may exceed 500%. (The maximum possible reproductive success is 

ahout 14 young per pair, or a-total of-i6y-an 8008. ) The reasons 

for the inverse relation between breeding stock and summer reproductive 

gain are unknown. 

The combined effect of the winter and summer mechanisms is 

to penalize population increase above the capacity of the winter 

food and cover (by eviction, and by slower reproduction), and 

to protect depleted populations (by security in the choicest winter 

terfitories, and by faster reproduction). 

The discovery of these mechanisms sheds new light on manigement. 

Thus shooting, if done before winter and confined to surplus, 

has no effect on future population levels, for it kills only 

what would die anyhow by eviction. Préator-control does little 

or no good, because depleted stocks are virtually secure, and 

surplus will die anyhow. Feeding cannot save surplus population, 

for surplus is doomed in any event. Food and cover development 

in subemarginal territories, however, is able to raise future 

population levels by adding habitable territories in which new 

eoveys tend to be secure. 

The extent to which similar compensatory mechanisms prevail 

in other game species is not yet known. There is good evidence that 

pheasants possess a somewhat similar mechanism. Deer certainly do not, 
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for the bobwhite mechanism reste on intolerance, and deer have 

none. The carnivores and raptors, being more intolerant than 

bobwhite, and little subject to predation or weather, my be 

assumed to have a strong internal regulatory mechanism of some 

sort. 

Muskrats are known to reduce their own surplus populations 

by the intolerance of old rats for grown young. The young are 

evicted to submarginal habitat, and also die of a fungus skin 

disease after they have been wounded in fights. 

Barly History. The earliest game management recorded in literature 

is that described by Marco Polo. It was practised during the 

1200's by the Mongol Khans to produce game for their own pleasure. 

It employed many techniques usually thought of as modern, and 

produced heavy game crops. 

During the 1400's Frederick II, Holy Roman Emperor, 

practiged management on a considerable scale to improve his 

opportunities for falconry. His book, “De Artibus Venandi", is 

a classical treatise on hunting. Contemporaneous with Frederick 

is Rdward of York's book, "Master of Game", already mentioned. 

Artificial propagation of pheasants (and probably also 

management dm the wild) was practised in England as early as 

1523, and in Bohemia as early as 1598. Mallard ducks were 

artificially propagated in England in 1631. 

Cover improvement began on the Scottish grouse moors in 1850, 

but laws for the protection of ‘cover go back to 1694. 

\The—beginnings—of research-are—outiined inthe previcus—captions— 
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In America, restrictive laws and predator bounties go back 

to the pre-revolutionary colonies. Laws increased as game devreased 

through the 1600's, but the idea of improving the habitat aid 

not take root in America until 1924, when Herbert Stoddard 

demonstrated its possibilities on quail in Georgia. 

Baueation. Professional instruction in game management is 

now (1945) offered in about 15 American colleges. A professional 

*Journal of Wildlife Management" is published by the Wildlife 

Society. In Burepe, education in this field is obtained indireetly 

through forestry and other biological schools.
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Both of the hares of Wisconsin are changing their range boundaries at 

the present time. The jackrabbit is spreading rapidly eastward; the _ 

snowshoe hare is shrinking slowly northward. This paper aims to record 

their distribution as of 1944, and to discuss briefly the probable reasons 

for boundary changes. 

About half of the "stations" on the accompanying maps (Figures 1 and 2) 

were accumilated since 1926 by questioning students, farmers, game wardens, 

sportemen and technical field men. There is little chante that these stations 

are based on erronbous identification. The other half were obtained by i 

questionnaires and correspondence in 19%}. These are less dependable, but 

were checked against the dependable stations. 

Jackrabbit (Lemus townsendii campanius. Hollister) 

_ Fowmer status Cozy, in his "Mammals of Illinois and Wiseonsin" (1912) 

lists the Jackrabeat as "not yet recorded from Wisconsin (although it) 

has doen tale in the eastern border of Iowa — and in extrene south- 

western Minnesotal (43265) The word "yet" implies that Cory suspected 

a tendency to spread eastward. 

Cory was mistaken, for at least few colonies of jackratbits existed — 

in Misconats piticy to the publication of his book. : 

Grant Gounty Colony. Assemblyman Lloyd Bundell, who grew up ona fam i2 miles 
north of Platteville has a family "scrapbook" which reset the killing of the 

first jackrabbit in February, 1888. ‘The animal was shot by Albert Warne and 

William Gubbel of Livingston. 

Sauk Prairie Colony, Sauk County. Herbert L. Stoddard, whose boyhood home 

was in Sauk County, writes me under dete of Jameary 7, 1945: To the best 

of my recollection there were a few jackrabbits on whet is imom .
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4 9 as the “Sand Prairie", some 8 or 10 miles west of Prairie du Sac, when 

a — <@ I first came to Wisconsin about 1906-7. Later they increased and by 1915- 

at 1920 they were quite mmerous ... i Ochsiner (now deceased) told me 

A a) that they were brought in from elsewhere, and liberated on the Prairie." a oi : 

a 3st Ss 

ee Albert Gastrow, a life-long resident of Prairie du Sac and field companion 

< of Herbert Stoddard's, tells me he can remember jacicrabbits on the "Sand 

ws y < Prairie" as far back as 1898, but has no recollection of a planting. 

G2 Sos | 7 
a 4 3 I have entered the Sauk colony on Figure one as a probable planting dating 

<2 2 pagie to 1906, tut the colony my be older and my be indigenous. 

a < ~ Dunn County Colony Helmer Mattison of Menomonie, a reliable trapper and 

OE Sa field companion of Irvin 0.2uss, wrote me in July 1944 

=e. ihe first jack I know of was on the Pall City Prairie about 

1905 in the town of Spring Brook... My father's farm was in 

the town of Spring Brook 23 miles west of Fall ity. My folks 

_ dought this farm in 1896 as wildland," 

There is « Clear inference that jackrabbits were absent here prior to 

: about 1905, and that they moved in as the region was cleared for farming. 

Mattison knows of no local plantings, nor do I. x 

Woushara County Planting As will be described later, a well authenticated «= 
planting of jackrabbiés was made in Waushara County in 1900, and 4s locally 

believed to account for the present local stock. (9) 

While Cory overlooked these three colonies, it is clear thet the species 

: most have been scarce in 1912, and for a long time prior to 1912, else
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some report of its existence would have come to Cory's notice. Cory? omission 

ef the jack has beon perpetuated in subsequent books on the mammals of this 

region. (2,5) ie 

Origin of Stock The present population stems partly from plantings, but whether 

there was also an indigenous stock is still uncertain. Early reports of large 

: "rabbits" are sometimes inconclusive because it is uncertain wheter they refer 

i to jackrabbits or to snowshoe hares. 

‘I have already published one report of large white rabbits in Trembeleau 

County about 1876 which may refer to either species. (7:95-96) At thielate 

date thore is only one sure proof of indigenous jackrabbits: the identification 
s 

of bones from Indian middens. 

I have gathered reports of oight plentings of jackrabbit stock from western 

states: 

No. County Yoar Number “ ‘Remarks 

1 Waushara 1900 12 4 males, & femiles, from Nebraska 
in March, by Guy Mumbrue and W.A. 
Baugh, N. of Wautoma. Success: stocic 

: spread N. and ¥. (7) . 
: 2 Saule _ Before 1906? ? A colony existed here perhaps as carly 

as 1898, bet whether a planting was 
made 4s uncortain. 

3 Vernon 19107 ? At Viroqua. Said to have survived. 

4, Barron 1918 ? ? Near Cumberland. Success unknown (7) 

5 Iowa 1923 10 6 miles BE. of Mineral Point 

6 Towa 1928 12 6 miles I. of Minoral Point 

7 Kewaunee 1930 a4 In April, by Dr. V.J.Lewient, 
i between Iuxomburg and Ellisville. 

; Now spread BE. to Algoma, wf. to 
Sugarbush in Brown Co. where one 
was icilled Jan. 1945. 

& Deer 1932 ? Near Whitefish Ray, by Mr. Machel. 
Survived a few years, now gone. 

«9. 1 40-50 Near Sawyer, by Arden Roberton. 
: 9 _ ” Stock from Rago, Kansas. One killed 

Dec. 20, 1944 by Ervin Serville.
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Not all of these reports are equally dependable. Nos. ly Ty ‘and 8 are 

fally suvported by corroborative detail, ani nos. 1 and 7 were successful. ‘ 

Could alt of the present stock have originated from plantings? Not 

unless additional successful plantings, tnimown to me, were mie in northwestern 

: Wisconsin prior to 1905, for in that year, as already étnhihs Jackrabbits z 

; _ are known to have arrived in Dunn County. The Dum County stoci: could not 

have originated tim any of the recorded plantings, for the two which preceded — 

e 1905 (Ho. 1 and 2) Iie too far south and east. ‘The general trend of 

arrival dates in Figure 1 is clearly from westward to ennatits and this 

supports the theory’ that the bulk of the provent stock originated from the 

Mississippi River counties or beyond. 

Reagons for Spreod; Present Habitat. he present range consists of 
two gonest a northern fringe of cutover pine lands, and wider block of 

rich dairy farns, originally consisting largely of prairie. The jackrabbit 

had tec cross the farm gone in order to reach the cutover zone. Unless 

the spread eastward represonts response to some long climatic cycle, we 

mist look to land-use changes in the prairie farm zone to explain the 

ineeption of castward movement. ‘ : 

It is now well known, both from vegetative evidence (9) and recorded 

history (12) that prior to 1840 Indian fires tended to keep this zone in. 4 

prairie, whereas aftor 1840 there was widespread encroachmont of oalkehickory * 

forest. This trend perhaps explains the searcity of jadkrabbits up to 

Cory's time. S fe 

By 1900 intensive dairy farming began to reverse this trend of plant 

succession in the farting zono, while lumbering followed by fires created 

_ large grassland areas in the former pinerics. These changes soemmatiy set : 

the stage for the recent eastward spread of the Jackrabbit. ‘The occupation 

4 eae
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of the prairie farm zone ws largely completed in the 1930's, and this brought 

; the frontior to the edge of the cutovers, the invasion of which is now 

proceeding at a rapid rate (See arrival dates in Fimure 1). ~ 

While the we zones were both being deforested from 1900 to about 

1930, the inauguration of statewide forest fire protection in about 1930 : 

has now reversed the trend of plant sueceseion in the eutovers, an’ this 

will ultimately constrict and loc:lise the jackrabbit. In the farm gone, on 

1s the other hand, the tendency toward deforestation is being accelerated by 

pasturing of woodlots, drouth, oak wilt disease (6) ani, since the war 

started, by boom prices for logs and railroad'tics. Brushy fonce rovs 

are being clearéd up, partly to combat the corn=borer, while roadside 

growths are disappearing due to widening of roade and mowing of roal- ' 

shoulders, All these ehanges doubtless tend either to entourage the jackrabbit 

or to discourage his cover-demanding competitors and predators. 

While the jackrabbit now occupies most of the state, his population 

density, unlike that of the western states, is very light. Jacks are most : : 

abundant on the flat wide prairie ridges of the southwestern counties, ut 

even thers the density probably seldom exceeds three or four individuals : 

per farm. On tho narthern frontier, some of the counties showing three 

or four stations in Figure 1 my support only a few dozen individuals. : 

The spread cceurs not only by slow advance of a solid front, tut by : 

oubliors thrust etinay far ahead of the main front, ani later incorporated 

in it. mese two types of spread are similar to those already deseribed ; 

for game birds (8). ! ey :
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Snowshoe Hare : 

The south boundary of the snowshoe hare range during the pre=settlement ; 

period umloubtedly lay south of the present boundary (Figure 2), and my ; 

have extended as far south as Chicaco. Kennicott, in 1855, makes this somewhat . 

qualifiod assertion, quoted by Cory (42264): "It has boon stated that a 

number were shot on the present site of the city of Chicago in tho winter 

of 1524", This is possible, for the tamarack bogs constituting the southerly 

. habitat of the snowshoe extended as far south ae Chicago, : 

If the original range did extend into Iylinois) than one would expect 

to find reports of carly colonics in the moemercus tamareck bogs of southeastern 

Wisconsin, f have found no such reports, although I have been looling for 

them. At this late date, Indian middens are probably the best remaining 

scuree of reliable evidence. Bones from one such midien at Agtalan, in 

Jefferson County, have been partially reported (32386). Three "rabbits" are 

: listed, but the southern swamp rabbit 4s one of the three. The improbability 

. of this eanebreak rabbit in Wisconsin casts doubt on the dependability of 

- ll of the identifications. . 

The present south boundary, as depicted in Figure 2, is similar to 

that ‘ate by Cory (42265). : : 

That recent shrinkages have occurred is supported by five stations at 

which the date of disappearance has been traced: 

le Pdlk County. Snowshoes were seen at Balsam Ieke, in the center of 

the county, in 1931, tut not since. 6, A, Weits, the local game warden, saw 

er one in the northeast corner of the county in November 1943. 

2. Pierce County. Snowshoes were soen at one point "twenty five years 

ago" (about 1910) by R. L. Hurd, @ sporteman of River Falls. The county contains 

Jackrabbits, hence misidentification is possible. 

3 ; j
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3. DunyCounty. Helmer Mattison of Monominee, a thoroushly competent 

woodsman, write me: "the last snowshoo hare that was in Dunn County that 

I imow of was shot on my father's farm in the town of Spring Brook, 24 miles 

west of Fall City, December 25, 1903. My folks bought this farm as wild 

land in 1898 I don't know of any snowshoe rabbits now, further south than ; 

the northern half of Barron County". : 

4. Corner of Waushara, Adang, and Portace Gountios, A Mr. Patterson 
of Hancock told me verbally about 1940 that he had seen snowshoes in a 

tanaracic swamp at this point in about 1898. The colony may have persisted 

: later than 1898. / 

5 Waushare County. Pr. A. ¥. Schorger saw a snowshoe hare near 

Pine Laie, Hancock township, on August 21, 1927. One of my students, 

F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr., Ifved near here during 1939 and 1940 without 

encountering evidence of snowshees. Jack Werden, the County Game Warden, 

: says ther- are no snowshoes in the county now, and that the last one he : 

saw was near Pine Lake "about 15 years ago". I conclude that the hare 

recorded by Schorger was about the last one. 

; Beagons for Shrinkage, The cause of the recent shrinkace northward 

is undoubtedly the wide prevalence of swamp drainage, and the destruction 

of swamp tinber by axe ani by fire. This is supported ‘. foot that many 

persisting colonics within the present south boundary are located on remnants 

of undrained, unsleared, or reflooded swamps. 

The process of shrinkage is evidently not yet ar-ested. Clarence 

Searles of Wisconsin Rapids, who operates a eranberry marsh noar the most , 

easterly of the two remaining colonies in Wood County, writes me: "Snowshoe 

hares were quite plentiful in tho swamps of central Wood County until about ‘
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15 yoars ago. In @ swamp on our property they wore common, but now. t>ey 

are rare, although still present". : | : 

In tho delineation of a boundary in Figure 2, I have left two southerly 

colonies (in Adams and Sheboygan Counties), as detached remnants. This : 

‘was done because terrain known to be facant and believod to be unsuitable 

separates these colonies from occupied range. I cannot claim, however, j 

that this may not likewkse be true of certain colonies within te boundary 

as depicted in Figure 2. zs 

: hile Gslskug 0 Oey perigay, ee eh : 

their cycle have reached pest levels at many points in northern Wisconsin, 

where they constitute a serious threat to forest reproduction and plantations (1). 

This indieates that it 48 local alteration of habitat, rether than any 

weakness in the state population of hares, which accounts for the peripheral 

shrinimge. 

The development of agriculture has had opposite effects on the two 

} hares of Wisconsin. It has drawn the jackrabbit frontier eastward from 

the prairies, while pushing back the snowshoe hare frontier northward 

toward the Canviian zone. 

The spread of the jackrabbit did not begin until about 1900, when 

intensive dairying began to shrink the woodlots of southern Visconsia, 

This shrinkage promises to continue. 

Having crossed tho imate dairy belt, the jacicrabbit was free to ao 

invade the burned ecutovers to the north, and is now doing so. This extension 

of the range, however, will hardly persist, for fire protection now permits
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_ the advance of tho for st succession in the northern countics. : i 

The snowshoe hare once inhabited swamps in southern Wisconsin and : 

perhaps fn northeastern Illinois, bat the southern fronticr is reeeding 

slowly northward. The two hares overl»p in a large block of contral : 

Wisconsin counties, ~ ‘ 

, 

\ : : 2
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‘ THE OUTLOOK FOR FARM WILDLIFE 

- Aldo Leopold 

, Twenty years have passed since Herbert Stoddard, in Georgia, started 

the figst management of wildlife based on research. 

During those two decades management has become a profession with 

expanding personnel, techniques, research service, and funds. The colored 

pins of management activity puncture the map of almost every state. 

Behind this rosy picture of progress, however, lie three fundamental 

weaknesses? 

(1) Wildlife habitat in fertile regions is being destroyed faster 

than it is being rebilt. 

(2) Many imported and also native species exhibit pest behavior. A 

general disorganization of the wildlife community seems to be 

taking place. 

(3) Private initiative in wildlife management has grown very slowly. 

In this appraisal of the outlook, I deal principally with the first 

two items in their bearing on farm wildlife. 

Geing and Losses in Habitat 

Wildlife in any settled country is a resultant of gains and losses in 

habitat. Stability, or equilibrium between gains and losses, is practically 

non existent. The weakness in the present situation may be roughly described 

as follows: On worn-out soils we are gaining cover but losing food, at least 

in the qualitative sense. On fertile soils we are losing cover, hence the 

food which extet! Largely unavailable. 

: Where Gover and food still occur together on fertile soils, they often 

represent negligence or delay, rather than design.
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There is a confusing element in the situation, for habitat in the 

process of going out often yields well. 

Yor example, on the fertile soils of southern Wisconsin, the strongholds 

of our remaining wildlife are the woodlot, the fencerow, the marsh, the 

creek, and the cornshock. The woodlot is in process of conversion to 

pasture; the fencerow is in process of abolition; the remaining marsh is 

in progess of drainage; the creeks are getting so flashy that there is a 

tendency to channelize themp ia-cbther-event—thoylose-mest--of--thoir-vatuey 

Phe cornshock hag long been en route to the silo, and the corn-borer is 

specding up ‘the move. 

Using pheasant as an example, much a landscape often yields well while 

in process of passing out. The marsh, grazed, or drained or both, serves 

well enough for cover up to a certain point, while the manure spreader 

substitutes for corwshocks up to a certain point. The rapid shift in the 

status of plant successions may in itself stimlate productivity. 

The situation is complicated further by a "transmigration" of land-use. 

Originally uplands were plowed and lowlands pastured. Now the uplands have 

eroded so badly that corn yields are unsatisfactory, hence corn onet nowe 

to the lowlands while pasture mst move to the uplands. In order that corn 

may move to the lowlands, they mst be either tiled, drained, or channelized. 

This, of course, tends to destroy the remaining marsh and natural stream. 

The upshot is a good “aterin® crop which has a poor future. I don't 

know how widely a similar situation prevails outeide my own state, but I 

suspect that the basic pattern, with local variations is widely prevalent. 

Hunaway Populations 

Wildlife is never destroyed except as the soil itself is destroyed; it 

4% simply converted from one form to another. You cannot prevent soil from
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growing plants, nor can you prevent plants from feeding animals. The only 

question is: What kind of plants? What kind of animals? How many? 

: Ever since the settlement of the country, there has been a tendency for 

certain plants and animals to get out-of-hand. These runsway populations 

include weeds, pests, and disease organisms. Usually these runaways have been 

foreigners (like the carp, dens rat, Canada thistle, chestmt blight, and 

white pine blister rust) tut native species (like the June beetle and various _. 

range rodents) are clearly also capable of pest behavior. 

; Up to the time of the chestmt blight, these runaways did not threaten 

wildlife direetly on any serious scale, but they now do, and it is now clear 

that the pest problem is developing several naw and dangerous angles: 

(1) World wide transptrt is carrying new "stowaways" to new habitats 

on an ascending seale. (Bxanple: Anopheles gambiae to Brazil, 

bubonic plague to western states.) 

(2) Modern chemistry 4s developing controls which may be as dangerous 

as a8 the pests themselves. (Example: DDT) 

(3) Additonal native species, heretofore law-abiding citizens of the 

flora and fauna, are exhibiting pest behavior. (Bxayple: excess 

deer and elk.) 

These three new angles mst be considered together to appreciate their 

full import. Mildly dangerous peste like ordinary mosquitoes evoked control 

measures which severely damaged wildlife; desperately dangerous pests will 

avoke corresponding control measures, and when these collide with wildlife 

interests, our squeak of pain will not even be heard. 

Moreover, wildlife itself is threatened direétly by pests. Sometimes 

they hit so fast and hard that the funeral is over before the origin of the
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malady is known. Thus in Wisconsin, we have a new disease known as burn 

blight, the cause of which is still unknown. It threatens to destroy young 

Norway pine and jackpine, especially plantations, Oak wilt, the cause of 

which was only recently discovered, is steadily reducing red and black oaks. 

Oyr white pine is already blighted except on artificially-controlled areas. 

Bud-worm is in the spruce, Hickory can't grow because of a weevil which 

bites the terminal bud. Deer have wiped out most white cedar and hemlock 

reproduction. Sawfly has again raided the temaracks. June beetles began 

years ago to whittle down the mr and white oals, and contime to do so. 

Bag worm is moving up from the south and west and may get our red cedars. 

Dutch elm disease is headed west from Ohio. What kind of a woodlot or forest 

fauna can we support if every important tree species has to be sprayed in. 

order to Live? : 

Shrubs are not quite so hard hit, tut the shrub flora has its troubles. : 

On the University of Wiseonsin Arboretum, an area dedicated to the remilding 

of the original native landscape, the Siberian honeysuckle is calmly 

usurping the understory of all woods, and threatens to engulf even the marshes. ; 

In Wisconsin woodlote it is becoming very difficult to get omk reproduction 

even when we fence cut the cows. The cottontails won't let a young oak get 

_ dy. One can't interest she farmer in a woodlot which reproduces only weed 

trees. ; 

Of the dozen pests mentioned on this page, four are imported, seven 

are ronaway native species, and one is of unknown origin. Of the twelve, 

six have become posts in the lest few years. 

Farm crops and livestock exiibit a parallel list of pests, of which the 

worst now rampant in my region is the corn borer. ‘The corn borer can be 

controlled by fall plowing, but what thet will do to cornbelt wildlize 

is something I dislike to think about.
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It all mikes a pattern. Runaway populations are piling up in nusbers 

and severity. In the effort to reseue one value, we trample another. Wild 

plants and animals suffer worst because we can't spend much cash on controls 

or proventives. Everything we lose will be replaced by something else, 

almost invariably inferior. As Charles Elton (1) has said, “The biological 

cost of modern transport is high." 

In short, we face not only an unfavorable balance between loss and 

; gain in habitat, but an accelerating disorganization of those unknown controls 

which stabilize the flora and fauna, and which, in conjunction with stable 

soil and a normal regimen of water, constitute land-heal th. 

The Human Bookeround 

Behind both of these trends in the physical status of the landscape 

lies an unresolved contest between two opposing philosophies of farm life. 

I suppose these have to be labelled for handy reference, although I distrust 

labels: 

(1) The farm is a food-factory, and the criterion of its success is 

saleable products. 

(2) The farm 2s a place to live. ‘The criterion of succegs is a 

harmonious balance between plants, animals, and people; between 

the domestic and the wild; between utility and beauty. 

Wildlife has no place in the food-factory farm, except as the accidental 

relic of pioneer days. The trend of the landscape is toward a monotype, 

in which only the least exacting wildlife species can exist. 

On the other hand, wildlife is an integral part of the farm-as-a-place- 

to-live. While it mst be subordinated to economic needs, there is a 

deliberate effort to keep as rich a flora and fauna as possible, because it 
sical ceaecainmensetaaeeeicteeneaiaiotpennheesioeetinatnneentinetinutnsnicilteiabuiiecipaageaipinitetaiatiniiitiatieiay 

(1) Journal of Animal Heology, 194%, 1321:87-88.
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is "nice to have sround", 

It was inevitable and no doubt desirable that the tremendous momentum 

of industrialigation should have spread to farm life. It is clear to me, 

however, that 1t has overshot the mark, in the sense that it is generating 

new insecurities, economic and ecological, in place of those it was meant 

to abolish. In ite extreme form, it is humanly desolate and economically 

unstable. These extremes will some day die of their own too-mch, 

not because they are bad for wildlife, bat because they are bad for farmers. 

When that day comes, the farmer will be asking us how to enrich the 

wildlife of his community. Stranger things have happened. Meanwhile we 

must do the best we can on the ecological leavings.
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REVIEW 

Allen, Durward Lb, 1943. Michigan Fox Squirrel eee. Game Division, 
publication 100, Dept. of Conservation, Ienging. O4pp. 

This book is notable as a simple, clear and readable report on a 

complex reseerch enterprise, Many of the author's finding and methods are new 

and by no means simple, but his report can be read for pleasure by any squirrel- 

hunter equipped with a healthy curiosity and moderate intelligence. oe 

The reasons for this happy facility of expression go deeper than the 

spifited cartoons and good photographs with which the book is plentifully 

sprinkled, This is no pomlarized account of the fox squirrel in the obnoxious 

sense, but rather a forthright exposition of o forthright pleee of thinking, 

’ Perhaps an honest ham does not need to be tenderized to be palatable. 

It is appropriate that such a publication should come from Michigan, 

= for it bears throughout the ummistakesble imprint of P. §, Lovejoy, and it is ’ 

pleasing to note that the author acknowledges his intellectual parentage. 

The reader, when he beging so readable a volume, may be excused if he 

. at first suspects the research to be as light and airy as the style. If 30, 

his suspicions are soon dispelled. The censuses are solidly grounded on sat- 

uration bandings, the mobility and mortality on trapping returns and hunting 

recoveries, Elaborate deductions are not drawn from slender statistics. 

An ecological study of a species, to be really up-to-date, should 

shed light on its population mechanism, and this should include the interns] 

ag well as the external controls of the population level. ‘The present work 

discloses internal controls of considerable interest, ‘hus a hard winter in 

1940-411 inhibited the usual spring litters of young, but nearly a1] females
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produced a summer litter, whereas in ordinary years only summer yearlings do s0. 

Agoin in the spring of 1942 all females littered, whereas ordinarily only old 

females and spring yearlings do so, ‘Thus the destructive effects of the hard 

winter were cancelled out by an internal compensatory adjustment. 

Several topics of special interest to foresters are discussed, inclid=- 

ing mast crops, mast years, tree species barked and budded by squirrels, planting 

of seeds by squirrels, and merits of nests vs. den-trees as squirrel cover. 

While the title of this work is squirrel management, the only manage= 

ment measures actually used are a few nest boxes and food patches, plus one 

experimental * cleaning out" of a woodlot by shooting. The book deals with the 

ecology of the squirrel, on which management practice mst of course be based, 

bat actual squirrel management does not yet exist, even in Michigan. 

Not without significance ie the fact that this highly competent 

study was continued through almost a decade, by a state conservetion department, 

with only partial use of federal research subsidies, That same decade has seen 

the premature abandonment, by well-intentioned but inexperienced administrators, 

of many a half-finished research job. Such stick-te~it-iveness is indeed notable. 

Perhaps the day will come when many states will learn that research cannot be 

turned off and on like a spigot. 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin
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WILDLIFE EXPLORATIONS AT PRAIRIE DU SAC 

ss Aldo Leopold ae 

Albert Gastrow of Prairie du Sac and Russell Turk of Black Earth, 

Wisconsin, completed on April 1 the sixteenth winter enlans of all game 

and predators on a 4500 acre area near Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin. The 

: census is contimous from November to March, inclusive, and is believed 

to be the longest continuous census of small game in America, It was 

started in 1929 by Paul L. Errington for the University of Wisconsin, and 

has been supported by the Conservation Department, in cooperation with the ee 

University, since 1939. 

Last winter's census shows that red.foxes, which became excessively - 

abundant on the area in 1943-1, began to decline in 1944-45. ‘The x 

recent fox populations and known kills by hunters are as follows: : 

Gray Fox Red Fox Reds 3 
Killed 

Fall Spring Fall Spring 

ighi-ke ? 2 ? 5 % 

1942-13 a: 2 13 7 ? 

: 1943-44 11 8 45 12 28 

1gblels ? 6 30 10 22 

A previous "high" in foxes occurred on the area in 1935-38, but during 

this period only gray foxes became ec nlbiabin’: whereas the 1943 high 

consisted mostly of reds. ‘The total estimated fall population of both 

since 1930 is shown in the accompanying graph. : 

The red fox is a mobile animal, hence the numbers given in the graph 

and in the table are red foxes using the area, but not necessarily confined 2 

to ite :
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The Prairie du Sac area is hunted hard each winter by several skilled 

fox hunters. The population peaks of 1934 and 1943 developed without any 

visible relaxation of hunting pressure. ‘The 1934 high declined of its : 

: own accord, and now the 1943 high has begun to decline. ‘The recently-passed 

bounty law could not have caused this decline, because it started before the 

bounty law went into effect. In other words, the new fox bounty may be 

a belated and rather expensive “Amen” to an event that has already transpired. 

Last winter's quail loss was extra heavy, — heavier than during the t 

previous winter when foxes were more abundant, and are known to have operated 

heavily on quail: 

Bobwhite Quail £ gles 1943-hh 5 

Fell population 246 217 

Spring survival 93 124 

Winter loss 153 (62%) “93 (438) 

Winter losses in quail have varied from 7 per cent in 1929-30 to 

80 per cent in 1942-43, No récent year has shown a loss of Lees than half 

the fall population. 2 

During last winter 50 quail were banded on the area. Of these ; 

only one carricd a band of the previous winter, when 69 were banded, and none 

from two winters ago when 55 were banded. This extremely low year-to-year 

return of banded birds has held consistently through all recent Wisconsin 

quail bandings, and proves that the turnover rate is excessively high. Z 

There are indications that it is getting higher. Why this should be the z 

case is not yet Clear, but a few more years of banding should bring an answer. 

: An outstanding contritution to wildiife knowledge, derived largely 

- from researches on the Prairie du Sac area, is announced by Paul L. Errington,
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the founder of the project, in the January issue of "Eeological Monographs". 

Errington shows that since 1929 the smaller the breeding population of 

bobwhites in spring, the greater the per cent of surviving reproductive 

: gain by fall. Thus in years when there were less than a hundred breeders in 

spring, the gains by fall were 200-300 per cent, whereas in years when there 

’ were 250-350 breeders, the gains were always less than 50 per cent. Years 

with intermediate mambers of breeders showed intermediate percentages of 

gain. 

A pair of wild quail can theoretically raise 14 young, 2 gain of 

800 per cent over the original pair. Thus the best reproductive gain that 

Prairie du Sac quail ever make is half their theoretical "potential", and : 

from that point their success scales down to near=zero, in inverse proportion 

to their breeding density. E 

The reasons behind this peculair “inversity" between breeding density : 

and breeding success are entirely unknown. The search for reasons has, however, 

already begun; the banding program, now in its entra winter, is a search for 

the mechanism behind the fact. : * 

Whatever the reasons EE teers are, it is disendy clear what they 

are not. They cannot be weather or predators, for a wide diversity of both ‘ 

z has obtained during the 16 summers of record. Whatever the weather and 

whatever the status of predators, the quail have stuck religiously te their 

inversity rule through this whole period. The reason cannot be size of : 

clutch, for quail average 14 eggs per nest, year in and year out. It can 

hardly be food, for there is presumably an excess of food in sumer. It mst 

lie either in the survival of young, or in the per cent of old birds which : 

attempt to raise young, or in some quirk of the sex’ ratio, or in disease.



This peculiar behavior of populations probably holds for game birds 

other than quail, and probably is one basic reason why such birds are 

‘huntable"., In short, the reduction of the population by hunting is, = 

within reasonable limits, automatically compensated for by extra breeding 

gain. 

Another discovery, originating in part from the Prairie du Sac studies, 

but since verified in many other localities, is that every quail renge has 

a certain level of population, called carrying capacity, above which the 

birds are vulnerable to winter predation, but below which they are largely 

exempt. Populations in excess of carry ng capacity are always trimmed down 

to capacity level wy spring, and if one enemy fails to do the trimming, 

another will. But only guns end blizzards can reduce & quail population 

. below the capacity level. When this happens, "“nversity® steps in to insure 

a quick pick-up during the following summer. 

We thus gain our first glimpse of what is, to me, 4 marvelous spectacle: 

the inside workings of a population, never before "seen" by human eyes. 

We see tro mechanisms, inversity and carrying capcity, operating jointly _ 

and sutomatically as e delicate and sensitive "governor" of the population 

level. Carrying capacity insures against undue depletion in winter. a 

Inversity insures against undue increase in summer. When winter weather or ~ 

gons upset the apple cart, inversity comes to the rescue. Whoever respects 

; ; a neat piece of machinery mast respect this one, even though its working 

parts are built of blood and feathers instead of steel. 5 

: The carrying capacity level of a quail range seems to be subject to 

slow change, for at Prairie du Sae the capacity in the ‘early 1930's was 

‘
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around 300 quail, whereas now it has dropped to around 100. Wht is the 

meaning of this change? Does it reflect deterioration in cover and food? Time 

and persistence may iin the answer. 

The Prairie du Sac area consists of going farms, Wo attempt has been 

2 made to manage its wildlife, food, or cover, because most farmers malice no 

such attempt. By studying what coes on in unmanaged farm country we hope 

to learn what management measures are needed. 

: Cyril Kabat, University of Wisconsin graduate student in charge of the 

Prairie du Sac research since 1942, is now an Ensign in the U. 8. Navy, 

but on his return will resume his attempt to solve the riddles of Prairie 

du Sac wildlife. 5
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THR ROOLOGICAL couscrance y l, ig stl 

Aldo Leopold “2 

Everyone ought to be digsatisfied with the slow spread of conservation 

_%o the land. Our “progress” still consists largely of letterhead picties and 

convention oratory. ‘The only progress that counts is that on the actual lend- 

seape of the bac: forty, and here we are still slipping two stevs backward for 

each forward stride. ; 

The usual answer to thig dilemns is "more conservation edueation", My 

answer is yes by oll neous, but are we sure that only the yolume of educational 

effort needs stopving up? Is souething lacking in its content ag well’ I think 

there is, an@ I here cttenst to define it. 

The basic defect is this: we have aot asiced the citizen to assume any real 

responsibility. ie have told hin that if he will vote right, obey the law, join 

some orgonigzations, and oractice what conservation is profitable on his own land, 

that everything will be lovely; the govermnent will do the rest. 

This formia is too essy to accomplish anything worthwhile. It calls for 

no effort or sacrifice; no change in our philosophy of values. It entails little 

that any decent and intelligent person would not have done, of his own accord, 

under the late but not lamented Babbitisn code. 3 

No inpertant change in human conduct is ever accomplished without an internal 

change in our intellectual emphases, our loyalties, our affections, and our eon- 
That vonsewaton has not yet 

| victions. Sennen tnarnanea 0s in the fact that philosophy, ethies, and 

. religion have not yet herrd of it. 

I noed » short name for what is lacicing; I eall it the ecologiesl conscience. _ 

Eeology is the science of commnities, and the ecological conscience is therefore 

the ethics of commnity life. I will define it further in terms of four ease 

histories, which I think show’ the futility of trying to improve the face of the
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land without improving ourselves. I select these cases from my om state, 

because I am there surer of my facts. 

SOIL, CONSERVATION DISTRICTS 

a About 1930 it became clear to all except the ecologically blind that 

Wisconsin's topseil was slipping seaward. ‘The farmers work told in 1933 

that if they would adopt certain remedial practices for five years, the publie 

would donate CCC labor to install them, plus the necessary machinery and 

materials. ‘the offer was widely accepted, but the practices were widely for- 

gotten when the five-year contract period was up. The farmers continued only 

those practices that yielded an immediate and visible economic gain for themselves. 

This partial failure of land-use rules written by the government led to the 

idea that maybe farmers would learn nore quickly if they themselves wrote the 

rules. Hence, in 1937, the Wisconsin Legisleture passed the $011 Conservation 

District Lew. This said to the farmers, in effect: ie, the public, will furnish 

you | free technical service and loan you specialized machinery, if you will write 

your own rules for lanh-use. Zach county my write its own rules, and these Ee 

will have the force of law. Nearly all the counties promptly organized to 

etait On —iienaeh tides but after a decade of operation, no county has yet 

written 2 single mile. There has been visible progress in such practices as 

strip-eropping, pasture renovation, and soil liming, but none in fencing woodlots 

or excluding plow and cow from steep slopes. The farmers, in short, selected 

out those remedial practices which were profitable anyhow, and ignored those 

which were profitable to the commnity, but not clearly profitable to themselves. 

The net result is that the natural acceleration in rate of soil-loss has been 

somewhat retarded, but we nevertheless have less soil than we had in 1937. 

I hasten to add that no one has ever told farmers that im—laad=use the good 

of the commnity may entail obligations over and above those dictated by éself- é 

* interest. The existence of such obligations is aces tea ‘toring ure
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roads, schools, churches, and baseball teams, but not in bettering the beh»vior 

of the water that falls on the land, nor in the preserving the beauty or diversity 

of the farm landscape. land-use ethics are still governed wholly by economic 

self-interest, just as social ethics were a century ago. Z 

fo sun upt we have asked the farmer to do what he conveniently could to 

save hy$ soil, and he has done just that, and only that. ‘The exelusion of 

cows from woods and steep slopes is not convenient, and is not done. Moreover 

some things are being done that are at least dubious as conservationepractices+ 

For exemple: marshy stream bottoms are being drained to relieve the pressure on 

worn-out uplands. The upshot is that woods, marshes, and natural streams, 

together with their respective faunas and floras, »- are heqded toward ultimate 

elimination from southern Wisconsin. Is it good for the commnity to let these 

things disappear? I think not. Can their retention be urged on grounds of 

individual economic self-interest? I think the record speaks for itself. 

Could these community interests be urged on grounds of community welfare? We 

have no right to say they cannot be until we have tried it. 

; All in all we have built a beautiful piece of sogial machinery=-the Soil 

Conservation District--which is coughing along on two cylinders because we have 

deen too timid, and too anxious for quick success, to tell the farmer the true 
magnitude of his obligations. Obligations have no meaning without conscience, 

and the problem we face is the extension of the social conscience from people 

to rona. | 

PAUL BUNYAN'S DEER . 

The Wisconsin lumberjack come very near accomplishing, in reality, the 

prodigious feats of woods-destruction attrited to Paul Bunyan. Following 

Paul's departure for points west, there followed an event little heralded in 

song and story, but quite as dramtic as the original destruction of the pineries: :
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there sprang up, almost over night, an empire of brushfields. 

Paul Bunyan had tired easily of salt pork and corned beef, hence he had 

taken good care to see that the deer of the original pinorles found their way 

regularly to the stewpot. Moreover there were wolves in Paul's day, and the 

wolves had performed any necessary pruning of the deer herd which Paul had 

overlocked. But by the time the brushfields spranz into being, the wolves had 

been wiped out in the interest of deer conservation, and some other trimmings, 

such as buck-laws and refuges, had been added for good measure. The stage was 

thus set for an irruntion of deer. 

The deer took to the brushfields like yeast tossed into the sourdough pot, 

By 1940 the woods were foaming with them, so to speak. ‘fe Conservation 

Commissioners tock credit for this miracle of creation; actually we did little 

but officiate at the birth. Anyhow, it was a herd to make one's mouth water. 

A tourist from Chicago could drive out in the evening and see fifty deer, or even 

more. 

This immense deer herd was eating brush, and eating well. What 1s brush? 

Brush consists of temporary short-lived sun-loving trees and bushes which ,ct 

as a nurse crop for the future forest. ‘The forest comes up under the brush, 

just as alfalfa or clover come up under oats or rye. In the normal success- 

ion, the brush is eventually overtopped by the forest tree seedlings, and we 

have the start of: a-new forest. 

In anticipation of this well known process, the state, the counties, the 

US Forest Service, the pulp mills, and even some lumber milis staked out 

"forests" consisting, for the moment, of brush. large investments of time, 

thought) cash, COC labor, WPA labor, and legislation were made in the 

expectation that Nature would repeat her normal cyele. The state embarized on 

a tax subsidy, called the Forest Crop Law, to encourage landowners to hang on 

to their brushfields until they were replaced by forest.
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s But we failed to reckon with the deer, and with deer hunters and resort 

owners. In 1942 we had a hard winter and many deer starved. It then decane 

evident that the original "murse-treos" had grown out of reach of déor, and that 

the herd was eating the oncoming forest. ‘The remedy seemed to be to reduce the 

nerd, ‘It was evident that if we didn't reduce the herd, starvation would, and 

we would eventually lose both the deer and the forest. But for five consecutive 

years the deer hunters and resort owners, plus the politicians interested in ; 

their votes, have defeated 211 attemts at herd-reduction. 

I will not tire you with all the red herrings, subterfuges, evasions, and 

expedients which these people have used to befog this simple issue. There is 

even © newspaper dedicated solely to defaming the proponents of herd-reduction. 

These people ¢all thenselves conservationists, and in one sense they are, for 

in the past we have pinned that label on anyone who loves wildlife, however 

blindly. These conservationists, for the sake of maintaining an abnormal and 

unnatural deer herd for a few more years, are willing to sacrifice the future 

forest, and also the ultimate welfare of the herd itself. 

The motives behind this "conservation" are a wish to prolong easy deer 

hunting, and a wish to show numerous deer to tourists. These perfectly under 

standable wishes are rationalized by protestations of chivalry to does and 

fawns. As an unexpected aftermath of this situation, there has been a large 

inerease of illegal killing, and of abandonment of illegal carcasses in the 

woods. Thus herd-control, of a sort, is taking place outside the law. But 

the food-producing capacity of the forest has been overstrained for a decade, 

and the next bard winter will bring eatastrophic starvation. After that we 

shall have very few deer, and these will be runty from malnutrition. Our forest 

will be a moth-eaten remnant consisting largely of inferior species of trees.
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The basic fallacy in this kind of "conservation" is that it seeks to 

conserve one resource by destroying another. These “eonservationists" are 

unable to see the land problem as a whole. They are unable to think in terns 

of commnity rather than group welfare, end in terms of the long as well as 

the short view. They are conserving what is important to them in the immediate 

future, and they are angry when told that this conflicts with what is important 

to the state as a whole in the long run. ; 

There is an important lesson here: the flat refusal of the average adult 

to learn anything new, i.e. to study. To understand the deer problem requires 

some knowledge of what deer eat, of what they do not eat, and of how a forest 

grows. The average deer hunter or resort keeper is sadly lacking in such 

knowledge, and when anyone tries to explain the matter, he is branded forthwith 

as & eepantend theorist. This anger-reaction against new and unpleasant facts 

is of course a standard psychiatric indicator of the closed mind, 

We speak glibly of conservation education, mt what do we mean by it? If 

we mean indoctrination, then let us be reminded that it is just as easy to 

indoctrinate with fallacies as with facts. If we mean to teach the capacity 

for independent judgement, then I am appalled by the magnitude of the task. 

The task is lange mainly because of this refusal of adults to learn anything 

new. 

The ecological conscience, then, is an affair of the mind as well as the 

heart. It implies a capacity te study and learn, as well as to emote about ; 

the problems of conservation. 

SEFFERSON DAVIS' PINES 

I have a farm in one of the sand-counties of central Wisconsin. I bought 

it because I wanted a place to plant pines. One reason for selecting my 

particular farm was that it adjoined the only remaining stand of mature pines 

in the County.
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fhis pine grove is an historical landmark, It is the spot (or very near the 

spot) where, in 1626, a young Ideutensnt named Jefferson Davis eut the pine logs 

for Fort Winnebago. He floated them down the Wisconsin River to the fort. 

In the ensuing century a thousand other rafts of pine logs floated past this 

grove, to build that empire of red barns now called the Middle West. 

This grove is also an ecological landmark. It is the nearest spot where 

a Gity-worn refugee from the south can hear the wind sing in tall timber. I¢ 

harbors one of the best remnants of deer, ruffed grouse, and vileated woodpeckers 

in southern Wisconsin. 

My neighbor, who ows the grove, has treated it rather decently through 

the years. When his son got married, the grove furnished lumber for the new 

house, and it could spare such light cuttings. But when war prices of lumber 

soared skyward, the temptation to slash became too strong. Today the grove lies 

prostrate, and its long legs are feeding a hungry saw, 

By all the aecepted rules of forestry, my neighbor was justified in slashing 

the grove. The stand was even-aged; mature, and invaded by heart-rot. Yet 

any schoolboy would know, in his heart, that there is something wrong about 

erasing the last remnant ef pine timber fron a county. When a farmer ows a 

rarity he should feel some obligation as its custodian, and a commaity should 

feel some obligation to help him carry the economic cost of custedianship. Yet 

our present lend-use conscience is silent on such questions. 

THES FLAMBEAU RAID 

The Flambeau was a river so lovely to look upon, and so richly endowed 

with forests and wildlife, that even the hard-bitten fur traders of the free- 

booting 1700's enthused about it as the choicest part of the great north woods. 

The freebooting 1800's expressed the sane admiration, but in somewhat 

different terms. By 1930 the Flambeau retained only one S0-mile streteh
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of river not yet harnessed for power, and only o few sections of original timber 

not yet cut for lumber or pulp. 

During the 1930's the Wisconsin Conservation Department started to build 

a state forest on the Flambeau, using these remante of wild woods and wild 

river as starting points. ‘this mes to be no ordinary state forest producing 

only loge and tourist camps; its primary object was to preserve and restore the 

remnant of eanoe-water. Year by the year the Commission bought land, removed 

cottages, fended off unnesessary roads, and in general started the long slow 

job of re-crenting a stretch of wild river for the use and enjoysent of young 

Wiseonsin. 

The good 9oi1 which enabled the Flanbea to grew the best cork pine for 

Paul Bunyan likewise enabled Rusk County, during recent decades, to sprout a 

dairy industry. These dairy farmers wanted cheaper electric power than that 

offered by loeal power companies. Henee they organized a cooperative RRA and 

applied for a power dan which, vhen Wilt, will qlip off the lower reaches of 7 
ennoe-water which the Conservation Comission wanted te keep for recreational use. 

There was a prompt and bitter politienl fight, in the course of which 

the Commission not only withdrew its opposition to the RB dan, tut the Legislature, 

dy statute, repealed the authority of the Conservation Comission and made County 

Commissioners the ultimate arbiters of any conflict between powor values and 

recreational values. I think I need not dwell on the irony of this statute, 

It seals the fate of 11 wild rivers remining in the state, including the 

Floembeau. It says, in effect, (nt tn dontdtig Wd une of vtvees, the loeal econ- 

omie interest shall have blanket priority over statewide recreational interests, 

with County Commissioners as the umpire. 

the Flenbeon ease 4llustrates the dangers that Iuric in the sont-honest 
doctrine that conservation is only good economies. When the defenders of the
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Flanbeau tried to prove that the river in its wild state would produce more 

fish and tourists than the impounded river vould produce butterfat, they were 

lost. They should have @laimed that a little gain in butterfat is less important 

to the state than « large loss in opportunity for a distinctive fom of outdoor 

recrastion. 

ie lost the Flombemu as a logical consequence of the fallacy that conserva- 

tion ean be achieved enstly. It cannot. Parts of every well-rounded conserva- 

tion program entails sacrifice, usually lees], but none-the-less ren). The 

farmers’ raid on our last wild river ia just like any other raid on any other 

public wealth; the only defense 1s a widespread public avarensss of the values 

at stake. There was none. 

THE UPSHOT 

I have deseribed here a fraction of that huge aggregste of problems and 

opportunities which we e-11 conservation. One cannot generalize from four eases; 

you will have to take my word for it that I could cite a hundred others. This 

aggregate of ease-histories shows one common need: an ecologigal conseience. 

The prattice of conservation must spring from a conviction of what is 

ethically and esthetically right, ss well as what is economically oxpedient. 

A thing 1s right only when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and 

besuty of the commnity, and the commnity includes the soil, waters, fauna, 

and flom, of well as people. 

It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, for a farmer to drain the 

last marsh, graze the last woods, or slash the last grove in his community, 

because in doing so he evicte a fauna, a flora, and a landseape whose membership 

in the commuity ig older than his om, and equally entitled to respect. It 

eannot be right for a group of farmers to raid the recreational treasury of a 

: state, and to abolish an indigenous forn of outdoor sport, for a hypothetical 

advantage in the local cost of powr.
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It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, for a farmer to channelize his 

Greek, because in doing so he merely passes flood trouble to his neighbors below, 

just as his neighbors above have passed it to hin. In cities we do not get rid 

of misanees by throwing them across the fence on to the neighbor's lawn, but 

in wator-nanagenont we still do just that. 

It canrot be right, in the ecological sense, for the deor hunter to mintain 

his sport by browsing ovt the forest, or for the bird-hunter to mintain his by 

decimating the havics and owls, or for the Zishermn to maintain his by decinating 

the herons, king-fishers, terns, snd otters. Sash teatton aun te adidiave das 

kind of conservation by destroying another, and thus they subvert the integrity 

ond stability of the comamity. 

It cannot be right, in the esclogical bense, to encourage laywan to use 

poisons for pest and weed control when 1t is obvious from the start that few 

will exercise any discrimination in their uso. §m medicine wo do not hand out 

lethal poisons to laymen without sefegucrds, but in landeuse we do. Nor do we 

lay any responsibility on the ‘scientist’ who invents these new tools, so useful 

in skilled hands, tt so dangerous in careless hands. 

If we grent the premise that an ecologieal conseience is possible and needed, 

then its first tenet mst be this! ocononie provocation is no lenger a satis~ 

factory excuse for unsocial land-use. Or, to use somevhat stronger words, for 

ecological atrocities. This, however, 4s a negative statement. 1 would rather 

assert positively that decent land-use should be secorded social rewards 

propertionate to its social importance. 

I have no illusions about the speed or adcumey with which an esologieal 

csonseience can become functional. It has required 19 centuries te define decent 

man-to-man gondust and the procese is only half done; 1¢ may take as long to 

evelve a code of decency for man-to-land conduct. In such mtters wo should
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not worry too uch about anything except the direction in which we travel. 

The direction is clear, and the first step is to throw your weight around on 

matters of right and wrong in land-use. Cease being intimidated by the argument 

that a right action is impossible because it does not yield mximim profits, or 

that s wrong action is to be condoned because it pays. That philosophy is dead 

in human relations, and its funeral in land-relations is overdue.



THE OUTLOOK FOR BETTER NATIVE TREES 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

The diverse soils, climates, and topography of Wisconsin, and especially the 

fact that the eastern forest here bordered on prairie, almost certainly 

evolved many diverse genetical strains within oach of the native tree specics 
of the state. Thesd strains diffored from cach other in growth rate, 

limbiness, disease resistance, and adaptations to soil, water, and weather. 

The original Wisconsin forest should be thought of, not as a community of 

species each uniform within itself, but as a community of spocies each 

5 consisting of diverse strains or races. 

A mundred years. of gcloctive romoval of the "best" individuals has almost 

certainly deteriorated the remaining stocks from the viewpoint of forestry. 

In short, we havo had a century of "selection in revorse". : 

Up to tho present decado, the development of bettor strains of forest trees, 

parallel to the imorovemont alroady accomplished in agricultural crop plants, 3 
promised to require centuries of time. There were two reasons for this. 
One of these, slow maturity, is generally kmown. The other is that once a 

*esirable’individual tree was found, it was seldom possible to reproduce 
it without crossing, thus introducing new and unknown characters into the 

progeny. 

The recent discovory that twigs of many trees can be rooted by troating them 

with plant hormones has changod the outlook groatly. It is now possiblo to 
reproduce a desirablo tree vogotativoly, and at will. This virtually 

removes most of the socond difficulty,.for tho rooted cutting has a genot- 

ical constitution identical with its "paront". 

The first difficulty, slow maturity, is partially removed by this modorn 

techniquo. Characters such as rosistanco to many Giscasos and insects can 
be tosted by "inoculation" on small trees. Other characters such as 

ultimate sizo, ultimate limbiness, disoase rosistance at maturity, and 

quality of old wood must await normal, devclopment as before, but with the 
additional advantage that an unlimited numbor of identical individuals are 
available for tests. : é 
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The upshot is that the time expectancy for the job of finding ond propagat- : 
ing botter forest trees is cut down, radicnully in the caso of the charactors P 

detoctible in youth, and considerably in the case of the charactors not ‘ 
visiblo until maturity. a 

For example, sevoral dozen blister-rust resistant white pines have already 

boen solected and tested by Professor Joyco Riker. Tho noxt step is to 
sogregato from tho rust-resistant individuals those which combine fast 

growth with non-limby form and other desirable charactors. In this instanco, 

such soloctions are casy becauso most of tho 30 to 60-year old "parent" 

trees are still standing.



Parallel processes of improvement have boon started in a small way with 
red cedar and poplar and should be initiated with the other native forest 

: trees. 

= Here, thon, is & large now rosearch fiold, which the University should 

develop. It has the necessary combination of skills in gonctics, pathology, 
and forestry. : 

“". Bvon with the now short cuts, any forestry resoarch is a long job, and 

hence should be undertaken only by some stable rosearch organisation such as 

the Agricultural Experiment. Station. 

Funds, as well as organization, must have continuity. The support needed 

is mot large at the present time, but the work can not expand without 

"additional highly trained full-time young’men. The present senior staff 
is already too’ completely occupied to offer more than supervision. 

: The job necds laboratory, office, and groonhouse space which docs not now 

: exist, .It also nocds land, but this is availablo on tho Arboretum and on 
state, county, and private forests. - : 

The job will need the collaboration of soveral University departments, of 

the State Conservation Department, of the State Department of Agriculture, 
and of the United States Department of Agriculture, including the Buroau 

of Entomology, the Burcau of Plant Industry and the United States Forest 

Service. The Experiment Station already has a smoothly functioning work~ 

ing agroomont with the Conservation Dopartment and a momorandum of under- 
standing about such work with the Bureaus of Entomology and of Plant 
Industry. 2 

This momo is written in ordor that a brief non-technical description of 2 
this now opportunity may be available. i : i



". Subject matter for Editor's note: 

Have hunted deer since 1904 in Montana, Wyoming, 
Michigan, Arizona, New Mexico, Lower California, 
Sonora, Chihuahua, Bohemia, Saxony and Wisconsin. 

Have helped administer deer herds in Arizona, 
New Mexico and Wisconsin. I have done consulting 
work in deer irruptions in Arizona, Utah, Oregon and 
Michigan. 

A. L.
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; WILDLIFE AND FARM LAND-USE 

(30 minutes) 

1. @rends in Wildlife & Farming in S. Wis. (Game and fur only, farms only) 

State Game & Fur Farn $290,000 Drainage 

Public Shooting Grounds (50 cent 210,000 Stream-straightening 
license) , } 

Refuges and Nurseries 20,000 Grazing woodlots Tui. lO 

Winter Feeding 6,000 Fencerows and roadsides 

Warden Service $500,000, 3 farmsP50 ,000 (chemical sprays, mech. mowers) 

$ 3 : = Yo, eco 
Research *0,v00 ('/xf eee) 685000 Storing corn in silo instead 

: of field. : 
Overhead (3 of 50,000) 25,000 

a (favorable) manure spreader 
rae. 81,000. F 

(WP Us 8 on Erosion (moving plowlands ) 
ye 

2. What Produces Wildlife? 

Interspersion of food (fields), cover (marsh, woods, fencerows) , amd open 

land, and water. 

Wildlife @s an edge product, Crop proportional to miles of edge. 

Even grazing and cutting favor wildlife if not too extreme, 41 ¢-~/ Un, Cruel apes 

"Jungle" ackigtbe needed in winter but worthless in summer. /(00 ans cn rhe 

Arboretum pheasants 50% young, 70% on farms. 

quail 2 = 80% on farms. 

. On my own "farm" breaking jungle by firelanés and plowed patches. 

Artificial prop. no remedy. Survival in competition with wilds. 

B 
Bird in hunting coat costs $5.00. License $1.50, 10 days, 2 birds, 'C9 

3. Who is the Umpire? We spatsmen magnify our role. We pay the cash, but are 

powerless to restore that interspersion of food, cover, open land, and water 
Erle, fernnmtw Cru ely het, 

which produces wildlife. Tneresse~ia-huntvers-ent-thebr-misbennvror-an-frere 
a 

spreade-posting, 

y, What _is the Issue? Mistaken idea that choice is between wildlife and no 

wildlife. Choice is between a desireable diversity, or wildlife consisting
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of pests (field mice, gophers, English sparrows, starlings). Plants are 

going to produce birds and mammals, and the poundage depends on the kind of 

plants and fertility of the soil. Our choice is between a rich assortment of ‘ 

kinds, and a poor assortment, mostly nuisances. 

5. What does it Take? 

(a) Personal skill, interest, and sympathy of the farmer. He can be as 

proud of his wild crops as his tame ones. 

(o) Security from uninvited trespass. No farmer will produce what Tom, Dick 

and Harry can walic away withwithout his consent. (On the other hand, 

privilege of inviting guests of his own choosing is one of strongest 

in gentives to produce. 

oe. | (c) Acreage. This varies greatly with kind of wildlife. Most farms have 

ee 5-10% waste land anyhow, and this goes long way if rightly used. 

a (d) Group organization. A group of farms can crop more efficiently than a 

single one. Example: pa. Of 3 farms, one may have the 

marsh for winter, one the woodlot, one the strategic position for tres- 

: pass. Control of trespass much easier in groups. 

Farmer-sportsman Groups: Riley. 5 town members, 11 farms. ‘Town members 

pay cash expense, farmers dues are land, all write the rules to divide 

the shooting. Decide each year how many pheasants can be harvested; 

equally divided, enforced by Journal record and tags. 

Acreage of 1700 acres 

17% is fair weather cover (grezed marsh, woods, etc.) 

1% is foul-weather cover, natural (bogs) 

1% is foul-weather cover, plantations (pine).
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Kill in normal years 50 cocks = 16 members = 3 each 

(But half the farmers don't hunt. Actual kill about 6 each) 

5. Incentives to Production. 

Paid shooting. I once believed this was answer; no longer do. 

Furs most wildlife can't be called profitable, but fur is an exception. 

A good mskrat pond or marsh will yield more in fur than in corn. 

Subsidies: I am no believer in subsidy, but there are some cases where logic 

calls for them. Example: Farmer’with last marsh or pond in a neighborhood. 

Whole neighborhood uses it to hunt, fish, or trap. Ovwmer has the chance to 

drain profitably, but is willing to forego. Shouldn'; the neighborhood 

help him carry taxes? How can they? Either by organizing group, or thru 

Cons. Dept. (part of that million). Danger: getting bogged down in red tape. 

Harned Shooting ; most powerful incentive. 

Seasons are short (10 days) on most game. 

Neither farmer nor city hunter can always take time off. 
pw thea evrente 

No need of short season where total kill is regulated by tags (Riley). 

ow Uains wees 
State could grant long season where earned, which would mean Leeate wiki go rd, hue, 

3 7 . Lene Es thurs 
1. Group organization of gazmezs. (their business if any city—hunters) 

2. Regulation of total kill by tags including 

enforced register of all kills (illegal if not) 

3. Cover improvement ) acceptable to 
) Cons. Dept. and Z 

L, Winter feeding where needed ) sore county board¥ eoprrrrtones Local prblre, 

5. Woodlot fencing J 

6. Renewal of license subject to satisfactory performance.
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WILDLIPS AND FAR LAD-USE . eo» i 
(30 mimtes) 

1. Sronds in Wildlife & Taming in 5. Via. (Gane and fur only, farms only) 

State Game & Fur Farn $290 ,000 Drainage 

Public Shooting Grounds 2) cont Maaoop Strean-straightening 

Refuges and Hurseries 20,000 Grazing woollots 

Winter Feeding 6,000 Pencesows ani roadsides 

Warden Service $500,000, 3 farnd250 ,000 (dhomical sprays, mech. nowers) — 
Research 80,000 ah as in silo instead | 

— - - — pasha (favorable) mamaxe spreader 

Rrosion (mowing plowlands) : 

2. Baal Broduoos ii2diter 
Interspersion of food (fields), cover (nareh, woods, fencerows) and open 

land, and water. 

Wildlife as an edge product, Crop proportional to miles of edge. 

Even grazing and cutting favor wildlife if not too oxtrene. | 

"Jungle" 4 little needed in wintor tut worthless in summer. % 
Arboretum pheasants 50% young, 70% on farms. 4 

quail = » Bos on farms. 

On my om "far" breaking junsle ty firelan ond plowed patches. 
Artificial prop. no remedy, Survival in competition with wilde. 

Bird in lmmting coat costs 95.00. Iicenge $1.50, 10 days, 2 binds. 

3. Who ig the Umpize? Ye spatemen magnify our role. We pay the cash, but are 

powerless to restore that interspersion of food, cover, open land, and water 
which produces wildlife, Increase in hunters and their misbehavior in field 

spreads posting. } 

4, What is the Isgue? Mistaken ides that choice is between wildlife and no 

Wildlife, hoige ts between a desireable diversity, or wildlife consisting = 

a
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ge : Sa 
x of pesta (fhera mice, gophers, Mngiish sparrows, starlings). Plants are ; 

going to produce birds and mammals, and the poundage depents on the kind of ; 

plants and fertility of the soil. Our choice is between a rich assortment of 

Kinds, and a poor assortment, mostly nuisances. | 

5+ What does 1% Taker | 
(a) Personal skill, interest, and syapathy of the farmer. He oan be as 

proud of his wild crops as his tame ones. 

(b) Security from uniievited trespass, ilo farmer will produce what Tom, Dick | 
and Harry can wali away wi tii thout his consent. (On the other hand, 

privilege of inviting guests of his own choosing is one of strongest 4 

in gentives to produce. ‘ 

(e) Aereage. ‘This varies greatly with kind of wildlife. Most farms have 

Frl0f waste land anyhow, and this goes Long my Wie rightly used 
(a@) Group organisation. A group of farms can crop ante’ etfiateiliiy than a ; 

Single one. TZxample: pheasont mrsh. Of 3 farms, one may have the 

marsh for winter, one the woodlot, one the strategic position for trea- 

pass, Control of trespass much easier in groups. 

Varmer-sportsaman Groups: Riley. 5 town members, 11 farms. Town members : 

pay cash expense, farmers dues are land, all write the rules to divide 

the shooting. Decide each year how many pheasants can be hervested; 

equally divided, enforced by Journal record and tags. 

Agzrage of 1700 acres 

L7# 4s fair weather cover (grazed marsh, woods, ete.) : 

1T% is Zoul-weather cover, natuml (bogs) : 

t 1% 49 fouleweather cover, plantations (pine). 

: xg
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meiraty 

Kill in normal years 50 cocks * 16 moubers = 3 each 

(Sut half the farmers don't bunt. Actual kill about 6 each) 

5+ Incentives to Brodetion, 
Badd shooting, 1 once believed this mo answer no longer do. 

Bugs most wildlife can't be called profitable, tut fur is in exeption. 
A good makrat pond or marsh will yield more in fur than in com, 

Sabsidies: I am no believer in subsidy, but there are some Gases where logic 

calls for them, Mxample: Yarmer with last marsh or pond in a neighborhood, 

Whole neighborhood uses it to hunt, fish, or trap, Ower has the change to 

Grain profitably, det is willing to forego. Shouldn's the neighborhood 

help him carry taxes? How can they? Rither by onganiaing group, or thr 

Cons. Dept, (part of that million). anger: getting bogged down in red tape. 

Bomed Shooting most powerful incontive, 

Seasons are short (10 days) on most game. 

Neither farmer nor city hunter can always take time off, 

No need of short season where total kill is regulated by tags (Riley). 

State could grant long season vhero eared, which would monn 

1, Group organization of farmers, (their business if any city hunters) 

2. Regulation of total kill by tags including 

5 enforced register of all kills ({llegal if not) 

34 Cover improvement ) agceptable to 

4. Wanter feeding where needed i ae Saat 

5e Woodlot fencing 

6. Renewal of license gubject to satisfactory perforaance, 

j : : :
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* 161 Wildlife Techniques 
; December 19, 1946 : 

STEPS TO PUBLICATION 

Aldo Leopold 

A. Formulating Stage. Written Plan. What, who, how, where, when, why. 

B. Gathering Stage. 

Specifications and Criteria 
Cumlative tabulations and maps; relation to field notes. Standard 

legends. 
looking up the Literature (Don't postpone), 

C. Testing Stage 

Writing the paper “as if" to be mblishede 
Sentence outlines vs, outlines 

‘ Graths and Tables, Limits of Accuracy. Drawings, photos. 
Dispensing with colors 

Getting Criticism. 
Is structure sound? Finding the loopholes, Checks and tests. 
Is presentation clear? "Cut and Try." 

Statistical Analysis. Use "Statistical Service." 

D. Finishing Stage 

Completion of data - gathering, 
Selecting an audience. Researchers, Administrators, Leymen. Writing. 

Selecting a gournal. Specifications for length, style, references, 

tables, graphse 
Estimate of writing-time. Multiply by fours 
Critical Readinge 

Eaitorial critics, Minimum lmowledge. 
Technical criticse Maximum knowledge. 

Redrefts. Cooling Periods, Usable units of time. 
Handling the Manuscript 

Editors and Editorial Boards. Proofs, Reprinty 

Reviewse 

i : a



s Steps to Publication " 
Example of Sentence Outline 

AGE-CRITERIA FOR COTTONTAIL 

Sentence Outline 

] 
1. Game bird populations canbe classified for age by bursa, molts, but 

2. Cottontail cannot, Need a test applicable to Z 
(A) Parts hunters can send in. 
(B) Dead rabbits in bagse 
(C) Live rabbits from trapse 

; 3, Weights of lightest old and heaviest young overlap by hunting season, 
Gonads can't be seen in live rabbits, 

4. Epiphyseal cartilage tried. Steps 

(A) Banded 100 young in summer. 
(3) Retrapped and shot in winter, Found thats 

oldest young lost cartilage in January. 
largest young in Marche 

5e Deduction: Satisfactory criterion through January of: 
(A) 5 men agree on 20 bones. Tried this on 

Frozen polished bones Score 100% 
Stained wet bones . 90% 
Stained dry bones . 10% 

60 Summary, Frozen polished bone satisfactory up to January 15. 

Outline 

le Need of criteria for mammals. 

2. Conditions criterion must meet, Dead and live rabbits, 

3e Weights and gonads as criteria 

4. Epivhyseal cartilage as criterion 
Procedure: marking young rabbits. 

Recovering marked rabbits. 
Dates dependable, 

5e Tests of cartilage criterion. 

6. Summary. 

>
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Green Lake Je 
9413 |46 i we 

THE WISCONSIN DEER PROBLEM 

1973 1 In October of 1945 the wardens of Conservation Dept, shot 250 deer 
on this island and shipped them to charitable institutions as meat, Why? 

bw 

19735 a,b, ¢, 4, 0, £, ge! Let's take a look around, Est. maybe 75, killed 250, 
100 left, total 350. 500% error. 

} Everything edible, incl. young trees, eaten by deer, 

Deer had been 1. Totally protected. 
2. Deprived of predators (wolves) 
3. Increased, eaten themselves out of house and home, 

1575. Why didn't they starve long ago? logging tops. (aspen-like wintering cow 
: on marsh hay) 

yrwvlng? oe . t 

1607. No fewns'on island, This is whg (Balsam) (euwwe ofmrnsel tact mules 

ReRS 

1559 ‘The deer range of Wis, ( [tect 29 Br Atruin atts wetute } 

C18 The condition of the deer yards (wintering areas). Red marks 

are yards in condition of Chambers Island 5-10 years ago. Deer herd is 
Chk 

approaching condition of Island, 

1973 h Why? First, because we shoot only bucks (legally) Ply beans eee 

1911 Second, deprived deer of predators. (Coyotes do not suffice) “fe... oe 
(tracks) inurl owt We wolf we lueh vn tre ete — chew rey ladon, 

Third, many deer have been kept alive on overbrowsed range by logging refuse, 
alae 

1887 ane by artificial feeding, (Feeding is not sound policy when we have 

more deer than the woods can support. Qrdered by Legislature). 

eR 

1581 How far along the road to Chambers Island are we? Fawns starved in som wil 

yards as early as 1936. 

1576 In 1942-3 we had large losses}... ins che 

1577 Some fawns weren't dead when found; failed to recover, even on milk. Orel ity hissy 
Kidneys broken down from poor food. : 

ae LAUD 
1610 Starved deer had full paunches, but of what? Balsam, 

1601 When balsam is high-lined it's last call.



Green lake 2 

1800 Cedar is high-lined before balsam eaten at all; the herd should have been 

reduced at first sign of overbrowsing in cedar, A doe-season in 1943 took 

100,000 does, but herd "bounced back", and range contimes to go down, Now 

worse than ever, 

koe 

561, 562, 563 Malnutrition as well as starvation, is one of the penalties of 
excess deer, 

1754 = Another is grave injury to the forestry progfam (White pine) 

1602 Deer are destroying young trees faster than we plant them, viitun../ eeretlrayr nf 
Chalom) opttihe Liner co Loran 7 cleceseet out, 

end of Another penalty is crop damage - now exceeds $100,000 wer year) 
slides 

ee 

Why reluctance to trim herd? 

1. Hunters. Like easy mmting 

2. Resorts. Like to show deer to tourists. 

How trim herd? 

Commission has authority to open season on does, Alii av aw I443 

lacks authority to regulate no. of hunters (controlled hooting.) 

What have other states done? 

Of 200 irruptive herds, most have been reduced, but like Wisconsin, too little 
and too late, 

What are we headed for? 

Lots of deer till next haré winter. 

Then decades of scarcity, and continual injury to young timber,
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ae Bec Friends Native landscape \ 
. , 3/26/46 

Wilderness Conservation : 

(A) Definitions : 

Entirely different from forest or wildlife conservation, or parks. 

: All these need roads to take people in or get things out. 

Means .wild: 
, 4 mee 

lands plants swamps ‘ « 
lakes and rivers travel routes deserts chonwnmonel bleh 

animals shorelines wilderness skills = } 
Sx hockey Cunols 

As far as possible from: : 

improvements mechanizations (Cuw, mela bewh s plase ) j 
: comforts (or sound, smell or trace of such) : 

People not objectionable if: 
They have to get in and out by their own muscle and ae 

skill. yer » be 
: Not too many. : wee ee 

Know how to behave. soe 
~~ : Yate cee 

Pa G ; 5 cw se 
( History [wr 
} hu wale : eS 
} Wilderness | ware out with "good roads" movement mnie 1915 and ‘ 

| 1920. In S. HW. had 6 areas of million acres each in 1915. One léft in 
} : ‘ 

} 
EE 1925. Ex 

Chronology in N. F. 

1921 First paper "The Wilderness and Its Place in Forest 

Recreational Policy" : : 

4. 1922 N. Mex. epa! recommends Upper Gila be held roadless. : p 

: 1924 Gila withdrewn by . Ci 4: Pooley; District Forester. 

1929 Sec'ty. Agric. Reg. L-20, authorized F.S. to set aside 

\ : “primitive areas". : g 
< \ . : : 

tires Ae oats “of fre el, CE: f 

: ne chen aw "bel aware” 

: Dw Mt, Cormnley te Maer 2 :
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1939 Aes! ty, Agric. Reg. Ui, U-2, defining permissible uses 

: and Sicesiteing oy atue (over 100,00) "wilderness", under 

y a _ 100,00) "wila".. . "Roadless areas" subject to cutting.) — 

(Largely the work of late Robert Marshall) ; 

te 1940 28 wilderness, 42 wild areas, 2 roadless areas. 

: Chireun eey in N. P. : 

Never committed itselt to reserving definitely delimited areas. — 

Tourist craze. "Turn and honest tourist" Newton oe Harold Ickese 

Horace Albright. ; 

1976 Present N. F. system.  Covrs perhufie 2% of Roelaso, 0-170 ef ee ae Fe Oe. 
Jatinty rh finer,  Cydureny arertebin mitt = aula Wodtrn off mers 

~ GG 708 penction@ ta Upiwet rated ts Misrew Maes 

x-180 Region (Ariz., N. Mex., Chihuahua). Difference Mexico vs U.S., 

: facnw, roads. He ae cal anslcllione mevdaby Lam | 

x-13l Life “gones 5 

M19 ‘The Lower Sonoran Valley (irrigated) 

Meie,teic, wii seenes in the valley S 

2 eed Dry lake. Once 50 miles long (leguna Guzman) : 

+ aig M-27 Lower Sonoran "Mesa", Granghay once cut here. ose aes 

es Transition. Oak on N. slopes; grass on S. pe 

3 “We23 ~The Rim between foassiGice and Canadian mone. (Here enter & 

wilderness) 

3 ee ae top - Canadian - Aver. timber. 

wt 
ae ‘M34 Best timber ~ Gavilan. Canyon to : 

|Me37 Overall view of Canadian Plateau.
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eS) ; 

* & Leo 2 
1b : 

P Fauna & Flora de : ene : 2 

Vell  Pricicly Pear,(M-46 Madrone, M-39 Mescal. “Hot 8. slopes. 
= é 

ey ( M35 Merriam Turkey 

Q es M-49 Live oak. Top of mesas. fowls : i 
( M= 10 Deeper as ; 2 

i M-53 Mt. Mahogany, deer food. Many deer but never too many. 

M-50b Why? Horse killed by cougar. : E : 
» 

1911 Wolf track on top of ours every day. ‘i } 

(Lesson No. 1: need of predators to regulate deer and other 

: herbroevies. )- 

¥ : ee 
Human History f 4 

Me57, M-56, M59 Prehistoric check dams ) ‘ 
)no grazing animals, no 

M-58 Prehistoric dwelling on wall of canyon.) damage 355 

" Ve20  Mormom Settlement. ‘ 

u M-7a, M-7b, Nei, M-65 "Resettlement" homesteads. ; 4 

( feraew Nod: Dhar Us cour (nud chef) anton in nen no anole, why ine wrteteed te MG) 

Conditions of the watersheds : i : 

MWe55a We left the last gully just 1 mile beyond the last settlement. 

M30 Gavilen barely milky in heaviest rain. Moss on sycamore. Rebs 

f e ARA-PORHES s of y m & : 

M-36b, M-36c, M-48 More Gavilan. Ott anc hurt. : oa 

x-76 Same kind of a stream in grazed range, New Mexico. s : 

(Lesson a: we no longer realize what our Mts. were like before : 

abuse. Wilderness is a "gold standard" of biotic stability and ef 

SN order.) ; : 

Function: As Illustrated on Flambeau 

Lge Map. Power flowages above.and below. ee s i 

1477 Quiet water. ae : é 

1480 Nearing rapids. : ‘ : ag



i : ; 
; 

hes 

1457 In rapids. 

1467 Out again. Note cottage. Being bought out. 

14608 Another cottage area. — : 

1472 Most of the region is cutover. Cotlat Ace at wrt, Cahn, 

1471 Logging camp. 

1798 But there is one big bleok of uncut hemkock-hdw. State Land Com. 
Mba B danag 

1806 Has large yellow birch. 

: 5 1925 And basswood 

1478 Flambeau is still a clam river (mskrat platform) 

1464 Too many deer. Much repro. bro sed. Sum UO av Ta kur, = . = “ ot Cuorkrnat wrth Megrce 
1462 Reachable cedar all gone. . = 2 

Yaw Aherued wp, Ar transl Cnty = aperlny apn: : cenbi: wreb, ry ru chweguny 
Baer 

Ol 4 
2 - 

: : The Outlook for Wilderness in N.A. ee es hep in 

Canada Di oe ibeaee rg Be Solas 
Alaska Road : : 

i Arctic Mining Camps, served by hydro=-planes. diet of 8 s 

"Operation Muskox"  Grclie Qudkthi, Sturer per veual Minn Bobbl- 
Mexico & Central America 

: Inter-American highway. Mexico's bid for tourists. Roads. L : - 
gotten 

: Mexican Land Policy. Erosion losses. 

: Lacie of Administrative Agencies, Public Reservations. 5 

United States - Bad news. 

Fund whl frquew 
~ . Quetico = Superior Hydroplane resorts. {rma land purchases. State- 

federal fight. 2 : 

Power & Irrigation Dams will demand storage sites. 

: Examples: Wissouri Ozarks j i ri 
: Mapfreult karate wb. mvelenalion Missouri Valley Authority ‘ 7 y A : =. : Ta eet y Avtre fw lah vr any prrgs ole ‘ 

Arkansas Valley Authority : 

: 
AS



5 
: Drainage Projects. Soaamps like Okeefinokee. 

Possible Work Camps. Splitting the Salmon River Area. : 

United States - Good News 

: Porcupine Mt. purchase by Mich. : : f 

_ Flambeau purchase by Wis. 

Appointment of Olaus Murie as executive of Wilderness Society. ‘ : 

Growth of the Society. 1840 Mintwood Places Mw biurohult haul, 
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SOME WISCONSIN WILDLIFE PROBLEMS : 

I Deer - A Problem of Too Many 99h. 

: = Cys a 
ia 160 tan sete deed in A Wen a \eneth re 

Too few rather than too many. 1832-33 Indians a Portage. 

aay lumber camps hunted for meat. Scarcé. 

1740 Lowest point 1900, kill 2000. Picking up since. Causes on slide. ¢ 

1599 Mich. & Pa. had same increase, same causes, same results. : 

C18 Result, 1944: 60% of winter yards waten out, deer starving. 

: What is a Yard? : 

W-3 Series of trails 

W-5 Eat what can reach. . 

W-l If nothing, die. 

What is Browse? 

1757 Elm = summer ‘ : 2 

1796 Mt. maple - yearléng | good foods. Palatable 

1462 White cedar - winter 

1569 Young balsam ; a. 
1601 Deer line - balsam "Shoe leather". Hat when good food gone. 

1606 Alder So : 

1973¢ Pine 2 a 

1973a Deer line. All gone. No forestry possible. 

How Starvation Progresses. : 

1754 Fat deer is lazy (pine). . 

°
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1581 Fawns die first. ; 

1352 Bucks reaching. Die last, 1 or 2 hard winters later. — 

1576 Wis. fawns died since 1934, . 

1575, Stay alive on pulpwood tops, as aspen (shoe leather). 

1607 And balsam. : 

1609 When brought in, do not viet s 

1610 Adult deer began dying in 1943. Full of balsam. (Not everywhere, but 

in most congested spots. Killed 50,000 does, but oy temporary relief.) 

Why Not Fed? : : 

W-4. Hay alone not enongh. : : 

1887 Hay & grain 0.K., but such deer eat as mech browse as if unfed. Hence : 

no relief to natural foods. Feeding 0.K. after reduction. 

Deterioration : 

561,562,563 Exper. bucks. ; 

Chambers Island (2500 acres). : : 

1973b Guessed 50-150 deer. Food gone after 10 years overbrowsing. 

19731 Took out 250, perhaps 100 left. Always under-estimate number. 

= 1973h Research area to measure recovery of vegetation and deer. 

1966 Irruptive areas in U. S. ; :
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Irruptive Deer Herds : ? 

A New Problem in Applied Ecology 

RAula Chambers Island - 2500 acres - Hemlock Hardwood (climax on sand). Maple - 

beech ~ oak. 2 miles out: no recent movement. 

Deer irrupted after qbanielinest as a summer resort. 10 years ago? ‘ 

Estimates of 1945: 75 - 100 (One man 250). 

z Removed by Dept. Oct. 1945: 250. Left: don't imow. 1007 

a In kaceats emaciated. In Oct: fat. iernn. 

Very few yearlings, plenty of fawns. 

Simple example. Raises the question: where and when has this happened before? 

What circumstances permit of what deduction as to cause or mechanism, 

¢- 18 Wis. Irruptions. 475 "yards" last winter; red (overbrowsed) 46%. This despite 

70, 000 does legally killed in 1943. (Come back to this). i 

C U. S. Irruptions. No map exists (medical analogy). Drew one. 35 of record 

in a brief survey. Many more. i 

Notice dates: 1924 Kaibab 1938 Texas 

‘ 1928 Pa. 1941 Utah ‘ 

: : 1930 N. Mex. 1942 Wis., Wyo., Wash. : 

1932 N.C. 1945 Colo., Anticosti, S. D. 

Any earlier than Kaibab? Can't find. 

: Former Status of Deer? ; 

1673 - Joliette & Marquette Green Bay to Miss. 

1679 = La Salle aes Green Bay ~ Prairie du Chien 

1763 - Jonathon Carver Mackinac ~- Miss. - Brule 

1776 ~ Father Escalante Santa Fe - Salt Lake
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1832 = John Work Ft. Vancouber - Marysville 

1849 - Capt. Howard Stansbury: Ft. Leavenworth - Salt Lake 

: 1870 George Sluras None N. shore, migratory S. shore 

Conclusions: (1) Many irruptive areas originally deerless or nearly so. 

(2) A few had deer (Pa.) Bearing of this later. 

‘ The Wisconsin Irruption 

v 1921 In mild weather deer range at lerge. In deep snow resort to yards. 

VU We3 What is a yard? Series of packed trails. 

ee Deer mist eat what he can reach from trail. : 

V 1604 If he gets off trail he founders in snow. 

V Sea »If weak he stays foundered. : 

v We Z And ends up as food for coyotes and Canada Jays. 3 

Vv WE Eagles since 1936, have regularly wintered on starved deer in N. Wis. : 

Vv 1462" First stage: browsed cedar 
‘ good foods 3 

. mt. maple, red dogwood : ; 

V 1800 Second stage, cedar gone : 

“ 1601 — balsam eaten 
: os “shoeleather" foods. Starvation begins 

v EPS3 ~Qlad jackpine eaten first hard winter. ee 

V 1606 ™ alder eaten 

e 1575 Looging & pulping keeps deer alive - tempowarily. 

v 1352 Fawns die first; can't reach. Adults later. 

V 1576 First wholesale death of fawms in N. Wis. was 1942-43. Some since 1936. : 

V 1609 Fawns put on milk failed to survive. Kidney injury. Bags of bones. 

Hides brittle.
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/ 2583—___Semetines_hard—te-—find_=_get_snowad-over. 5 

Jv 1610 About second nerhminver after fawms die, adults die. All starved deer are 

full of food. What food? Balsam, aspen, alder. 

v 561-$+3 Upshot: (1) Underdeveloped deer. 

: (2) Very few of then. : 

V 1814 (3) Elimination of all palatable trees, shrubs, wildflowers. 

‘ : Large trees secure, but they can't reproduce. 

(4) Wreck of forestry program. Deer eat more trees than can be 

' planted. 
J 3 

v 1090 (5) Deterioration of habitat for all other wildlife. RG in Penn. 

(Of these 5 penalties, all but No. 2 are invisible to laymen). (Perhaps !) 

1887 The inevitable question: why don't you feed? : : 

The answer: (a) Yes, at $2. per deer per winter. : 

(b) Each door eats just as much browse as if unfed. ; 

(c) Ultimate result: a wholly artificialized herd and forest. 

(4) Wholly different fron feeding birds. Seed eaters. 

Welt Feeding is good aiter a herd has been reduced to what ranges will carry. 

There is the rub. Public won't let you reduce. They learn what score 

is after herd & range has been ruined. So 

a (1941) Kaibab (1924) as seen in 1941. 

“1598 Kaibab diagram. Notice gov't. predator control. Notice low level. : 

“ 1205 Cowenia, Kaibab GC Afrowtin. Ror Ab arfuc. : 

Vv 1232 Cowania, Wasatch, open to deer 

“23h Cowania, Wasatch, in exclosure 

Vv 1201 Juniper, Kaibab how + ofavutr. ho aes oo 
M1193 Juniper, Wasatch : i 

4216 ——_—_Sagey—Kaivab—
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1233 Sagey—Vasatch 

Vi312 Aspen, Kaibab 

Vv 1194 Aspen, Wasatch, inside & outside exclosure. 

V 1191 Bones still visible, Wasatch. Kaibab, bones gone. 

¥ 1197 Summer range, Kaibab. Notice deformation spruce. 

41225 Summer range, Wasatch. 

1209 Winter renge, Kaibab. 

V 1230 Deer pellets on winter range, Wasatch 

\ 1226 Winter range, Wasatch. (Furrowing for flood-control). 

Interject at this point ; 

1. Spent great sums getting water into soil being devegetated by deer. : 

V 1235 2. Erosion induced by deer plus livestock. 4%" soil lost. 

= Le15 3- ‘Two areas in sight of each other. (Bearing later). 

1229 4, Fillmore Expt. Fence. Carried 1 deer per 2 acres. (Bearing later). 

(end slides) s 

’ A Theory of Irruptions 

I. Sequence of events. 

(2) Deer overbrowse their winter food plants. 

1. Non=sprouters are killed (Taxus) or reproduction inhibited 

(Cedar) : < 

2. Sprouters contime, but ae not suffice. (Sumac). 

3- "Worthless" plants usurp the space vacated by good ones. 

(alder, white birch). : 

(b) Deer suffer malnutrition. 

(c) Deer starve in hard winters, fawns first, adults later. 

(a) Fellings and feeding defer these effects, but intensify them. 

(e) The end result is few deer, little food, and a distorted plant 

commnity, forestry is largely inhibited.
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II. Predisposing events. common to all irruptions. 

\% (f£) ~Predator-removal, complete or partial, (cougar, wolf. Not coyote). 

X  (g) Buck law or equivalent (as in Minn. State Parks. Large refuges). 

(Law mst be partially enforeed). 

(h) A nearly deerless period for accumlation of palatable browse. 

III. Predisposing events common to eastern irruptions (dense forest). 

X (4) Prior logging 

*% (§) Fire Control 

Iv. Physiology of Irruptions. 

(x) Mineral or vitamin content of browse is opavasly stimlatea by ~ 

overbrowsing. (see h & a) : 

(1) this in turn may stimulate proportion of twins or per cent of 

breeders. 

Vv. Psychology of Irruptions. All this depends on the deer's lack of social 

: intolerance. Most other game species have internal regulators. Deer 

depended on external predators.
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: : THE TREND oF EVENTS IN AMERICAN WILDLIFE 

Events of 2 kinds ‘ 

A. What happens to wildlife Will mention 4, describe 1 

B. What happens to people's minds in respect of A mention 2, describe 1 

Premise: To preserve the American soil, fauna & flora is as important as to 

preserve Amer. culture. Each footless without other, and both are more 

important than ciphers in the census or bank account. The latter are 

means ohly, the former are ends. 

A. What is Happening to Wildlife 

1. INVASION OF WILDERNESS BY ROADS AND PLANES. 

Threat of Planes worst in Canadian Arctic. Mining camps served by 

: hydroplanes now dot the land of little sticks. Musk ox, caribou, barren 

: ground grizzly can hardly survive. In Ungava fox trappers now operate by 

: plane, and use poison. (See no remedy). é : 

A Planes in Superior. Private holdings used for hydroplane resorts. 

NRC now studying regulations. (Possible remedy). 

M35 Threat of roads worst in Mexico. Many species survive only because 

Mexicans had no guns, lack of roads kept others out. (See no remedy). 

2. THE DECLINE OF THE LARGE CARNIVORES — gray wolf & grigzly. 

B 
é Gray wolf In 13 states in 1915, 6 states in 1941 (Young & Goldman) 

Grizzly In 10 states in 1927, 6 states in 1940 (Leopold) 

In Wisconsin, one of the largest wolf ranges, we have less than 25 

wolves; Michigan about as many, some counted in both states. Coyote . 

high of 191,
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No wolves in National Parks. When Wyo. and Mont. cleaned of wolves, 

\ why wasn't Yellowstone restocked? Too late now. 

3. THE CONDOR, WHOOPING CRANE, AND IVORY BILL. 

B cont. 43 Condors, 1940 cpint. Holding their ow. 

66 Trumpeters, Red Rock Lakes, 1939 - 

106" Yellowstone (but only 4 young) 

: a Pa British Columbia : 
12 : 

300 cranes, 1938. Shrinking. 

4, EXCESS DER AND ELK Too many vs. too few. : 

c _ Here are 35 spots, varying in size from a township to half a state, in 

which (1) deer have increased to the point of kibling their winter food plants. 

(2) Once the preferred food plants are killed, they eat inferior ones. 

(3) Malnutrition sets in, as evidenced by reduced weights and antlers. 

(4) Pawns starve. 

(5) Adults starve. Upshot: few deer, little winter food, range 

occupied by inferior (non-palatable) plants. 

This map shows less than half of the "irruptions". Many "hushed up", 

All happened since 1924, when the Kaibab died off. Previously unkmowm. 

Elk, likewise have irrupted, but not here shown. 

Meaning? 

1673 Joliette & Marquette Green Bay to Mississippi 

1455 1679 La Salle Green Bay to Pwairie du Chien "Viidiy cect ow 
(repeat C) : COusenualesca 
1358 1763 Capt. Jonathon Carver Mackinac-Mississippi-Brule 
(repeat C) ; 
1204 1776 Father Escalante Santa Fe - Salt Lake 

: ec C) 
126 1832 John Work : Ft. Vancouver - Marysville : 
(repeat C) 
1225 1849 Capt. Howard Stansbury Ft. Leavenworth - Salt Lake 
(repeat C) 
1653 . 1870 George Shiras None north shore, migratory S. shore.
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Conclusions: (1) Few or no original deer on many irruptive areas. é 

1471 (loggers) (2) Lake States deer followed loggers northward. 

1599 (Mich. herd) (3) Did not become abundant until volaters, fire and doe 

killing ceased, predators controlled, buck laws adopted. 

1598 (Kaibab herd) (4) In west, prior logging not requisite. No logging on 

Kaibab. : 

1224 (Wasatch) - Reason: forests open, plenty of feed. . 
, 

C18 Inventory of food in 475 yards last winter. Red (overbrowsed) 464. 

"i921 In mild weather deer range at large. In deep snow resort to yards. 

W=3 What is a yard? Series of packed trails. 

W5 Deer must eat what he can reach from trail. 

1604 If he gets off trail he founders in snow. : 

We1 If weak he stays foundered. y, 

Wee2 And ends up as food for coyotes and Renedsiaras 

W-6 Eagles since 1936, have regularly wintered on starved deer in N. Wis. S 

1462 First stage: browsed cedar “ 
good foods 

1796 Mt. maple, red dogwood ; 

1800 Second stage, cedar gone 

"1601 balsam eaten 
"shoeleather" foods. Starvation begins 

17593 jackpine eaten first hard winter. 

1606 alder eatef ; 

1575 Logging & pulping keeps deer alive - temporarily. 

1352 Fawns die first; can't reach. Adults later. ; 

1576 First wholesale death of fawns in N. Wis. was 1942-N3, 7 wx iene 136, 

1609 Fawns put on milk failed to survive. Kinney injury. Bags of bones. 

Hides brittle. f



1583 Sometimes hard to find = get snowed over. ‘ , 

1610 About second hard winter after fawms die, adults die. All starved deer : 

are full of food. What food? Bolu, afew , helen, : 

561-2-3 Upshot: (1) Under-developed deer. 

(2) Very few of them (Kaibeb-20%).  ~ 

1si4 (3) Elimination of all palatable trees, shrubs, wildflowers. 

Large trees secure, but they can't reproduce. 

A (4) Wreck of forestry program. Deer eat more trees than can be 

planted. : 

1090 (5) Deterioration of habitat for all other wildlife. RG a Penn. 

- (Of these 5 penalties, all but No. 2 are invisibbe to layman). \Gev, aefag ') 

1887 The inevitable question: why don't you feed? 

The answer: (@) Yes, at $2. per deer per winter. 

(b) Each deer eats just as mich browse as if unfed. 

: (c) Ultimate result: a wholly artificialized herd@,and forest. . 

(4) Wholly different from feeding birds. Seed eaters. 

Wy Feeding is good after a herd has been reduced to what ranges will carrye ‘ 

There is the rub. Public won't let you reduce. They lear what score 

is after herd & renge has been ruined. 
i 

CAUSES OF IRRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR. 

1205 1. Long debrless period (as in Wasatch) or nearly deerless (as in Wis. . 

Pa., Mich.) during which highly mtritious food plants accumlate. 

(Cortana or cliff-rose, 2/3 of all vegetation). : 

1740 a Follow by predator-control, tuck law (no females killed), refuges 

(cease slides) Population then "explodes". : 

a ee
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B. What is Happening to People? (2 events) 

5. EXPLORATION OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, Animal Psychology. 

"Instincts" has been dropped from vocabulary. "Behavior Patterns". 

What is a behavior pattern? Story of bathing suit - Lorenz. 

Pattern 

Releaser ; 

Examples (Chronological) : 

Behaviors When Activated Released by Perversion 

Following Hatching First living object Man, cat, dog 

Eating 1 day old Moving object 

Feeding Hatching Color of throat Dying 

; Flight When grown Voice, posture : 

Feigning After hatching Intrusion 

(Also sex behavior, incubation, brooding, fighting, etc.) ; 

Wy3, Prairie chicken booming on man's wrist. : 

"Trustful" "Tame" No good. 

"Following" behavior perverted from natural parent to man. 

Sex behavior later followed some: abortive channel. : 

Animal psychology pioneered by Dutch, (Tinbergen) Germans (Lorenz) British 

(Howard) and Americans (Nice). Interrupted by war. I hope will now resume. 

Enables us to think intelligently about many phenomena formerly fogged by 

meaningless words. 

le ee ee ee eS ee ag 

6. POPULATION MECHANISUS 

1368 Studies in bobwhite quail 

1665 Semi annual census of a 4500 acre area at Prairie du Sac. 

Sawteeth: summer gain, winter loss. > 

: supmer gain expressed not only in numbers, but in percent.
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+55 1667 Inversity. Plot percent gain against size of pop. which produced it. “Birth- 

+ control mechanism (only it is survival which is controlled, not birth). 

No idea what behind this - some kind of social intolerance of quail for qeait: A 

Fundamental discovery. Woe b i 

1. What makes game birds "heritable". 

2. Departure from Darwinian theory - Malthusian doctrine. 

"Population increases up to its food supply". Doesn't. Increases 

up to its own limits of social tolerance. This limit usually 

operates long before starvation occurs. ‘ 

1581 Whg do deer tolerate "slums" and starve? Quail would Bit toto olen di ae 

intolerance. Deer seém fundamentally different: they depended on wolves & 

eS btn. 
cougars to do the dispersing. When we removed these, we took on their job, 

willy-nilly. But we didn't, hence they have to starve, obedient to Malthus 

and Darwin. 

: : 

.



¢ : t GETAWAYS 

: ; March 17, 1945 
: ; Aldo Leopold = 

TIMBER WOLF ey poe’ 

Recent Events in Wisconsin 

1930 Wolves considerably reduced. —~ ‘ 

1935 Deer began to starve (Increased till 1943) = * 

1940 Feeney warned of impending extermination of wolf 

igha-43 General starvation of deer _ 

1943 Antlerless deer opened, 130,000 deer killed (half antlerless) 

1944 Bounty lifted. Feeney says less than 50 wolves left 

é 1944 Coyotes increase greatly. Conservation Commission accused of 

“ruining deer herd, then feeding remnant to wolves". ; 

1945 Bounty re-enacted by Legislature, including foxes. 

Present Issues in Wisconsin : 3 

1. Would it be best to have (a) a few timber wolves in wildest counties? 

(b>) no timber wolves? 

2. Do a few wolves help regulate the deer herd as to 

(a) mumbers? 

(v) aiatr\ Neston ant penta stadt 

‘ 3. Would a few wolves unduly reduce deer on the wolf range? — ; 

4. Do a few wolves have any esthetic value? 

: Se a res 

(A) Cruising Radius of Wolves. Bearing on present hue and ee 

1. Coyotes mistaken for wolves. / . 

2. Do not kow of circuit type of range. 

Seton: 10 miles in summer, 100 miles in winter (Arctic wolf) 

: up to 70 miles (gray wolf. Smaller ‘in summer) 

: Murie; up to 50 miles (p. XVI) 

Sig Olsen: up to 50 miles (p. 328) 

: Z
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a Bees uxtension (liatural Resources) 
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, & ve 

5 : The Deer Problem of Northern Wisconsin \va2 wy 

: : Aldo Leopold iP 

Too Many vs. Too Few. Don't know how to act. Buffalo-Heath Hen. Humans. 

—Potential_elweys_there.—Mouse-vss—elephant—(blackbeardé:)s—— 

3 History 

Mrs. Kinzie, Waubun, wings ae 1832-33, at Ft. Winnebago (Portage) ee 

Mild winter, no tracking snow, Indians starving, issued rations to prevent 

uprising. Inference: depended on deer. 

Shires, Wildlife of Lake Superior (1921) 

S 1870: no deer on N. shore, few near S. shore. ; i 

< : 1879-1881: 80,000 deer killed each winter, mostly within 10 miles of a 

2 ; Superior. Spread north with early loggings. "Since that time (1880) 

SS there has been a gradual and steady decline (to 1921, when he wrote) 

Low Point. Bartlett says 1910 for Mich. Wis. kill estimates indicate 1915 

ss and again 1925, when we were killing under 5,000 bucks per year. 

1740 High Point. About 1940, when we were killing 40,000 bucks (Stimes the 1925 ict) 

) Events - 1920: buck law ; 

z - a 1925: alternate years only : 

Be 1927: refuge system began 

1930: wolves and coyotes reduced : 

1931: good fire protection. Hunters reports reouired. 

1936: alternate years changed to annual . 

1935-36: hard winter. Fawns begin to starve : 

1940: research started z 

S ‘1942-43: Severe starvation. Mostly fawns 

: 19433 Season on antlerless deer. 140,000 killed, half antleriess 

Bounty lifted on wolves. Feeding starts. i ; 

1944; Bucks only; don't know kill.
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The Deer Controversy. The Changes. (blackboard) : 

1. Starvation in hard winters is normal, 

2. Could be averted by artificial feeding. 

3. Overbrowsing a myth (cult. by long-haired professors from swivel chairs) 

4. Reduction of 1943 has ruined herd, spoiled tourist attraction 

5e Feeding remnant to wolves (which swarm in the north, endanger children) 

6. Evidence from other states irrelevant; Wisconh problem. A 

: 7. Need closed season to restore herd. ‘ 

! What Con We Learn From History? 

1598 Kaibab. Refuge. Predator Gated beg. 1914. Could have been saved - 

by reduction. : i 

1599 Michigan asked for doe season, legislature refused. Reduced by starvation. ; 

Pennsyvlania Commission tried to act; public refused till too late. 

1751 Other States Disregard detail. Not all: others in Calif., Oregon, Colo., 

Texas, New York, New England. None in Canada or Mexico. 

(went) Burope. Known for 500 years, mt damage dates from 1620 when ; 

v 2 a Predators were gone, deer overprotected. r 

G93 2. Level kept high by artificial feeding. Natural foods ignored. 

(Strausberg) (Natural browse foods sie. Emphasis on quantity vs. quality.) 

: . (Bush is a white birch, worthless for deer food) 

1740 Causes in Wisconsin: Buck law, giles IEA Scstaties plans 

(repeat) ~ | A ee 
predator removal. 

: Wisconsin Deer Sis Winter 

1559 Seer Range. Yard only s N. 3, only in deep nn 

W3 What is a gard? A maze of trails, usually in a swamp. 

1352 Bet whet they can reach, M12, frauen, aS 

1754 Fat deer is lazy, seldom lifts head.
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we 1463 BO: mountain maple, dogwood, white pine, red maple (See mimeog. list) 

er < 1753 Poor foods: "jackpine, aspen, white birch, red pine, alder. 

1747 ‘weoalt?? differential pressure. Good foods killed (if small) or pruned 

up to a deer line if large. Can't reproduce. Substitution. 

801 No hemlock reproduction in Wisconsin today except on Indian Reservation. Deer? 

. (So with yew, white cedar, mt. ash, and other no. 1 species on list.¥ 

Flew 1601 When good foods gone, poor are eaten (balsam) First sgeeiee deer-lined. brs: 

ee 1602 hen repro. killed (Follewing-pictures—in_famine19h2ql3_)_ 

1606. Alder. Like explorer eating his boots. : 

566 Rea maple dead or sprouting weakly.) 
1572 Hemlock windfall cleaned day it fell. (Likewise twigs cut by squirrels.) 

1575 Aspen pulpwood tops. : 

1571 Deer-line in a swamp. 

1573 Yellow birch cleaned of catkins day after it fell. 

1607 Dead fawn on balsam pulpwood. : 

. 1581 Dying fawn. 

1533 Buried fawns, later dug out. : : 

1577 , 1609 Sonn rescue. Usually die, even on sik 

1576. Dead fawns collected. fF u4. ut Burpeetdo- 

1608 45 in a pile, 34 fawns Trout Rute Vile 

1610 Doe cut open. Full....of balsam. 

W-2 Upshot. Deer dead and winter range ruined.  Bven poor foods damaged. 

teapot Files ae 
1232 Cliff-rose . ; 

1230 Sage good foods 

* 1201 Utah Juniper
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1191 When these dead, deer were dead. 

1203 In west aspen is good, but sprouts kept down ~ 

1311 Exclosure proves deer kept them down — oe Wl 

1194 Aspen inside and outside deer exclosure. This convinced even the sportsmen. 

an too late to save range. Kaibab irruption repeated in Wasatch. 

(repeat ) 

1215 ; Within sight from Kaibab, but people don't learn. , 

Why Not Feed? i 

. Wel Hay alone won't keep deer alive, even good hay. : 

1584 Grain = cake mast be added. Byt deer browse just same. : 

1229 Feeding tests show browse needed, hence feeding on over-stocked range 

saves deer at exp ense of their own polarel feeds, 

1636 Different from feeding quail and pheasants. Also costly-~up to $2 per : 

deer. Different intolerance and dispersion. Wisconsin is feeding, 

: but only to hold surplus over until fall when it can be harvested. 

Physical Vigor 

- 561, 562, 563 Pa. yearling bucks. © bral addons 
Cowher - Leaate ) 

1353 amality of Wisconsin bucks declining. Partly malnutrition. 

"Feeding Deer to the Wolves". 

aud font > 1559 Timber wolves in 8 counties, deer in 35 
(repeat) : 

~aew—605 No.of wolves 50, deer hunters (normal year) 100,000, ratio 1:8000. 

1445 _ Wolt ped) about to disappear, no right to exterminate a ebetes: 

ae oe Deer and Forestry _ ign eee 

1768 <A pine plantation 20 years old that paid all accumlated costs in a : 

pulp thinning and left a growing forest to boot. a 

} 1168 We want to plant hundreds like it, but deer (up to the reduction) wouldn't 

‘ let us.
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695 (Public Forests). All county forests, and all forest crop lands, are 

being subsidized (partly tax exempt) with a contract for owner to pay 

back out of the harvest. There will be no harvest where deer are too 

plentiful. 

(end 
5 

slides) 

SUMMARY = 

This is my side of the story. There is another side. (Discuss. 

Refer to "Save éhe Deer Club". Plausible if (a) one loves deer, 

(b) knows nothing of what they eat, (c) ‘Doesn't know one bush from skethees 

The woods is still full of "brush". :
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= ita a! by 
Pas We (ee 

Plant Patterns: Interspersion Theory; Sheth U Qr W 

We have seen that (1) Land-use produces a variety of successional stages. 

(2) Animals alter their composition and may sometimes 

change the stage also. © (Garmn aonnlibvanes vb wmpgt ale ! beet) 

: (3) Soil Asteridnes the plant community or "type" 

: within which the stages occur. Soil also determines : 

the crops substituted for the wild flora. L. 

Soils wir in patterns closely related to topography. Any soil map 

has a pattern characteristic of the locality. (Show soil map of Dane County.) 

Stages occur in patterns. Succession rarely advances, or is retarded, ; 

to the same degree over a wide area. : 

Crops occur in patterns, set in part by the rotation and in part by A 

the soil. (Diagram of corn-cats-alfalfa rotation with pasture) : 

— These three patterns (soil, stage, and crops) are superimposed to form 

: a@ complex of wild and tame plants, growing up on a topography. This 

complex determines the number and kind of niches available for animals. 

A Recognition of Niches 

We seldom stop to think that one of the outstanding "mental" feats of 

& wild animal is its ability to recognize a niche suitable for its use. We 

don't know how this recognition occurs; we do know that the penalty of a 

mistake is death. Mistakes are rare, but they occur. Thus migrating ducks 

may alight on an icy road mistaking it fora stream. If they acs dene eens 

they may be unable to rise, and hence die. Many animals mistook the asphalt 

pits of Rancho la Brea in California for water. Their bones record the error. 

Herons and hawks mistake powerlines for a tree, and are electrocuted if 

hey defecate on being flushed. Most traps imitate some element in a niche, 

(food, den, bridge), but they mst be set with care to make a catch.
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"When we say a person is a good camper, we mean he recognizes an almost- 

complete human niche which he is able to complete with what he carries 

(matches, axe, food, etc.). 

Skill in hunting, fishing, or trapping deals mainly with the recognition 

of animal ae Without this skill, success depends wholly on sinned 

encounters; and hence is likely to score zero. : | 

An ecologist 1s a person who recognizes niches and studies animal 

responses to variations in them. ~ : 

A wildlife manager is a person who improves niches, and thus regulates 

population. 

The main difference between an ecologist and a woodsman is that the 

woodsman thinks mainly of the immediate interaction between an animal and a 

niche; the ecologist is interested in the long-time interaction as well. 

i The ecologist uses records and scientific tools’ and deliberate experimentation; ; 

the woodsman his memory and accidental experiments. 

Both mst learn to "think like an animal". The proficiency each may 

acquire is very great. / i 

Stories: George Ruegger and the "blind set" for a wolf. 

Southwestern Cowman and the niche of a cow. What is "riding 

the range"? Individual identification. Past history. 

. Why is she here? How is she feeling? (Gaining or losing)? 

‘What are her troubles (disturbances, insects, wounds, etc.)? 

: How is her calf? What is she eating? What wd she do 

next? What can he do to improve her condition or control 

her actions? "Cow sense”
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\ide ESS | ) Pheasants at Shack in 1944. Poor season. Disappearance of cocks 

after opening day. Listening for crowings. Hypothesis: hidden in 

~ x marsh jungle, but eating what? Need for openings. History of potholes. 

= Alisna and smartweed in carex suécession.Test of hypothesis. Survival 

of cocks. 3 

: I know of only two generalized ideas which help one to recognize and 

study niches. (A) Ipterspersion Theory (B) Key Plant Theory. The two 

ideas overlap to a considerable extent. | 

(A) Interspersion Theory. (Chapter V, Game Management) 

1627. Here are two landscapes containing equal areas of four stages of the oak-hickory 

( succession: woods, brush, grass, and crops plus weeds. They are alike in 

composition, but different in pattern. One (B) is well interspersed , 

i.e. finely divided. fhe other (A) is poorly interspersed, i.e. its component 

= stages occur in solid blocks. The component stages in both areas offer the 

elements of a niche for quail: roosting grass, feeding weeds or crops, 

loafing brush. But there is only one spot in A where these elements occur 

‘ close enough together to be reached anos Wise teat is only one covey. 

Bat there are mmerous spots in B where this is possible, hence there are 

mumerous coveys. (Pattern A would be all right for pheasants, deer, or 

\ - horned owls.) 

Deduction: A species with low mobility requires high interspersion 

in order to have numerous habitable niches. 

Query: Why don't the mumerous coveys all move to the centre of Pattern A? 

ee
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, Comparison of Wren and Tern 

— Perch 2 
Nesting habitat for Meet ee ee 
Wrens rt = 50') a Z 

x 4 See eae we a Ore en Pah g  aee ea 9¢9 

- ee " q 68 G3 S53 
west any G2 a 

Good Pattern 7 Poor Pattern ———~ 

Why: Short radius of mobility. Carries food to young 1 trip per minute, sings 

between trips. 

Very territorial: Defensible boundaries (preferably open space) : 

After nesting: no need of perch or box. No longer territorial. 

Nesting habitat for 

i Tern (iv = mile) cee = c ae S 3 

/ of i : S55 loaf! a | 

\ ; \ | 
ating 5 have 2 \ | Lo < \\ \ 

ot = foe 
Na ee = ee es ee eee 

This is a good range, but any other with same composition would be good.. 

Interspersion doesn't matter, because the bird is very mobile. 

Little intolerance: territory of pair is a few feet around nest. 

After nesting: no need of bog, but still needs shoals and bar. 

Summary of Deer, Mouse, Wren, Tern, Getto eE : 

1. Most, but not all, habitat requirements are stages of plant succession. 

(Thus singing perch for wren is; loafing perch for terns is geol. formation}; 
were buds hele a ferrrnola el by own lta, crrrrens ab ) 

2. Pattern mst fit mobility. The less mobile the animal, the greater the 

need for interspersions{ hab At iyy rent , ses 
Hobtibtt, wo well oy rm nllen ofp rtvincl Dlerualovs Con cndenns of Atgenrermtnds, 

3. ; A minimm of alternatives is likely to exist in winter, or during breeding. 

Ups s 

Mobility is also least at that-season. Hence they are critical seasons. 

Be 4, Habitable patterns often depend on agriculture, either directly in the 

— form of crop residues (corn or rye for deer) or indirectly as successional 

stages (travel lanes, renewal of succession, etc. 4
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i 5. Missing elements ina pattern can sometimes be supplied by management 

(house for wren, raft to substitute for tern bar). oe 

Some Examples of Good and Poor Patterns. 

149 = Good interspersion arsieieiniis created (eumeie, Silesia) ' 

224 Good interspersion for roe deer, Saxony. 

233 Very poor interspersion for anything, Erdsgebirge, Saxony. 

1512 Good interspersion for turkey and deer, Ozarks. "Balds" (equivalent to our 

red cedar type) needed for good stand of turkeys. 

1286 Good interspersion for ee quail, Oregon 

1283 Same 

Q 1266 Gooa interspersion for antelepe; Oregon : 

1260 Same (need timbered draws for storm pratection and browse during deep snow). 

v 1272 Good interspersion for ducks, Malheur refuge, Oregon 

1225 Good interspersion on summer deer range, Utah. 

1224 Same 

1211 Poor for grouse, o.k. for deer, Kaibab. (V T Park) 

920, 921, 922. Good interspersion, Delta marsh. _ 

927 The Ridge, Delta Marsh. Importance of open road to ducks, skunks, ground 

: squirrels, deer, hawks, etc. 

: : °
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Distribution of Wisconsin Hares 

Aldo Leopold 

: Ue iar 

"By product" Investigation. Since 1928 been recording on county maps. 

Sources: Wardens, 118 students, short course students, sportsmen, old= 

timers, Seldom literature. 

: Precautions: Cross- question on: ( ho fa Soe s tals ) 

1. What kind of place. Make him classify as brushy swamp, open fields, etc. 

2. How big? What color? What month? How abundant? 

3. Did he kill one? Or road kill? (Close examination) 

Example: Tamarack and cedar, Kewaunee Co., white, Dec. = snowshoe . 

: Same, brown, July = snowshoe 

: Same, gray, Dec. = cottontail 

——» Corn stubble, Rock Co., white, Dec. = jackrabbit 

/ Sometimes stumped: Trempealeau, winter, white, 1876, large, "hopping 

\ with rabbits", ay pin down as to cover, cover changes. (ind, Duwey PIS-I 

(lot rentable: slack tipped ears.) 
frend: Jacks spreading EB. Snowshoe shrinking N. Sample of jackrabbit 

map up to 1944. Now circularized boundary counties, trebled no. of stations. 2 

Slide 1. Jacks. Note arrival dates. Plantings. Questionable stations. 

¥ ide 2. Snowshoes. Note disappearance dates. Neo plantings. Question: survival at 

\ southerly stations. 

Jackrabbit. (Lepas compestris) 

Cory Not mentioned. Read p. 265. Must have been scarce. 

Anthony 

| Hamilton Not mentioned. Miss. his boundary. 

0, ew 

ee 
1902 > yfpo:
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Origin of Stock 

Only sure criterion: Indian middéns. dv 3 
ee w Mra 

3 possible origins (1) eastward spread,’ (2) Spread from residual colonies 

(3). Plantings. Probably all three. 

ROB of Corral 
Slide 1. ea asaraatn dates. 

Slide 3. Plantings. Waushara - data published ; 

Kewaunee-isolated range, 211 details known, spread to Brown Co. 

Motive for plantings: "something to shoot". All private. 

gtr, becte MunP arcereun T Grnas alags » 
Slide 1. Reasons for Spread. | Must divide range into 2 zones} prairie and cutovers. 

l. .Prairie Zone¢ 1.2. ) ; £ ‘ e Ww whe gy 
e ‘Ruse Vac, - prude. fie 

tee) /— gel 
1840-1900. Encroachment of woods due to cessation of prairie fires. 

1900-present. Intensive dairying. Pasturing woodlots. 

Drouth Oak disease 

Corn-borer Electric fence 

Roadside clearance Marsh drainage. 

(couldn't spread till 1900. Maybe explains Cory.) 

2. Cutover Zone. 

1880-1930. lumbering, fire, agriculture at buch euccte™m' 

1930=present. Fire protection. Will restrict jacks to farmed areas. 

(Couldn't invade until prairie zone crossed. Will go down with fire 

protection. } : 

Populations. Very sparse, perhaps 1-2 per farn. 

Snowshoe 

Slide 2 Originally to Chicago? Kennicott, in 1855. (Cory, p. 264) : se 

Lack of records in §.E, counties. Aztalan rabbits. Nesel vet pe ruelclew, (bert, ) 

Shrinkages: Follow 4 on map. 

Reasons for shrinkage: Drainage. Cutting. 

Still shrinking: Searles, Wood Co, case.
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: Runaway Popalations 

: Aldo Leopold : 

In Darwin's concept of species: 

Behavior was an attribute of the individual. 

Population level externally conditionkéy mainly by food and predation. 

(Counterpart in Malthus: pop. increases up to food supply) 

Ecology has added two new concepts; they do not displace, but supplement 

Darwin. - 

1. Populations, like individuals, have behavior patterns not visible 

in individual. 

2. Some of these patterns constitute an internal control of population 

level. 

: Population Behaviors and Controls 

What is meant by population behavior? 

Sparrows - Chirp at 8 a.m. But if many at 7:50 a.m ‘ 

Cow - stampedes both as individual and as herd. “ 

Mob = requires density. Not visible in individual. 

X114 Rabbit Cycle. Nothing in hare behavior or morphology to indicate cyclic 

’ population behavior. Yet here are 3 regions exhibiting it. Importance. 

Is control internal or external to population? Don't know. Probably both. 

956 Muskrat. Environment may shrink or expand 10-fold in a year. How does 

pophlation behave? 

Expand: no mystery. "Go forth and replenish". Many litters. Exempt 

from predation. 

Goose Leke. Shrink: From over 1300 to dozen in 15 mos. a 

1. 550 trapped - Nov. 4, Slight. a gain. Eplzootic 

2. Mink = winter 5. 200 trapped, 200 disease, fall 

3. Fighting and dispersal - Apr. 6. 350 Epizootic & predation, early 

- . winter, 
‘ 

Points: Vulnerability to predation was internally conditioned by fighting. 

"Runners"
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One disease internally conditioned: wounds from fighting. 

‘ These acted in advance of starvation. (With single exception of = 

: deer, seabeale'at dn advance of starvation. ) 

1739. Muskrat Cycle. There is also a 10-year cycle, at least in Canada. Don't 

know if external or internal. 

1665 Bobwhite. P. du Sac census, fall and spring. Per cent loss and gain. 

1674. Winter loss, by coveys. Partly weather, but perhaps partly a "threshold 

, of security" (see right) Internal: do not shove each other out. 

1667 ‘Sane gain: Clearest case. 16 summers - diverse weather, predation, food, 

cover. Yet gain was regulated by his own density, i.e. internally. 

Inversity. (Social intolerance of some kind). ; 

1162 Hawks and Owls. P. du Sac census. No enemies except parasites and farmer. ‘ 

Has never varied: 1 pair H. 0., 1 pair redtails per 2 sq. mi. Control 

known: eviction of grown young to vulnerable habitats, where they fall 

victim to gun, trap, crow, (or starvation?). g 

; Basic Mechanism: social intolerance. : 

The Wild Commnity: Fauna. 

1678 Pyramid (Cjasses). kias a stable composition or "structure". 4 

Numbers and weights maintained 3 ways: s : 

Interaction among species: mouse: fox “4 , 
Organization 

Interaction with habitat, incl. weather (external)/ physiology 
: function 

Internal controls (Intolerance) . ‘i 

1680 Pyramid (Species) Break up classes into species: still ~~ Le comp. or structure 

( Cited. fu) Runaway Population. 

We've been talking about normal (or healthy?) behavior of fauna. But we have 

abnormal. ‘ : :
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358 Kaibab bucks 

1598 Kaibab a : 
ae preceded by pred. removal, buck-laws (lumbering) fire control 

1599 Fa pop. 

1740 Wis. deer. Fear te repeating Kaibab. 

1229 Begin with a stored reserve of woody browse capable of wintering a deer per acre. 

1232 Soon stripved to a "deer line" (Cowania) 

. 1233 Then dead 

1191 Of course the deer are déad too. Ranges has lost its carrying capacity. 

1243a When such a range has “been through the wringer" it has no repro. 

of good browse. : 

1197 Species worthless as food (spruce) have been pruned to fantastic shapes. 

: 1462 Wis. counterpart: cedar gone 

1601 Balena Sighted: Fawns began to die. 

1603 Hard woods snubbed off 

1464 Plantations deformed; sometimes kblled. 

1607 Logging slash stripped night after felling; deer too weak to disentangle legs. 

1610 Paunches full of worthless food (balsam, aspen, alder) 

1576 Deer dead. (Further details in reprint; copies on hand) : : 

New slide. Other Runaway Populations. Restricted to those I iknow something about 

Some are exotics, some natives, some don't know. 

Damageff estimates: skeptical of value, but no other way to show collective 

importance. . 

Ingenious damage estimate: carp. 5 

Deer damage: crops, plantations. Real damage to forest repro. t 

New runaways: Spittle bug burn blight (Oconto Co.) Bug is native.
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Hew much do wt Ruenrobout 

Conse-of Runaways: ‘ J 

z Cuma nek errr opel» fot 

Hare: Cycle. What—is-cycie? Perhaps iner. in violence and spread south: z : 

foxes, pheasants, grouse. ee ae ea welun, 

Deer: Superficially pred., buck laws, lumbering ete. But why all since 1900? 

Barliest irruption (?) Pa..1750. Peter Kalm. No such thing till 1905. Wo 

such thing now in Mexico. Universal in Europe. 

pile 

end Disappearances. Passenger pigeon, heath hen, prairie chicken, spruce grouse, Grayling? 

slides 
Am omitting tropics: Noland did not see a native bird in Hawaii. 

Rabbit in Australia: displaces 20 million sheep. mow nelu frm thenffranny, 

Sum up: The commauity, heretofore stable, becomes unstable. Members disappear ; 

without visible cause. Others become pests, incl. natives heratofore "well-behaved" 

(Bigression: While this is about animals, other components of the land community 

0 » 

show parallel behavior. We have more vilent floods and erosion, partially explained 

by superficial events, but not wholly: Why are they so much worse in America than _ 

Europe? (Gentle rainfall?) Why are Ariz., N. Mex., and Utah so mbh worse Gf. than 

Calif., Colo., Wyo? Underlying causes not known. 

Background. Wis. land appears to have been stable up to 1840, - We have: 

350 birds 174 fishes. 20,000 insects ey 
22,000 species 

90 mammi1s 72 amphib. & reptiles 1,500 higher plants ; 

: jared uronal rebel, 2 

Stayed intact 20,000 years since ice. Shifted north and south. Soil gained in 

fertility, hence probably in,vol. of life. How shall we appraise present tendency 

‘ toward instability? : 
' 

: Land Health. When structure or function of a cow or alfalfa plant breaks down 

we say it is sick. We treat the lesion if we can but we look for an underlgying cause. 

® 

b 

é
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When a hina. community develops "runaway" easel groups we go to war, but 

we also search for underlying ennese, 

‘ When an animal or plant species displays runaway behavior, we very properly 

"treat the lesgion": control work. We have to. But do we look for underlying 

causesf Or are we content to apply mustard plasters to the sore spot? 

Dirmengs ctumar Oy crwllrol menennrtes Prrternny avdedk, 
It seems to me probable that a collective view of runaway animals, plants, 

soils, and waters indicates “disorgant zations, malfunction, sickness, of the 

whole biota. We can't possibly understand the inner workings, but we think 

; intelligently about lots of things we can't understand. 

Examples. If the land was stable before it was modified by agriculture, 

then ents it common sense to make those modifications as gentle and moderate 

gate Uawn tr Unt Un wilt relncr claatmcrturan ? : 
as we can? Still scientific agriculture does just the opposite. 

1. We are tending to abolish, in Wis. farm country, the woodlot, the mrsh, 

the bog, the natural stream. We have already abolished the prairie. 

- (I conéede we had to reduce their area) : 

2. With each of these 5 biotic provinces, we sbsiton the mammals, birds, 

and wildflowers that are native to them, and replace them with 

: crops, and with wild species at home anywhere: weeds, starling, 

: sparrow, pheasant, carp, meadow mouse. 

In forestry we follow a parallel course: . 

3. We are content with any tree wh ch will produce celiulose. 

4, Only near-universal failure prevented Scotch pine from becoming 

i -. our "state tree", 

5. We are content to lose white cedar, _ ee from the future 

woods. ae ay i. q !
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In engineering there is even less thought of gentle land-use: 

6. We "cure" floods by dyking and impounding rivers, arate of bata, wnbinedul, ; 

7. Wo river is "developed" except by steel and concrete. p 

: (Upper Miss., Columbia, Now Missouri JArkensas.) 

I am not saying these violent changes in structure and function of 

land are all wrong or all unnecessary. I am saying their merits are not 

weighed in the light of their probable effect on land-health. 

I have no illusion that gentler land-use can cure the disorders already 

upon us. I do think it might prevent them from becoming as serious as 

Qeevr a 
they will if lend-violence continues. 

. 4 ‘ 

; ; | 

a - ,
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a SOME RUNAWAY POPULATIONS IN WISCONSIN ens oe 

: : ee iy (A) *NATI VES Damage Control Research Periodicity : a 

i ye) snowshoe hare’) 
a. 

i a 4 Plantations 35,000 acres per yr. x 6 yrs. vulnerable = 210,900 acres ag s 

‘a 210,900 x 10% damage x $9 replacement cost- - - ---- 7-77-77 -$180,000 0 $5,000 7 10 yrs. Oe 

a peor‘) 
i Be 

ae Crop damage pald 1943-4 - - = - >see Ot 5 me $ 25,000 j Ee i 

ey Plantations 35,900 acres per yr. x 10 yrs. vulnerable 350,000 acres ; : a 

ve 350,900 x 10% damage x $9 replacement cost- - - - - -$315,900 i! bea 

oh $340,000 -- --$340,000 0 $15,900 Continuous since He 

ha June beetle - white grub 
ue a 

Bey “600,000 acres x 256 damage x $4 rontal per acre 1 yenr - = - - - ~ $600,000 _t $9,000 3 yenns a 
a (B) PERHAPS NATIVES : 

ae 

Dh Oak wilt 
a 

aT 1,700,000 acres oak x 2% damage x $5 wood value- - - - - ~~ ~ - = $170,000 0 $ 1,000 Continous a) ae 

f ie Spittle Bug - burn piight 1) ; it 

Ni ¥ Plantations 2,000 acres last year x $15 replacement cost - - - - - $ 30,000 iv $ 7,000 Recent outbreak X v 

Ng (C) EXOTICS 
itl 

ot i Whiterpine biieber mati— = sis aici rm) aah aaa goat tay $3,000,900 $71,900  $ 5,900 Recent invasion dd 

ie ‘Norway rat 175,000 farms x $10 per farm -~$1, 750,000 
Me 

ei | : 1,700,000 city persons x $2 3,400,000 “ee 

be | 45,150,000 - - = ~~~ $5,190,000 a. 
he ¥ German ee 

ny 

oan oh) ss Yake Waubesa produced, 1934-39, 278# carp, 17# game fish per acre. k a 

carp replace 1/3 their poundage in gane fish 2 a 

i Bae. 278 B+ 3x 10¢ per 1b. x 590,000 carp - infested water - - - - - $5,428,000 ° $ 5,000 ee 

if ey may The damage to forest other then plantations is larger, but impossible to estimate. BN ae a 

ye ihe (2) Mississippi River and Great Lakes excluded: ; ; ‘ i 

ae ; i 

oe aN Dios antes = ‘ WS ie pay A ny Weanties 12 Pie eA jase i i ye jada 

Boost? ip aes Doha aBedg OF Ris sa tn Sa Cn gs amnion ASE Res ae sates
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Quarts tt ee Birdsong Phenology ) a 
oe now" a 
A) Rune II. Hours of Song ‘ 
7 TD ere rd i . 

: Previous lecture deals with seasons, this with hours and ‘light thresholds. i 

What is a threshold? 

. FC 
4Oo 

[ 58 
3D | Cus guad iL, Che one 

2d - poise a si ai all ice 20,0 FC Csi 

10-4 

a) et ae HOKE. C Corse imimot ocsel wnreke ) 

WBS “i5O 

Fig 6 A photometer measurement of light for a typical day, with hour of first 

( . f and last song. "Wiggles" are passing clouds. 

ae If the sky on the next day were very cloudy, the wren's threshold might 
rN dag ‘ 

Ceti oh 
vr. not be reached until 10 or 20 minutes later. If a succession of days were 

arash ain 
plotted as a curve of time on date, “one gets this: 

Fig. 4 Wren, Catbird. Sunrise has been added, also days of song-failure 

(a) at daylight (b) no song at all. 
i Regt Thushell Collind ang? eevbren, ; : 

Degree of Fluctuation, Turbulence. Catbird more turbulent than wren. . 

Both turbulent at solstice, Chercls of yrmr, or bel 2 Cont lle. : 

‘ Other characters. Catbird arrived silent; in May had 2 very early days. 

Moon? WNightsong? Depressed days in both species cloudy or windy except 

in wren 2 August days depressed while clear and calm. Exernn rent mip entletsf ttn 

Fig. 3 Dove. Turbulent not only at solstice, but throughout. Few failures to sing. 

No moon effects or nightsongs. Notice "sudden jump" of 1 hr. on Apr. 6. 

: Discuss later. ‘ 
* nc nr 

LE LT A eee
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; Fig 2 Cardinal. Like dove, turbulent throughout. Many failures. No moon effects, 

but a "nightsong" on May 9. No sudden. jumps that are clear, but. maybe one Me 

on March 10. 

Dl. Failures most notable feature. Territories est. only 2 at each station. 

Cardinal is reported to be silent at certain stages (Johnson), If the 2 

pairs were partly synchronized, "patches" of failures would result. 

Fig 2 Robin. Turbulent at solstice--reason obscure in all species. Moderate rasraben of 

(2) failures: thus on May 21-22 coincided with first fledgings. Causal? 

Implies 10 synchronized territories. Moon effect Apr. 7-8, May 10-12, 

but robin and cardinal not on same days. Sudden jump of l hr. March 25 

but data meagre. (Nice's robins jumped 50 min. 3/29 one year, 3/17 next, 

fifst in cold, sécond in warm weather. Meaning? Some endocrine change?) 

Stations. After 6/1 curve is Madison only. Discuss later. 

Common characters. Divergence. Convergence. Robin gets higher above. sun 

end than wren, How compare? Smoothing to express general trend and position. 
slides ae 

orton Nowurk- 

© pas 
I ge 
sad Gitta Baad Ofneneer (930) 

Rt my 

ry i 

‘ Fig 5 Superimposed Normal Curves. 5 species plus English sparrow 

l. Divergence and convergence more visible. ‘ 

2. Curves cross each other. (Robin crosses cardinal in late Mareh; agein 

f ) August 1.) ;
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sone” : 

Meaning: Thresholds building up (accelerating) at different rates. 

then falling off (decelerating) " " BC 3 

3. Curves are furthest apart at solstice. - 

4, All are "above"(before) sunrise; furthest above at solstice. (vr. Unaeo () 

Civil Twilight Weed a datum earlier than sunrise for comparing curves * 

Ff K Added ¢ T (6° below horizon). First used by Allard in 1930; explained 

by Nice. (Light 0.3 rh). Curve of equal intensitye. 00% weath.. 

i 5e Cardinal in March below C T, by April above it. Stays above till mid- 

ae August, rate while crossing. His threshold has been changing: in 

es ie spring it took less and less light to mke him song. After solstice 

it age ' 4+ ¥ook more and more. : 

A ; Sang shifts obtain in other species; also many others here omitted. 

Photometer Check. Readings taken mid-July to mid-August. 

avlabe 
Slide J Wren & Ward. Vireo showed, ‘Te book more and nore light, as Fig 5 would 

; indicate. : 

“Big 6 (repeat) 1. But most species sang at zero reading; instrument too 

insensitive : 

2. Wine species sang at zero at daylight, but only 4 ceased at zero i 

(thus wren). Difference in sar and evening thresholds? 

3. Order remains about same (only 6 crossed arrows out of 22). 

All cross downward (Same as 2 - begin in less light than they quit 

; fn) Why? Cooma bao E Vn ) 

Human Hye. Seasonal shift in hens also lesser sensitivity at 

evening: . % : 

Light needed: Up to wren in June i 

No light needed: After wren in June du lanprt ow 

All spring and midsummer songs a ° 

RepretS All evening songs, incl. June. |
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Fig z Order of Singing: Bird Clock. Vertical sections give different orders. 
(continue) , 

Table 1 May and June Average. Total spread: 1 hr. before sunrise. Rate: 1 per 

. 2 min. 

Other localities: order holds, but not time (time zones, latitude) 

; ‘ not good for other months. 

Slide K Cloudy Vs. Clear Days. 3-16 minutes. Cloudy earlier in cardinal, All 

sparrows show low difference? ( © +9 45; Sp~) : 

Fig 7 Evening Song. Fig 6 indicated diff. in eve. and morning threshold. Ocular 

comparison 4 spedies. "Takes less light to start song than to terminate it." 

(Discuss dates, weather). Fatigue factor. Goes back to Allard, 1930. 

Table 2 Photometer ‘Check. Aver. 30 times higher. ¥ 

Mice: 10 times higher (mine made 7/18 - 8/14) 

Arranged ascending order, daybreak. Eve. not a descending order. Differential 

fatigue? Diff. deceleration? 
‘ Kaban Uarovy: 

| Fig 8 Crefusculars: woodcock. | Projection by flights. Twitter continues. 

Warble does not (2 exceptions, both Oct.). Peents do not (2 exceptions, ; 

July, Oct.) ( Analogy: Autumn winnow of jacksnipe. > “ct pot”) 

ma Woodcorhs 

Slide L Disparity, Sunrise vs. sunset. ; 

; Rule of thumb: in April & May woodcock quits when field sparrow beings 

(0.C light) S i ; 

Whippoorwill? 

Fig 9 Calls. (Whitethroat). When not in full song, call is a more reliable “ 

indicator of threshold than song. Less turbulent. 

WT call preceeded song .... 6 mimtes (morning) y 

. Song sparrow (Nice) ..... +--+ 1-2 mimtes (evening) ‘ . 

Repeat Fag 2 RrRie cru fer rirel G preyret Crugt : 

Fig 5 English sparrow: Acceleration and deceleration. Crossed about 5/2 (?) 

(repeat) 
\ 

and again about $/11. Lacks downward pitch characteristic of songs.
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III Difference Between Localities 

Slide M Date of First Song. Avs. B. Cardinal and Pheasant. lHxpectation 1.7 days. 

Dates for 3 other years, but not both stations. Feeding at Bt 

Table 3 Hour of Daybreak Song. Matched days, half befors, half after. All averages 

consistent except robin. Expectation 1 minute. 

(Pheasant and cardinal earlier in year at Madison, earlier in morning at shack) 

Table 4 Density Effect in Robin. Matched days. Note revival of song during 

\ trespass 7/4-5. 

Discussi on ; 

Little new in this paper. 

1. Crepuscular to prove fatigue. — ‘ : 

2. Possible difference between localities over and above geog. position. 

Cartwright: importance of renesting. ; 

: Renesting = song = endocrine tone. X factor? 

_ ‘Might be kag to diff. in "productivity" a nay ire. 

Greatest of all enigmas-distribution. 

Technique | 

Can't cover 40 acres May and June : 

; Recording daybreak vs. Evening (Blackboard) j 

Photometer sensitivity by 

f Individual ears (I'm weaic on whippoorwill, grouse, cardinal) 

Territories mst be known to 1. find song 

2. make negative recrods good. i ! ‘ 

Pitfalls: starling. Okaree (insect) Brown bat--chippie. Insect --chipple. ~
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. Summary 

1. Light thresholds accelerate to solstice, then decelerate. : 

‘ 2. Fatige raises the threshold at evening. ‘(lorning in crepusculars) 

3. There is no fixed order of singing (diff. rates of acceleration) 

4 Density stimlates season and intensity of song in robin, 

is 5. Localities differ in season and hour of song by some X factor. 

= e % ‘
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Xv ark oY Verne Borns : BIRDSONG PHENOLOGY v o bed 
: eae how C 3 mart I Sumy Geneva oy 

Ne Re A nuh , Rta choca 

Aor SW Boxy (1) Plant-Animal Correlations 

1688 (April) Soft maple - woodcock No relation \ 

Soft maple - phoebe Insects hs A ene a Sait muple_~ phoebe my Grp «9 tee 
Pussy willow - jacksaipe No relation (Reeds Qe ) 

Hermit thrush - blood root No relation 

* (Characters: Dates sharp, coincident beginnings. Causal relations unusual. 

Query: Will coincidence hold through a period of years? 

eect tap rte amino e eal  atens rei ss al 

1689 (May) But endings are just as important, though less sharp and harder’ to record: 
Lent eure dy ki 

' End of pasque - Arr. Sndigo, whippoorwill, woodthrush. No relation. 

: Some events do not coincide, but probably do have a causal relation: 

Elm seed - grosbeak. Seeds eaten before they begin to fall. 

: Query: Are there grosbeaks on elm-less habitat? What is substituted? 

A problem: 

870 ‘Juneberry é 

: Slide A Juneberry-Oriole-Cankerworm 

(Query: Will the song be prolonged in years when cankerworms 

defoliate nest?) 

i Another problem, local to sandy regions 

1770 Panicum scribnerianum. Bears a large grain-like seed. 

976 Flowering spurge : 

' yet, eae Slide B Dove~Panic-Spurge i HAO pale wat 
ye” 

Main ideas seasonal succession of foods during nesting (song) season. 

: Slice C Pheasant-Wapato-Frost ‘ 

plat 
5 Main idea: interplay of gunpowder, frost, and successionds cummwe Cooke, 

¢ Query: What will birds do when dam goes out, or cattail succeeds 

6 Wapato? : 
Pe PE Ie A a a
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(2) Variability of Dates. 
So far (Phil a f Abs cd wotarany frvan ys cole yan 

1692 revised. Total Spread: Ordinarily -bess=thaa-15-days. Small in plover, 

: spring peeper; large in cankerworm, woodcock, firefly. 

Early and Late Years. i 

1938. Early in all species up to June (spiderwort, B. E. Susan) 

1942 - Early or fairly early in everything till June, then ‘ 

latish. 

i 1940 = Late everything all through (everphina year ) i 

i 1944 - Late in March and April items (except river ice) 

' Barlier than 43 in some May and June items. Hot in May. 

ak 
Climatic Cycles. Prof. Henry ieept |phenology 1881-32, Pammel and Perkins. 

Sdide D. 1883-5. All their dates are later. Cycle? Y Shae 

(Wing's paper, 1943, says Mendota, Monona, Wingra opened a week 

later than average 1581-1383, and were closed 10 days longer. same—period. 

2 Pong aw ttt, ¢ cy chro, PL rit loler apirter ie 

(3) Song Seasons if 
° 

Fig. 1. Definitions of Tune-up, full, fadeout, and autumn. Qwwol, Refportuw ; 

: Covers only 1944 (Some data since 1938). Mixes 2 stations. Hoptruua tne h7 

Slide D-1. Territories at 2 stations. (ofw : lacus ew rut) 4 
Rurebrn ¢ Ber Cob ob aght 

(Fig. 1) Order-of-Fatiure. 1. Evening, 2. Daybreak, 3. Daytime. 

wt Exception: Autumn song of WI, song sp., redwing, & pheasant does 

vty yun? not occur by day. 
rr? Doha” ‘ 
wn wnt ‘Other possible exceptions: Catbird? Woodthrush? 5S. B. Marsh wren? 

Henslow? Bluebird? 
imate i 

(as E. Yearly variation. Do terminal dates vary more than beginnings? Pa ebrobty Gee, 
Fan 1 
Slid y Winter Song. Do winter singers nest early? No. 
( Fre 1 , i 

Slide G. Silent Arrival 

: Robin silent 11 days, Female after 13 days 

Towhee silent 22 days, Female about 22 days 4
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: f Redwing arr. singing. Terr. after 17 days, female after 25 days 

Woodcock: silent week 5 out of last 7 years. 

Pitelka's paper. Also records 4 days silence. lag in sexes? 

(Nice: Res. male song spar ow sing on est. terr., before arr. i 

(2 ) of cea nes? ; d 7 

Cardinal Regularity of Song. Failures not traceable to weather: cardinal 5%, © 

Robin robin 4%, dove 2%. 

‘ Dove i 

(Fig. 1) Cessation of Song and Nesting. . 

(Slide H) Nesting and song end together in most of these species. i E 

(Fig. 1) But not inali. 1. Thresher quit 6/22, but McCabe found Hatching 7/14, ? whole, 

wn wy : . (One may compute this from Burns data) 

Ae ww 2. Bobwhite quit 7/19 at A, 8/4.at B, but on 9/21,1 found : 

wos “Ne : a@ young brood. Errington found 2 Sept. nests out of 34. 

a ee 3. Dove quit 9/3. Found no Sept. eggs this yr., ‘but often 

ot | have. McClure found Oct. eggs in Iowa. 

(Fig. 1) Darationend hokae of Nestings. Theory, Burns paper. Only good in 

short steed ‘ : 

Slide I. Woodcock nesting cycle and song period. ‘ 

(Fig. 1) Prothonotary. Walkinshaw: 1 brooded in Mich. 51 days. 

Bobolink. Forbush: 1 brooded. 

: B. oriole. Forbush: 1 brooded 

(Fig. 1) Autumn song. Recorded in 25 out of 35 species. 4 

Varied from 1 song (cuckoo, catbird, bobwhite) ; 

j to month of daily song (redwing, song sp., robin, pheasant). 

Separated by silent period? ’ l 

No: Henslow, warb. vireo, field spar., dove. 

‘ Yes; Redwing, song spar., pheasant iv ‘
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ELoheorah! 
Meaning of silent period? In song sp.: molt (Nice) 

Did others have no molt? Synchronization. : 

f Quality of Autumn Song. 

362. . Pheasant. Note wing whir. Such crowing stopped Sept. 45> Resumed 9/19, 

without whir. Daily till Oct. 17, when whir again was heard, and 

Fig. 1 continued to Nov. 2, but some still crowed witout edating! 

I here assume cackles are young cocks, considered ” calls in Fig. 1. 

Territorial? i 

Nice's song sparrows occupied terr. & sang in fall. ‘ 

Hours of Autumn Song of 2 categories. ‘ 

W.T. Daylight and Eve: W.T., Song sp., redwing, pheas. 

Daytime: robin, meadowlark, grackle, starling. 

Motives for Autumn Song. ‘ 

(Fig. 1) Oriole-sparrow Aug. DS 

Robin - Bl. cherry. Early Sept. 

j Robin - grackle. Late Sept. ) 

Redwing ~ ail flocks. ; 

Ruffed grouse - pheasant. Challenge? ¢ 

Meadowlark’ - cars. 

. Could be territorial: Song spar., Pheasant 

Could not be: redwing, grackle, starling, white-throat. 

End. Age of Autumn Singers. ‘ 

' Robin - 7/10/44 spotted breast sang (McCabe) 

; Pheasant - seen 9/1/40. But no notes on quality) 

One killed 11/5/44 from crowing gr. with 3.6 cm. bursa. 

Ruffed grouse-Repeatedly shot drummers with bursa. ‘
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SUMMARY 

1. The over-all song period varies from 1 to 11 months. Its yearly 

variation at both ends is as high as 15-20 days. ' 

2. Few seasons Hikes consistently early or late, either in plant or 

animal phenology. 

3. Phenological data show climatic fluctuations, but plant data are é 

probably superior for this. 

4, In each species the stimlus which starts, song is some combination 

of territory, females (and weather) but the species differ widely. 

Species differ in regularity. ; ; 

5. Duration of song in spring and summer (but not in winter) is a rough 

measure of duration of nesting effort, but mumber of broods can be 

deduced from song only in very short singers. Some eaubien finish 

nesting in silence. 

6. Autumn song is little understood, but mch of it involves challenge 

or combat. Some is territorial. Some is gven by birds of the year. ; 

o 

\ : “ % *
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ge Pye Aldo Leopold | 
Bene ; y b ave at ‘ 

Seven Prongs of the Deer Dilemma ; | 

1, States Do Not Learn from Bach Other @ 

V 1188. Location of Kaibab and Wasatch herds. I saw Wasatch range in 1941. a 

aie 1215 You can see the Wasatch from the Kaibab 7 

v 1232 Cliff-rose = equivalent to our white cedar = was browsed out (¢ va) i" 

v 1192 Juniper - equivalent to our balsam but better food = was high=lined é 
on all S. slopes. | 

¥ 1193 Some young junipers totally gone. 

» 1234 Cliff-rose reproduction non-existent except inside exclosures. 

v 1230 Droppings in S. slopes looked like a sheep corral. . 

v 1225 So far all winter range. Summer range higher on Mt. ; 

v 1203 Aspen stands bare of sprouts. Aspen in west is feed. 

v 1194 But inside exclosures plenty of sprouts 

v 1197 Spruces hedged down in Mt. parks. Thi, Sue, efrmt ne elrrribun brewer i 

v 1229 In one inclosure, supposed to have been emptied, there was a deer per i 
i 2 acres. Technical deer men, equivalent to Feeney, had for a decade i 

been begging the Utah sportamen to reduce. 

ot 1191 They got around to it, just about 10 years too late. 

2. Recovery of a Browsed out Range Takes Decades. i d 

«I visited Kaibab in 1941, 18 years after the big diewoffe//%2/, 

v 1209 Deer winter on the 5. slopes. See maze of trails. 

nan 1204 Can't winter pia N. slopes. (Snow too deep). Summer on top. 

v 1205 Some cliff-rose showed vigorous resprouting in reach of deer. 

- 1206 But some, while healthy, was not yet producing feed. 

v 12a Clift-rose reproduction very scarce. 

v 1211 On top, on summer range, deer pick weeds (but not grass) from open 

parks. This made quite a show for tourists - 400 deer have been seen f 

in this park. ; 

‘ ‘
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Park officials did not want herd reduced any sore than sportsmen did, - 
: bat starvation did not consult either the park people, the sportsmen, 

or the deer. Does this remind you of anything? 

v 1218 Forest reproduction just beginning to recover (white fir) 

v 1312 Aspen sprouts again visible. 

v 1598 But there is only one deer where there used to be 10. If reduction 
had been made in 1920, the Kaibab might have 30,000 deer today instead ‘ 

of 10,000. 

3. The prompter the reduction, the less severa it need be. 

od 635/I hear many say: “Lot's go slow and wait till the public is convinced", 
‘i or "Take it easy and first make sure of your facts". My only reply is: 

o \ “That's no way to talk at a fire." Deer irruptions are in fact a 

| phological fire, and we who have had our fingers burnt are morally 

| obligated to say so. Irruptions are a slow fire, like those that burned 

| 4n our peat marshes in 1930, and like them, they burn all year and 

\without fuss and feathers, but they do a thorough job. 

Let's examine two cases representing prompt and delayed attack. 

4 v 1015 Looking N.W. from the Kaibab, one sees a small mt. range: the Dixie Forest. 

This did not irrupt until the late 1930's. Unlike the Wasatch, it was 

promptly shot down 50%, and I am told the range and the deer are in 

good shape. Isn't this preferable to starving down 9047 

v¥1087 An extreme illustration of the penalty of delay is the northern elk herd 

of Yellowstone Park, which stood at 37,000 in 1915. ‘Twenty years of 

artificial feeding and starvation shrank the herd to 14,000, and at 

vy last convinced the stete of Montana and the Park Service to begin a 

a belated reduction. by shooting. The herd is now shot down to 7,000, 

que and 4,000 is an optimistic estimate of what the ruined range can carry. 

Procrastination, in short, cost 89% of the herd in the long run. 

While elk are not deer, and there are complicating factors in this 

d case, it is nevertheless certain that prompt shooting down in 1915 

i would have vastly lessened the ultimate loss. 

v 1740 The question confronting us ist: do we want to take a heavy loss now 

) | oY a ruinous one in the futuro? Let it be clear that no one, certainly 

not I, pretends to predict how heavy a loss we mst take. The sole 

answer is the condition of the browse. When any county can go through 

a normal winter and "live within its income", i.e., keep its deer alive 

on no more than the anmal growth, then it's time to quit reducing. 

v 4, No reduction of less than 50% has cured an irruption. 

1740 (cont) The size of deer herds is never known until after they have 

boiled over, and then only roughly. We will know, in 1950, whether our 

present “official estimate" of 500,000 was high or low, just as 

Pennsylvania now knows that its official estimate of 1,000,000 was 

about right.
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‘ Meanwhile the only importance of the estimate is to help 

visualize the problem. Reductions, as I have said before, should go 

by browse, not population estimates. 

Y 1751 Nevertheless we can learn something by comparing known reductions : 

with estimates corrected by hindsight. Good data are scarce, for 

conservation departments which have allowed calamity to overtake 

their herds are at pains to conceal the figures. This map includes 

ten cases, which are only a fraction of the irruptions to date. It 

includes elk irruptions which are as bad or worse. 

Hotice that there are no completed reductions (hatched) except 

one (Pisgah, North Carolina) which got hay on controlled doe-icilling 

at the first sign of trouble in 1932. Its range condition is still 

a doubtful. 

«Tt ds interesting to note that Pennsylvania, in order to reduce 

its 1,000,000 Berd to 500,000, had to kill not 500,000 deer, but 

49h ,000 deste aes deer, over and above many bucks and the unimown 

reduction by starvation. 

Seth fordon told me in person that despite this reduction of 

50%, one cannot yet plant white pines in Pennsylvania doer country. 

he says one can get by with Norway pine, in spots, vhoreas in 1928 

' one couldn't get by with either. 

an If we arbitrarily apply the Pennsylvenia ratios to ovr “official 

- estimate" of 500,000 we shall have to kill 250,000 antlerless deer 

ww in the noar sues We killed 62,000 last year. This, of course, is 

| no. exact guide to policy, but it does confirm the verdict of the browse 

\ dn most of our counties: we are still overstocked. :
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5. Delay deteriorates the physical vigor of the herd. 

1353 In 1936, when we had got cured of alternate-year seasons, but were 

j still hoping to feed our sky-rocketting herd on atmosphere, two enterprising 

young technicians, Buss and Sehunke, began to measure and weigh every 

buck they could lay hands on, Here are their findings up to 1940. 

The "average" head moved down one pronz during this period, and , 

the average weight declined 30 pounds. It's too bad such checks have 

not contimed, 

How mch of this was malmtrition, and how mch just a shortage of 

i prime bucks? There is no way to tell. 

561 Malmtrition and irruption of course go hand in hand, Hore is a 

yearling raised’a pen on an overbrowsed range in Pennsylvania. He has 

‘ buttons, but no spikes. ‘ 

562 Here is his cutaterpart raised on fair range. His spikes are good, mt 

"his velvet is not all off. 

563 This one grew on good range. He has 3 and 2 prongs, and the horn is 

Clean of velvet. Good feed always hastens seasonal processes in the 

body, and tenis toward uniformity between individuals. Rutting, 

fawning, horn-shedding, and horn-clenning dates scattered all over a 

: ' month and a half of the calendar are in themselves evidence of malnutrition. 

358 Bucks like this rut, shed, and clean simltaneously, and are not grown 

on & balsam ration. i 

6. Winter Feeding without reduction is dangerous 

I do not know of a herd (except western ones accessible only by 

pack train) where winter feeding has not been tried, nor of one where 

it has been successful as a substitute for reduction. As an adjunct 

. to reduction, i.e. as a means of holding over for human use deer whi ch
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would otherwise feed the coyotes; that is just common sense. ; 

v G93 To see the ultimate effects of feeding overstocke! ranges one mst go ‘ : 

to Burope, where this has been done for a hundred years. There is no 

Pas natural winter food here. . ; 

-G43- When you wagt to replant a cutting, you mst first fence it. 

i ‘g26a. You mst also fence the forest boundary from the farms, 

¥@50 The deer leaix out anyhow, so you mst build trap gates to let them back in. 

v G84 Inside, the vitaminehungry deer chew bark off the trees. 

Y679 So you wrap tens of thousands of trees with sticks to protect them. 

Vv @115 Weedless to say, this is not true everywhere. In parts of Bavaria and 

Rast Prussia, and Bohemia, you see natural forests with unfed natural game herds. 

as 7. The test is: Gan you plant pines? 

. 1747 It tokes some expertness to read from browse whether deer are “living - ‘ 

within their income". During reduction, one mst distingvish new from 

old browsing. | 

1464 But anybody can look at going pines and tell whether they sre being ; 

i chewed up by. deer. 

wu’ ais6 Where young white pinos, planted or natere., are getting by on deer range, - 

eS 
: ead no reduction is needed. 

ne 1642 But many a northern county is #411 in this fix: @ Norway pine. five or 

: six years after planting. 

1661 One hears the argument; the forest is growing up in spite of the deer. 

I would ask: forest of what? Are white birch and popple a forest? 

Of course tho argument is specious, for most of our forest got above ' 

00 the deer before we had an irruption, and its shade is ono cause of the 

, : irruptions our feed is declining. i 

mh eae ys
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To sum up: I am convinced that we must reduce further if we want 

to retain a permanent healthy herd in a natural forest. ‘he question 

this Congress can help decide iss: whore are the counties that need 

reduction? Where are those now normally stocked? Where are those overshot 

last year? Where are those overshot along highways and uniershot in 

. the hinterland? We have all four kinds. The Commission needs the 

combined judgment of the technical deer men, the wardens, the ranges, ‘ 

the foresters, and the sportsmen on these difficult questions of local 

status.
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“1. States Do Not Learn from Zach Other . 99 / 
beth Bas Bei of Mack ob ~ 

1188. Location of Kaibab and Wasateh herds. 1-sanWesatch-range in 1glil.— 

1215 You can see the Wasatch from the Kaibab Scie Coll. «a four, 

bye ahs: Road 

1232 Cliff-rose - equivalent to our white cedar - was browsed out 

rd rane 

1192 Juniper - equivalent to our balsam but better food - was high-lined 

on all S. slopes. f 

1193 Some young junipers totally gone. — v4 Hy 
: Rael feccers » 

1234 Cliff-rose reproduction non-existent except inside extideures. 

1230 Droppings in S. slepes looked like a sheep corral. 
Lebar neu ger 

¢ d 
1225 So far all winter range. Summer range higher on Mt. : 

1203 Aspen stands bare of sprouts. Aspen in West is feed. 

: 1194 But inside exclosures plenty of sprouts i 

1197 Spraces hedged down in Mt. parks. 

1229 In one inclosure, supposed to have been emptied, there was a deer per 

2 acres. Technical deer men, equivalent to Feeney, had for a decade 

been begging the Utah sportsmen to reduce. ; 

1191 They got around to it, just about 10 years too late. 

‘ 2. Recovery of a Browsed-out Range Takes Decades. ie 

I visited Kaibab in 191, 18 years after the big die-offq)/ |'\7\) 

1209 Deer winter on the S. slopes. See maze of trails. 

1204 Can't winter on N. slopes. (Snow too deep). Summer on top. 

1205 Some cliff-rose showed vigorous resprouting in reach of deer. 

1206 But some, while healthy, was not yet producing feed. 

1243a Cliff-rose reproduction very scarce. : 

1211 On top, on summer range, deer pick weeds (but not grass) from open 

parks. This made quite a show for tourists - 400 deer have been seen 

in this park. ; 
; \
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Park officials did not want herd reduced any more than sportsmen did, 
but starvation did not consult either the park people, the sportsmen, 
or the deer. Does this remind you of anything? 

1218 Forest reproduction just beginning to recover (white fir) 

: 1312 Aspen sprouts again visible, Cewude gucehn dim, 

; 1598 But there is only one deer where there. used to be 10. If reduction 
had been made in 1920, the Kaibab might have 30,000 deer today instead 
of 10,000. 

rere tetas anne arsine cages 

3. The prompter the reduction, the less severeit need be. 

635 I hear many say: "Let's go slow and wait till the public is convinced", 

; or "Take it easy and first make sure of your facts". My only reply is: 

"That's no way to talk at a fire." Deer irruptions are in fact a 

biological fire, and we who have had our fingers burnt are morally 

obligated to say so. Irruptions are a slow fire, like those that burned 

in our peat marshes in 1930, and like them, they burn all year and 

_ Without fuss and feathers, but they do a thorough job. 

Let's examine two cases representing prompt and delayed attack. 

1015 Looking N.W. from the Kaibab, one sees a small mt. range: the Dixie Forest. 

This did not irrupt until the late 1930's. Unlike the Wasatch, it was 

promptly shot down 50%, and I am told the range and the deer are in 

good shape. Isn't this preferable to starving down 90%? 

1087 An extreme illustration of the penalty of delay is the northern elk herd 

of Yellowstone Park, which stood at 37,000 in 1915. Twenty years of 

artificial feeding and starvation shrank the herd to 14,000, and at 

: last convinced the state of Montana and the Park Service to begin a 

belated reduction by shooting. The herd is now shot down to 7,000, 

and 4,000 is an optimistic estimate of what the ruined range can carry. 

Procrastination, in short, cost 89% of the herd in the long run. 
While elk are not deer, and there are complicating factors in this 4 

case, it is nevertheless certain that prompt shooting down in 1915 

would have vastly lessened the ultimate loss. 

1740 The question confronting us is? do we want to take a heavy loss now 

or @ ruinous one in the future? Let it be clear that no one, certainly 

not I, pretends to predict how heavy a loss we mst take. The sole 

answer is the condition of the browse. When any county can go through 

a normal winter and "live within its income", i.e., keep its deer alive 

on no more than the annual growth, then it's time to quit reducing. ; 

4. No reduction of less than 50% has cured an irruption. 

1740 (cont) The size of deer herds is never known until after they have 

boiled over, and then only roughly. We will know, in 1950, whether our ~ 

present “official estimate" of 500,000 was high or low, just as 

Pennsylvania now knows that its official estimate of 1,000,000 was 

about right. eal 
ahh 10 wy 

‘ 14 99)
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Meanwhile the only importance of the estimte is to help 

visualize the problem. Reductions, as I have said before, should go 

by browse,not population estimates. 

1751 Nevertheless we can learn something by comparing known reductions 

with estimates corrected by hindsight. Good data are scarce, for 

: conservation departments which have allowed calamity to evarinne 

their herds are at pains to conceal the figures. This map includes 

ten cases, which are only a fraction of the irruptions to date. It 

includes ‘elk irruptions which are as bad or worse. ; 

Notice that there are no completed reductions (hatched) except 

one (Pisgah, North Carolina) which got busy on controlled doe-killing 

at the first sign of trouble in 1932. Its range condition is still 

doubtful. 

It is davirousine to note that Pennsylvania, in order to reduce 

its 1,000,000 herd to 500,000, had to kill not 500,000 deer, but 

‘ 494,000 antlerless deer, over and above many bucks and the unknown okuniat anamubld, 

reduction by starvation. 3 

Seth Gordon told me in person that despite this reduction of _ ; 

50%, one cannot yet plant white pines in Pennsylvania deer country. 

he says one can get by with Norway pine, in spots, whereas in 1928 

one couldn't get by with either. 

If we arbitrarily apply the Pennsylvania ratios to our "official 

estimate" of 500,000 we shall have th kill 250,000 antlerless deer 

in the near future. We killed 62,000 last year. This, of course, is 

no exact guide to policy, but it does confirm the verdict of the browse 

in most of our counties: we are still overstocked. A



5. Delay deteriorates the physical vigor of the herd. 

1353 In 1936, when we had got cured of alternate-year seasons, but were : 

still hoping to feed our sky-rocketting herd on atmosphere, two enterprising 

young technicians, Buss and Schunke, began to measure and weigh every ; 

buck they could lay hands on. Here are their findings up to 190. 

; The "average" head moved down one prong during this geste: and 

d the average weight declined 30 pounds. ‘It's too bad is checks have 

; not contimed. 

How much of this was malmtrition, and how much just a shortage of 

prime bucks? There is no way to tell. 

( 561 Malmtrition and irruption of course go hand in hand. Here is a 

. - yearling raised a pen on an overbrowsed range in Pennsylvania. He has i 

4 buttons, but no spikes. ; 

562 Here is his counterpart raised on fair range. His spikes are good, but 

) his velvet is not all off. 

\ 563 This one grew on good range. He has 3 and 2 prongs, and the horn is 

clean of velvet. Good feed always hastens seasonal processes in the 

: body, and tends toward uniformity between individuals. Rutting, © oh wv} 

fawning, horn-shedding, and horn-cleaning dates scattered all over a eine 

' month and a half of the calendar are in themselves evidence of malmutrition. 

358 Bucks like this rut, shed, and clean simltaneously, and are not grown 

on a balsam rations 

: 6. Winter Feeding without reduction is dangerus st 

6-93 I do not know of aterd "ibcoees western ones accessible only by 

pack train) where winter feeding has not been tried, nor of one where 

it has been successful as a substitute for patabtl an. As an adjunct 

to reduction, ise. as a means of holding over for human use deer which
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' would otherwise feed the coyotes; that is just common sense. 

433%. To see the ultimate effects of feeding overstockel ranges one mst go 

aa : to Europe, where this has been done for a hundred years. There is no 

natural winter food heres 

og , When you want to replant a cutting, you mst first fence it. 

Gabe You mst also fence the forest boundary from the farms. 

G50 ‘The deer leak out anyhow, so you mst build trap gates to let them back in. 

G84 Inside, the vitam! mhunery deer chew bark off the trees. 

G79. So you wrap tens of thousands of trees with sticks to protect them. 

G115 Needless to say, this is not true everywhere. In parts of Bavaria and 

Fast Prussia, and Bohemia, you see natural forests with unfed natural game herds. 

oh a OW cena ie) aie SI Seer ye ce 

1747 It takes some expertness to read from browse whether deer are "living 

within their income". During reduction, one mst distinguish new from 

old browsing. 

1464 But anybody can look at poken pines and tell whether they are being 

chewed up by deer. i 

no Shit 3436. Where young white pines, planted or natural, are getting by on deer range, 

: no reduction is needed. 

1642 But many a nokihers county is still in this fix: a Norway pine five or 

six years after planting. 

1661 One hears the argument: the fesess is growing up in spite of the deer. 

I would ask: forest of what? Are white birch and popple a forest? 

z Of course the argument is specious, for most of our forest got above 

B00 the deer before we had an irruption, and its shade is one cause of the 

irruptions; our feed is declining. : 4 : 

See rtee a ce ee eee Rl eee cei lua : ei
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To sum up: I am convinced that we mst reduce further if we want 

: to retain a permanent healthy herd in a natural forest. The question 

this Congress can help decide is: where are the counties that need 

reduction? Where are those now normally stocked? Where are those overshot 

last year? Where are those overshot along highways and undershot in 

the hinterland? We have all four kinds. The Commission needs the : 

combined judgment of the technical deer men, the wardens, the ranges, 

the foresters, and the sportsmen on these difficult questions of local 

status bic; QUE wwolya cobed, 

\
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S.A.F, Milwaukee 

i March 25, 1944 

Forest Browse Problems 

Boriny vert Frat, ert pamfitiot fin elles : 4 

Low Status in Lake States. fi 

Small published output. -Range“iianagers. : 

‘Narrow compass. Deer, snowshoe, porcupine vs. cottontail & meadowmouse. 

Scarcity of wakia ted exclosures. 

Lack of positive proposals other than reductions. Se dl Wao Newer a : 

: Ag een ae palusten Mechanisms H 

Imposed _vs. inherent controls. 

1665 Inherent controls in bobwhite--Prairie du Sac census 

: Floor: threshold of security from predation. In deer? 

Ceiling: Social intolerance, predation. In deer? 

: ‘1668 Bobwhite: the "floor" in terms of coveys. 

1667 Bobwhite: Inversity. In deer? (no) Mice? Rabbits?’ (next slide) 

1672 Rabbit and grouse cycle: another control. Wut) fH lana gous 

~—-1669—-Apparent—inversity in rabbits and grouse. 

0) 1599 Historical Studies. What controlled deer to begin with? (Wis. & Mich. deer curves) 

a as How much? Were there cougarless wolfless spots? Were snare irruptions a 

wiper” previous to predator control? What history of preferred foods? 

‘ (Fish and Wildlife Service and Forest Service both said couldn't be done 

in war. Elton's book) 

oar 799 Example: Taxus canadensis, understory of Hemlock-hardwood, only W.P. cut. 

a 823 Searched at Huron Mt: only seedlings 

802 Or on top of boulders. Cruisers - shin tangle. ( 

Conclusion; cleaned up by deer. ; ; 

(2) 1683 Census of Sample Areas« Example: pheasant on Arboretum. j 

George Reserve. Should be done by lake States Sta. . i 

Preferably on an island, ecol. or physical. Sex & age classes, Turnover.
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. 1136 (Pheasant) Failure to do this is like being too broke to pay insurance. 

In game birds tried to avoid this labor: blind alley. ti 

| oe PS) mek ened een ae 
; (A) Recovery Versus Restoration 

1598 History of Kaibab. Die-off in 1924. Visited 1941. 

- 1232 New Kaibab at peak in Wasatch. OCowania. Could ‘see crash & 20 years later. \ 
Note dead stems. 

1205 Recovered Cowania } 

1206 Partially recovered Cowania ‘ 

1243a But very little reproduction to replace dead Cowania. i 

1233 Dead sage on new Kaibab 

1212 Recovered sage on old. But little restoration of reproduction. 

. 1218 Recovered white fir, but little new reproduction. ‘ 

1197 Recovered spruce, but little new reproduction 

1193 Dead Fantoer 

1311 Cleaned aspen { 

1312 Recovering aspen 

1194 Exclosure (aspen) on new Kaibab ! 

1191 Conclusion: an irruption kills part of browse, injures part. Recovery of 

‘injured browse is not restoration of lost browse. Comes first and easiest. 

Recovery is an easy matter. A 

1569 But restoring lost reproduction is quite another matter. 

Soa I Oe ae TS (B) Reetaead. We eer ae a ae vera 

Palatable browse is of four categories--ascending order of risk. ; 

; 1203 (1) “Aspen: strong sprouter with mature crowns above deer. (Red maple another) 

1131 (2) Sumac; strong sprauter, all within reach. (Upland willow, dogwoods)
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1462 (3) White cedar: Non-sprouter with crown above. (White pine, hemlock) 

fhe s ‘e (4) Yew: Non-sprouter fully exposed (Class by itself) 

1606 (Hardwood browsing). While forest is overstocked we get a selective. 
prdntebla ouch ao 

survival of non-palatables, such as alder, with grinding down of red maple. 

1600 (Subst. diagram) After a reduction is made we get a recovery of red maple 

fi and sumac class, but the grinding down of white cedar class and yew class 

continues. 

1576 We end up with an inferior unbalanced range, with low carrying capacity, 

: where hard winters still bring trouble, and where planting or natural 2 

reproduction is difficult. 

: 1201 In the west such unbalance is expressed by more and better grass and no 

browse. - : 
prtelalt 

93 In Burope one sees the end result: me browse, no wildflowers, little 

reproduction, artificial feeding. ' 

" Seasonal Preferences : 

X-132 Palatability list, Germany. I've done my share of these. Mean little. 

1696 When eaten? (Phenology diagram) Elm and bittersweet, spurge, prickly lettuce. 

; Many foods strongly seasonal. 

: 1464 White pine; -all fall, winter, spring on crowded range of W: counkien 

1529 Only spring and fall in Sauk Co., where deer winter on corn. 

1487 Effect of deer on wildflowers also seasonal, --usually blooms. In case 

of orchids this is fatal. No data. Scores with women. 

1352 (Deer reaching up). Administfators have best chance to gather seasonal . 

data--in woods daily. ‘ ;
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Browse and Cycles 

1591 Damage is the expression of numbers. Thus mouse girdling every 4 years. 

(Elm - Feb. 1943) : 

1361 But is that whole story? Our rabbit bandings this winter show half the 

usual mmber, but browsing is less than half. (Rabbit trap) . 

948 Could browsing at peaks represent a vitamin hunger? Squirrel--box elder 

barking wiceunss this. 1939, 1943. Not all trees taken. ; 

te shde Rabbit cycle and red oak. 0% mortality 1937=1943. 

1642 Does a snowshoe low allow pines to come through? Doubt it. Respite too 2 

short. ' 

Summary 

1. Fundamental researches neglected. j 

2. Contributions by field men overlooked. Lots of fun. 

3. Concept of damage not differentiating as it should. 

4, Browse may express physiological enae on as well as numbers.
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; March 7, 1944 
Garden Club 

Land-Health in S. W. Wisconsin “ 

Land History as seen by a "Land-doctor". 

1660-1832. tas Seas. Sina hard, shot out buffalo (1833) & elk (1866). 

Furs exhausted after 150 years, but no other symptoms. Analogy: lost some 

' fingers, but not sick. f 

1750-1850 Fire Epoch. Overlapped the Fur Epoch. Winnebagos drove out. i 

Sioux. Used fire for hunting. Results: . 

Quote Carver (1766), eek, 

Quote Beltrami (1828) Marks p. //7. 

1648 How far B. did these fires run? Crawfish R. HE. of river woodlots contain 

sugar maple, and trees are of mixed ages. 

823 Ground flora different: trtties, maidenhair etc. 

703 West of Crawfish trees are of 2 ages, over 100, and around 70. Latter came 

in after fires quit around 1850. 

$63 Ground flora is prairie: shooting star, pasque, Jacob's ladder, etc. 

1697 Conclusion: #. to the dashed line prairie fires, set by the Winnebagos, 

| burned for a century before 1850. ; 

Symptoms: Changed vegetation to prairie, but no sickness. 

nia te Analogy: fire singed the land, but left it healthy, mims only young trees, 

and=Indiens, wv oie, 40 abnerrunl feceler, We dagen etariate of ong erenw obvatrers, 

N 1832-1878 Wheat Epoch. Blackhawk War over 1832. Settlement spread EH. and N. 

from lead mines (cash market). 

946 Only timber was "oak openings". Large open-grown oaks, mostly bur oak. 

When Mrs. Kinzie rode horseback from Portage to Chicago in March 1832 she 

nearly froze in a blizzard (no wood for campfire). When just south of



; ie 

Madison, she says: "Sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were 

covered with a thicket or copse, in which our dogs would generally rouse up 

one or more deer". (p. 103, Waubun) : 

1358 Perhaps the’ prairie looked like this (if field were erased, and grass taller) 

By 1850 the prairies were a nae aa) Wheat-farming was a Die Urhwek. f wmurre 
Abed bon maga poy heey. if 

1846 McCormick reaper 

1849 Wheat shortage in America and England 

1857 R.R.'s reached Mississippi 

: 1860 Civil War demand. E 

1589 Even if there were no nip tery books, the wheat-boom is recorded on the face 

of the land. Architectural succession. (Boom collapsed in late 1870's: 

(1) chinch bugs, (2) competition of Iowa, Minn., Dak., (3), Soil exhaustion. ) 

1428 How do we know? History written on Ska, Wheat gullies, (Joule tan, 

967 More clearly written on water courses. A dale. Note no channel. 

1430 Old dale below the wheat gullies. Cut to cottonwood during wheat epoch. 

Th benlailes ven othe auabineiat Charyerey oo Cublins te henlel eat 
, Now-cutting-—again. 4 

Conclusion: Over-wheating produced lesions (erosion) in the land which 

had withstood over=trapping and ‘over-burning without sign of organic 

dhe rrol buy Coughs wo te farel wep od : 
disorder. The lesions healed when over-wheating eeasedeons lin grew fh armmng s 

| 1872-present. Dairy Epoch. 

1422 Modern dairying calls for expensive buildings, machinery, transportation. 

To reduce the een, teckes adds cows, hence needs more grain and pasture. 

898 This he gets by moving farm uphill, i.e. on to ateep slopes. 

1412 Fields moving up, gullying clebd abnf troped, 

970 Field on gentle slope safeguarded by strip cropping. Can be done in moderation. 

1416 Pasture moving up. 75% slope cleared for pasture
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1419 Steep pasture dumping rocks ) 

1418 Subdsoil dump and gully at bottom of steep pasture 

1417 Neighbor's farmstead threatened by same gully. 

1425 After steep fields are worn out, they are turned to pasture, 1 loo fat, ably, 

776 Gullies creep up a pasture claly, 

1634 Cows in the woodlot prevent regrowth of trees 

Pastures can be moved up in moderation, if kept out of woods and renovated. 

968 Oxbowing creek lower down. (was originally a narrow trout stream). 

Conclusion: Sidehill farming has reopened and extended the lesions of 

wheat farming. land is sick. It is an organic sickness of the kind which 

can be cured only in early stages. Later may be too late. 

neni enneeieneee nee een nr tenn screencast 

Discussion. 

Here then is a land which has seen hard use for 300 years, and has 
Faw Ue fenet atlas Yr Lindl mecvernelt, were fry war, Cul ne anvabel, 

twice been ill. The present illness persists. We can't "put it to bed", 

but we can improve land-use; use it more gently. Techniques are known. rN 

\ 

CCC era. 1933-1939. Subsidize better land-use. \ 

Cons. Dist. era~-1939-1944. Asks farmers to write community rules. 
I 

(a) Wo rules written. 35 counties now organized. 

f (b) Much progress-but topsoil entering Mississippi increases. i 

"2 steps forward, 3 backward". ve 

(c) What can you do? Alibi: "public opinion not ripe yet" 

1. . Backlog of intelligent critical opinion. ee 

ae EAS, : 
2. Let your farmer (and banker) friends know your expectation. : j 

Be Mutwth yum Cunt Sul Odatdea radian ( se i 
re ‘a S Thon Ow} Cuvlounr hrerny 3 

pn Rattan | hr vtebinnen, i ree Pet A uss de Beebe aE 
Upin, of (Ge) Ure, nner Prenees ferrmenney Memarrlll E. a @ keg widdee abel 

Bd) Tatny Orme cutel wevels, Slinclinin aig ulleee 

% het, why not ~ Tete omen out of woeele 

; ib Par bina Ata aioe 
4, Kew whet Ur Contac, ;
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Qhelire, 

| plete ote chow Hdo heopold ‘i 

: Dane Co. Sportsmen 

: February 28, 1944 

: Pheasant Cover in Dane County 

1. Pheasants have been increasing 

1300 in 1932, kill 

45,000 in 1942, kill ais ; 

2. Winter cover has been decreasing. No figures. Drainage, grazing, fire. 

_ 3. Survivel of game farm birds has been decreasing. 

Buss report about to be published ~ 

Of 100 birds put down in summer 

34 survive till fall : 
Fall to fall survival only ‘ 

3 survive till April 1 out of 34 = 3% 
wild 6 out of 16= 40% ; 

: 1 survives till second fall { 

. 4. Survival of early plantings mst have been better. f f 

5. Conclusion: Winter covers are overcrowded. This explains poor 

survival of planted stock: competition of wild birds. No more 

increase till we get more winter cover. 

x 

1681 How far do pheasants move winter to winter? (Map of Arboretum-Hatchery Area) 

arr, oo 384 banded at hatchery, 3 winters ~ 
only 2 birds shifted one to other 

: 834 banded at Arboretum, 6 winters 

1682 How far winter to spring? Nests of 141 hens found, 179 hens on area. 

Farthest nest 1} miles. 

_ loph’o This hen got caught in mower 

Conclusion: winter cover ought to be 2 miles apart. —
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Deep Snow Cover 

335 What is winter cover? Marsh with bushes best. Pussy willows (non suckering) 

330 Red dogwood good in sphngy marshes (non=suckering) _ 

1144 Sandbar willow good, but suckers. 4 

546 How get? fence, don't burn. i 

945, 549, 1530 Without fencing, no hope. Three grazed out marshes. 

Fair Weather Cover 

) 596 Cattail 

1133 3-square j 

—1134 Phragmites or "cane" 

_ 765 ‘Tamarack good if bushy underneath. 

—650 Aspen good when young 

: No Good Cover 

1132, 681 Nettles.tsually follow fire. f 

Upland Cover 

1336 Grape tangles in fencerows, 0.k. everywhere. 

1621 Norway plantation. Only on acid soils 

740 White pin " " ve " 

Yo pneld Red cedar 8 Only where no apples. 

975. Spruce. Only when too large for rabbits 

911 Gully plantings 

1163, 1077, 711  Fencerows 

1157 Grazed vs. ungrazed woods. 

908 Creekbanks. Willowed. 

~1067 Creekbanks. Bare 

Food 

Fenced areas will tend to lose food as they gain cover. Weeds crowd out. 
Oks fer diny nets cersmel- ‘ 
1128 Water smartweed : 

\



} 

(Smart = 3 

no phot Ragweed (lesser) / : 

1101 Burdock 
Follow plowing. Fence enough for a 

——1129 Pigweed plowed patch, or leave standing corn. 

1055 Hemp ) : i 

1360 A plowed patch bearing water smartweed ‘ j 

1528 Dog pointing pheasant in smartweed 

516 Mamre spreader. Only modern trend favorable to game. o 

Progran 

1. Fence out marsh areas 2 miles apart. 

2. Fencerows, plantations, and woodlots. as travel-ways between 

3- Feed. 

Who will do this? Conservation Department? Clubs? Farmer? ‘ 

Maintenance of plantings, food, and fences. Can't be done by absentées. ‘ 

Skill in design, location, species selection. . " i 

Inducement for farmer (don't mean cash) 

Public shooting grounds no answer=-they need the best cover. 

a cla eile wk utes 

oud ak ca) hey nnd foola UG Aphnerel



February, 1944 
‘ Aldo Leopold 

STEEP FARMS IN S.W. WISCONSIN 

(A synopsis of findings of a survey made for the State Soil Conservation Committee 

py Aldo Leopold and Joseph J. Hickey, 1943) 

(a) 348 farms in southern LaCrosse County were examined in 1942. 

— (v) 44 of these, or 12%, had less than 30 acres of safe cropland. The owners 
Awe are cultivating unsafe slopes to make a living. 

ww aye 

we = (c) As erosion progresses, the percentage of problem farms will incroase. 

(a) The avorage problem farm values its land at $1600, its buildings at $1400, 

total $3000. 

= (e) It would cost $10,000,000 to buy out the problem farms of 8.W. Wisconsin. 

a» (f) It would probably cost moro not to buy them out, bocauso they aro: 

1. Fooding silt and floods to other farms, highways, otc. 

2. Their oxistenco proevonts adoption of land-use rogulations 

applicable to normal farms. 

(2) Of the 44 farms, 30% are isolated, 25% aro in pairs, 45% are grouped. Only 
the groups could be bought as County Forosts or public hunting grounds, 

pocause administration of small units costs too much. 

(h) Such lands would yield wood if replanted, but the gamo yiold would bo small. 

(i) We recommend that the larger groups bo bought by the Stato Consorvation 
Department as forosts and public hunting grounds. 

«< (j) The remainder should bo gradually bought, partitioned, and resold to 

adjoining land owners subjoct to land-uso contracts spocifying safe 

ary’ land-use. ‘This will keop thom on the tax-roll, but will cntaila 

loss on tho farm buildings. 

sz. (k) No organization and no funds oxist for this purpose. The first move is to 

"fool out" the practicability of this procedure on a small scale. 

= (1) It is hoped that somo counties or Soil Consorvation Districts will proceed 

oxperinentally to this ond,



Frosion slides 

: 
Dodgeville 
Feb. 2, 1944 
#6 GF, Demermne 2i¢Se mm, 

1412 Cultivation of unsafe slopes. This "strip cropping" is not erosion : a 

control. Slpe too steep, soil ruined pefore it began. Hence rills. 

1426 Same. Rills crossing strips. 

1440 Pushing pasture up the hill by clearing woodlot. Steep upper slope 

in timber already grazed. 

Ge ‘) 7 24339) Same. Ifa farm-on-ridge, same invaston.also proceeds—downward. 

1427 Former pasture fenced out by CCC now used again. Gate open. 

W425 Worn out field converted to pasture, but soil too far gone. Cutting. 

1416 75% slope newly cleared for pasture. Note new gully. Cow can barely 
climb this hill. 

1418 Gully lower down. Note subsoil deposit. : 

1419 Rock dump at foot of hill. — 

1417 This is where the gully joins creek. This is not the man who cleared 

the slope. It's his helpless neighbor. He will lose his improvements. 

Men who cleared slope will lose his pasture. Everybody léses. 

1429 Soil "creep" blocked by a fencerow. 

1428 Wheat gullies formed in 1870's. Now healed, but soil spoiled. 

1430 Reeutting of a wheat gully 

1400 Most of the small drainages originally had no channel. "Dales" 

967 Another dale. Run-off very slow. 

1398 Dale deliberately ditched. Profitable for individual, but hardly 

for the neighbors below. Rushes water off. Floods. 

968 Oxbowing in larger creeks. All new. Originally a troutstream. 

/4ou 

: 140s 
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: Short Course 1/z/¥4 
fhe orth Abo 

Slide Lecture on 

Animal Tracks { 

588 Deer in soybeans. (Don't use then for food patch on a deer range) 

745 Deer on sandy beach | 

W-3 ss Deer trail in winter yard. What is a yard? f 

1461 Deer in maddy road nv ; ; 

1645 Deer salt lick. who puts out salt? Against law to salt deer. 

593 Pheasant and tree sparrow , 

594 Pheasant in sorghum i / 

1067 Pheasants approaching a feeder. Also rabbit. What made the stroaks? 

1100 Pheasant round trip. In a hurry. . Changed her mind. 

‘ 1101 Pheasants at burdock mat. What doing? : 

1137 Pheasant take-off ! 

1165 Pheasant takes a tumble ; 

' $90 Muskrat on dusty road. Also houseeat. How do I imow ite a rat? ; 

* $89..uokrat-and-housecat— 6. 9// i 

891 Housecat, mice. 

oun 954 Prairie chicken | 
, | 

965 Prairie chicken dancing. What month? 5 

1066 Prairie chicken roost under snow. See laniing and takeoff, ' 

§-93 Prairie chicken day-roost. | 

$95... Prairie-chicken-reoste-tn-snow. ). / 

8-98 Prairie chicken landing ; 

1323 Coon on midy road i" 

142, sian in February thaw : md 
1143



: 4 Tracks Lecture p. 2 

$-180 Puffed grouse roost, entrance and exit. f 

$-181 Ruffed grouse madding a willow. Straddled it. 

1098 muffed grouse droppings in snow roost. 

\ 1547 Ruffed grouse in soft snow. Also rabbit. . a é 

1135 Mouse trip to ragweed ani back, Microtus or decr mouset : 

1550 Microtus (meadow mouse) tunnel. 

1638 Corn in a melted meadow mouse tunnel. 

1551 Fox, I think gray : 

1521 Fox visiting island to hunt rabbite 

S-37 Quail approaching © eornshock (the best feeder) : 

1140 Quail in soft snow, dispersed for counting. & in covey. 

1333 Quail (7) eldd down a drift. 

1335 «= Qual and rabbit. No good for cont of covey. u 

1336 © Quail tracks entering a grape tangle. What for? 

1099 Rabbit tracke, 1 requlor, 1 aimiloting mink 

1144 Rabbits following hollow ice ; 

1526 "Raised" rabbit tracics on ice. 

; 1174 Mink in soft snow, dregging belly. Visiting spring-hole. 

(21275 «Mink dn lighter snow. a 

1549 Porfoet mink track. 

N45 = Mnbor wolf ded. | 

W6 Raven take-off u 

z : 
5 e . i



yea et Seminar 12/6/43 iS 

PRAIRIE DU SAC QUAIL 1929-3 

Research in Population Mechanisms 

Field: interaction between pormlation and environment. 

Human populations studied first (economic-ecology) 

1798 Malthus observed pop. in America. $0,000 migrated, 1,000,000 pop. 

by 1800. Conclusion: Pop. increases geometrically, subsistence : 

arithmetically. There mst be a limit at which pop. curve crosses 

subsistence curve and produces starvation. (Mech. deduced) 

1803 Malthus observed that people failed to reproduce as rapidly as 

they could. Another fact. Deduced mechanism: birth-control, 

hardship, and disease increase with crowding. 

"Lew of Diminishing Returns"--double the fertilizer or labor does 

not double the crop. (This was an elaboration of the mech. behind © 

; the arithmetical nature of subsistence. ) 

LUIL Anderson had already observed that the best land is used first. (fact) 

Declining quality of new land further limits expansion of subsistence. 

1836 Malthus: New means of subsistence “raises no. of demanders" by 

'. pope increase. 

WAAy Final pase catiabii des step curve of human pop. tuersction between ; 

expansive force (repro. pot.), internal checks, and external checks. 

Notice that: 1. At no point is the whole theory firkhy subject to proof. 

2. No. of known factors increases as theory grows. 

3. Grows by continuous process of comparing pop. behavior, 

often on small samples, with environment and with previous 

hypotheses. ; 

wee 4
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Jumping g hundred years, we see three groups at work on animals: 

Laboratory: Few factors, simple species (fruit fly), pop. 

behavior unnatural. 

Mathematicians: ‘ i 

Field ecologists: many factors, complex species. What factors 

: have changed? 

Name has changed from Economics to Ecology (if subject is animal or plant) 

1368 The species heey A Ok se neta ch enh er 

1356-8-9 The area (landscape) 

1535 The Method. Track count (and flush count) Oct.-Apr. since 1929. 

5-37 Food appraisal (cornshock) 5 

1336 Cover appraisal (grape tangle) 

ro 1142 Predator appraisal and census (skunk). Also horned owl, red tail, 

fox, etc. 

1135 Buffer appraisal (rabbit). Also mice. 

1137 Competition appraisal (pheasant) Counted as in quail. 

i (Errington 1929-33, Gastrow 1933-43. Hanson 1941, Kabat 1942.) 

A The Raw Data. Quail, Maffed Grouse, Pheasant. Actual behavior, = 
; Objective: to deduce principles. To explain mechanisms if possible. 

foxes; —@ray-high-1937,—red-1942-43.—Horned-owls-always~2-3-peirs, 

resident. 

The Environment 

C _-Drouths in 1934, 1936 nesting seasons i 

D Hard winters in 1929, 1935, 1939, 1942. 1935-36 worst. 

Bt. Gover. Not recorded. Losses and gains since 1937. ‘ 

3 Invisible changes possible. Slow changes hard to record.
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1357 Slow: Encroachment of unpalatable shrubs (Juniper). Prickly ash. ; 

1634 Slow: Decrease of oaks. Reproduction eaten by cattle and rabbits. 

654 Invisible: decline in soil fertility (Albrecht). Sandblows increasing. 

1360 Possible (1) Changes in plant succession, especially vigor and 

yield of weeds (smartweed) 

(2) Changes in chemical content of foods and qualitative mutrition — 

of quail. 

eke 

The Findings. Inversity and Threshold. Clear and mddled. Both 

important. Neither understood (i.s. mechanism unknown) 

repeat A Inversity. Go back to raw census. Breeding gains in per cent. 

Plot against pop. that produced them. 

Ez Gain inverse to population. depressed years. Potential 700% 

Meaning: Highest year 1937 262% 5e2 young per pair instead 14, 

Lowest " 1933. 28% 0.5 young per pair " a, 

(With great variations in weather, probably predators and buffers, 

é size of breeding population controlled in all but 4 years, where 

something else “pulled down harder". Notice all departures 

are minus; very important). 

pies Does Inversity hold elsewhere? Holds for pure quail on 4 areas, 

a wy pore R. G. on 1 area, possibly for mixtures on 2 areas. Notice 

' ce” (mixed areas) never score as high as pure, nor grouse as high as quail. 

G Threshold. Flattened and non-flattened covey curves. <A threshold 

is a level at which a covey stops hesine by predation. This winter 

122 survived, and half the coveys were still vulnerable. So we 

say threshold is under 122. But not all winters come in so seas: 

| a package as 1941-42, Killing weather usually all mixed with 

killing owls and foxes.
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Table Threshold idea originally arose from consistency of covey survivals 

in the field. Often we had to classify losses into "emergency" and 

, "predation". This is an act of judgment, and lowers the objectivity 

of the research. f 

Up to 1935 P.L.E. was in field. Parentheses are his judgments as 

to what would have survived, barring emergency. 

Most territories consistent. f 

Reprat a Some " not mal ‘sustain a threshold for area of 

330 birds up to 1935. (At that time 
® " "lethal" threshold was supposed to be "food and. 

en cover") 

Tobte Since 1935. We can't classify losses covey by covey. Some winters 

: were diagnotistic, others not. 

if 1935-36: Pop. high, loss high, mostly emergency. Up to Jan. 330 

[ threshold seemed to obtain. ; 

1936-37: Pop. low. Winter mild, but ice storms. 125 threshold? : 

1937-38: Crisis in Jan., but losses very light up to then. Threshold higher 

2 x 1938-39: Mild. Pop. low, loss low. Inconclusive. . 

- ( 1939-40: Pop. high, winter severe; but all in Jan. Survival up 

| to Jan. shows threshold 250? : 

| 1940-41: Mild. Pop. high. Loss high. Threshold 159? ‘ | 

. 1941-42: Already shown. Heavy loss. Threshold under 122. ae 

1942-43: Cyril has described. Severe: Threshold perhaps as low as 70. 

a Conclusion: Threshold jumps around too mich to be determined mainly 

by food and cover. Have to look for other factors. ; 

Bape. Pheasant. Present in numbers only since 1936. Summary. : 

O-] (But summer gain is depressed) i d 

sok 

( end shades) ie
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; Interpretation of both thresholds and gain. 

Food and Cover. $3 Wve lost from threshold since 1937. Accounts for 

half, but not for the jumpy thresholds in recent years. 

Would not affect summer gains. 

Predators. Do not affect threshold levels. No change except in foxes. 

4_years_of-high-foxes;_6-years-abnormalitys Sh oe 

Pheasants. Can't be it. Many units show depressed threshold before pheasants 

arrived. Hunt City area has none, but had depressed gains. 

Cycle. See blackboard. 

H 1936 and 37 were trough in all cyclic species. 

i Depression in gains is the cycle in King's R.G., and perhaps in Green's hares. 

ioe Summary. (Best possible at this time) ; 

1929-1935. Threshold 330. Gains normal. 

1936. Cyclic depression and hard winter hit simltaneously. _ 

1937-1938. Gains and thresholds both depressed by cycle. 

1938-1943. Gains normal. Threshold lowered to about. 150 by food & cover 

deterioration; perhaps by soil decline. i



Nov. 19, 1943 hee 
For el ae nee 

hak W beak ante Cg 

ARBORETUM PHEASANTS 

Plantings a) i 

1923 (or 47) ? pheasants planted by Frank Schultz, IWLA 

1925 8 Ha Lloya ‘i 

1927 wy | Sam Chase Xp 
: —t [ee 1932 “224 I.W.Lede bho 

1933 26 Frank Schultz, 1.W.L.4., Sept. 10 

7O total initial plantings 

Censuses 

1929-30 6 Errington 

1932-33 30 «OJ. ¢. Dickson, West marsh only 

1933-34 75 Larsen & Leopold, dog. Most of present area. 

1934-35 ? Wo census 

1935-36 170 First CCC drive, Mar. 13, 1936. 25 men. Bllwood Moore 

1936-37 179 coc 

1937-38 .260 CCC Nov. 30. Later trapped out 127, leaving 133. W. Feeney 

; At that point study begins. 3 annual chores: ; 

1. Census Drive. 15-70 men, as soon as marsh frozen. Units. 

ie Let oe a oeeetee: 16 traps all winter, 2 rounds per day. 

1554 3. Weighing. Hach bird weighed and aged by bursa. Banded if not already 
4° q Varplrrny 0 rhe carrying a band. 

yyy Five winters of this. (Now have a 6th, and shortly a 7th) 

Point out census, catch (new and banded). Untrapped residue. 

A Same thing daboler: Point out survival history of year-classes. 

Point out correction for untrapped residue. Corrected series. Average 

Repeat 144) Graphic correction and average. , 
fies ‘
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OCU Conclusions (from 1671 catches) 

1. Each year-class is wiped out in 5 yrs. (3 score and 10) Turnover period 

2. The turnover rate is a regression (70% per year. No advantage in age). 

uPE Dicatnel ean OAL RAN Wh a! Alc Po (alge oe 

1. Banding history says 70% of pop. young of the year. Any check? 

ot 2. Bursa--young lose it in December. Probed 70 and found 60% young up to 1/16. 

Discrepancy 10%. Now know some old birds retain vestigial barsa, perhaps 

ran too far into winter. ; Bie ne oo ae 

oe Movement. Gonolusiens o.k. a it a shift. of dustae range. 

Map 38 birds trapped at Fish Hatchery; no Arboretum bands. 

Soe birds at Arboretum same period; ke Fish Hatchery bands. 

Conclusion: little or no exchange. : ; 

B There is an uphill movement in spring. Fish Hatchery nests. 

Bands found on iad hen 13 miles S.E. 

716 This banded hen was thus killed by a mower. 

Conclusion: Pheasants radiate from marshes in spring, but return in 

winter. Contrast with quail. (How far? Telescope work, 

colored bands.) 

Sex Ratio 

cy’ f 1. Census tallies show a higher per cent of cocks than the traps do. 

lodede | | This means that cocks are harder to trap than hens. 

< t 2. The per cent of cocks on the Arboretum has been decreasing (now 29%). 

However, the ratio in Dane County is 15% in winter. : 

Toh L 3. Hens live longer than cocks, i.e. suffer a higher mortality, even 

on a refuge. This reverses the rule in quail. Cause unknown. 

(end of ‘ 
slides)
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Weights’/ 1. Different summers produce pheasants of different weights. 

; Heaviest birds in 1938. ( 4 yewy>4y ) 

2. Weights fall after December, despite feeding, in both sexes. 

However, the average fall is only 9 per cent. 

35ers In mare hens start to gain, but cocks do not. This is 

physiological preparation for breeding, and has been noted 

in red grouse, quail, and song sparrow. 

f Comment ‘ 

1. Have opened up a fundamental research on population mechanics. Must keep 

it going. First publication is out (hand out reprints) 

2. The Bunn Fund is welcome insurance that researches will not be cut off a/c 

funds, either in birds, mammals, fish, or plants. 

3- The Arboretum offers opportunity for many parallel ventures in many 

species. 

4. The greatest handicap to research at present (over and above lack of men, 

which can't be helped) is lack of equipment: extfa truck, tractor, plow, harrow. 

This is most serious in plant research and administration. Research funds 

shouldn't be spent for equipment partly used in administration. ‘ 

‘5. Friends of the Arboretum think of it as a wild park, rather than a 

Beng chink, mtd or or Libor Lys 
laboratory. | Hence mt newsletter, which tries to give the research News » 

bea RR an Ue rlrrmmratyntt new, 

SAG
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LAND-HEALTH IN S.W. WISCONSIN ‘ 

When the flight of a bullet or the gallop of a giraffe are photgraphed 

and viewed as slow-motion pictures, we gain new knowledge of these 

otherwise invisible phenomena. Such an inquiry magnifies the time-scale. 

When botanists photograph the unfolding of a flower over several 

Let BO _ days, and then project the process in terms of minutes, we gain new 

pee knowledge by shrinking ‘the time-scale. ; 

' 8 Such manipulations of the time-scale have been used by historians : 

- to analyze the behavior of Homo sapiens. Thus De Voto, in his "Year of 

Decision" has taken a slow-motion picture of the year 1846 in America. M 

H. G. Wells, in his "Outline of History" has photographed the unfolding 

of the so-called human face from Cro-Magnon to the Jazz Age. 

Strangely enough, these techniques have not often been applied to 

‘ the behavior of land under the impact of mechanized man. Marsh, in 

his "Zarth as Modified by Human Action" gave a masterly world-view of 

this phenomenon in 1873, but mechanization at that date had hardly got . 

started, and the new science of land ecology had not been born. Most ~ 

contemporary work is restricted to only a single land resource (such ‘ 

as Bennett's "Soil Conservation") or to a short time-scale, or else the 

work is of a popular nature. ; 

Local land-studies, viewing all aspects of land Pa a long time-scale, 

are eupeetaliy searce. There is one outstanding work: Webb on "The 

Great Plains". I here present some notes on a parallel study of southwest 

; Wisconsin. 

What is land—health? Apu. 3 (ay © mre) ht pent ef ore ott We neko neerwly dvr cardiatgl , 

| be Circulatory System. Cha tre flew are food ch ste 

| Bra downhill wash. Wash should balance decay of rock. 4 
i {
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If it does not, we have a mutrient deficit. Such land is sick. Also 

sick when fauna or flora shrinks or water regimen gets out of order. 

Definition: Land is sick when soil, fauna, or flora decline by failure 
of normal self-renewal, or when water system is deranged. 

Lindae net mecrriwl, erty whi wh frodueds ant vuenetels 7 
Example: Wisconsin pine. Over cut. Exploitation, but 

not sickness. This released fires, which burned 

¢ pine, soil, and reproduction, left grassy scrub 

which burned repeatedly. Sickness. 

Time Scale: Phenomena visible in decades, or centuries. 

Examples: dustbowl (decades). Acute sickness. 

, s. we Wis. (century). Perhaps a chronic sickness. 

pod 

Map Slike Will talk of five overlapping epochs: fur, fire, wheat, dairy, CCC. 

Fur Epoch 1680-1832 

1673 History begins. Joliet & Marquette descend Wis. 

1680 French fur traders operating. Gv hel ow maps Mocwbeel fy Tarwarthe, 

1683 Traders quarrelling. LaSalle complains to Gov. Frontenac: 

"But if they (Duluth's traders) go by way of the Ouisconsin 
when buffaloes are hunted in summer...they will ruin the 
trade on which I alone rely, owing to the great number of 
puffaloes killed every year which is greater than one 

’ can believe." 

1698 Fur overproduced. "Furs in such quantities had reached France that 

there were enough beaver skins to last a decade, and prices were low." 

Farm obs (rcobles Dark gy ante 

1698-1714. Posts evacuated. America's first encounter with "economy of abundance". 
| 

1760 English took over the trade (after French and Indian. Wars) 

1800 Peak of trade. Some going out via St. Louis. Pty (25 pre flnalart Grrak necerel firveltedanly, 

1832 End of Blackhawk War. Onrush of settlers, end of fur epoch. :
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Appraisal of Fur Epoch 

Fur_mammals withstood heavy exploitation for 125 years. No record of any 

: derangement other than plain over-use. The fur mammals all outlasted the 

fur trade, and some "bounced back" when relieved of Wr aeos (beaver). 

Some persist today at very low densities (otter). Some became extinct, A 

but not until physically extinguished by human pressure: 

Marten: 1925 (Douglas)  Wolverenet—i¢70—(LaCrosse)s—ieter-in-north. Vda 

Fisher: about 1920. 

Wolverene: 1870 LaCrosse, 1918 (St. Louis Co., Mimn.) 

ei Meat Mammals idataee heavy exploitation almost as long as fur did: 

aie Buffalo 1700 French at Mankato, Minn. Killed 400 at one post (Schorger) 

| 1767 Still abundant at Prairie du Chien (Schorger) ‘ 

| 1769 Still abundant on Chippewa igusven) 

| 1815 Nearly extinct E. of Miss. (Schorger) 4 

| 1833 Last buffalo E. of Miss. (Trempealeau, Schorger) 

| Elk . covered whole state, but most ecg on prairie rivers of W. Wisconsin 

1769 "On lower Chippewa" larger droves...than I had observed in j 
any other part of my travels" (Carver) 

| 1800 "Disappearing rapidly from S. Wisconsin" (Schorger) 

: 1834 Officers at Ft. Crawford kept dogs for running elk, but 
| "had to travel quite a distance to secure them" (Schorger) 

1837 500 seen at Leke Pepin (Schorger) 

1860 Still common on Chippewa (Schorger) f 

| 1866 9 out of 12 killed at Menominee. last certain record (Schorger) 

a Appraisal!''No evidence of any "illness" except straight gunpowder 

General Conclusion: Neither fur nor meat mammals show any evidence of - 

derangement, or, repercussion following their demise. Q 

Bk pheut N a 
Calon 4y
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Fire Epoch, 1750-1850 

One reason for dwelling on the fur epoch is that it was half over 

when a new kind of "land-abuse" was intensified in W. Wisconsins Tl wee 

: fren Poss 
deliberate pret ies fires. 

In 1750, just a century after start of the fur trade, Winnebagos drove 

@ mnbag ory i E 

Sioux out of the river counties. They, used fire for huntingsn.e Ua. Hs Seon . 

In 1766, 16 years after the Winnebago conquest, J. Carver was an 

overnight guest at "the great town of the Saukies". He wrote: 

"Whilst I staid here, I took a view of some mountains 
[Blue Mounds| that lie about fifteen miles to the southward. 

I ascended one of the highest of these | the intervening 
\ fifteen miles is disregarded as an afternoon's stroll|, and 

had an extensive view of the country. For many miles 
; ; nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which appeared 

at a distance like haycocks, they being free from trees 
fitelics-mine} Only a few groves of hickory, and stunted 
oaks, covered some of the vallies! Orrceat Anever j Pungty Corbirrel, 

Beftrami, in 1828, wrotep, NE Quwe, grok ofpfurt § w oo} 

"The vigorous fertiljh of these countries imparts such 

strength to the ... Lo. and the brushwood, with which 
they are overspread, that they obstruct the march of the 

Indians and in spite of every precaution produce a rustling 
which awakens the wild beasts fdeem®| in their coverts. 

The Indians...set fire once a year to the brushwood, so 
that all the vast region they traverse is successively 
consumed by the flames." 

In 1846, nearly a century after the Winnebago cohquest, surveyors 

entered s.w. Wisconsin. Their field notes give us an accurate landscape 
Fay 0a i 

description. “Half the area was scrub oak, rest prairie. 

Nob Shi de These fires extended pretty far east. In Jefferson Co., H. bank of 

\ 

Crawfish is either bare of timber, or has oak-hickory groves under 

1648 100 years old. 4H. bank mixed hardwoods (basswood, maple, elm , etc.) 

This climax type takes centuries to develop from the oak-hickory type.
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823 It has different ground flora. (Trillium, maidenhair, ginseng, 

ginger, etc.) 

763 Ae eink: formerly burned, we have veteran oaks, over : 
100 years old surrounded by young oaks, all under 100. 

518 Same thing, but bur oak veteran. 

i 703 Same thing. The young timber came in after farms had broken up 

the prairie, and thus made sweeping fires impossible. . 

oe. mis tiuber has a prairie ground flora. (shooting star, puccoon, i 

é — spiderwort). 

Appraisal: No evidence that Winnebago fires hurt either soil, 

fauna, or flora (except as they replaced forest flora with 

prairie flora). As to soil, the old prairies are our richest 

‘ farm lands. As to fauna, we have already seen how "tough" 

the fur mammals were to resist the exploitations of the fur 

trade, both with and without fire. As to flora, the forest 
gar tiny frcke anevents At tars omer 

"bounced back" when the fire presses was removed. No organic 

— Morangement woot. cod be ertlds erohwuer, 

Woks se re 
\ Large scale settlement had to await: ~ 

1. End of Blackhawk War in 1832 

ue 2., Gov't. surveys (completed N. to Wis. R. in 1832-36) 

te op lide Settlement spread EZ. and N. from lead mines (only cash market) 

; within osceuds (1832-1846) fur empire became solid farms 

O46 Settlers at first preferred "oak openings" to prairie (Relics 

vey of Winnebago fires) Ther, mS ww, veces aw Veblen ov Commbeem 

tos Three mou i ‘efficient phcpe ee Ga wave on ridges ; 

2. Pradition Bhgtotreay Kewl f bone ad tone, 

3. *fiasier i oiei, Taeohes tay oyaes high:' Adams Co.)
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Wheat was the crop. Schafer says: 

"It was not uncommon for a farmer to break up and sow to wheat 
20 to 50 acres during his first season. After that his fields 

expanded rapidly. The custom was to sow wheat year after year 
on the same ground. ...the timber was quickly chopped off ‘ 
to make rails for fencing. Thus in a brief span, almost as if 
by some sort of magic, were the prairies and joale] openings of 

i southern Wisconsin transformed into fields of billowing wheat." 

Subsistence farming at first, but rapidly became export farming with 
‘ what . 

: : x Development of lake ports and river navigation. af Hauled & feliw mow pete 
: -to-boats in winter, aft. frthurdutel react, Wikea 

1846 McCormick Reaper 

1849 Wheat shortage in America and England. 

1857 R.R.'s reached Mississippi i 

1860 Civil War demand. 

Wheat boom crashed in late 1870's for reasons: 

Competition of Ia., Minn., Dakotas 

Chinch bug, rust, and smut. sg 
First symptoms of sick land 

Soil exhaustion. Moved west and north. 

Soil exhaustion. Began in §.H. as early as drouth of 1859, a decade 

after settlement. : : 

S.W. ridges played ovt more quickly. Schafer says that S.W. farmers: 3 

: "in order to lengthen the life of the wheat crop. ..adopted a 
rotation in which clover, sometimes treated with gypsum (lime) 
was an important element" 

_ (This is an early instance of recourse to nitrogen-fixing legumes) 

There is physical, as well as historical evidence, of soil exhaustion 

by wheat. 
ee creer . 

1428 Wheat gullies in LaCrosse County. "Hound's ear". Age of trees. 

967 Dales. Most small water-courses had no channel. Run-off moved as 

a sheet, dropping its silt.
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968 Today most dales are gullied, and larger ones oxbowed. Some of this 

cutting is of recent origin (dairy epoch). j 

1430 Some date back to wheat. Two successive cuts in this dale, one 

(cottonwood) wheat, second dairy. Tree ring dating. 

1429 Location of igure dale. Soil piled on fencerowse. wey & epiolugr, 

Oy Chinch bug a native insect. "Behaved! before and after wheat boom. 

1075 Still pest in Ill. & Ia. Farmers advised to burn fencerows and woods. 4 

; (wlaat) (furs an frmcarenr ) 
(Simplification of flora, made it a pest; more simplification to control 
it. Perhaps retaining natural complexity part of land-therapy. 

ak Both animal ‘pests and erosion subsided when wheat pressure was 

withdrawn. The wheat epoch, Ladevek, illustrates three "properties" 

_ of the land of S.W. Wis: 

1. Plowing and export of nutrients (wheat) did organic damage 

after fire and decimation of mammals failed to do any. 

: 2. The damage healed when the export of nutrients ceased. ; 

Conclusion: Nutrient deficit more dangerous than plowing as f i 

such. 

It perhaps also illustrates a "property" of people. 

1, Farmers ,stampeded with the wheat bonanza. They had the courage to i 

subdue land, but not the pores 4 to cherish it. Many knew they 

were hurting their landaw voturabing UE yron after years 

‘ 2. Consumers don't care what their food costs in land-health. They 

ovat Aeewe only what it costs in dollars. 

The Dairy Epoch, 1872=present 
; Ouactr prntoh [rvs Retinal 

Dairying replaced wheat, but gradually. Date 

1872 Wis. Dairymen's Assoc. organized.
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‘ 1886 Dairy School and Short Course at Agric College. 

Properties of Dairying in relation to land-health are intrinsically conservative: | 

1. Exports only butter, cheese, milk, meat. These are perhaps 1/5 

of drain on soil. 

2. Crop residues, manure plowed under. Perhaps 4/5 of extracted 
nutrients. (about reverses wheat-farming properties; only 

stubble returned). 

3. Dairying requires large proportion of hayland & pasture. Erosion-proof 

if strong. j i 

4, Dairying requires nitrogen-fixing legumes. Tha perlite f emmew Precretes ; 

Crvns corarrvetir) 
But modern dairying contains economic factors of opposite trend. 

1. Investment in buildings, power machinery, milking machines, 
separators, trucks, etc. High fixed overhead charge. With more cows 

: unit costs are reduced. 

" 2. Farm can't expand its boundaries. Hence it expands: 

ae By intensification of cropping. Renovation, hybrid corn, 

d & Downhill, by marsh drainage. (Not large in s.w. Wis.) 
Cow ) 4 

: pressure \c. Uphill, by pushing all land-use up the slope. i 

: oe, 
ad. By over vesting?" iotation corn 1 - oats 1 = alfalfa 3 wo 

; corn 2 - oats 1 - alfalfa 3 os 
s Overgrazing pasture (Stocking to wet year 

Of these, I will discuss only (c), pushing farm uphill. Rest are well known. 

Fu ano Ww le 
142k ,Woodlot is on steepest slope. The crop best able to grow on a steep 

slope is pasture. Newn treme an lanasel hae weoell, 

Cows in woodlot have’ effects: 

S64 1. Inhibit reproduction of trees. Oak seedlings palatable. In 
fencerow but not pasture. ‘ 

1634 2. Cows kill sprouting stumps. 

Sie 3. Compaction. Makes reproduction impossible. Balance of power - grass 

1599 4. Farmer removes trees to get more grass. ; 

G2 5. Pests and diseases probably encouraged by overgrazing and compaction.
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Sz, 971 June beetle 

fen “Oak wilt" (unidentified) 

"Plows on sidehill (second result of cow pressure). A questionof 

risk of an intense rain catching soil bare. The longer and steeper 

the bare soil, the less intensity of rainfall needed to erode. 3 

970 ‘Strip cropping. Length is reduced by strip arrangement. ‘ 

898 Here length is long and exposure great (see rills) 

1412 Most farmers are running some risk, some great risks. Often 

only superficial adherence to a Poca t 4s bane: Unb -ucfhug fe eile) 

ks eae At LaCrosse station 1.6" rain May 22, 1936 removed more soil than 

previous 3 years. Losses from 3 tons per acre per year on ungrazed 

-— bluegrass to 100 tons in continuous corn. ‘ 

1416 15% slope cleared for pasture, Varwew Cur He 

1418 Subsoil dump at base of slope ae 

1419 Rock Dump, base of slope 

1405 Marysville Gully - cuts through terrace underlain by sand Lu Creare Co, - 

1406 Lip of Marysville Gully 

MOT ee) Sauk Co. gully. going up a dale. i 

2. Floods. ‘ 

900 Oxbowing threatens bridge and farm buildings 

910 Pasture loss. ‘ 

902 Structures to protect road. 

896 Cribbing to protect road. 

966 Dia floods always occur? Mr. C. A. Neprud, Coon Valley, 1859 : 

Haystacks - trout.- sheep Says first big flood 1873 My
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Appraisal of Dairy Epoch 

Progressive deterioration of soil, waterflow, woods. 

Associated pests and diseases are induced by, and in turn magnify, the 

derangement. 

Radical decline in wildlife (not here discussed, but probably related 

to soil--impoverishment and cover removal). 

Conclusion: the land=-health which withstood animal exploitation and 

fire broke down under contimous wheat, healed under general farming, 

then broke down again under cow pressure. 

CCC Epoch 

Will not detail this. SCS, and later AAA, offered farmer subsidies in 

diverse farms if he would contract to revise his farming. (Subsidies: i 

gaan (AAA only), labor, fencing, use of machinery, concrete work, lime, 

mursery stock, seed) 

Did much good. Arrested the speed of decline, but it would take ; 

a brave man to say we have more soil today than in 1933. 

Soil Conservation Districts . 

Statute of 1939 authorizes counties to set up self-governing districts 

ei power to write land-use regulations. Probably visualized slope 

limits for all crops. Most counties have set up districts. 

Obstacle: problem farm. Dairy farmer needs 30 acres safe plowland. ; 

Some farms in S,W., under quadrangular surveys, had less than that to ‘ 

: start with. Some had it, but washed away. 10% of all farms in LaCrosse 

County now have under 30 acres, and mst plow unsafe slopes or starve. 

: Regulations? ? 

Remedy: state buy out the problem farms and partition among neighbors 

: let starve out.
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Stig Bi etna 

Birdsong Phenology 

Period 1938-1943 

Morning Song, 6 birds 

Method. Limitations after May; early, loud, or near. | 

: Order of Singing.: 

Blackboard. Intervals up to 5 min. Span 30 minutes. Crepusculars disregarded 

(Woodcock, jacksnipe, whippoorwill). Night singers: Indigo, 

field sparrow, meadowlark can be distinguished. : 

s Figure 1. Explain dots and sunrise curve. Meager data for June: mosquitoes. 

Need another year. 

Characters: 1. Duration (Dove o.k. Meadowlark doubtful) 

2. Convergence or divergence. Light threshold. 

3. Dispersion vs. alignment. Vertical dispersion 
by weather. Upper dots are best weather. 

- Field Sparrow. 6 territories, loud, early. 

Duration o.k., but only for daybreak song. Sings weakly by 

day in August. 

Diverges but does not converge. 

Alignment remarkable up to May 10. 

Robin. 3 territories, loud, early, but am uncertain about June. (duration) 

Diverges (upper points) in perfect parabola. | 

Alignment: some dispersion, seems to increase gradually. 

E. Meadowlark. 3 territories, but not near. 

Duration: am uncertain about June. Maybe drowned out. 

Divergence clear up to June. 

Alignment: Some dispersion throughout. Weather.
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M. Dove. 6 territories, early, easy to hear. 

Duration: am sure is correct. Longest of 6 species. 

Diverges up to solstice, then converges. 

Alignment; Some dispersion throughout. Weather. 

H. Wren. 4 territories. Loud, near. 

Duration; shortest ; 

Caps sun curve with parabola, diverging and then converging. 

Dispersed only “a May. Weather. 

Pheasant. 3 crowing grounds. Begins in Feb., but here shown 

only from April. Duration: 4 months. (Again Sept-Oct) 

_Diverges, but dispersion so great that it would be hard to ; 

draw a mean curve. 

Common Characters: 

1. As season advances, less and less light to release song. : 

(All six diverge) 

2. Dispersion (weather) is greatest in May. (All but dove.) 

3. Convergence follows the solstice (3 of the 4 which sing. 
Exception: field sparrow? ) 

4, Dispersion small after June. (All 3 of those with 
July-Aug. song). Settled weather? y 

4 Interpretation for light, temperature, endocrines not in proper 

scope of this study (Blanchard-endocrine measurements). 

, Woodcock 

Figure 2. 18 territories, 1-3 observers. Hach dot first peent of a territory. 

Duration April 10-June 1. (Precision of June 1 date: 5 days, 5 yrs.) 

Dispersion. Partly weather. Cold or wind retards, warmth, or 5 

fog advance, rain stops. (Examples on board.)
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Partly individual. (Example on board) 

Do not always peent on arrival, but peent en route. 

Post-peenting evening flights. Territorial.? 

j Duration of Song Period 

Figure 3. Each dot last (or first) song ina year. Schorger's arrival 

4 dates. ; 

Total duration: 47 days woodcock, 140 cardinal (solid line) 

Early cessation: thresher, B. oriole. 5 

September songs disregarded: (wren, warb. vireo, song sparrow, a 

; ® whippoorwill, robin in 1943)



Gle Vectuyes 
September 10, 1943 

: 4-H Wisconsin Dells 

Farm Short Course 1-19-44 

DEER ON FORCED RATIONS 

1559 The deer range in Wisconsin 

W-3 Yards. Series of trails 

1581, 1604, 1609 Dying fawns 

1576, 1608, 1607, 1605 awns already dead. Hard winter? i 

1601 Yes, but also no feed. Balsam poor feed. 

1606 Browsed alder. Cow on straw. 

1610 Stomachs full, but of what? 

1574, 1575 Balsam and aspen tops trimmed. 

Let's Ask Oyrselves Some Questions. 

1352 Why do only fawns die? Can't reach so high. 

1598 Fawns die first (Kaibab). Big deer later. 

- -- 1462 “Where are the good feeds? Dead, or trimmed up. 

1558 Has the herd been increasing? (Kill of deer). Yes, since about 1915, and 

especially since, buck law, refuges, wolf-control, and fire control. 

- 1599 Do other states show this? Yes, (Mich. & Pa.) _ 

(same) What is the remedy? Reduce the herd, i.e., the does. Mich. and Pa. 

delayed this, because conservationists were "chivalrous" about killing females. 

1442 What do excess deer do to forest plantings? Any planting near a yard was 

stripped. ; 

1642 Some on bare uplands escape, but not all. This Norway pine was planted 

5 years ago. 
i ° 

1566 Natural seedlings? We didn't see a live natural cedar. Good hardwoods, 
like red maple, showed dead stems trying to resprout. 

W-4 Can the herd be fed? Not at its present size, Deer die on hay alone, 

, and adding grain or concentratés costs $2. Probably 500,000 deer, of j 

which half would need feeding. Feed bill half a million per year. Should 

feed the worst yards after reduction. 

507 Why feed pheasants, and not deer? Because pheasants eat seeds. © 

1129 50,000 seeds on this pigweed. Hating 9/10 makes no difference. 

1602 But eating 9/10 of twigs on this balsam will kill it. :
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1600 How soon will good foods come back? (Diagram). Some not for decades. 

Reason: poor feeds replace the good ones, i.e. steal their place in the sun. 

ee ‘ 

Why good citizens disagree about deer. 

1. Deer food is a winter question. : 

2. Deer damage is spotty. They'd rather starve than move. 

3. "Few people know good feed from bad. Deer eat "brush", there is lots 

of brush. 

4. Few people understand replacement. 

You can have lots of fun studying deer foods in your home region.



ae June 21, 1943 ae 

; ae 

ee Sone 
(Slides) SHORT SUMMARY OF THE DEER PROBLEM a pew 

; Aldo Leopold, Chairman Citizens' Deer Committee 
1598 

1599 
(A) Points Agreed On 

1. Deer are starving. 4, Some refuges are too large. 

2. Herd reduction means doe reduction. 5. Plantations mst be protected. 

3. The situation is spotty. 6. Cuttings in deer yards should 
be controlled. 

(B) Points Not Agreed On 

1232 7. Why are deer starving? Because good foods are dead, dying, or browsed 
up to 8'. Mild winters postpone starvation, but never avert it. 

Wel 8. Will feeding help? Doubtful even after herd-reduction, certainly not 

before. Hay alone does not sustain deer. Hay plus cake or grain 
costs $2 per deer per winter. Fed deer contime to browse. Feeding 
perpetuates congestion, even in mild winters. 

Ee 9. Can we feed by felling or lopping trees? Yes, but not for long. War 
1607 has already over cut the deer yards. 

1606 10. Can we plant browse? Not while excess deer exist, especially species 
We5 like cedar that do not resprout. Excess deer eat such plantings as 

fast as they are made. 

W : We Can excess deer be trapped and moved? Not at a practicable cost. 

ho baie’ 12. Can excess deer be driven or baited to new yards? Very difficult, 
: “Ss especially if the deer are on a feeder. 

1559 13. What counties are overstocked? Only the Conservation Department has 
the data to compare counties throughout the state. The Department ‘ 
has 3 years data on the condition of the northern counties; less in 

central and southern. 

Repeat 14. Is there a model deer state? No. So far all have acted more or less 
1599 too late. 

15. What is a good sex ratio? For a quality herd, there should be not 
358 over 2 does per buck, but most does get bred even when there are 

5 or 10 per buck. 
f ao 

p i (716. Will one antlerless deer season over-reduce the herd? We have at least 
/ ( 500,000 deer, over 300,000 of which are antlerless. We sold 120,000 

\ tags last year. If every hunter bagged an antlerless deer, it would 
, ae at least one year, perhaps two, to reduce the herd. 

p ae
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(C) Points Commonly Overlooked 

960 17. Poor foods replace good foods. On an overbrowsed range, good foods 
1600 like white cedar not only die, but their "place in the sun" is taken . 

over by worthless foods like alder, white birch, and popple. 

1205 18. Range recovery is slow. On the Kaibab, just 19 years after the big 
12h3a die-off, food plants not actually killed have recovered, but 

reproduction of new plants has just begun. 

1191! 19. All deer irruptions are spotty. A deer would rather starve than move. 
120] ¢¢ All die-offs, from the Kaibab on, have left spots of uninjured range. 

1598 20. Symptoms of irruption appear in fixed order, hence we can predict 

repeat 
the next event. The order: (1) Buck-law, law enforcement, | 

predator-removal and refuges followed by increase. (2) Deer-line | 

on good foods. (3) Deer-line on poor foods; starvation of fawns; 

peak of herd. (4) Death of adults, downgrade of herd, death of good 

foods, replacement by worthless plants. (5) New balance between 

herd and range at a low herd level. Wisconsin is in stage 3. Reduce 

the herd now, and we save part of the good foods and strike a new 

balance at a higher level than if we let the herd starve. 

561 21. Overbrowsed ranges grow runty deer. Malnutrition reduces antlers 

562 and weight. 
563 

22. Predators disperse congested deer. There are no irruptions in Mexico 
M-50a or Canada, nor did the U. S. have any until after 1915, when federal 

predator-control started. Perhaps predators not only trimmed our deer 
herds, but also dispersed congestions. It is time for Wisconsin to 

; lift wolf bounties in the wilder counties. 

1090 23. Deer irruptions spoil range for other wildlife. In Pennsylvania, 
excess deer cleaned out the greenbriers and thus the grouse. This is 

one sample of many adverse effects on game, songbirds, forests, and 

wildflowers.



For seminar Feb. 15, 1943 
Aldo Leopold 
Aha Lee lon, 

Animal Populations at Prairie du Sac, 1929-1942 

Inter-war period: first attempt to understand animal populations. 

i Wildlife management--attempt to manipulate them. Not understood, 

Studies started in 1920's now yielding new conclusions: 

Elton: Population cycles. Must look for "some overriding 
‘ process (which) maintains the cycle in line 

over the whole of Canada" Not sunspots. 
9.6 vs. 11.2 

Wiss New mechanism common to cycles and non-cyclic 
species. Perhaps a new brick for the ecological _ 

structure, Cuber. "Uf meg bige mm ot) weanttet & avar, one 

Discovery on Prairie du Sac study area. Censuses began in 1929. < bln ctbwotrd, 

E The game bird census. 26 points; each represent 3 man-months field work. 

largest accurate census in N. A. Thanks: S.A.A.M.I., W.A.R.F., Audubon, 
Tom Brittingham, J. N. Darling, Wis. Conservation Dept. (since 1938). 

X-194 The area. 5,000 acres of dairy farms. he wi ernyriwt fu sh wth, a Terpircnee, | 

1359 Landscape: Valley and Blackhawk ridge. Rabb Creer. i 

1358 Bare south slope with rocks: bedding ground of red fox, an actor 
in our drama, wt rite barecgtt, Austra) cunt 

ae 1356 Glecial terrace. Blackhgwk point in rear, hm enudyomls com fire, 

1357 Juniper mats. Result of overgrazing of poor dry slopes. No fired 
> ‘Thin sodertu. gimapr be refuveluee, 

2D? ruud 

1360 Peat pot-hole. Heaviest mouse population: 44 per acre in weeds, 
i 7 in Carex. GDA A Sua doing WUNb GJ bucaibnae eee, Pacbieatel 

1361 Rabbit census. Weal of few accurate censuses: 2 per acrew. lb Suate woos, 
Howey unk pw bah. 

1367 Horned owl nest; automatic recorder of predation. Regurgitation. G.tht.., 

Vea Trl i 
440) Receding woodlot: symbel of clean farming. First—measurement—of--its- 

effects, Citak with pofer, 

~756—_Weather-record- 

ee i ;
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Structure of Community 

x A = wile Pyramid, Square mile. Terrestrial vertebrates only. 

Numbers: 5/6 rats, mice/shrews. Summer birds 4 times winter. i 

Carnivores linear. Ratioscou. og | predtnle : 290 wiwcamolee peeks 

4 Weights: Rabbits and mice weigh same. Weights taper less than 

numbers ?«.predators larger than prey. 

v Food Chains, Flere fer : i : 
pun lO 4, Comtautel weights 

we Wild vs. tame, No wilds plottable. 1% total weight (TR= trace under 0.1%) 

Tame animals occupy niche of former wild. These add up to 1.2 % of total wt. 

t Homo sapiens: Carver wisited "Great town of Saukies" in Oct. 1763. Contains 

90 houses, each large enough for several families", "Can raise 

300 warriors". Pop. 1000? Area? Ranged into I1l., scattered in 

winter. 6 counties. 0.2 per sq. mile, which is 1.2 % present Ears wane 

density 19 per sq. mile," Saitmconteineat Imports. Exports (milk) 

Formerly rivers, winds, migr. birds. (See—Symposium)-.- 

Ann Co Winter bird pyramid. Dominance of English sparrow. J70p +> 26352 657 

Summer bird pyramid: 60 species instead of 23. Hanson will present 
: sometime. 

: Que’ 1422 Discussion: At what cost in soil have we stepped up animale to 98 times aus 

original weight? 

‘1418 Hither dairy farming mines the soil : : 

749 Or--Original ‘prairie was an inefficient producer of Crunebe 

Answer: both. Prairie grew too much cellulose to winter animals. 

1380 Grew rodents: hibernate, or store hay like farmer.. ; 

654 Sandblows and abandoned fields show mining. 

Could we step Eaten without mining? Not yet demonstrated. 

(Most important question in human ecology : 

{ eee 

Koo
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Population Behavior Game Birds--Winter Loss / fea & ; 

F Quail census. Winter loss; summer gain; trend. RATES. (See top) 

There are losses in summer, but can't measure. Gain rates are NET. 

Winter loss: Interplay of weather, starvation predation. All conditioned 

by intolerance. ( @~,l~ & i mtbr Bull) 

sae 505 Starvation and Weather: Catastrophic winters (1935-36). Kill any 
a Crt ae Sha quail without limitation. Ordinary 
cr (Sy v Longe - f bntene) winter kills only in submarginal 

habitat (hence depend,on level) 
w Bove ze but 

E Predation: Kills down to a threshold of security (300 during 
period B) 

Reason: Buffers easier to get when quail all in good cover 

But 300 no longer holds. 2 recent winters gave chance 

z to measure, especially 1941-2. 
aoe I a ao ie ee ee ee are ane arere ne c e en enema 

Ce on blac sesht alah nia of former (300) with present (1257) Threshold. ( Va we f - & 

pa Covey territories bear this out. First measurement of, eiean farming" pie, 
Ea ; * avedrrde dubrmtreney ti. abi om 

‘ Summer Gain 
j :  ahfurvuole» 
fey Difference in studies. Small vs large areas; analysis vs. correlation. 

Errington wrote in 1934; "The rate of recovery is governed by density. 

Low densities display high rates whereas 
TS OMOR EMRE goatee TF NS UMRUTENURRCE VEC MRE UU RTGS cee Tor am EMD TT ean ct gaara 

Ea ‘ _ __ pope near C.P. rates become progressively less" 

i S Now have 13 years instead of 5. Here is correlation. Inverse relation. 

Sometimes overridden (see shorter years) but never exceeded. Limitations 

on gains. 

A Does this inversity appear elsewhere in quail? (Admit only areas over 
2000, or Geelatnn) 

A&B. Few pheasants. Bis a park in Des Moines. Showsinversity, 
OAR ‘ 

but W4jb, alms gains. Wide range of fluctuation, up to 700% :



. y 

snl nee oe 

oe: (Cloquet grouse). Does 44 appear in other galliform birds? Yes, 
but many mims gains--low of cycle. Narrow range of fluctuation-- 

up to 88% in 1930. Character of grouse: low gains, low losses? 

D Hunt City (I11.) quail. Mixed quail and prairie chicken. Quail 

conforsi; P C amorphous. If these depress each other, then P C 
me 

‘ high of 1939 ought.to show low gain; ‘Actual gain in line. 

award 
Combined: some but hardly conclusive. Slope gentle. 

E Faville Grove. Quail o.k. Quailplus Huns inconclusive. Quail plus 

} : Qaeiieepdae Huns plus P C plus Pheasants pretty strong. Act 

; collectively. Do pheasants depress others more than vice versa? oct Ven ora 
DAO Ut wee get chroren crthrrbis olifieramne uth psn ti teen 
Conclusion: Clear in quail and RG as species; suggested in others. 

Sur ang polis ua cotheekive olefrrerenrn, 
- EF Lake Alex. Year to year census. Winter loss low. Coef mramer 

0.K. except 1937-38, when a high per cent of young gives a 

Bee tne SR 
{i aN PER Te Aa, foie les Hares and grouse thronologi¢ally. .) 

{ 

xX Non cyclic species - ns incr. soon as population gets low. } 

a Frstie-depresst on, ontimbes to trough of cycle. a 
a ~ on 3ae one — . z %
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Mechanism of depression Status ; 

1. Movement (egress) Possible (with 7) 

2. Non-breeding / possible 

3. Smaller clutches 0 out don't exist 

4, Lesser fertility ve out too small to work 
y quickly 

De Weakened renesting possible 

6, Non-survival of young 

(a) Pathology ? In jerks? 

(b) Psychology possible 

7. Differential predation (See 1) 

Need per cent of young before we can eliminate causes. 

+e 

Cycles. 

ie Quail curve at Prairie du Sac parallels cycle. Is it cycle? No. 2 hard winters, 

with inverse effect, explains parallelism. : 

See Cloquet for prolongation of summer losses beyond level where gains 

should occur. ; 

<b Same for gain curve only, COoqirt ma tlh Prarner ol Pa o- 

Blackboard diagram--straight inversity in quail, prolongation in R G and Hares. 

Meaning: Perhaps old mst die before gains can be resumed? 

Hypothetical, but some support. Turnover in hares & cycle (5 years). . 

Green says old hares actually die at trough. 

+ee 

SUMMARY 

1. Farming commnity produces far more seagate. than wild, 
Superior exploitation plus superior efficiency 0c. frecte, 

2. Many higher vertebrates are self-limiting, i : 

Winter: Threshold of security from moe adinc ule bike 

Summer: Depression of young by old. ae perabte., ;



3. In cyclic species these same mechanisms exist, but to them is added — 

robow efron ang rr eorole 

an X factor, proably meteorological, en praonrentina fluctuations. 

4. Threhsold at Prairie du Sac has fallen from 300 to 125 quail, probably | 

by reason of "clean farming". 

Oe a a he
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PHEASANT POPULATION STUDIES Dec. 7, 1942 

Nature of Mortality Studies 

Question Errington Green & Evans This Study 
(BobwhiteY (Snowshoe) (Pheasant) 

How many die? (z) x x 

What kills them? x x? ; 

What individuals die? mee a (2) 

What movements o 
affect measurements? 

History Arboretum: last 5 years. Feeney, Sperry, Catenhusen, ) 
Now merged - 

Fish Hatchery, last 2 years. Buss 5 

Measurements 

43) 1. Drive Census each December (volunteers for Sat.) . 

15-70 men. Drive backwards by unitS.. What birds tallied? i 

(1136) 2. Trap and band rest of winter. 16 traps. 2 or 3 visits. Storage. 

(Table 1) Censuses and bandings to date. Note rising trend of census. 

aay Note banding sampled half the population. - : : 

er Census error is almost surely minus, but how much? 

Effect of variable-sized crew (1939 tests) 

On 200 acres On 500 acres 

1/19 10 men 15 

1/20 10 75 lhe 

1/25 70 93 
1/27 72 8h 174 

10 men flushed 17 # less than 18% less 
70 than 70 — 

During the 5 winters we got 562 original bandings 

90 peu 

ble repeats (disregarded hereafter) 
1,671 trappings



ie 

Bach banded bird averaged 3 trappings, orig. and 2 others. 

(Table 1) Show how to read (1) Composition of catch (horigontal) 

(2) History of a year class (diagonal down) 

Average survival series: 112-18-5.3-1-0 (Notice numerical base 
A i ed decreases to right) 
Turnover 5 yrs. 

(Figure 1) Graphic presentation of survival series. 

Turnover rate Explain banded survivors in untrapped half of population. 

Thus first year-class 22-8, but more among 69 

6:145 = x:69. x= Corrected survival 12 instead of & 

(See second graph) 

(Table 2) Average of corrected series, reduced to 100, is 100-30=9-1.3-0 

Effect of census error. Correction may be too small 

(Figure 1) Graph of corrected average series. : 

Ages Probably most birds in initial figure are 3 year old. ; 

If turnover rate varied with age, mst be split off. 

Indicate rate 70-70-80. Evidently little difference. 

Hence no attempt to split off. 

(1383) Gheck on Ages. Cloacal probing (wasted year without probing). According 

to corrected series old birds a be es = 29% 

Probed bursas of 84 unbanded (young) birds up to Jan. 16, found 

30% old. (Allen, Rose Lake, found 11% in 106 winter-trapped birds 

in a hunted population. Does hunting raise per cent of young? 

If so, a depressive effect of old per cent of reproductive gain 

is implied.) 

Turnover Rate 70-70-80%. Significance of uniformity. (Green and Evans)
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Age Classes are implied in the shrinkage series: 

Mostly $ yr 100 71% : 

14 30." 21 

25 9 6 

38 1.8 1 

Me eh om 
140.8 100 

Inclusion of older birds does not change per cent composition 

(Map) Ingress and Egress. Foregoing is valid only eae self-contained population. ; 

Meaning of terms. 

If pheasants shifted outward - false shrinkage 

Le " " inward = false prolongation of survival 

If both: compensating errors of unknown net effect. 

(Buss will cover this) 

‘ Miscellaneous i 

Trap Mortality: 1 out of 7 birds eventaully died in traps ) 
( mostly dogs 

1 out of 20 catches a 

Allen: 1 out of 20 

Corrections not feasible. Equivalent to light shooting. a 

Turnover in other species 

Sex Ratio Census tally averages 14% more cocks than traps (41%, 27%) 

Conclusions: harder to trap 

Both show a progressive decrease in cocks. 

; Turnover pefiod by sexes (see blackboard) Cocks live only 3 years. 

Comparison with other Ratios (Buss, Allen) See board 

Conclusion: differential turnover. Reason fighting? ped effect suggests 
8
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“pfer do 
/} HISTORY OF LAND-USE; WESTERN WISCONSIN file OF 

1665. "Two Siouxef tribes, the Sacs and the Foxes, filtered into this area (Coon 

Valley) to farm..and to hunt. «they used fires but they did not much 

affect..vegetation..the bulk..settled along the Wisconsin near Prairie ad 

du Chien" (Marks p. 117) 

\ 1750 "These Indians were forced out by Winnebagoes. ... it was their custom 

~ to drive the game by...ground and brush fires." (Marks p.117) \ 

Dy 1673-1760. French occupance. No effect, on land, except fur animals (Trewartha, 1938) 

1763 "Whilst I staid here (Prairie du Sse) I took a view of some mountains that 

lie about 15 miles to the southward, and abounded in lead ore. I ascended ; r 

‘ one of the highest of these, and had an extensive view of the country. ; | 

, For many miles nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which appeared 

at a distance like haycocks, they being free from trees. Only a few 

groves of hickory, and stunted oaks, covered some of the vallies". 

(Carver, p. 29) 

1760-1832. British and Barly American Occupance. Lead mining. Fur. (Trewartha, 1940) 

. 1831. (Mrs Kinzie, Waubun) 

"Sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were covered with a 

thicket or copse, in which our Sek wants rouse up one or more deer", 

(March, just soufth of Madison) 

' "In this open country there are no landmarks (Trail, Blue Mounds to 

Iota, Lafayette County) 

Picaleuen breaks timbered. 

Nofth of Barney Lawton's lay "a prairie, stretching away to the NE. No : 
living creature was to be seen...but circling over our heads were 

innumerable flocks of curlews" (May--near Illinois line S. of Geneva) 

Rowan Cr., Poynette, was celled “Hastings Woods". This implies surrounding 

prairie. ‘ 

1846 "The vegetation...which the surveyors found when they entered this region 

in 1846 and 1847 was...half scrub. The remainder comprised the great
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‘ Westby or Coon Prairie. What timber existed on the ridges was probably 

in open groves thickly unilergrown with brush". (Marks, p. 117). (Not 

all brush--Mrs. Kénzie describes open groves). 

On steep N. E. slopes, in small protected coves...are...patches of a woods 

type which...antedates settlement. Many of the sparsely-branched, 

forest-grown trees are over 200 years old". Timber Coulee. (Marks p.117-118) 

1850's. "The scrub grew up when fires ceased" i 

“Age distributions among the red oaks...indicate that they spread upward 

from the draws" (Qne sample 74, 71, 68 years going up slope) 

(1881-1882) "How do you account for the second growth of black oak timber that has 

sprung up all over the country in the last 30 years? (Since 1850) 30 yrs. 

ago the bur oak had poasesaion of what is now termed our bur oak openings; 

we know that timber was cut off" (Trans. State Agric Soc. p. 317) 

Wheat Era "In 1836...there was not being produced (wheat) mch in excess of the.. 

requirements of our na people. We were...prepared tea vcabonts as 

early as 1849. Ten years later (1859) (wheat) had grown 73% and 

population only 30%. ...America had...an enormous surplus..." (Shaeffer, p.82) 

"In case the land was openingsinstead of prairie..and many preferred this 

type, believing it to be better, especially for winter wheat...the timber 

' was quickly chopped off to make rails for fencing. The ground, being ; 

soft and protected by a layer of hums, was iiiee to break than the : 

prairie sod. ++esmaller trees and brush like the ubiquitous hazel were 

cleared away before starting to plow" (Shaeffer p. 85) 

1879. "It is obvious that, so far as southern Wisconsin is concer¢ned, wheat 

growing was at its last gasp by 1879. (In) Iowa and Grant Counties, wheat 

was departing from the alluvial valley lands...and was making its final i 

stand on the ridges. +. portions of them had been left with thejr original 

\
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i covering of small timber...farmers cleared the ridge lands and fora few 

years raised fair crops, especially by (rotating) with clover, sometimes 

" treated with gypsum". (Shaeffer pp. 94-95) 

After 1880. "Chunch bug and drouth ended wheat farming and replaced it with 

_ ©. beef farming, which was, in turn, replaced by dairy farming. (Marks, p. 122) 

SUMMARY 

1840-1870. Over-wheating, cessation of fire, encroachment of timber, end of 
prairie. é 

1870. First washing. Clearly due to exhaustion by wheat. Ploweé 30 years 

before erosion began. Symptoms: compaction, loss of organic waiter 

and salts, wash. 

1870-1900. Erosion healed under beef farming and moderate dairying. 

1900-1930. Mechanization of dairying. Heavy investment in buildings, equipment \ 

brought pressure to enlarge herd, which forced plowland, hayland, 

pasture up slopes. Woodlot grazing and clearing, erosion, floods. 

First erosion research. 

1930-1939. CCC era. Subsidy through CCC, AAA. Farmer contracts. 

1939 Soil Conservation District Law. Local self-help by farmers 

( 

5 ;
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Pheasant 

X-179. Trend still upward: Arboretum (unshot) F.G. (shot 

Damage: 317 on 600 acres is 1 per 2 acres. Severe 
damage this year. Second time I have hit 

damage at this level (discuss later) 
Survival of planted birds, Riley: about 1000 

planted in last 10 years. 6 wks. to full 
grown. Poor farm yard raised stock to highest 

quality from best game farms, Season-August to 
April. Result same: negligible per cent of 
kill (under 10%) Why? See Buss. 

1136 Turnover: 100-42-26-0 in unshot thriving popyla- 
tion. Completely replaced every 4 yrs. (en)
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_ Bobwhite f 

 ~*X-188. ‘Trend: Have not yet 

regained levels of 1932-1936. 

Believe this reflects shrinkage 

in carrying capacity of S. Wis. 

farm country. This 3200 acres sk 

shrunk from 400 (1 per 8 acres) 

to 200 (1 per 16 acres). Believe 

this is first measurement of 

this shrinkage. 

Hungarian Partridge 

1350. Nest losses Got time- 

schedule of 600 nests. Bulk 

hatch just after alfalfa cutting 

in lete‘June. 77% of failures 
due to mowing. But this varies 

from 64% to 90% in various yrs. 
Why? 

i 4 

1359. We now think because 
various plants differ in their 

height growth when nests started 
in early May. Height in 191. 
W411 rmantimea thic.
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1348b. To date nests backward, ° 
need to age embryos in hayfield 
nests. Hatching hayfield eggs 
to get this. Here is sample. ” 

1342. Also getting plumage deve 
opment of ducks, so can age kill 

1343. Also testing how to tell 
young from old in bag. Pointed 

primaries. f 

Cottontail: 

1361. Trapped (in coop. with 
Dept) a 200 acre sample all wint 
Har tazged. Managed to get tags 

on about 70. Then shot 21; half 
carried tags. Hence pop. about 
twice the trapping, or 140. 
Density 13 acres of woods per 
rabbit. :
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The Prairie: the Forgotten Flora 
Aldo Leopold 

On Sept. 3, 1763, a decade before the Revolution, Captain Jonathan Carver 

left Mackinac for the wilds of "Otisconsin," He wanted to prove that the 

French explorers, while they had covered a lot of ground, had not kept their 

eyes open. He, an Englishman, was going to show them how to make and record 

obervations,. 

To this little circumstance we probably owe the explicit descriptions of 

our state recorded in Carver's Journal. 

Proceeding to Green Bay and up the Fox, he arrived at Fond du lac, 

and on Sept. 20 continued his ascent of the river toward "the carrying place," 

or Portage, (His disdain of everything French apparently included placenames.) 

"About twelve miled before I reached the carrying place, I observed 
severe] small mountains which extended quite to it." 

These, I suppose, were the moraines north of Portage, 

Carver remarks of the Fox as it approaches Portage: 

"I cannot recollect anything else that 4% is remarkable in this 
river, except that it is so serpentine for five miles as to gain (only) 
one quarter of a mile," 

Mrs, Kinzie later noted the same circumvolution. 

"The Carrying Place between the Fox and the Ouisconsin Rivers is 
in breadth not more than a mile and three quarters, though in some maps 
it is so delineated as to appear to be ten miles," 

Carver here digresses to suggest that French Geographers twist or omit their 

rivers, and even run them uphill, in order to mislead the English, Havting 

demolished the incompetents, he returns to Portage: 

"Near one half of the way, between the rivers, is a morass overgrown 
with a kind of long grass" (doubtless the marsh between Portage sand the 
Agency House), "The rest of it is a plain with some few oak and pine 
trees growing thereon," 

x 
1. Carver, Capt, Jonathan, Three Years Travels Through the Interior Parts of North America, Key and Simpson, Philadelphia, 1796. 360pp
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Here, then, is an assertion, by a competent Englishman (no less), that 

the original landscape surrounding the Agency House was prairie, bearing only 

scattered oaks and pines. 

Mrs, Kinzie,* arriving at Portage in 1831, confirms Carver's description 

in many passages of “Weubun" (9), but she adds that - "thickly wooded ridge" lay 

to the north, This, I suppose, was one of the moraines. 

. The wide prevalence of prairie in the region is attested by Carver's 

description of the view from Blue Mounds: 

"For miles nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which 
appesped at a distance like hay cocks, they being free from trees. 
Only a few groves of hickory, and stunted oaks, covered some of the 
vallies," 

4 ao ; 

What is prairie? 

There is irony in this question, Half of southern Wisconsin was once 

prairie. Now that we mst fight to maintain our national existence, one might 

presuppose a universal interest in the raw materials of and on which states 

were built. Yet I have never encountered, in any school or college textbook¢, 

an adequate description of prairie, Prairie, to most Americans, is a flat 

place once dotted with covered wagons. 

Prairie was, in fact, a cémandity of plants and animals so organized 

as to build, through the centuries, the rich soil which now feeds us, 

The plants included not only grasses, but also herbs and shrubs, to 

a total of 50 or 75 species, This plant community was adapted, with extraordinary 

precision, to the veguries of drouth, fire, grazing mammals, and Indians, 

The more the Indians burned it, the more legumes it grew, the “tie nitrogen they 

pulled out of the air, and the richer it got. So, even among plants, we encounter 

the uses of adversity. ‘ 
aac ae LOSER” aRade Sa OR WEE aa 

2, Kinzie, Mrs, John H, Waubun, Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, 1930.
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ow 
Many prairie plmts bore flowers of singular beauty, and nearly all 

colored in fall like a maple in the woods, 

XXX 

Some of the prairie plants are now nearly extinct; many have become 

uncommon; none retain their original dominance (save only rag weed, which 

was adapted to eround torn up by buffalo, and now finds ground torn up by 

Mr. McCormick to be just as good), Most of the prairie flora has disappeared 

from view, partly by reason of plow and cow, and partly by reason of competitive 

Asiatic and European weeds and grasses, None of the grasses now dominant in 

southern Wisconsin is native, Roadsides, the natural refuge for prairie, are 

becoming more and more untenable for anything save sweet clover, quack, and blue grass, 

This old flora, like an old book, should be preserved for its historical 

associations, We can hardly understand our history without knowing what 

was here before we were, 

The practical question is: where, and by whom, shall the prairie 

flora be given a roothold on some odd bits of its former domain? The university 

is giving it some hundred acres of the Arboretum, An equally suitable place 

is the Agency House property at Portage. ‘ 

We have here restored at creat pains, the architecture and furniture 

of an 1830 hebostatal and then set it in a landscape monopolized by stowaways 

from Asia, It is only what we don't know about plants that prevents such an 

inconzruity from hurting us. 

XXX 

A roothold for prairie is not to be achieved by wishing it; ageressors 

are hard to dislodge, particularly quack. There are many of prairie species, 

requiring a considerable range of cultural methods. These methods were unknown 

a decade ago; they are now being worked out, at the Arboretum and else where,
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While the re-establishment of prairie requires much skill and some expense, 

its maintenance fortunately requires nothing but an occasional burn. 

Stock of a dozen prairie plants still exists on the unplowed parts 

of the Agency property: turkey-foot bluestem, little bluestem, prairie clover, 

iepine, spider wort, lead plant, flowering spurge, puccoon, Indigo-plant, 

lespediza, anemone cylindrica, blazing-star. Seeds of many more are to be had 

for the gathering, if one knows where to look, 

I uree that a prairie be reestablished as the necessary and logical 

environment for the Agency House. 

#
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THE LAST STAND OF THE HARDWOODS 

Births and deaths are important, even in war 

I report the demise of a major resource: the maple-hemlock forest. 

693 Once covered a third of N. Wis. and perhaps half of U. P. Total 7 million 
(usb) acres in Lake States. 

694 In 1934 had shrunk to the black dots on this map, and two mch larger dots 

ot in Michigan: Porcupines (170,000 acres) and Huron Mt. (perhaps 50,000 acres) 

Huron Mt. now shrunk to 10,000 acres; all owned by a Club. Closed to 

public, Porcupines will pass out in a year or two (war demand) 

797 The two most important trees: sugar maple and yellow birch. Hemlock is 

ne inferior. Maple and birch are another matter. The sugar maple is as 

American as the rail fence or the Kentucky rifle. Generations have been 

rocked in maple cradles, clothed from maple spinning whéels, and fed with 

maple-sweetened cakes served on maple tables before maple fires. Yet the 

demise of the maple forest brings us less regret than the demise of an old 

tire. wi 

$12 Maple forest is highly organized community of plants and animals. It is 

ue hard to kill, but once dead it is very dead. 

ge When slashed like this it is ready to burn, after which you get scrub 

740 When we hear of "reforestation", its always pine rather than maple or birch. 

ya Why? Because you can't plant these on a slashing and expect them to grow. 

Must come up under the shade of an overstory. Arbor3tum. This is its 

strength and also its weakness. 

846 When logged "selectively", the young trees are already half grown and ready 

Suet to lay on wood, Thus by selective logging you can do the seemingly impossible: 

you can cut a third of your volume, and come back in a tenth of the age of 

your stand and cut another third. te a 200-year stand you can cut a third 

every twenty years. 

: *
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845 Demonstrated by USFS. New technology, like electric welding or nitrifying 
UR ot 

bacteria. 

Spessart Of gus try. we fondty believe,is on the lookout for new technology. If the 

lumber industry were logging selectively, as has been done here in the festh tt, of a, 

Alps since 1605, we needn't worry about the end of the virgin stands, because 

new ones would be coming on. But the fact is that with the exception of a 

few companies,industry is slashing as usual. Their excuse: nearly cut 

out anyhow. Selective logging "pays", but only if you have enough left » 

keep your mill running. They conventently skip the question of why they don't ; 

pool, to keep a few mills running. 

7Ol What it all boils down to is that we are not only out of hardwood, but we 

hem soak new crop of ghost towns.that lived on the hardwood mills, and 

ghost farms that lived on the lumbering towns. 

365 That is spilt milk. Presumeably some day we will want again to cutive Sania? 

gan on the cutovers; at least no one has been able to devise any other crop : 

which can be. raised on them. 

695 Industry having failed to act, we have turned to public action in the shape 

ne totals fer fudtlae bvenfar 
of National, State, and County forests. 5 There is a bill to buy up the Poraapine 

region, now mostly cutovers, fora N. F. Called Hook Bill. I am skeptical 

about government timbér production as a sole remedy for the apathy of private 

timber owners. if 

806 But I think the small remnant of uncut hardwoods should be bought by 

tas Michigan or the U. &. as an educational exhibit. Reason: new generation will 

not know what decent timber looks like. 

800 We get away with all the advertising tripe about vacationing in the north 

bate woods only because the average citizen has never seen woods.
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1043 We need to keep alive a populat discontent with our record in land-use. 

Arrtten Abused land hits you in the eye at every turn; conserved land is scarce 

as hen's teeth. Conserved hardwood forest is almos& gone. 

We hear mich of "conservation education". We have a statute making it a 

compulsory subject in public schools. I ask you this question; proper for 

war-time: how far would we get teaching democracy to youth, if there were no — 

remnants of democracy for youth to look at? That discontent with the status 

ouo which is the sole mainspring of progress mst be kept alive. 

In conservation we mst keep alive the picture of what land ought to look 

like. 

Kot oS) yo Woes a M ou Can. pyle QA tira
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May 26, 1942 

Delta Duck Studies As ile eRe, 

X-133 Location of Station in relation to breeding grounds 

X-97 On route of central flyway, incl, blue goose and snowgoose 

X-183 In canvasback area 

921 Combination of large marsh (30,000 acres) and - 

935 Hatchery for experiments, Marsh is shot moderately--chance. for bag tallies 

ee 

1138 First difficulty: sexes and ages indistinguishable. Easy to sex full~plumaged 

virds, but how tell 6 mos. from 6 yrs? In early fall couldn't even sex, except by 

dissection. Like farmer unable to tell cow from heifer, pullet from hen. 

1321 Found by extruding anal region we could see sex organs. Adult male can. 

Young bird smaller organ. Hen: tell by open or closed oviduct. 

Also, young of all species can be told by tail up to a certain date. 

erm 

Second difficulty: nothing known of flightless period 

1319 Mallard hen just getting new wing feathers; can't yet fly. Hens molt after 

young learn to fly in August. 

*X=177 But drake molt in July soon after deserting hens, Pintail even earlier, 

bat all deepwaters later. Redhead is latest; hens often flightless when 

' ghooting opens. 

892 In duly mallards begin to gather on the beach 

876 Beach bars are sometimes black with then \ 

885 Fly out to wheat stubdbles \ 

933 Thence back to beach. What mallards? \, 

1318 Hens still with broods at this time. \\ 

*Repeat K-177. Couldn't ve hens or young. Non-breeders? 3 

1051 Got busy with traps. Found these are old drakes (by cloaca) 4 :
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1126 Another problem: botulism Sept. 1939. What ducks? This clearly a drake 

1050 But who can sem and age these carcasses? Barely tell species. Done by 
tail feathers and by bronchial tubercles (a hard lump at fork of windpipe) 

1125 Many shorebirds also die. (Answer to "What ducks?" is, at Delta, hens and 
young. Another use for sex and age criteria). 

one 

939 Anbther problem: nesting losses. 

930 Had to learn a lot of things. Dump nest of redhead, 24 eggs. No good. Might 
be classified as predation on hen. 

931 Ruddy dump, 22 eggs. Notice no down 

879 Students from May to August make daily round of hundreds of nests. 

X-178 Must identify predators by their work (crow, skunk, ground squirrel) 

1109 Also analyze droppings. Scat board set for mink. Duck egg predators best 
recognized at nest, but duckling predators only by down in droppings. 

X-176 To be sure of egg work we had to keep captive predators and feed them 
eggs. Conclusion: we found no one predator, or even the total of them, 
alarming. Total losses around 60 %; less than Dane Co. pheasants. Normal. 

937 Crows had been shot down to normal levels. Maybe were much worse formerly. 
We had to be careful never to let a crow see us flush an incubating duck 

a ve 

912 Much interesting non=-game wildlife. Dowitchers 

934 Franklin gull over nookery 

943 Gull nest 

1112 Platform nest of coot. Wondered what this was. 

1108 Drowth is worst problem. Invasion of marsh by aspen 

X-195 Delta pyramid 

BAG TALLIES 

(see next page)
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; BAG TALLIES 

Talliea sex and age of _ ducks in hunters bags. 

Tallied sex of migrating flocks on arrival 

Tallied sex of thousands of incubated eggs, in hatchery and from dump nests 

Sample findings: Canvasback 

In bag Male: female--46:54 

In adult bag 31:69 (Drakes molt on big lakes; never come back) 

In young bag 47:53 More hens killed. Why? 

Born that way? 304 eggs ran 50:50 

Must be either that (a) young hens decoy first 
(>) young drakes move out. Mo reason to suspect this. 

Adult: young ratio in bag 14:68 or 5.7 young per adult 

8.2 young per hen U 

Brood counte show 5.1 per hen ) 

Conclusion: Young birds sustain heaviest kill. 

On arrivals heavy excess of drakes. 

Conclusion: shooting distorts sex and age classes in a dangerous direction. 

Any overshooting serious in this species 

Semple finding: mallard 
In bag, mild year 1940, male: female 43:57 (Jump shooting) 

In bag, stormy year uae 53:47 (pass and decoy) 
mee RR 

In 1940, 71 % of adult females in bag had soft wings.
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Sur fd ' CONSERVATION ON THE WESTERN RANGES 

Subject: Der and livestock in relation to forage and soil 

Locale: Utah, Arizona strip, Nevada, eastern Oregon 

Problem complex: 

Altitude 3-13,000 feet, oranges to ptarmigan. 10 climates 

Enough grass for cows? Here 2, Utah 20 plus dozens of browse plants 

Problem simple: 

Does range erode? Here only in spots, in Utah universal. 

Historical background at least as good and as long as Wisconsin: 

1188 Escalante, 1776 James 0. Pattie 1824-30 Parkman: Oregon trail 
Stansbury, 1846-7 Freemont 1842 Lewis and Clark 

All agree: no livestock up to 1840 except Indian horses 
little or no erosion 
remarkably little big game. MHscalante ate his own horses on Kaibab 

1257 Commercial livestock developed after Civil War. Peaked 1900 and again World War 

1304 During world-war great areas of dry-farms plowed up, now reverted 

1297 Blitzen Oregon: a dry farm metropolis. Most remote place #n U. S. 

1300 Irrigation farming has grown more slowly and solidly. They plowed their benches 
for dry farming--wheat yields down 1/3. : 

1302 Look around Utah. Mormon village 

1220 Zion Park 

1215 Bryce Canyon rim 

THE KAIBAB 

1204 A high plateau, N. rim of Grand Canyon. Escalante nearly starved here. Indians 
ate roots and pine mts 

358 In 1909, Kaibab (then Buckskin Mts.) had a good deer herd. Indians and lions 
kept it down. Too many cattle: this affected mainly grass. (Deer heads) 

M-50b In 1915 predator control subsidized. Here lion has killed a horse. Deer herd 
at this time 10,000 head. 700 litns removed up to 1923 i 

1201 By 1924 deer in irruption, high-liming junipers, even pinons. 100,000. deer 
on 1 million acres, or one per 10 acres. 

i | y
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1191 In the winters 1924 to 1931 a series of die-offs reduced the herd back to 
10,000, at which level it stands today. What I emphasize is not the waste of 
90,000 deer (we have plenty elsewhere) tut the wreck of a rich range, of 
which we do not have plenty. 

1352 A deer reaches for food. 

1206 Here are cliff-rose bushes, stripped in 1924, now recovering 

But for every large bush surviving today, half a dozen small ones passed out 
because completely available. Remaining forage is thrifty, but its capacity 
is only part of original 

1203 On high summer range, deer eat aspen sprouts. Aspen landscape 

1211 An herbs on high mountain meadows (VT park) 

1312 Aspen sprouts. In 1924 there were none. 

1311 Exclosure started dering irruption. Aspen now grown up 

1197 In 1924 spruces were lined. Have now recovered 

RBM Just before 1924 Zane Grey proposed excess deer be driven across Grand Canyon 
Fiaseo. 

Ra |How would you like to drive a reluctant deer down this slope? 

1213 Previous to the deer irruption, the Kaibab had already had one lesson in 

f range abuse. Kanab Wash, now 100! deep and } mile wide, followed the 

cattle "irruption". This was an irrigated plain; cottonwood stands on the 

bank of an old ditch. Enough fertile soil to make a new state. | 

1212 Upper Kanab Wash, not yet reached by the chasm, is still irrigated. This 

farm will shortly topple into the advancing chasm. We defend ourselves 

against external aggression, but the inroads of erosion we take lying down. 

THE WASATCH RANGE 

Have we learned anything from the two successive lessons of the Kaibab? Let's see. 

1234 Bisecting Utah, N.Br-S.W., is the Wasatch range. Here fall the snows that feed 
the state. 

1239 Impounded in hundreds of reservoirs 

1232 Cliff rose. Here, too, we first overstocked with cattle and sheep; then with 

deer. Same sequence as the Kaibab: kill lions to save stock, let deer hurt 

the stock more than the lions ever did. , } 

Hf /
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1233 Dying sage, winter staff of life to sheep and deer 

1235 4" top soil gone between each clump 

1230 Deer droppings in the dead sage of a winter concehhration area 

1228 A canyon which buried a village in rubble with one flood. More dirt 

moved in one night than since Pleistocene. Cattle, sheep, and deer. 

1226 Erosion control terraces in Wasatch 

1224 Another furrowed park. But this intensivé erosion control covers only a 

flyspeck on a map of the state. Deer irruptions spread mech faster than remedial 

measures. Overgrazing by stock is still almost universal. 

1229 You of course ask: why doesn't Utah shoot off the excess deer? 

804 Browsed juniper. Same reason Wisconsin doesn't on its own incipient irruptive 

areas; (a) We have planted the notion that it is unethical to shoot does. 
Shooting bucks alone does not suffice 

(bo) The sportsmen, who dominate wildlife policy, know no ecology 

800 As long as @ range is green, they assume it offers good feed. 

960 They don't understand that as the palatable species (see left) are eaten out, 

the unpalatable ones (see right) move in; the range is still green, but 

foodless in winter. Pa., New York, and California all debated exeess deer 

until the range was spoiled. 

561 And until the deer degenerated from malmtrition. (Pa. yearling from over- 
Stocked range. ) 

563 From good range. 

EASTERN OREGON 

1248 Here, too, we see the deer-line on Janipers. 

Plus universal overgrazing by stock. 

1299 Deserted "grazing homestead", east Oregon 

1266 Only native grassland I saw was on Hart Mt. Antelope Refuge 

1325 Here, too, was only wildlife, other than deer (sage hens) E ; 

! J
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1260 Much of the high country bore what the tourist would call "grass". 

Cheat, an annual weed, like grass like our foxtail. Eseaped from Burope. 

1243a Cheat surrounding bitter brush, the best winter browse for deer and cows. 

1245 Cheat burns like cotton wool, kills all timber reproduction and browse. 

Oregon, like Utah, 1s letting her deer spoil the arid ranges before 

taking action. 

WESTERN OREGON 

1275 On the humid west slope we encounter g different deer: the Columbian 
blacktail. 

1276 It lives in D. F. woods, never irrupts. Rather scarce. 

1277 Burns furnish far more feed than the deer ever eat. 

1284 Cheat fires, however, push the timber boundary back and back. 

1287 Logs are still driven down the rivers, as in Old Wisconsin, These rivers 
never erode. 

DISCUSSION 

Science doesn't know why Utah and Afizona erode, Oregon doesn't. 

Why mle deer irrupt, blacktails behave e 

We do know three peculiarities of the irruptive range 

1. Irruptions were always preceeded by predator-control 

a ed Irruptions were usually preceeded by livestock overgrazing 

3. The worst irruptions gecur on range having the highest percentages of 
palatables. 

Discuss. 

j 
/ 

|
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Fy dee Cire For the Get-Away Club 

mies Aldo Leopold Atel, 

SCIENTIFIC USES OF WILDERNESS ; 

Conservation is doctoring land. 

Lend, like the human body, has minor ailments or dislocations, and really 

serious diseases. 

In both cases, treatments and techniques tend to outstrip basic knowledge { 

of physiology. When they do, absurd errors and failures result. 

In medicine, we have a few healthy people as a physiological norm. 

In land, we have little healthy land in the exact meaning of the word. Much 

land is not sick, but nevertheless abnormal and hence of doubtful value as a fi 

norm for research. 

To illustrate: 

W-2. Half the states have deer herds; nearly all of these are developing 
irruptions, i.e., localities where deer eat up all the feed and die. 

561, 562, 563. These starving deer degenerate in weight, and antlers. All 
deer states are sure they can adjust their laws to trim the deer, but none 
have as yet succeeded. Overdo or underdo. 

$04, All cedar on lakeshores is gone. (Mich) 

802. Ground hemlock persists only on inaccessible rocks. (Mich.) 

1232. Cliff rose pruned to height a deer on his hind legs. (Utah) 

1233. Sage browsed to death (Utah) 

1201. Junipers trimmed like sheep in an orchard. (Utah) 

1191. Bones of dead deer on every s. facing foothill (Utah) 

1311. Any doubt of whether deer are to blame settled here. (Utah) 

Conclusion: Treatment no good. Need help of predators; wolves plus guns might 
do it. How many? Where try? How close to farms? Can't conduct 

oy such experiments anywhere. Need large wilderness area. Haven't any. 
f ' (Superipr __/ Canada, not N. Michigan & Wisconsin)
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799. White Pine that made Wisconsin famous ran 4 logs per tree, often q 
containing 1500', 

800. Very best we are growing now runs 3 logs, perhaps 400', ‘ 

1274. Much of our young pine quit height growth in the recent drouths, and : ‘ 
will produce only pulp. Why? Probably Microflora of soil. 

812. We have only a few spots of uncut timber to get the norm of Microflora. 

Most are private,and will go soon. Cae re ee 

323. Ground cover may build rich microflora; we don't know. 

; $44, Slashings certainly deplete it, but how much? How long? We don't know. 

363. Fire certainly depletes it, but what was there before fire? We don't know. 

All these things are best studied in wilderness areas, and we soon will 
have none. 

Neither have I any illusion that we will save any wilderness. In 
conservation, as in war, our motto is "too little, too late", 

j 

n



SEMINAR November 24, 1941 

X18 Map 

(A) More deer in Utah (new picure) 

1193 Once deer start on a juniper, they almost finish it. 

Deduction: enhanced palatability of "traumatic growth", more later 

1196 Hedged spruce 

1197 Hedged uae rere Teton lowe Me aR ln 
rol 

1199 Procumbent spruce limbs from upright tree. Presumeably, ol irruption 

1212 Erosion in upper Kanab, Weelétiieeen (North of Kaibab) Caused by cattle. 

(History: Escalante 1776,Stansbury 1849. Cattle and deer--1880 on) 

1220 Zion Canyon resirocks. Deer imprisoned 

1224 More furrowed parks (Sheep did this damage) 

1203 Dead Sage. Deer & sheep 

; 1229 Deer in Fillmore N F Exp. pen. Experimental feeding, Codehe AE fuse ntrrOhins 

Perrin (iti <(Uralien teres) «Fader reradreeflme 

(B) Beer and Antelope in Eastern Oregon & Nevada 

Xx 1188 (again) 

1296 Hart Mt. from Blitzen Flats 

1260 Hart Mt. Antelope refuge 

1266 Hart Mt. (Note stringer of pine) 

1303 Skirted Juniper, Deer and Antelope 
Rang co Lay 

1250 Mt. Mahogany--not injured. 12" DBH. Age 100 yrs? On-gameless-range- 

1246. Juniper occidentlis--Hart Mt. 

1248 Juniper occidentalis Hart Mt. 

1257 Cattle on Sheldon Refuge. Shetton-refuge 

1259. Sage hens eh Sheldon Headquarters. Po rtrone fed



Seminar 2 

(C) Columbian Blacktail on Coast (No irruptions) 

1275 Yellow Pine Forest, Cascades (inland) 

1274 Young W. W. P. 

1276 Coast Forest, Douglas Fir 

1277 Burn in Douglas Fir (Full of repro near edge) 

I2TY Vaaee brepler, mout palatable PMaut 

(23 Rey pn Colores Hog rsnels CBrerace ) 
2% ip a iad “wullen Cunatet fv pharf poling 

7 Fog gueg ~~ toudlal ane, j 
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: May 16, 1941 11:00 A.M. 165 Bascom Hall 

ALDO LEOPOLD, Professor of Wildlife Management 

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

(A) Three kinds of resources: 
i 1. Those that grow, or are renewable, (plants, animals) 

2. Those that are partially renewable. (soils, waters) 
3. Those that do not grow, are not renewable. (minerals) 

Ideal here with class 1 and 2 only, 

(B) Concerning renewable resources, there are two main questions: 
1. Is the growth or crop sufficient, too low, too high? 

2. Is the process of renewal healthy and vigorous, or sick and deranged? 

Most of what you read on conservation deals with sufficiency of production. 

(Is there a timber famine? Are we raising too much cotton? Do we raise 
enough pheasants?) 

These are really not fundamental questions, for if the resource is healthy, 
we can grow as much of it as we need. Hence, I deal mainly with the health 
and vigor of soil, water, plants, and animals, which I collectively call "land". 

Conservation is using the land so as to preserve its health or productivity. 

The Unity of the Land 

(C) All living things are interdependent; in the long run you cannot have one 
resource sick and another well. All thrive or decline together. Some 
examples of this interdependence: 

6784 Wisconsin farmer wants more cows, needs more corn and pasture. 
Clears slope too high. 

/ | Formerly the small watercourses were channel-less; called "dales". 

7] Now cut by gullies which carry soil away, leak out fertility. 

7 Of. Floods cause streams to exbow, tearing out lowland pasture, suffocating 
the trout with mud. 

TO] 

§ 7 broods tear out highways and railroads, filling power dams with mud, 

This chain of evils is bad health in land. Who suffers? 

“|| 2 Farmer loses fertility of his soil, runs out of firewood, must buy coal. 

907 M1 neighbors below him lose land, even buildings. Taxpayer absorbs 
flood damage in higher taxes and prices. 

/\-)0sportsman loses his trout; can fish carp or stay home. 

4 | 1@_Ultimately government spends money to dredge displaced soil from navigable 
rivers, when it should be receiving money from its produce in place,’ 

1 — 

}\ ~ Not yet whole story. Wildflowers which can grow only in unpastured woods 
are gone.
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/¢ 70 partridge which can live only in an unpastured woods is gone. 

/04_] Woodcock which inhabits timbered streams is evicted. 

, f 1© pastures, overstocked and exposed to hot winds, eaten up by grubs.-- 

; {¥ Which as June beetles, defoliate the bur oaks, Wisconsin's distinctive tree, 
which must be replaced by some "weed" tree which can survive abuse. 

(4 To offset the loss of steep soils, farmers drain marshes. 

g (2 Hence waterfowl are homeless and grow scarce. 

S° 14 During drouths, such drained marshes, if peat, burn soil and all. 

Wy © \ Hence more rural slums and abandoned farms. 

This chain of evils, arising from one abuse affects all resources. The 
penalties of abuse are both economic and esthetic. They hit all people. 
Hence, I speak of the unity of land, and say that all parts of the land, 
including ourselves, prosper or decline together. 

Conservation 

D. The effort to bring about better land-use is called conservation. Several 
professions deal with it. Professional conservationists are "land-doctors". 

( 15 But doctors are useless unless listened to. A farmer who has listened, 

and is now planting trees on his steep slopes. 

q | Foresters "doctor" the timberlands. 

({S'Poctors who heal gullies are "erosion engineers". 

ve 0 {Those who restore pastures are "range managers". 

: 6iThose who restore wildlife are "wildlife managers". 

|) We have botanists now who specialize in wildflower restoration. These 
professions are of recent origin, but are already overcrowded. 

a 4 Swe have too many people ready to say what other people should do with their 
land; too few ready to go and do it on their own land. 

| ( 2-t0 high a proportion is paid for, directly or indirectly, by the government. 

2) Better land-use means first of all better, more intelligent, more broadminded 
land-owners and land-users, so that these chains of evil will be abolished at 
their source.
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Wilson Club--November, 1940 

+ The Farmer Cooperatives of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold 

Premises: (1) The wildlife problem can never be solved by government 

programs. Farmer owns the land, and determines what is done 

for (or to) game and other wildlife. 

(2) There are many problems on which the neighborhood must act. 

(2) mobile species (b) "public sentiment" 

The willing individual can do more if neighbors help. 

(3) How shall farm neighborhoods organizefn vor olde mnmagtertate | 
/ 
: 

Slide Kinds of Areas | 

X-7 1. Unmanaged, unorganized. Prairie du Sac Control Area 

2. Farmer-sportsman Riley 

3. Farmers only Faville Grove i 

4. University Farms and University Arboretum (not here discussed) 

5. Private estate (dead) " 

6. Leopold farm Cuvb uw meh ) 

Points common to all farmer areas 
Qnvt vo paceman, Wo ot r 

Self governing. Farmers, dues are use of his land by cooperative. 

LOT) er -Grad. student assigned as wildlife manager. Ornithologist. Bander 

(Student & farmer) 
X-146 skeep census and kill record 
(@4. pheas. census) 

No attemp to "cash in" on wildlife. Rewards; fun, hospitality. 

The Cover Problem 

a ally Only 1% of area has winter cover, either for game or other wildlife. 

(Riley cover 

map ) Only chance for abundance: migr. birds which winter elsewhere, hibernating 

mammals, winter underground
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Plantations (black) now raised this to 2 percent. 

1076 Coverless winter landscape, outside Riley. L,feless 

1075 Fencerow on Riley 

N 1077 Roadside on Riley 

962 Crepping Juniper & farmer, F.G. 

737 A Red Pine cover plantation, perfect winter cover 

503 Plantation (spruce) before and after fencing. 

975 Farmers take pride in their cover plantings (Paulson, Riley) (CEC ume ) 

702 b Building a grape tangle 

Guy Leaving a natural grave tangle 

689 Leaving dead snags for woodpeckers, flying squirrels, hawks 

703 Leaving veterans for tree dens (white oak) 

gug Flying squirrel at artificial den 

704 Leaving down logs for grouse, Some, ete. 

645 Leaving a drumming log 

Boi Leaving cattail marsh ungrazed for roosts 

The Food Problem t 

590 Leaving standing corn 

591 Foodpatch, soybeans 

594 - Quail tracks in food patch 

1067 Pheasant & rabbit tracks going to feeder 

542 _ Building a feeding shelter, student & farmer 

546 Fencing a feeder: "@iscontented cow! 

N 1073 Feeder next winter 

516 Manure spreader--feeder for PC, Hun part., Horned larks 

5a4 The squirrel problem at feeders ; . 

965 Prairie chicken dancing near feeder (February)
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Wildlife meh Ae Wis. Cooperatives 

1095 Closed season & refuges hae rare species, regardless of what law says. 

Example: FG PC 

1090 Example :; Riley RG 

Rea Example: FG Upland Plover ’ 

647 Limitation of kill per season , not per day. Now 8 pheasants, nothing 

else open. 

959 No predator-control. Blue heron killed by trespasser, FG 

1118 Despite this, game steadily mounts, now truly abundant 
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Final 
BORMALPLAN 

for 
SYMPOSIUM ON WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 

WILSON CLUB--MINNEAPOLIS, NOV. 22, 1940. 

I. What is management like in practice? What has it done for game? What 

has it done for (or to) songbirds? Raptors? Mammals? Food and cover? 
What has it done for (or to) human attitudes toward all of the above? 

How can the ornithologist or conservationist discriminate between good 

and bad management? The above questions will be discussed in illustrated 

lectures. 

The Farmer Cooperatives of Ohio-----Lawrence B. Hicks (20 min.) 
The Farmer Cooperatives of Wisconsin--Aldo Leopold (20 min. ) 

The Soil Conservation Districts of the 

Central States-----------------Warren W. Chase (20 Min. ) 

II What can management do for non-game birds and mammals? How can it 

help in perpetuating rare and threatened species? What researches are 

needed as a foundation for practice? Little actual experience is 

available on these questions, but prospects and ideas will be discussed 

in an illustrated talk by ---------~--------John H. Baker (20 min.) 

III Discussion of above questions led by -----=--Aldo Leopold 

Note: All speakers are urged to use slides, and to bring out 
the non=-geme as well as the game aspects of management 

even though exact data are lacking. Naturally, bad 
effects, good effects, and neutral effects should all 
be included. No formal manuscripts are required, since 

only a short summary of the symposium is to be published.



Marshfield Lecture 
7 eed July 22, 1940 

Coane 7 “> Diversified Farming for Wildlife (1../,.... uke 

ag Aldo Leopold 

Slide 

ae (A) Feeding Stations 

¥-158 Pheasant feeder t Corn pateif (with ocr), 

X¥~166 Songbird feeder 95 Chickadee tamed 

369 Quail feeder at farmyard hoér Tracks near feoder : 

X-164 Summer berries for birds P 

516 Spread manure is excellent station 

556 Buckwheat feeder 

(B) Pond Management 

304 Mallards on a farm pond Gedy gro — ards, ducdry 

X-161 Leave kingfisher perches Wren ohne a ; le ger, ehowtul 

912 Dowitchers--rare shore birds poly an \ nr, duckwady 

1093 Egrets at farm pond 

(€) Cover Improvements 

yoo Grape tangle 

962 Creeping juniper 

964 Snow fence 

1075 Fence rows should be left. 

(D) Wildflower Management 

X-163 Wildflower corner 751 Prairie flowers 

St Mayepple——" 750 " " 

woh Sack=in=pulpit- . $23 Trillium 

453 Small yellow 819 Pitcher plant 

—56-——Smalt-whtte— 863 Shooting Star ‘
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(B) Woodlot Management 

X-165 Den trees and down logs Ry eae 

X-162 Leave perches for mouser hawks 

503 Fence off corners for cover 

831 Leave woodpecker and flying 

squirrel snags 

949 Flying squirrel-snag 

1097 Woodcock flying fields 

(F) Meadow Management 

X160 Leave parts unburned 

452 Take care of short-eared owls 

5ll Don't let fire trim your tamaracks 

X-134 = Leave old posts for plover 

596 Leave cattails for roosts 

(G) Field Management 

4k Little you can do for hayfield nests 

716 A pheasant tragedy 

(H) Miscellaneous - Cen. Wis. 

pide 623 Duckhawk ledges 

X-4i, Weber painting Pa Dako) 2 A }



Phi Sigma 
Feb. 29, 1940 
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Biotic Theories and Conservation 9% ju? 
Sere eee ee ee ee . 

Conservation Movement has rested on economic predictions 

Timber famine if no forestry ) Commodity 
) conservation : 

No hunting, fish, fur, or tourists if no game ) (Premise: 
: ) voter interested 

Expensive meat if no range management ) 4in his own pleasure 
teooda, ) or pbcketbook. 

Short crops if no erosion control, etc. ) Philosophy of Fear) 

Outcome of economic pred&ction: 
Pradrclxel > n 

(A) Galamity fails to come welu«''y 

Forestry: no famine. Surplus of poor wood, scarcity only in high grades. 

(B) Conservationists at cross purposes; cancel each other. 

Hunter vs. nature lovers on hawks, owls, and predators. Forests 
vs. parks. Fisherman vs. nature lovers on aquatic birds and mammals. 

(C) Throw problems in lap of government ra 

Erosion control: subsidies of cash (AAA) & labor (CCC). 

Wildlife: reservations and parks. Extreme localization. 

: Govt. forests: localization again. If commodities is all we need, 
let government grow them on waste land. 

Range conservation: poison vs. rodents 

(D) Some resources entirely neglected: wildflowers & non-commodity plants. 

Conclusions: 1. Conservation is more than commodities. 

2. It matters not only what is done on land, but where and by whon. 

3. The various kinds of commodities can't compete, should be 
complementary. 

4. Partially dishonest rationalization; over-anxiety to "sell" 

layman, haven't sold him at all (only increased his taxes). 

Colac ces Bonk) 7 
5. Some more comprehensive base mst be used. If possible not 

based wholly on fear. i 

What is that base? Science of environment; ecology. Base not ready; ecologists 

busy with fancy names; job too big and ecology too young. Opport Sey. . 

Compulsory teaching law: what will be taught?
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Balance of Nature. What is it? How does it operate? How preserve it? 

(Let everything alone.) What will happen? (U.S. will become China or 

Sahara.) Express balance in terms of commodities (birds eating weed seeds). 

Economic zoology. Many phenomena too complex to be assessed in dollars.



Phi Sigma 

Feb. 29, 1940 

9 gb” 

9 jer q 
Biotic Theories and Conservation ws 

Conservation Movement has rested on economic predictions : | 

Timber famine if no forestry ) Commodity 
) conservation 

No hunting, fish, fur, or tourists if no game ) (Premise: 

) voter interested 
Expensive meat if no range management ) in his own pleasure : 

, @Vaoda/ ) or pécketbook. 
Short crops if no erosion control, etc. ) Philosophy of Fear) 

x wolf, Garth? 

Qutcome of economic predictions 

(A) Calamity fails to come 

Porestry: no famine. Surplus of poor wood, scarcity only in high grades. 

(B) Conservationists at cross purposes; cancel each other. 

Hunter vs. nature lovers on hawks, owls, and predators. Forests R 
vs. parks. Fisherman ys. nature lovers on aquatic birds and mammals. 

(C) Throw problems in lap of government 

Erosion control: subsidies of cash (AAA) & labor (CCG). 

Wildlife: reservations and parks. Extreme localization. 

Govt. forests: localization again. If commodities is all we need, ; 
let government grow them on waste land. 

Range conservation: poison ys. rodents 

(D) Some resources entirely neglected: wildflowers & non-commodity plants. 

Conclusions: 1. Conservation is more than commodities. 

2. It matters not only what is done on land, but where and by whom. 

3. The various kinds of commodities can't compete, should be : 
complementary. 

4. Partially dishonest rationalization; over-anxiety to "sell" 

layman, haven't sold him at all (only increased his taxes). 

5. Some more comprehensive base mst be used. If possible not 
based wholly on fear. 

What is that base? Science of environment; ecology. Base not ready; ecologists 

busy with fancy names; job too big and ecology too young. Opportunity. 

Compulsory teaching law: what will be taught? ;
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Balance of Nature. What is it? How does it operate? How preserve it? 

(Let everything alone.) What will happen? (U.S. will become China or 

Sahara.) ‘Express balance in terms of commodities (birds eating weed seeds). 

; Economic zoology. Many phenomena too complex to be assessed in dollars.
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Taylor-Hibbard 

ee a November 23, 1939 

Y 
Erosion Economics in the Southwest -&Southeast- . 

Map of trip. (Map of N.A.) 

The Southwest 

All soils more or less dry. 

All plants highly specialized for dry environment. 

Therefore, like other specialists, unstable when disturbed. 

Disturbance: No stock in pre-Columbian days. 
Stock around missions & pueblos, 1600-1840. Only fraction of area. 
Stock universal since then. Peak in 1880s and 1890s. 

Colorado Springs 

980. Grama foothill range, overgrazed. Formerly no arroyo in draw. 

967. Sheet flow as in this Wisconsin "glade." 

Upper Rio Grande 

satel 995. When stock removed, grama.chokes out snakeweed, if roots remain. 

992. Many small arroyos check-dammed by CCCs. Note new grass (Sacaton) 
in bottom. 

985a. Large arroyos can't be check-dammed; some are canyons. Note planted 
sumac. "Canute commanding the tide." 

986. Large arroyo on Puerco--once the "granary of New Mexico." 

985>. Were all arroyos caused by grazing? This cedar may be 100 years old. 
Old Indian ruins on bank. Did they sheep this out in the early 

Spanish days? 

996. Santa Ana Pueblo had its cornfields here when Coronado came. Now a 
huge wash which has destroyed a railroad. 

Navajo Country - N. W. New Mexico, N. B. Arizona 

984. A glade, once rich with Sacaton and Chamise, now drained by a large arroyo. 

987. "Mature" arroyo planted by S.C.S. Effective only if stock withdrawn. 

983. Brush dam to desilt floodwater diverted from an arroyo. Note vigorous 
grass. 

981. Desilting area above stock reservoir. One year's protection. ©
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982. Kangaroo rat den--bare while used. 

989. But lush with grass when no rats. Is rodent poisoning a "shot in 
the arm" which will eventually deplete fertility? 

988. Note grass "mstache" on lip of gully. Is aeration the reason? 
If so, rodentsmay be a needed way to aerate soils. 

Gila Valley, Arizona (by plane) 

1017. Meteorite crater near Winslow. Mining camp. 

1010. The rich citrus and cotton district of the Gila Valley. Watered at immense 
cost by government dams, is periodically beset by floods from the 
tributaries. Most famous is San Simon Wash, draining a basin 100 miles 
long, in my time (1910) an empire of rich grama and fat Herefords. 

1006. Today the San Simon is a dust bowl. Yucca. 

1012. An immense arroyo drains its full length, and is now reaching its 
"heart", a great marsh at its head. 

1014) The soil dissolves like sugar. 
1015) 

1013 The marsh grasses retreat. 

1016 So does all human industry. An abandoned cattle ranch, now 
waterless, grassless. 

1003. Creosote bush is left. 

1007. And barrel cactus. , 

1008. And Cholla. 

1011. And the dying skeleton of great cottonwoods, once shading what to me 
was nearly Eden. 

Lower Rio Grande , 

998. Jornado del Muerte. 

1004. Grass recovery inside rabbit exclosure. Once the range is down, 
rodents keep it down. 

994. Atriplex--staff of life to cattle and all wildlife. 

1002. Ephedra. Good feed. 

Texes Panhandle. Erosion distinctly less than N.M. No public land. 

1019. Shinnery. Prairie flora and oaks. Rich range. 

1018. « 
1021. Estufieta, or lamb's fat. A sage. 
1020. "The Cross Timbers." Texas history. Like oak openings. 
1023. Gas well. Economics, like conservation, is "more in the breach than 

in the observance."



Ohio Lectures’ 
Aldo Leopold ' > 

) Aug. 12-13, 1939: 
ye a \ a h 
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‘ € Lecture 1. Behavior of Bird Populations 

: . Definitions: What part of the biotic field are we discussing? 

Graphic definition of ecology ) 
Role of population studies in ecology ) See mimeograph 

Yardstick of population: density. Numbers vs. poundage. Fish vs. birds. 

(A) Density Variations in Time 

The "S" curve. Pearl's predictions of human population. 

Simplest ease: a species pioneering a new habitat. 

Rise of curve is unimpeded increase 
} Flattening of curve is capacity of environment 

Level depends on capacity of environment (food and cover) 

Slide Is this theory traceable in concrete examples? 

X-146 Expansion of Pheasant Populations on Vacant Range. (Records every known 

change since 1932) 

Curve A: Arboretum (good cover) Pio, «8 

Despite heavy "mortality" (trappings) curve is leveling off at 
4 acres per bird. 

Curve B: Faville Grove (poor cover) 

Despite heavy plantings curve is leveling off at 20 acres per bird. 

955 Census drive method (CCC crew) 

X-18 Census drive units (map) 

X-6 Spread contours of Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin. As population fills 
any area to capacity, it spreads by overflow if vacant range is available. 
Hence "ripples" or contours. Where spread strikes obstacles, the population 
boundary flattens like wax pressed against a hard surface. 

X=115 Spread of starling (Cooke). Another case of spread. 

x * Se eK Oe 

Consider now the same habitats already populated, i.e., where the "5S" 
curve has already flattened out and we follow it through a period of years. 

X-106 Quail population on Prairie du Sac Area. (A semi-annual census ) 
rv Rises (solid) are yearly increase, drops (dash) are winter losses. 

af? 

4
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oma, hy This curve an enigma: 1929 followed a hard winter. Rise till 1931. 
ae % ve Note light losses. Level 1931-1936. Note heavier losses. "Carrying 

: Capacity" idea born. 1935-36 a killing winter. But instead of rising 
again to capacity, population remains down. Meaning? 

X-112 Prairie du Sac Quail and Cloquet Ruffed Grouse curves superimposed. 
Are quail cyclic like grouse? 

X-147 Bobwhite populations, comparison of various censuses. 

Ohio, Kendeigh, Bird-Lore census ) These joined indicate a cycle 
Prairie du Sac, fall figures only ) 
Faville Grove, Hawkins 
Jasper Co., Ill., Yeatter 

sy Callaway Co., Mo. (This area was being "clean-farmed" during this 
aaron Dd & period 

These records might be construed as indicating a transition from a "level" 
to a cyclic status. 

X-148 Songbird curves. Typical "flat" curves, i.e., minor irregularities with 
=" no visible periodicity or parallelism. 

rT xe OR OR oH 

We see then: 

1. New populations (pheasant) first flattening off, the level 
depending on habitat. 

2. Established populations eo 
(a) cycles (ruffed grouse 
(bd) transition into cycles (?) 

All of these curves are based on annual or semi-annual censuses. What 
if we censused every month? 

X-149 Seasonal mortality and increase (hypothetical). These are the minor 
ot teeth which a monthly census would show in a perfectly flat curve of 

ht oe Jan. 1 censuses. Each species has its own characteristics as to 
t ce” breeding dates and mortality. 

(B) Density Variations in Space 

These are just as important, but seldom discussed. Everyone knows 
that no species is ever uniformly abundant, but we have no orderly 

knowledge of density variations. 

103” 
X-197 Quaker Run bird densities. Note range of density (3 per acre in orchard, 

1/12 per acre in fields). 
3) . 

xB Distribution of 316 samples, 160 acres each, 1931-32 (rough). 
\ Highest density on roughest topography (last to be cleaned up). 

X-2& Q uwt Gaz Se,
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X-36 Frequency of densities. Notice no samples denser than 1 bird per acre. 
_ Bennitt found none in 300 Missouri samples. Notice dip in 6-8 acre 

class. Have never deciphered this. 

(C) Upper and Lower Limits of Density 

%-36 (crn) Saturation Point is a very precise name for a very vague fact: no 
investigator has ever found a density greater than 1 bobwhite per 
acre to persist for any great length of time on any considerable area. 

X-110 On peripheral locations there are accounts of great gatherings of quail. 
How long did they last? What did they mean? I don't know. 

~~ iF) "Srdunwhow “ety cinta en green (Kang ) 
Because this upper limit of density is common to so many diverse ranges 
and times, we assume it to be a property of quail, not of quail range. 
We call it intolerance of concentrations, but these are mere words. 
What is it. 

Pathological? Hardly, else quail would not survive on game farms. 

Psychological? Probably. Perhaps saturation is the maximum density 
beyond which some dispersive force always outweighs all other forces. 
Perhaps the "migrations" recorded by Audubon and others were the outflow 
from large saturated regions. 

X-150 Minimum Populations (heath hen, Texas rare species). Most biologists 
have recognized that a population reduced to a very low level may fail 
to recover even under protection. Thus Heath Hen. When a rare species 
shows upward spurts it doesn't necessarily mean it is recovering. The 
eritical level has been called "Point of Resistance" (Hornaday) but more 
recently "Minimum Population" (Allee, Fraser Darling). 

X-151 Darling's Theory. Lists of birds and mammals, conforming and not conforming. 
(Many non-migratory birds locally rare are just as mch subject to critical 
limits as if they were approaching extinction. Examples: Ruffed Grouse 
outliers.) 

Birds gregarious or colonial, either for mating or nesting, are probably 
more dependent on mtual stimlation (by large groups) than others.
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a Wildlife Conference 
, : Feb. 15, 1939 

GAME POLICY MODEL 1930 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Reading the old 1930 Game Policy is like taking apart a 

Model T. Ford; one is surprised to find how well it was built. 

Nearly a decade has gone by; some may not remember the old- 

timer. It was written during the yess 1928-1930 by a committee of the 

now defunct but still respected American Game Association. It attempted 

to bring together the best thought of the day on the problems of game 

and game lands. It was then no disgrace to be a game man. Today we are 

all wildlifers, but I doubt if our actions as such show any broader 

interest in non-game resources than this old document shows. A new label 

doesn't change what's in the bottle. 

The old policy asserts that "seven basic actions" are needed. 

Let's see what they were and what has been done about them during the 

intervening decade. 

1. Bxtend public ownership and management of game lands. 
Progress on this is very great. I give thanks for the ground gained in 

public management, but I mst in frankness add that accomplishment is not 

fully proportional to expenditure. We assumed in 1930 that two dollars 

would do twice the duty of one; I now doubt it. As public agencies grow 

larger they waste more in friction with each other, and with the public. 

Yor example, action on public lands wildlife is still blocked at many 

points by mooted jurisdictions, despite the enormous increase in funds 

and labor available. Moreover, as Jay Darling has so ably pointed out, 

another dollar for us often means another ten dollars for the dammers and 

the drainers.
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2. Recognize the landowner as the gustodian of public game on 
all other (i.e., non-public) land. 

This idea was the heart and pith of the 1930 policy, but I fear 

it is still largely a hope rather than a reality. The 1930 policy not only 

recognized the farmer's right to post; it urged him to use that right. It 

urged him not to stop at posting, but to go farther and control the shooting 

and to improve the food and the cover. 

Most states today recognize the farmer's right to post, but they 

urge him not to use it. As inducements for the farmer to kesp his signs 

down, they offer him free eggs and free birds from the state game farm, free 

grein for winter feeding, and free sermons to the lawless gunner. ‘The 

astonishing growth in size and efficiency of public game farms, and the still 

greater growth of public winter feeding operations, is, I fear, in large 

part a growth of trading stock to keep the signs down. There is, to be sure, 

@ considerable increase of non-subsidiszed feeding by farmers, and this we 

can accept as foreshadowing custodianship. There is very little of the other 

two things needful: cover improvement by the farmer, and regulation of 

kill by the farmer. Meanwhile in the cornbelt the drouths have accelerated 

the loss of cover which was already serious in 1930. I here repeat the 

findings of my surveys: not more than one farm in every five is capable of 

wintering any game bird. On this shrinking area of cover we hope, by public 

feeding and restocking, to accommodate our expanding army of licensed hunters. 

Let me put our whole difficulty in still another way: much of our 

remaining food and cover is an expression of bad farming rather than good 

farming; much of our remaining open shooting area is an expression of 

indifference rather than conviction. We will have no conservation worthy 

of the name until food and cover for wildlife is deliberately instead of
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accidentally provided for; until abundant wildlife is the mark of 

the best rather than the worst farming. Is it likely that a good farmer 

is going to create food and cover for wildlife unless he, and he alone 

has the final word on who hunts, and how much? I think the question 

answers itself. 

I hasten to add that I no longer believe that a little "bait" 

for the farmer, either in cash, service, or protection, is going to move 

him to active custodianship of wildlife. If the wildlife cropping tradition 

is not in his bones, then no external force, either of my kind or any other 

kind, is going to put it there. It mst grow from the inside, and slowly. 

3. Experiment with yays to bring land, farmer, and sportsman together. 
When the 1930 policy was written, a hopeful array of management areas was 

spreading over the continent from their centre and prototype at Williamston, 

Michigan. The mortality in these areas has been very great. New ones, of 

course, spring up, but most of these are partly for research experiments, 

and are kept alive by research men. I saved two of my own: Riley and 

Faville Grove, by converting them into research areas, and they thrive as 

such. There is one group of upland game areas which have not only survived 

from the original crop but are still going strong under their own steam: 

the Ohio pheasant areas. I salue Ohio. 

There are, of course, two other centres of landowner management: 

in Texas and in the Southeast. These, however, pre-date 1930, and they are 

largely individual large holdings rather than neighborhood affairs. I am 

happy to report they are going strong. 

I once had great hopes of shooting preserves as an expandible 

device for farm game management. Their big asset was that they offered a 

long season, given in exchange for artificial restocking plus a tagged and
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regulated kill. Theoretically this principle was susceptible of extension 

to natural restocking, by farmers, but I know of only one preserve (Riley) 

which grew in that direction. Most preserves, like Topsy, just grew up, 

without leadership or direction from administrators. They grew in the 

direction of greater rather than lesser artificiality; on most preserves 

today the birds are put out just ahead of the guns. Seldom are the farmers 

full partners in the enterprise. Administrators now do not like the child 

they failed to train. 

I mst admit, though, that this is not the whole story. The 

excessive leadkage of birds forced late liberation, and late liberation is 

: necessarily artificial. Moreover on preserves, as elsewhere, most farmers 

lack the wildlife cropping tradition. 

4, 5. Train men, Find facts. The expansion of professional 

education and research is almost a fairy tale. In 1930 we had perhaps a 

dozen full-time men building up technique. Today we have a professional 

society of 700 members, and about fifteen schools. 1, for one, think an 

overproduction is impending. The Wildlife Society is just now issuing 

& statement urging stiffer training for fewer men, and calling attention 

to the fact that schools with ambitions in conservation have one job which 

Can never be overdone: training citizens to know what conservation is. 

What quality of men are we producing? At what levels of scholar- 

ship and statesmanship will they work? It is too early to be sure, but I 

am hopeful. I could defend some of their recent output in any tribunal of 

science. I am amused, though, by the fact that not even the best wildlife 

research ig yet accepted as cience by the majority of scientists. If you 

need proof of this, let me remind you that no "regular" scientific founda- 

tion has ever, to my knowledge, contributed one red copper to wildlife 

research.
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The old policy said, “Find facts on what to do to land to 

make game abundant." To find those facts is proving to be a harder job 

than we anticipated. Most workers, including myself, are still plugging 

gaps in the foundation which we once thought was complete. We have no 

proven techniques yet except for a few easy species like pheasant and deer. 

Let me venture a prediction: the highest value of wildlife 

research will lie not in enhanced game crops, but in enhanced understanding 

of natural mechanisms. More game, after all, will benefit only a few; 

more comprehension will raise the cultural level of all. 

6. Recognize the protectionist and the scientist as sharing the 
responsibility for wildlife. It's hard to appraise what headway we have 

made on this, but it is not great. The two factions still tend to cancel 

each other. 

7- Brovide funds. Depression did this for us. It remains to be 

seen whether, during periods of pay-as-you-go government, we shall have any 

funds for wildlife. The Pittman~Robertson Act and the Duck Stamp Act, both 

of which had been proposed before 1930 but emphatically sat upon by Congress, 

indicate at least a growing willingness by legislators to let wildlifers 

finance themselves. 

se & 

The greatest single gain since 1930 lies, I think, in the growth 

of detail in the idea thet resources are interdependent. We knew then that 

you can't have healthy fish in sick waters. We knew something of the inter- 

dependence of animals and forests. But the idea of sick soils undermining 

the health of the whole organic structure had not been born. We had a vague 

notion that game and predators might be interdependent, but we lacked details 

as to why and how. We do not yet have many details, but we have a few.
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The clearest is the idea that browsing mammals, unlike birds, 

are in constant danger of destroying their own range, and that hunting 

alone is seldom a sufficiently delicate control to keep the herds in 

balance. We need predators as well, 

We had the Kaibab in 1930. We now have a hundred Kaibabs. If 

rifles are a sufficient substitute for wolves and cougars, why didn't they 

function? 

One of the most interesting "discoveries" of the decade is that 

science now sees in the effects of predation the same principle which 

every observing sportsman has seen in the effects of gunpowder. Those 

who have watched game birds under fire have long asserted that moderate 

killing does not change next year's population. ‘Those who have now 

measured game bird populations under predation tell us the same thing. 

Moderate loss, whether by gun or tooth or claw, simply has no effect. 

Many sportsmen, however, do not recognize their own doctrine when it is 

applied to hawks instead of guns. In predation, however, there is some 

kind of automatic adjustment which tends to keep losses moderate. I wish 

we could claim the same for gunpowder. To this extent the hawks are more 

civilized than we are. 

Perhaps one of the most unexpected discoveries of the decade is 

that some populations are internally rather than externally controlled. 

Errington's muskrats trim their own numbers by fighting, without mch 

help from predators, starvation, or disease. There is no place for this in 

the 1930 scheme of things. It's almost human. 

"a8 

No review of wildlife policy would be complete without some 

acknowledgment to those who did the brain work but are with us no more.
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Of the original members of the committee on game policy, none worked 

harder or better than the late Dr. John C. Phillips. His extraordinary 

candor, intelligence, experience, and love of wild things contributed not 

only to the printed document, but to everything we think and do today in 

wildlife conservation. 

e¢?
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3 Madison Bird Club 
" November 16, 1938 

The Faville Grove Wildlife Experimental Area 

574 - Locations of Arboretum, Faville Grove, Riley, University Farms, Prairie du Sac. 

X10 - Map of Faville Grove. 

SN eee 

617 - Pheasant Survival Study. Matched releases of wild and artificial pheasants. 

Wild birds are trapped. Bo ee 

Fe ——Prrops b1F Whullref 617 Met hep | 
619 = Then put ina sock, banded, and feather-marked. 

621 = Then released. Some recoveries by retrapping. Some by hunters. 

Sent TaRMiot ae beeing corn ce ow le ypprnaret : das baelacton 

Aan : A ty 
782 - Prairie chicken banding. 

ee Oe eh ee eee 

Nesting Study. 500 nests, Hun, Pheasant, Upland Plover 

729 - Hunting nests behind mower. 5 

713 - Predation: crow work. 

717 - Deserted previous to mowing due to flood. 
‘ 

4gk - Incubating Hun 

57 FRAA AT | tr tt ‘ 01 4 Lore I no tte ch Corvtrn 

Se ae ee 

Food and Cover Improvement 

702b - Grape tangle 

475 - Grape tangle 

Wy - Spike feeder 

640 = Feeding shelter 

438 - Palatability tests. Consumption tests.’ 

369 - Quail at feeder. 

737 - Conifer "remise” 

503 - Conifer remise 

24 Conti p ts Ln 

59 Wie TE beet fake a :



* ee, ; 

j : Population Study 

756 - Hardness test, winter of 1935-36 

505 - Starvation in quail. 

a ee 

Historical Study 

X-92 - Faville Grove, 1938 and 1838 

X93 - Old map, 1838. 

ees 

Wildflower Management ; 

749 = The prairie silphiums 

751 - Prairie clover : 

754 - Michigan lily 

753 - 8.8. Susan ; . 

76l - Silphium 

456 - Ladyslipper 

453 - Ladyslipper 

755 - Wollin's Woods. Trefoil. 

$23 - Trillium 

870 - Amelanchier 

486 - Anemone 

485 - Sweet William
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“Riley Meeting 
. march 16, 1938 

History of the Pheasant 

Introduction to America (Phillips) 

p- 42-43. Richard Bache, New Jersey, 1790 (failure) 

ie Central Park, New York, 1877. 

& 0. N. Denny, Oregon, 1881 (success. pure torauatus) 

British Columbia, 1883 (English) 

Stuyvesant Preserve, N. J., 1887. 

After 1896 - widespread plantings. 

Introduction into Europe (from Tegetmeir) ; 

p. 29. Bill of fare drawn by King(?) Harold for Canon's households, A.D. 1059: 

for feast of St. Michael and Ash Wednesday includes magpie (agace), 

j partridge (perdices), pheasant (phasiamus), geese (ancae) and 

chickens (gallinae). 

p. 29. Soon after 1100 Henry I issued a license to the Abbot of Amesbury . 

; 5 to kill hares and pheasants. 

p. 29. In 1299 (Edward I) price of a pheasant was fourpence, woodcock 

three half pence per pair; mallard three halfpence, plover one penny. 

p. 30. In 1170 Thomas a Becket, about to be executed, dined on a pheasant 

"more heartily and cheerfully that day than usual." 

p. 30. Archbishop of York, at his ied in reign of Edward IV, 

had 200 "fesauntes" for his guests. (and many others) 

p. 33. A Psalter of 1260 contains a portrait of a cock pheasant. 

p. 38. Introduced into Sweden 1873 by Baron Oscar Dickson. 

Miscellaneous Introductions (from Tegetmeier) 

p- 38. New Zealand about 1850. 

St. Helena, 1513. Corsica, Samoa, etc. —
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Introduction into Wisconsin (From Game Survey MSS.) 

‘ p-. 98. Planted by Col. Pabst, Waukesha Co., 1910-27. 

State began propagation in 1928. 

: p- 101. First open season 1921. 

? First Game Farm ? 

All over Wisconsin by 1932. 

Killed back out of nactkera counties 1935-36. 

Lectures : 
Pheasant folder 
History folder ;
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Tripp Commons 
March 29, 1937 

aN a 
Conservation in the World of Tomorrow ; ot 

‘ Rn ye" : 
9X 

Aldo Leopold 

Phases Ran yeernes ‘. ‘ : " 

1, Started in late 1800's as "something-one-prohibite. " orgs b ben Cau" 

Examples: Game laws. Forest fire laws. Almost-regulation of lumbering. 

Leol 
Startea by those who had no land to conserve, just as liquor prohibition 

by those who had no thirst.te—eontrol. 

Philosophy: Prophets of doom (timber famine, world eaten up by insects). 
Analogy with "personal devil" (lumber barons, game hogs, . r 
despoilers) . j 

2. Transposed on March 4, 1933, to “something one buys." 
Dnata 

Examples: Appropriations of astronomical cipherage for forestry, soil 
conservation, parks and recreation, resettlement, wildlife--- 

all with a cipher added by CCC & WPA labor. 

Initiative has now passed from pressure groups to government. In that Dornby 2 

geological period--the Coolidge-Hoover Age--the conservation at 

Ahad ie 

pressure groups had to drag the government like a reluctant z 

dog on leash. Today Fido has scented a rabbit-“W0W, He is — Vr 

dragging his breathless master down the road, “The ma shows 

heel-marks, not toes.” Fido is going to see to this conservation+..2 = 

Now, 

Fhilosophy: Strangely unchanged--the instrument of salvation is the U. S. 

treasury instead of the U. S. statutes. Salvation is still a 

vicarious rather than a personal process. ‘The modernist looks 
) Duro Candrarr fread thos 

to the government to square him with posterity, ‘jast as the $ 

medievalist looked to the clurch to square him with heavendn!o 00) 

3. There is of late a group of dissenters who doubt whether conservation is something 

one buys--it is something one does. Who doubt whether one does it for posterity's
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welfare--for our own pleasure and satisfaction. Who doubt whether government, 

or any other vicarious agent, is the instrument--rather spade, ‘axe, loving _ 

care, scientific knowledge, and time. Who doubt whether veer eee 

is the "leading man" of the dramatis personae--rather the aera ye te - ea 

Who assert that the fundamental idea in conservation ts'the salistaction 46 oe 

be derived from the husbandry of wild things. A thing equivalent to agricultural 

husbandry, and of course to be interwoven with it, but dealing with untamed 

plants and animals. 

Example 

I Saturday was cold and blustery. Dehorning a birch tree as an "eagle snag." 

Decoy. Story of why eagles are there (turbines of power dams). 

: Sunday--shadow flicked across wig of shack. Swoop over "nest." Visit 

from a King. 11100 chance of using. 1:10 chance of escaping pallet. 7 Game of 

chance. Game of skill. > - 

— gx411 iaveives ‘both biological science and woodcraft--not like Daniel Boone, 

wooderaft only. This game of chance and skill is the contribution which the 

husbandmen of wildlife--"wildlife evecare! “ace trying to make to “the worldaf 

tomorrow." Our experiments deal with trivial things, but Ee 

with theillusion that Frankie's kite was trivial, too. f 

Will show pictures of these experinente-—es conducted by my own group of 

graduate students and by corresponding "lunatic fringe" in Europe. 

Slides 

502. Pinter ts critical season. Shrinkage in cover--Nov. to Feb. 

369. Young evergreens will "create" birds where were none. 

oe 503. Waste pothole-~birdless in winter--now holds pheasant, and in some years quail, 

after one year's rest from grazing and addition of evergreens. 

( 422. But evergreens take time. How get quicker resalvet Standing grape. 

atu ' 349. Down grape 

' 475. Growing tangle. Had experience of cardinals moving in before got through work.
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: 542, Building shelter. 

f 545. Fencing shelter. 

: 546. Discontented cow. 

f 322. Hopper in shelter. 
38 

aK us. Grape tangle and conifers. 

398. P. C. on shocks left in field. 

409. Even simpler--get farmer to put mamure out in fall. é 

353. Even simpler--climbing buckwheat following light fire. 

597. Some birds "choosy" about roosts, Only in cat-tail. 

352. Or rip-gut, Leave them uncut--add life to lifeless farm. 

368. Some birds, like sharptail, do not need grain, but can winter-on buds. 
But--buds must grow in open. Leaving an open-grown birch or aspen may 
add life to a lifeless marsh, 

396. Berries are beneficial for chicks (young sharptail). Get them by slight 
openings, or plénting mulberries. 

364. Sometimes mere protection is all the birds need. Ducks on an Iowa refuge. 

Prbvebins ic oe 

453. Deal with wildflowers as well as birds. Tall yellow ladyslippers. 

456. Small white. Each of these orchids has its own "choosiness"--i1.e., bill 
of specifications for habitable environment. But noone is fumbling with 
experiments to find what—they are... has j 

: Wht Unig nae, omel urowe. 

485. Sweet William. Need "Chair of Wildflower Management " to find how to keep 
these things alive on Wisconsin farms, Farmers are interested--perhaps more 
than in game. University Bulletin. 

4g6. Amemone, All disappearing from Wis. woodlots. Grazing? Fire? Over-cutt ing? 
Probably a different answer for each, | 

510. Cottongrass. Unburned peat marshes. 

Wild plant management is a virgin field--not even named. 

These things have wide implications. They set up for "the world of tomorrow" 

a landscape vastly different from that implied in the teachings of economists, 

engineers, or even New Deal conservationists.
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G=233. Present trend is toward blocking of crops in rigid "monotypes.” 
Here is one sharply divided between forest and agriculture. Such a 
country holds no wildlife, but it is what efficiency yearns for. 

G-224, Here is one with interspersed crops and forests. Full of roe deer, 
hare, ‘some pheasant and partridge. What wildlifer yearns for. 

Present program of purchased conservation would convert northern 

Wisconsin into a monotype of pines, while "efficient" agriculture is 

4 Wuulel Mase nth 

converting southern Wisconsin into an agricultural steppe. Do-wewant / 

hoiksisinn adit bk tuck vil, 

G-150. Artificialized stream, 

G-187, Natural stream, Similar principle involved in the "regulation" of 
floods and waterflows. 

G28. These issues in naturalism are esthetic, and perhaps therefore--to some 
minds-~-unimportant. Here then is another case--the rebuilding of the 
German forests from Caesar's oaks (a few still persist) to "efficient" 
spruce. 

G-250. Efficient spruce. After 2 or 3 crops, soil gave out. Whole timber 

: economy out of gear by reduced yields from trees on soil to which they 
don't belong. 

6-34. Scramble to convert back-to this kind of a mixed forest. Trouble seated 
in the micro-organisms of the soil. ! 

G-161. Can't raise a forest without birds--not any old birds, but the 
assortment native to the place. Dead snag to encourage woodpeckers 
needed to handle insects. 

aS 
G-252. Esthetic corollaries: ‘deer diminishing in size. lack of vitamins? 

263. Yearling buck on ideal, good, and poor food. 
562, 
561 

G-115. In some "national parks" underbrush is being planted by hand to save 
the moose or elch from the after-effects of too-artificial forestry. 

(Brosion is another parallel issue economic, not esthetic, but involving 

same principle.)
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falcons The return to naturalism is even invading the world of sports. 

# Falconry growing. Equivalent of our return to bow-and-arrow. 

" 

Z ; 

G-105. Horned owl being replanted in German forests. 

a 

G-75. I offer this "pastorale" in closing the pictures because it bears 

on the basic wealkmess of my argument--the scarcity of landowners 

who have any interest in things here under discussion. This particular 

pair are spending a Sunday afternoon herding cows--apparently in 

preference to the village cinema. 

How many American farmers prefer to find their recreations on the soil? 

Perhaps @ good many-—at this particular age. I fear, though, that 

we have done a pretty thorough job of divorcing farmers, intellectually 

and esthetically, from the land. We still graduate citizens from the 

farm to the city. alhen--if ever--the opposite is the case, we may have 

&@ better chance for the kind of conservation that is neither legislated 

Hu teth Gey at prof t, 
nor bought, but personally performed by the landowner dn_his own land! | 
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Meee ‘ Wildlife Conference 
—-: March 1-4, 1937 

oes gave” 

European Game Management : 

Aldo Leopold 

Germany & Czechoslovakia--1936. Carl Schurz Foundation, 

_. Map of ground covered. 

"Keynote" of management is a return to natural methods; a revulsion against 
artificialization and mechanization of outdoor sports. 

__. Revival of falconry. Corresponds to our bow and arrow. 

_.._ Falcon and dog. 

—..._-‘« Goshawk and dog. 

_.._- Falcon and Vietinghoff. Ornithologist-ecology-forester. Prof. of Naturschutz. 

—_._‘* "Field trials" for hawks and falcons. 

—_..- Hawk striking rabbit. 

_._- Hawk with rabbit. 

v  207a. Only automatic or pump I saw on my trip. Pheasant drive, 

212. Only __% of these pheasants are artificials, (Our average is about 25%.) 

213. Use our corn for food patches. 

v 214, Edge of remise 

215. Undaunted by md. 

Vv 133. A remise 

v 149, A remise system, ee 

v 290. Design of a remise planting. nse at centre of land, 

136. Food patch, 

12, Food patch. Jerusalem artichoke. 

1u1, Straw feeder, 

133b. Straw feeder in woods. Manpower vs. materials, 

v 145. On expensive land. Note beet R.R.
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v 143, Mallard pond. (Artificial) German waterfowl in bad way. 

vy 62, Mat of pondweed. 

v 60. Blind in castle pond. (Formerly fishpond.) 

v 29. Duck-feed and castle, 

266. Hungarians entirely natural. Thin on poor soils, good on "prairie," 

267. Carriers. 

34. Deer. German forest was mixed. 

251. Now pure, especially N. Germany. Note difference in feed. 

250. Pure spruce. Old highway. 

93. Deer maintained by winter feeding. Feeding station. 

95. Pressure on vegetation browsed oak, 

84. Peeled spruce. 

43, Old peeling (Schalschdde) . 

79. "Bundled" spruce. 

&0. Spruce desert. 

2. Fence to keep deer out of fields. 

42, Fence to keep deer out of reproduction. 

64. Damage to set, Calloused stump. 

262. Deer fence to protect reproduction. 

281. Effort to reintroduce hardwoods. Historical curve (graph). : 

282. Trend of spruce and hardwood. Graph, 

1l2. Underplanting hardwoods, : 

115. Moose. Effort to revive moose, 

96. Pear seedling, A rarity. ‘ 

114, Moose forest.
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105. Rare species. Reintroduction of horned owl. 

125. Wissent Bull. 

103. Great Bustard. 

124. Wissent Monument.
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A , The German and His Lend aw 

Aldo Leopold 

Introduction : 

Carl Schurz Foundation. Foresters. Decided to try a Game Manager. 5 

Drew lucky number. Trip Aug, 10-Nov. 7. Narrative account impossible, 

First thought to entitle this "Conservation in Germany," but that 

sounds like an "ism." Whatever else-----not an ism. 

Series of sketches of activities and problems—-public and private, 

I, Fheasant Hunt in Silesia ee 

1, Map. Estate near Breslau, near Puschkova. Guest of Herr von Narich (thru 

Kreisj4germeister) .4000 He. Sugar beets. Own factories (vertical 

trast). Hunters! breakfast (rain). ; 

Game Species. Pheasant. Hun. partridge. Rabbit. 

2. Roebuck. Roe deer. 

3. Hare. Hare. Like jackrabbit (and tastes like one). 

4. Wagon. Hunt. Drove out in open landaus. Rain. “Quatel.” 

5. On line. Stationed at end of a remise. Beaters at other. Signel blown on horn. 

6. CGaampion (Not any old horn--Plessian horn.) 
bugler. : 

Phe at rule g 
x Returning to drive: Birds began flushing at once. High & fast. 

ut " 

Took 1/2 hr. 25 pheas. Shooting bad, Seugutt 

7. Gathering Exchange of alibis. 
up. : 

8. Streche Mustn't step across. 
laid out, 

9. Remise Then arove to another Remise. AL1 these are planted. On valuable land,- 

system, 

no possible economic return on investment,
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10, Remise Do not keep their aesthetics in the parlor," even on private 

_— industrial operations. (If I may interject a philosophical 

- @eduetions; our (breéd/ and byt fer) land-uses strive for the utmost 

in ugliness, or else do not use land at all and go in for 

saccharine prettiness and call it a park or country home.) 

ll. "Pastorale" Just to clinch the point, here is where a remise abuts a stream 

near the workers! village. With us, the Village Park Board would 

be filling in these marshy banks with old bricks, preparatory to 

bluegrass, benches, and begonias. 

fo resume? 

12. Streche We drove 11 remises. Each had one or two food patches. Corn. 

13. Topinambur Or Topinambur. A sunflower with a bulb, Perennial. 

wav te 

14. Hedge Remise border. Too straight lines. Geometry, leading disease of 

18008 in Germany, Day ended with 450 pheas, Only 1 hunt per year. 3 of 

Sold to help defray expense. Not artificial birds. SS ZB ‘ge 

Het eect ue ws f peal ober at Wa "9chlren! Contelut Plaerdo gen fide Claas SET 

15. Horned Owl Seamy side of the game cropping system. Predatory birds amost 

extinguished. ‘Uhu" now being reintroduced. hotunrs chante ba precnet, 

16, Warden & Shooting privileges restricted to 1% of population, instead of 10% : 

on as with us. But shooting is only partly a matter of wealth. 

Position and landomership also entitle a ae to shoot. Kill per 

man is much larger than with us. y 

a ee 

Muskeu Forest : 

17. Castle 62,000 acres (2-1/2 township) of very poor sandy land in W. Silesia. 

Underlain with "brown coal" and ie ceramic clay. Estate grows
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timber, operates sawmills, pulp mill, mines coal, makes tile, The meu, , 

Count Arnin acts as his own manager. Supports a fair-sized town, is 

Rothenberg. : sy 3 
ade Ms 

18. Ringed Growing stock averages 12 M.B.F. per acre pure pine, Subject to a 

Pine 5 2 

insect epidemics (see rings). S 

Kuehew tel ew ao 
19. Old Pine | Pine a beautiful tree apd eonge Here is one planted in 1648. Enough ~.© 

wt aoe 
lumber, to build a house, American foresters keep talking about is S 

See 
40-60 year timber. Rotation in Germany seldom less than 100 years. ~ ? 

20, Stripping Muskeu pine formerly cut clear, Duff from planting strips sold as : & 

duff - : ~* 
fertilizer to peasants. Pays fw pl watang, fut hurchewoorb. 3 i 

AA getwree cs 

21. Grubbing Now opened gradually. New law specifies natural reproductions fireh, = 

stumps : QMustralir 
Peasants here grubbing stumps for fuel. s Comparative value of labor 

‘ and materials. 

22, Wood Same area, woman picking up twigs for wood, (Seme economy holds for 
gathering : 

transport. )) 

23. Wood-gas Co out pulpwood. Engine fed on wood.) (Same economy in Land~use. ) . 

track , a 

& 
24. Coal-strip When coal or clay pit has been worked out, it is refilled and replanted, 

planting Ris wtliny Pru frous pels arfellel co dabirey age Crarucals at fura% heroin Ula muuch, 

25. Ridges for CCC's prepared this wet meadow for planting spruce, Drained into 

planting : 
sumps dug by hand. (Private owners may use CCC by paying for it, 

provided project is non-competitive.) 

26. Kehischlag Pure pine is of course nearly barren of feed. Hence when a cutting i 

is made it mst be fenced against deer. See patch of beech--effort 

: to mix hardwood. Te who we “Watiraher: Aber hathme b fa tha roky core 

Misch Aur brik - arehneas "aclu ciel ty, pounce. (tfrwheh moe Me f. ) 

27. Maschweld What they aim for is a mixed stand like this. But too many deer. 

2s. "Virgin But what they actually get--bare ground with fenced islands of feed. 

forest" — 
These minor faults of execution, however, should not be confused 

with the success of the principle.
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29. Tingplatz Here is a family which for centuries has lived comfortably and : 

: graciously by growing timber on a piece of poor land. Their town 

began as a ting-platz of the prehistoric tribes. It now supports 

. 5,000 people. 4 

A group of American lumbermen visited the Count last year, and 

showed how his forest cropping was unprofitable, but the Count is 

not in debt, and his property is worth more every year, whereas 

the American lumbermen are in debt, and their properties are worth 

less every year. "Economic laws,"so called, seem to be purely 

subjective. s 

RecN tcek Suites ar Sone anne Ee ed Sunn en eR SR ais 

: The Tharandterwald 
Fdon Below ol Fintat™ 

36. Canyon Surrounds the village of Tharandt, near Dresden, where I headquartered. 

This is 1 of 5 forks of a "box canyon." A robber baron had a castle 

there, looting the pack trains plying between Dresden and Leipsig. 

Zach fork corner a trout stream. 

37. Old Road Sections of the old road still persist in the forest. Note old grades 

worn into earth. Nobody "showed me" the Tharandterwald, When tired 

of studying between trips, hiked out and saw it. 

38. Game Fence On entering forest one crosses the game fence. Same old story--no 

feed, too many deer. ee ms 

39. Bundled Confined inside fence, deer develop vitamin defieiencies and strip 

= park from spruces. Bundled, Note bare ground. Note labor expenditure. 

ho, Old deer Qld scar on spruce, Note bare ground. 

scar. : 

41, Bundled Plantings must also be bundled if palatable species like larch are used. 

larch °
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he, Trap , Sometimes deer break out into fields, Trap to let them back in, 

Like Western cow trap for wild cattle, : 

43, Allegory This is a yew hedge surrounding grave of Cotta, who invented "pure 

spruée" forestry in 1810. Cotta was the epitome of "efficient" 

Germanism, Yew is the symbol of traditional and romantic Germany, 

The hungry roes have browsed the yew off his grave, until the machine 

age, in the form of woven hogwire, fenced them out. 

4k. Pure Spruce A green wall surrounding a desert. 

45. Healed Pure spruce paid at first, but soil developed a "sickness." Needles 
stump : 

didn't rot; roots couldn't get down--all matted at surface and 

i developed grafts. Hence healed stumps are a symptom of soil sicimess, 

Wed» 
46. Beech Remedy is mixing beech and hardwoods with spruce. Note no bracken 

under beech, showing difference in soil condition. 

47. Browsed But deer won't let beech grow. 
seedling 

ug. Birch So they mst either fence, or interplant birch, which deer won't eat, 

This helps the soil, but not the deer, 

49, Hochsitz Food patches are maintained for deer. At each is a Hochsitz, for 

observation and for hunting. : 

50. Cottage Around Tharandterwald are pretty villages. These people farm, work in 

forest, work in Dresden (by bicycle). 

51. Cottage Half-timbered. 

525.38 Another cottage. 7
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53. Cherries, Country roads are lined with fruit trees, No old trees on farms. 

Wisconsin Burr-oaks, 

S30. Opflro 
54. Ranger Sta. Revival of national farm architecture. "Schilf" roof, 

55. "Pastorale" Saxon agriculture and farm life I learned from the farmers. Here 

is a cowherd and his Fraulein with whom I talked all one Sunday 

afternoon, But the real attitude toward land is to be learned 

not from the landed peasant, or the landed nobility, but from the 

landless industrial worker, 

56. Gardens Hondreds of thousands. Travel 10 miles daily to work there, 

Talk louder than blare of political propaganda. 

: \
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3 Sketches of Land Use in Germany 

: Impossible task to see in a few months more than a fraction of the whole. : 

stall more impossible to discuss in an hour what one (see 

BOLL wet then bt Gert tury Meblne, - ont, © at Ua fruuebergutetous yor miry brter 

: eee ‘tae a‘ gysten, and a good one, reflecting centuries of land planning, 

First land planning goes back at least to 1300s (game treaties). System 

: reflects ante vise and technical skill of its planners, bat_—rather the 

character and tastes of the land-user, I sometimes suspect a certain 

futility in our mountains of mimeographs on land planning. — talk about 

guiding, warping, and bending land economic processes, when perhaps they- 

can guide, warp, or bend nothing without the land-user. mex have a crowbar 

of money and laws, but no bit to pry against. ‘ 

Question 1. 

In substantiation of this, I offer a aeastoat Setwons Germany and America - 

on the fundamental question of whether conservation practices are profitable. 

Take forestry, for example. 

192 Here is the seat of a Junker family which for a century or two has lived on 

pues the income of the surrounding forest. They have no other income, They live 

i simply, and are not in debt. : : 

186 The village adjoining the "schloss" is supported by forest labor, /<: bog gs 

PE eth, Bee: 

uk Mees The men work at logging and in the mille Fecuclus diulef afiuotigechs halts, Thawee 

Paras Gottiny rR. Prk Ae bum auens lrrces, tha topatme, fm Momed wlan, rhe tghly 
ORL et Le parte Corr euch the wageo, By wpe? Arlberg without drruhugen 

hae The women gather fuel, make plantations, work in nurseries. x 

75 These village families have small subsistence farms, with livestock. 7%. hae 

wohurge butan Bucnne Ue farm wut getrar frrvne! tect (2 ae),



ae oe : vie gta eene 

roe 
— 7 American lumbermen, examining the costs of this forestry operation, say 

it is unprofitable. Yet a whole commnity has lived on it for a century 

and a half, and it is increasing in capital value. 

What they mean is that if the same land lay in America, it wowld go 

for taxes, and the villagers would go on relief. I know there are differences 

in "economic conditions"--labor costs, tax system, etc., but these are 

familiar to all. I shall not discuss them, because they seem insufficient 

to account for the difference in a. There is something more subtle : 

and more potent, not ordinarily discussed. I don't know what it is, but 

perhaps I can give you part of it. 

eas The German landowner says: “Here is a piece of rough land, good for forest. 

yw oy 1 Therefore I will grow trees on it. Now what is the most economical species 

and system for doing it?" In short, he decides his land-use and afterward 

invokes his economics to show how best to execute that decision. 

[ Abatidoned The American landowner says: "Here is a piece of rough land, which would 

Homestead 
pu y | grow forest. Would it pay?" In short, he invokes his economics to decide 

ay? ie : whether to use the land at all. In the case of forests, he has usually de- 

cided not to use it at all. 

I will not attempt at this point to analyze the validity of these two 

attitudes. You may wish to discuss the question later. 

Question 2. 

Related to the profit from land-use-is the question of two or more 

simultaneous uses of the same land. 

2 Routh, bo mureb 9 rou = 

115 All forests raise game in addition to timber. Moerethan-that, there is 

serious mutual damage of forest by game, and game by forest.



: ae : 

95 For example, valuable oak reproduction eaten upt- Ort ae p abalolh, 

80 ant geme damaged. a han mach spruce planting, which excludes food plants-- 

ack wf rust as nicely fovellear, 

93 aot forces artificial feeding, which induces mutritional deficiencies-- 

| (Thay wart fray, pole le, Kerra, rrvarclioliiul Deruontern entichets lt pitel deer) 

251 and Mile Golevtoreies heads ets pores even think of ceasing to raise 

geme. 
\ 

Qaet: Seah Thivaruniae Me atu Pet Dat do ofper hebpog Us folatabebti cca a2 biinuanaliel evcept 
whan fencreb, 

212 Not all farm land produces small game, but much of it does. I was guest at 

a pheasant hunt where 450 were killed in o single day's driving on one estate, 

213 This was good beet land, equivalent to Illinois corn land (loess over sand). 

But there was no hesitation in sparing area for food patches (see corn). 

: Flue hut been Malet, 

149 And scattered over the estate were many l-acre "remises" for cover. My : 

' notes say 10 on 1300 morgen--8% of the area. Seldom on poor land. "Fionsants 

vee sold to help defray expense, but the operation is not profitable. But 

ee why own a farm and miss the chance to raise a stand of ferm game? 

143 Here is a duck pond on the same estate, with 200 mallards on it. Why have a 

; pond and no wild ducks? ‘ 

: 14 Here is a state forest. Notice the fish ponds in the narrow canyon bottom. 

Why have a perfectly good stream capable of watering fish ponds, and no fish? 

16 
— 3g Here is a forest estate underlain by brown coal, The coal is taken out from 

open pits, the excavated sand put back in and replanted with pine. I haven't 

noticed many American coal mines leaving a forest in. their wake. : 

26 This estate also has its own paper mill. This pulpwood ce from what we would 

call waste wood, The truck is driven by woodedua, This estate also has 

ceramic clays, with its own tile factories.



les 

Ws : Chew se WRRE had 
The sugar-beet estate there I saw the pheasant hunt has its own sugar factory, tut, 

Clon i pw Credit Uaaar net hurtin, but alabble,) 

Lzy 328, dairy herds to make milk out of beet pulp. ¥In both these cases the 
4 

rege dual use of land becomes a “vertical trust" as to land industry. 

es : 
102 oo On pusticehetate waste thinnings were bundled into fasces for revetments in 

river and harbor work, Tt wu ef) Pruner Worcs b aunels bree, Lirrnsel out, 

225 There is, of course, a great deal of straight waste--reclamation of a simpler . 

sort. Here are potato stems drying, for spreading on hay stubble as potash. 

189 Here is the family ox coming home with a load of green hay cut off of ditch 

banks and roadsides (to the detriment of the geme). 

30 Here is a marshy shore cut for bedding (to the detriment of the game). : 

re Ga You have ell heard, of course, of the women gathering fuel in the woods. (dba 
ae ne pc Bois Soe ice b- a Dea eee on toe 4 am wv worth coreg tlrcnny . QF rant), i 

222 And everyone, I suppose, Imows of the use of roadsides for fruit trees, 

Part of these things, of course, arise out of cheap labor and high land, but 

I think there is a residuum which can be ascribed only to apride in ‘skillfully 

combining land uses, and a relish for esthetic expressions of land, like 

geme, trees, and flowers, in which the typical German never asks whether it 

pays or note ; 

72 * ™o. clinch this, I will mention the tens of thousands of gardens which surround 

every city and village, in which are raised--not economic vegetables--but 

useless flowers. Around Berlin the garden zone is in places several miles wide. 

Ty ov bine, Ua Aerabe pubes vf de quot foe cur verelel preliv of Rewneny, Retons who oe 

Unew UE Lecolstat pl nonnben Wr CadtAas Pen ee tat denoted of Mins muelr og Fleeing wtling, 
bred Gaal ot Maven Ce ae d 

Now this catholic appetite for diverse land crops is not without its headaches. 

: 266- “One headache now much discussed is the destruction of raptorial birds incident 7 

Doruotge :
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to game management. I counted hawks all summer--they averaged half a : 

hawk per field day, as against 1-1/2 for the U.S., and they are thin enough 

here. Pheasant and partridge management, where abnormally high densities are 

2b built up, is especially hard on hawks. (This is part of the bag of a partridge 

C partaeter) ; 
hunt in which 800 birds wergshot.) This conflict between sportsman and 

nature-lover arises out of over-artificial game culture. 

29 The fish culture in these castle ponds also involves destruction of herons, 2 

movlgbury 

grebes, kingfishers, and water mammals. 

161 Artificial forestry has cut the woods bird fauna in half. Here is a dead 

Ane 

i snag left for woodpeckers--a revolutionary change in the mentel habit of 

foresters, unthinkable a decade ago. In short, the Germans do not cease 

and desist from conflicting uses; they fit, modify, and adjust, realizing 

: : that the whole organic universe is a process of adjustment. 

252 A beech snag left for woodpeckers--another unthinkable compromise of good 

aCAy 

forestry. 

qr ; 

105 And back-tracking is no disgrace. Here is an "owl farm" for reintroducing 

the horned owl into the National Forests. 

34 I've already mentioned the conflict between forestry and deer. The problem 
Wmaped weeds 

: 

is how to get hardwoods, back into the stand to sweeten the soil sickened by too 

mach spruce. This is a national problem, Here is the kind of forest they want, 

S bat cunt get be sirer oh blars 

250 Here is the kind they have--after a couple of rotations, soil sick and 
ofpmte 

unproductive. "Slick and clean" forestry is equivalent to slick and clean 

farming as an enemy of wild life. 

253 One adjustment is to use birch, which is so unpalatable deer won't eat it, 

hacks 

262 Another is fencing of the young hardwoods. ; 3 

free
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lw oat | Te : ‘ Y ph es : 
‘ Neither of these is in my judgment sufficient. I think I see/ thier as Tin cup 

two generalized deductions? 

_ (1) Ghat the success of over-artificialized culture in one natural 

resource is usually bought at the expense of another. Sometimes, as in 

mineral fertilizers--the other can stand it. But when the sportsman buys 

his game at the expense of useful hawks, or the forester his spruce at 

the expense of the soil and the deer, it is merely veiled exploitation. 

(2) That high human population density greatly intensifies the conflict 

in land uses, and shrinks the opportunity for a balance between esthetics 

and utility. We don't know how lucky we are inour relatively sparse density, 

nor realize how well the European nations have done to maintain a tenable 

existence despite their density. : 

- Question 4, eae 
palhlirn of Mo 

Apropos of No. 2, I will close with a few remarks about the German 

landscape. 

126a An appalling tragedy is the nearly universal stream straightening. For 

the canalized rivers there is perhaps economic extenuation, — 

BA cow ney 
131 Here is the Oder near Breslau. Mike Mississippi “wing dams," 

fu olinapld - gu ertluy 

150 But for these pretty little creeks there is no possible excuse, These are 

the scars of that epidemic of geometry which ravaged the German mind in the 

1800s. 

‘ : : ew wo? 

187 One hunts long and hard for a natural stream, I am afraid that a part 
a 

of our “made work" program is trying hard to repeat the German tragedy, 

It takes geological time to heal such disfigurations. 

230 

186 It is pleasant to turn from this to rural architecture. Its no news that the 

- pee az 
ye old cottages are peantifuly pod lorhins
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135. : 
+t Toe old thatched roofs are disappearing. 

120 But are now being revived. (Ranger station in Natl. Forest) 7tuo Antet w 
not etinur, Crt Coal, C phregrntis). v Ory chuneble, 

129 - Here is "New Deal" suburban housing of the "County Jail" type. bavoll, toel, 

. 130 But the individual suburban houses are rather pleasing. [Pmiwel lufire 
(Thrmenge) tire tre teas ol fev bth. erfhrtdln) netaaftinn i z 

230 More farm-village types. 

231 w " " " 

232 Some of the high mountain farms are very bleak, 2 

whet th ww waa ; cs 

229 I will end with the prettiest cottage in Germany, m at (iuat Mu putluat
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‘ eh 
d NINE CENTURIES OF DEER MANAGEMENT io 

IN GERMANY (4 wn 
: Aldo Leopold ‘ : 

I. Tallc from chart 

The German Forests are overgrazed by deer. : 

To us who p§cture "grazing" as contented Holsteins nipping bluegrass in a meedow 
_this may not sound exciting. That is because we have notnyet learned to see or 
think in ecological terms, We think "shoot off a few deer,and all will be well" 

But all is not well in Germany: ‘ : 
I. Soil Sickness. Since 1820 many forests have been convrérted to pure spruce 

This has "sickened"the soil. Hardwoods must be introduced,but deer make 
this impossible. (spruce curve) Z 

2. Deterioration of Deer, Vitamin and mineral deficiencies arise from arti- 

' ficial feeding. Natural Feed is absent from a spruce forest,and deer ; 
pressure prevents its reestablishment. 

3. Native Flore being eliminated by deer. 

&. Forest Bird Fauna has been cut in half by spruce. Can't be brought back 

without hardwoods,which can't be brought back because of deer, 

For these reasons it is importatnt to unravel the origins end nature of the deer 
problen. Bee : 

A history of deer is a history of Germany. : 

Nearly every war and political change shows in the deer curve(see chart) 

Conversely deer often determined the evolution of society and politics, For examle 
30-Years War Tell story of origin of the Spessart. 

Revolution of Ig4s Attempt to democretize hunting. See curve. : ‘ 

Republic of 1918 Seme._ See curve. 

Earliest Federations between petty rulers were. between neighboring estates for 
mutual protection of deer. Treaty between Albrecht of Bavaria end Abbot of ee 
Benedictbeuren to close their boundary lands as a deer refuge(I300's?). Tims 
began a process which later extended into politics and finally enabled Bismard: 

to form the German Empire. This Hitler now attempts to further consolidate. 

2 Court Organization was determinned by war and hunting, Even ecclesiastical ‘ 
organization was affected by the mania for the chase. (Read contract between 
Arcgbishop of Tollenn and his forester) : : 3 

Likewise the dress, speech, amsements, weapons, food, clothing,domestic animals, and 

even the architecture of the ruling class were strongly influenced by and interwoven 

é with deer. , 

And now a mistake in deer range policy,made by foresters a century ago,arises to 

plegue the agriculture, forestry,end internal politics of modern Germany. 

Wherefore I repeat: A history of deer is a history of Germany.
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Where did E get this chart? ae 

. Imagine yourself a caller at an old castle, built in the I300's upon the ruins 

of a still older one, You have been in the woods all day with the green-coated 

Baron, talking and seeing deer. . 

You ate climbing ..en route to tea ...up the stone staircase of the old fore- 

court where in the "Ritterzeit" the horses of callers were tied,but which now serves 

- as garege. Countless deer heads line the wells .. stags, schaufflers,roes ...,also old 

crossbows muskets,deer rifles,and portraits of deer-hunting ancestors ( whose names 

appear in old script on the “schadeln" of their nearby trophies) By now you are 

» gomewhat acquainted with the Baron. With trepidation you spring the vital question.. - 

the question which brought you to Germany »-."May I see the Jagdbuch?" 

He turns and looks you quickly in the eye: "You will not,of course,put anything 

in the newspapers?" 

: "No indeed. I only want to study and understand the nature and history of your 

deer problem" . 

"Jawohl" (So the real purpose of your visit is assured of attainment) 

After tea,the Baron ushers you to the library,papered with cordovan from the 

time of the Inquisition, On an ancient oak table - which may heve served as throne 

to many a kmightly pasty in older days ~lies a huge leatherbound tome. The Baron 

respectfully opens it. ’ 

Page one is entitled,in ornate faded script: "Strecke der Kurfurstlichen Jagd, 

Anno Domini 1625." So many hirsche,so many Damwild, Schwarzwilld, Rehwild, Biber, Hasen, 

i Kanninchen, Auerwild, Birkwild, Haselhuhn, Rephuhn, Fasanen, Trappe, Kranich, Schwann, 

Wildgense, Enten, Beckassinen, Wildschnepfen, and lastly “sonstiges" (sundry, unclassified) 

Z All these are the year's bag or "strecke"of the Kurfurst of that generation(who 

looks down at you disdainfully from the wall),his guests,and his henchmen,and all 

killed on his "Domanen" which still constitute the estate. An equally long list of 

"Ravbwild" (predators)appears on the opposite page, In it are listed bears, wolves, : 

and other species long since gdne from the German woods. 

And so on for each succeeding year,for decades -..centuries...until some war 

or political upheaval has cut the skein of family history,to begin anew in the name 

of some new owner, 

I have some dozens of such records,each spanning from one to three centuries, 

copid from such books, This chart is their summation, fi 

Again I repeat: A history of deer is a history of Germany, 

% Yi é : . :
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NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT*(1545) 

We, Herman, by God's grace Archbishop of Tollenm, Chancellor and Kurfirst of 

the Holy Roman Empire in Itely, Herzog of Westphalia and Engern, and Administrator 

of Paderborn: 

Do hereby give notice that we have as of this date and by virtue 

of this document appointed our faithful Thysenn of Thylge as one-horse 

(ein spénnigen) Imave of our court and also forester, 

He now, at his own cost, must furnish a good-ridimw horse, and he : 

must ceaselessly attend to it that no geme, whether deer, boar, or roebuck, is 

caught, shot, or otherwise destroyed on our d& main without our express permission, 

To this end he msthebor with all diligence, not only alone but with others 

similarly charged. Should he find any trespasser he must seize him and hail 

him before the local justice. If he cannot do this alone, he must seek help 

of our henchmen, who are obligated to render aid, Should they fail in this, 

he is to give me personal notice thereof. 

Should he find any slain animal, he is to fetch it to my kitchen at 

Poppelsdorf or Buschdénen. 

Further he is obliged, with horse harness and weapon, to follow my 

marshall or head-bowman at any time, md to serve our interests with good will. 

Should he notice any danger to our cian or land, he mst take 

notice and wait on us in person, He is my watch and ward against all damage, we 

end mast conduct himself at ell times as a true Geme~forester of one-horse eee 

fo all this he, stending before us and of his own accord, has sworn 

with raised fingers, so love me God and his holy angels. 

To and for this end, that he may the better serve in his office as 

eome-forester, have we promised him each and every year a suit of both summer and 

winter livery, inclusive also of one coat, but exclusive of board, as with my 

¥Femux de La croix, Karl. "Geschichte der hohen Yagd in Seerlend.” Dortmund, _ 
1913, p. 24.



SO ce 

other servants, And thereto will I also pay him 18 gold dollars, half at 

holy Christmas and the other half on St. John the Baptist's day, and when he 

is at headquarters, also horsefeed and meal, nails and eisen (horseshoes) as 

needed, 

Should his horse be crippled by some piece of half-shot or half-stuck 

geme, then it is understood we replace the horse, Should he himself in line-of- 

duty be thrown or captured, thenfre pay him 25 dollars, but he mst again report 

for duty, on a good horse, within 30 days. 

At our pleasure, we,may dismiss this or any other servant, without 

mount. 

Given under our seal, at Briell, on the 20th day of the month of 

July anno. D, XLV (1545), :
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Creblre aLtustrbe rench an acolegreal eno, and brine rv Conarrcahor. pobey for Urrcrnain 

v1, Red Deer Three deer in Germany, At the top in both size and, perhaps, quality, 

is the red deer or stag, ‘he German "Bdelhirsch." Slo. hous “he? 

'’ 2, Fallow 
Deer A smaller species imported from Asia in Middle Ages. Robin Hood, 

Palmated antlers. 

v 3. Roe Small. In both forest and woodlots--also in fields. ‘li «-Peltujools —— 

Ciwhr with vrrpingers. Crbbecheeh, guret chien 

4, Hirschjagd From dawn of history, "deer" & "forest" are associated in human thought. 

mit Bogen pe tne Tae 

American 4th of July orators commonly generalize: "The forest is the 

home of the game" (meaning especially deer). This is one of many 

uncritical assumptions now being dismembered by ecological science 

in a new effort to segregate the true from the false. ce ‘ 

: : ; Unertin aw Merecnnd fratarha: Wty Uo» Perce? Comm? Wie fois frm titeng wf dmeny 

Yan Nidtochbug Here is at least one instance where the truth is qualified by tee 

i fepetpalela; 2 

- ¢ "what kind of forest; how many deer." = 

z 
uv 

HISTORY - ¢ 

5. Tink The German "Urwald" which Caesar saw was mostly hardwood. Some 1000- S 

Oak & 

year oaks survive. Broken by many openings, as attested by place = 

names ending in "heide" (heath), In the Urwald, oak and beech offered ; 

, mast; a rich variety of shrubs, herbs, and young trees offered browse f 

é for game. 5 

: 

6, Browsed These food-bearing plants are, with few exceptions, intolerant of : 

shade. Young oak showing browsing by deer. Tolerant species rarely a 

Sabet tices: ( Yea, Gkotr Far, CCE. Lye pies a £ 

’



. De : x ; Si : 

1. Jagd indie Feudal forestry aimed primarily at preserving mast trees, for both 

Netze (ast Wad b Bercl.)s meee 

et game and swine. Ecological disturbances: clearings, cuttings, 

Sr wl 
wt grazing, Deer stands were high up to about 1600. 

GY s2anan gurlerh pla ere int 
Vv Ta. Tapestry Hunting then mostly with dogs. The 1600! » “een be called "The 

ee eal Er vine an Wer 19005 Corky vine Hig gerd Cette), 
Great Exploitation.", Game protective system broke down in 

oe (618) s by fuyrtiow & tute Gimelo, : 

wer 30-year — exterminated in many regions, Timber slashed 
4 

to pay war debts and to extend cultivation. Z 

\ §. Besuch The 1700's were accordingly a period of timber famine. Timber- 

Knecht : Saar 

cropping began with birch and with coppice. Game cropping res- 

punt win? tored many depleted deer herds, There was still plenty of feed, 

due to the open forests, and predominance of hardwoods. 

’ 9. Stalking Deer hunting was a sport and a cult among all landowners. Poaching 

Deer 
a profession among those who had the appetite but not the price. 

: THE IMPASSE 
ta gest frutin 

“ 10. Spruce In 1820 Cotta discovered that pure spruce, reproduced by artificial 

Stand 
planting, outyielded mixed forest. Same true, in lesser degree, of 

y 

es pure pine, Wave of conifer-planting--called "Fi chtenomania" , 
io 

a pay” Note bare feedless floor. Only feed in new plantings. Deer had no 

kgs 

feed except in cuttings, or Kahlschlagen. These are only 10% of 

area--of course were overgrazed. 

(Stem grofule uf clan & wpmece ) 
VY 11. Spruce Another bare floore : 

Stand 

12. Weise As an expedient the deer were fed in winter, Hay is cat on these 

meadows, — ‘ 

13. Feed Sta. and then fed in these racks, together with acorns, turnivs, grain, 

horsechestmts, etc. : :
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. \ 
; : 

“44, Food Patch = Patches of grain and potatoes also grown in forest. 
be Abicit Diels ey Wa prae pte - 

A dense stand of game was thus, built upon an insufficient range. ; 
4 

Vv 15. Schdlschade Result: Vitamin deficiencies, as expressed in stripped bark of spruce, 

Y 16, Bundling Result: Expensive protection to prevent this. 

“ 17. Game Fence Result: Fences around forest to protect agricultural crops. 

Y 18. Trap Trans to let escaped deer back in. 

In general, a highly artificial game culture was forced on Germany 

by reason of the lack of feed resulting from a highly artificial 

forest culture. : 

“19. Healed Stump But meanwhile, things did not go so well with pure spruce forests, 

ale Cotta, Yields declined, due to a mysterious soil sickness, : 

Roots all matted on surface. 

20, Spruce Litter failed to decay, Piled up as a sterile blanket. Soil flora 

found simplified. Soil podsolized. Did not happen where beech 

mixed in. a 

21. Spruce : But deer exclude beech. None here except in densest thickets of spruce. 

Reprod, 

22. Fenced Only way to re-introduce beech is to fence. This is being done on 

Beech pl. j 

millions of acres. Deer-wire nearly as important as hog-wires..//, Wr 

We thus complete the vicious circle: Over-artificial forest 

forced over-artificial game, which now obstructs the attempted 

retarn to natural forestry. 

oe Wcrocd wade? Py oce aes et aia Cees hack wet, bute nt get huth wt ta ceely cwt) elu i 

clin, Duftuor yulel, ton fe pou trufew, Bertuthnen,
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PLANT ECOLOGY 

: 25. —s Let us now re-express our impasse in terms of plant species, Table 

oe is observed intensity of browsing, which represents palatability. 

A modern deer forest contains only the tail of this list. There is 

an intolerable pressure on all palatables, Yew virtually extinct, 

; Maple now uncommon, Berries uncommon, Apple and pear widespread in 

‘Middle Ages--now gone. Mather conn, Obie fw pabrnden b Abpe, 

24. Slash Only 5 species of herbs and shrubs on this cutting. Island on R.R, 

cut had 16 species. Simplification of forest flora. (Maen haat elatnely 
aariplparce pretty, fron) 

INJURY TO WILD LIFE 

25. Moose frying to restore elch, but no feed. 

26. Under Large areas fenced and underplanted to oak, ash, etc., a8 moose range, 

plantings 

— 
“7. hnerkeia Game birds run aut which depend on berries. Anerhalm and Birkhain. 

Ue opal Cane 

28. Stag Antlers run down. Supposed due to culling. WNow-a record head ‘Taised 

by artificial feeding. Real cause deficient gunity ct feels *s 

Stick and clean" forestry equivalent to our "slick and clean" farming. 

frees US HIE ofrente 

29. Dead snag Birds: Species list in artificial forest reduced, half, and ratio of 

Qa» hole to open nesters distorted, tvt~ ~~ beat tomtidewn Uae Ge Kot tihng 

ww? Apress teluceds from UCR SG, Fume Arerpleficoben, ae plouf, Ruanlt: amacef efreleue, 

In general, deer are injuring conservation in Germany much as 

‘livestock is here (with single exception of erosion) . 

CONCLUSION : 

The ciasianss based on biological science have rather prided themselves : c 

on their pure objectivity--i.e., they are manipulating nature and their sole concern



5 7 ee 5 ¥: sf 

is learning how to do it effectively. Somebody else can worry about the beneficial 

application of technological improvements. That is to say, the average technologist : 

has no social philosophy, or if he has, it is of that wncritical kind which reasons : 

' that because his technology raised to the first power has seemingly done good, that 

raised to the nth power it mst necessarily do better. : 

: Forestry is such a case. Because Germany needed wood, and because pure spruce 

outyielded mixed forest, therefore pure spruce was better for Germany than mixed forest. : 

Experience has now shown that on most soils pure spruce not only defeats itself, 

put likewise defeats wild life--both plant and animal. ‘The German reaction to this dis- 

covery is expressed in a very positive striving toward a new philosophy of conservation, 5 

The term "wood factory," as applied to a forest, is now a term of acted ORE Wita ee 

it is still a term of honor. ‘The German now speaks of all conservation’as "transeconomic" 

in motivation. ‘The American still proudly justifies his particular cult in the ‘ 

esperanto of "dollars and cents." I doubt whether either kmows exactly what he anaes 

by these terms--I certainly do not. But I can see one thing clearly emerging which is 

applicable to land-use the world over: the deep interdependence of interests heretofore 

considered separate. One cannot divorce esthetics from utility, quality from quantity, 

present from future, either in deciding what is done to or for the soil, or in educating 

the persons delegated to do it, All lend-uses and land-users are Gira and the 

forees which connect then follow channels still largely unimown. is 

; /
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AN EROSION THEORY FOR THE SOUTHWEST 

Aldo Leopold 

Vv 1. Map: Of the Brushfield Region. As large as Wisconsin. 

Altitudes up to $000, Rainfall up to 20", winter & July. Springs 

dry. Industries: yearlong cattle. Winter sheep. Mines. Health. 

4 Al Irrigation, Vegetation scanty but very rich in species, incl. many 

{ nutritious plants. 

\ 2@ Man in brush, Erosion theory had its genesis in speculations about brush, 

Cowmen say brush has "taken the country." Tell how in 1880's on 
’ oo Gen'1 ; ‘ 

topography certain mesas could see a cow a mile; now have to hunt to find then 

— at all. Some fires occurred in this brush; burning over about 

v 3, Manzanita every 300 years. Bad fire years in N,W. had brought on a tremendous 

sic "drive" for fire control. The word drive then carried "liberty loan! 

flavor, The first road-and-trail building appropriation had been 

made. It was seriously proposed to build trails to allow cattle 

access to dense brush, “) & ™ \w 4 fw » poeta fre » 

4, Browsed But range management research had also started. Beginning to see 

Apache Plume 
that cattle pressure was all on palatable species (like this); that 

unpalatable might actually be increased by grazing. Hence 

“conscientious objectors" to the cattle-fire slogan began to be heard 

from, and these objectors began to think, 

This beginning of thought often lags far behind the beginnings 

of physical manifestations of a problem, Witness soil erosion in 

Wisconsin, 

This thinking disclosed four pertinent feetstrudvoun. 

~~
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Late vf lores ne 
4 

I, Widespread Erosion 

- 5. Water gap. Loss of bottoms, Ranger who first built this fence had no gully. 
290768 ae 

: ape gublae cs 

Vv 6, Rio taba Early records show many valleys as an irrigated, valley with hay- 
280 

meadows up to 1880, 

Vv 7. Deep Lip. Many bottom pastures--once cienegas--now drained by gullies. 

293463 

v 8. Cowania Bush. Vegetation showed soil loss. Present level 3" below root collar. 

252797 

v. 9. Road Routes Creek crossings on old roads increasing. 99 crossings of Blue 
Washed 
196692 River; only a dozen 40 years ago. 

V 10. Ranch, Even ranch buildings caving in--would never have been built if 

172999 
fully there at time of settlement, No evidence of such trouble on 

early ranches. 

I CONCLUSION: Erosion recent, mostly in last 40 years, 

Tae} Fue, 

II. Many fire scars on old trees. Old Juniper stumps burned flat. 

; 4 S lienelang 
V 11. Juniper, These’ trees are often 1000 years old, and scarred all the way. 

Some literally flattened to ground by fire (call these levelled 

stumps?). Very durable. In known cases smallest twigs on fire- 

killed trees take a decade to fall off? How long does it take for 

successive fires to make a levelled stump? At least 2,000 years, 

There since Abraham, soo 

% CONCLUSION: Fires formerly much more prevalent Wiis neers 
a 

III. Great areas of new timber reproduction. 

Vv 12, Reprod, Openings in old forest filled in. 
186899
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V 13. Reprod, Spread far into open "parks." Also spread downhill into lower 

— altitades, Sra rutilalony free Lp biel” 

Ti CONCLUSION: Timber has recently encroached on grass, 

IV. Great thrift and size of old trees 

hyd. [ ] 4 Junipers and pines 6' diameter. 

eee iL CONCLUSION: Much of this timber is open, not because 

of adverse soil or climate, but because 

reproduction inhibited in times past. 

How to put these facts together? Hypothesis: Previous to 

settlement in the 1850's, fires started by lightning and Indians 

kept the brush thin, kept the Junipers and Pines in open stands, 

15. Grass and gave the grass the upper hand in the possession of the soil. 

—_ In spite of periodic fires, this grass prevented erosion, Then 

came the settlers and grazed ‘grass out. This checked the fires md 

left the brush free of root competition. It also exposed mineral 

soil for trees to reproduce, with no fires to check the reproduction. 

Lastly it deprived the soil of the grass mat, and thus started 

erosion, Evidently the brush and trees which took the place of the 

grass mat could not hold the soil, with the additional tamping and 

trampling induced by grazing. An accelerating process of erosion 

started, and "conservation" has never caught up. Of that more later. 

V. Checks of Chronology 

16. Ecol. Explain diagram, Manzanita very susceptible to fire. ( &, prawn) 

Diagnosis.
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17. Gully trees. Count the age of trees in a gully, or on the bar of an oxbowing 

173000 
river, Never over 40 years, except where settlement was older. 

Thus on Santa Fe trail gullies max. age 60 years. Near old 

“ 17a. Juan Tabo Spanish Settlement up to 200 years. 

287715 

Vv 18. Open a Junipers in very open stands killed by fire where now neither 
280635 

grass or brush, At the time they were killed some connecting medium 

i mast have existed. Probably grass. 

No an Timber types spreading downhill. ‘This implies the lifting of 

some inhibiting force--presumably fire. weer it a 

pt he a ne ge BM 

CONCLUSION: Erosion is post-settlement, and therefore 
4 

al 
presumably caused by only widespread post- 

settlement land-use: grazing. 

VI. Why Conservation Has Not Cured Erosion 

39, =, Where palatable brush remains, it is possible for a cow to come 

235561 
out of the winter almost fat on a diet of brush alone, On this : 

Vv 19a. Coffee range, the winter crop of filaree and other annuals helps make this 
Brush 

possible. Hence the penalties of grass-exhaustion are postponed. 

(Contrast with Montana.) Hence when a herd reaches the die-off 

Palatable 

stage, the range dies with it. /Brush reproduces and recuperates much 

more slowly than grass. 

Jv 2. Carly Within this fence the Forest Service has reduced cattle to the 
Mesquite 

235517 point where grass has come back, but the reduced remnants of palatable 

brush are still going downhill. In short, there is a lag in 

recovery of a brush range, as well as a lag in penalty. js 

sb Ue Gebrage f te Aeprnng Me whe gue ew potatathe Uru vbw haiti our? Kaedr 

yy 21. Black Canyon No matter how severely an injured range is cut down, there are still 

196742 

enough cattle to keep the canyons overgrazede
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VII. Loss of Bottoms 

v ee, —. This, with the wounded watershed, keeps the streams oxbowing, 

The timber, normally a protective covery ing, pries off its own 

banks. 

, 23. ee Canyon, In 1921 I examined 25 small valleys, and found 44 ruined, oW4 

1% partly ruined, 366 started, 24 with slight loss, 12% with none. 

The bodily removal of small valleys has offset the gain in arable 

land through irrigation. 

y 24, Arroyo The soil thus drained or lost is usually very deep and fertile, 

284590 

/ 25. Arroyo These valleys are the heart of the ecological organization, 

“— Whether measured in terms of agriculture, livestock, wild life, 

timber, transport, or landscape beauty, the country is literally 

gattede tin valQuys maw qretleel 

VIII. Silting Reservoirs 

* 26. — Lake Worse yet, the resulting silt is dumped into the Irrigation 

_—— Reservoirs, Here is delta of Salt River in Lake Roosevelt. 

v 27. Roos, Lake Melenitina Survies had "stalled" on silt measurements, pleading 

aie "no money" for soundings, Forest Service, theny accustomed to 

getting ord aa money, simply at low water put wires 

around trees a fixed distance above silt. Then, at next year's 

low water, the decrease in height of wire was measured. 

The grazing industry which has ruined the Salt River Valley 

: was worth, in 1924, 9 millions. ‘the ae industry, 

supported by the reservoir, plus te Sakeeest; was worth 60 

millions. Yet all remedial policies to date are simply tempor- 

Sving’ Setghes against the incredible momentum of the destructive 
a 

process,



eee 

IX. Erosion Control 

To the uncritical mind, we seem to have an open-and-shut case, 

check 
Grazing caused this debacle, and to grazing-control and duek-dams 

we must look for remedy. 

Such controls are under way, to the extent of perhaps 20 F.S. 

CCC camps, plus the huge Navajo Reservation project, plus the 

San Simon W.P.A. project. 

v 28. Dam In waterless country dams mst be rock, 
289875 

Vv 29, Gully plugs At extreme headwaters loose rubble is used. with Lous sloping face. 
281166 

v 30. Sausage Where large rock not available, wire "sausages" are used. 
278841 

y 31. Dry Masonry Where good rock is available, real dry masonry is used, 
284676 

Mga, <—— The dam system often far exceeds value of watershed, but not 
286813 

of the affected riverse(elpuw, 

Vv 33. Log Dams Where timber is plentiful, log dams are used. All dams are 
287663 

planted and most fenced. 

Vv 34, Sack Dams Where no rock available. Yuu mlclow wm anck. Welfaws 

v 35. Log Dams Most of these systems have held so fare 
287687 

Y 36. Rock Dam Aprons were insufficient in early work, here as elsewhere. 

281160 i 

: 

’ 37. Bank Work On larger creeks, bank works are used. Cottonwood posts supposed 

£94283 
3 to grow. But in general, larger creeks have torn out everything. 

G, von Fecace, Main recourse there is "erosion fences," to exclude stock except 

Gor from selected water gaps.
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38. Cottonwood The fences allow vegetation to seize bars. On grazed rivers 

—_— only unpalatable shrubs can survive. I have seen whole sectors 

of Gila, accidentally protected from grazing, in process of re- 

puilding bottom by silt deposited in thickets, ‘This is the up- 

grade of erosion cycle. 

x Stages of bottom erosion: stable channel, oxbowed channel, paved 

channel, revegetation, deposition, Grazing, even of a little 

stock, halts the process at the paved stage,-prevents this 

revegetation stage from starting. 

cn ee a 

X. Erosion Theory 

As already stated, to the uncritical mind we seem to have an 

open-and-shut case of grazing causation. But---- 

39. Reshow Bryan of Harvard has found, in the bank of the Puerco, several 

— cross-sections of prehistoric arroyos indicating severe oxbowing 

before any livestock existed. ‘his was west of the buffalo range, 

The Spaniards found the Puerco a nearly channel-less cienega or 

springy bottom, we tivut Haney yer 

madineret 
Dellenbaugh found prehistoric arroyos in the Navajo country. 

Barnes remembers a few active arroyos near Holbrook before cattle 

came, 

C 4oO. Cycle Miavies.) Most of the small drainages in S, W. were channel~less, or had 

PN channel-less sectors. Some large ones, like Puerco and San Simon, 

| were nearly channel-less for 50-100 miles, It seens a geologic 

| axiom that a channel-less dreinage mst approach unsteble equilibrium. 

As deposition piles up vulnerable sediments, it creates a gradient 

which mst eventually cut. : 

VY |
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prypthotecal 
Yo Cyck 4 Sequence of cycle in typical small drainage: 

eye 
\ —~.. _ Stage 1 - Channel-less flats, wet and dry. Intermittent 

| ay active sectors below mouths of side-canyons,. 

oe Stage 2- After grazing. Active cutting extends upstream, 

\ Begins to cut and drain flats. 

\ Ps Stage 3 - Flats oxbow. Torn out except for small fragments 

a \ at base of hill. 

~ Stage 4 - Oxbows Pave themselves. Could now revegetate if 

stock removed. 

Stage 5 - Revegetation of channels, extending up and out. 

Conclusion: This cycle may have occurred before, under the impact 

of cloudbursts. 

Bryan says: 

"Cyclic changes from sedimentation to erosion and back to sedimen- 

tation took place before the introduction of livestock and the 

formation of the existing arroyos. It appears inherently most 

probable that these changes have a common, and doubtless a climatic, 

cause. The introduction of livestock and the ensuing overgrazing 

should be regarded as a mere trigger-pull which timed a change about 

to take place." 

There seems to me some heavy arguments against postulating climatic fluctu- 

ation as a necessary cause. Presumably he means rainfall, A dry year might 

weaken the lower (dry) flat, but strengthen the upper (wet)one. ower oy tes 

Bryan's climatic hypothesis implies region-wide synchronisa,” Why not more 

probable that any drainage eroded when it became sufficiently unstable? This
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would mean a cycle of random timing. Cutting would take mch less time than 

filling, hence at any one moment the great majority of drainages would be filling 

(i.e., stable and channel-less). ‘This would check with the geological evidence 

of occasional pre-settlement arroyos. 

Problem is important to a philosophy of control. The millions needed for 

control should be spent in the light of some coherent theory. The grazing 

theory, all by itself, is not coherent. Bryan's theory, all by itself, seems 

tneusfictent.Pleced together, with the additional postulate of random timing, 

they seem to ho]d water. 

We have only the beginnings of a theory for Wisconsin. We rightly set up 

bad farming as a cause, a "trigger pull." But we, too, had channel-less water- 

courses in S. W. counties. Did they have a cycle of cutting and filling? 

If so, random or synchronous? If synchronous, under what impact?
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A Pheasant Drive in Germany ; 

Aldo Leopold 

(map) Estate at Puschkova, Silesia. Guest of Herr von Nahrich (through 

Kreisjagermeister Quachning). 

4000 Na (10,000 acres), Sugar beets. Own factories. Loess over sand (W, Wis.). 

Species: pheasant, roe deer, Hun. partridge, hare, rabbit, 

Story of Hunt. (Some pictures from other estates) 

Arrived at Schloss 8:30 A.M. for coffee. 6 guns, each with "Jager" in 

uniform. (Q.'s jager was a student, preparing for prof, career as game 

keeper, Breslau Hochschule). 9:30 drove in buckboards to first remise. RAIN, 

Host without gun, 

/ 19a Gans lined up at one end. Beaters at other. Signal on horn to start drive, 

"Cocks only." Birds soon began flushing. Came over high. Took 1/2 hour, 

25 birds. 

¥ 199 Gathering up by beaters. 

¥ 202 Laying out "Streche." Count, Inspection. 6 such drives in A.M. On some 

hens wereshot, E 

¥ 130 Construction of a remise, Note spruce hedge, with tall spruce behind (roosting, 

feeding, high flying). 

Vv lelb Under this high spruce strawbeds are laid. Behind is a zone of alder for rising. 

Interior any second growth. 

v  i32 Some strawbeds are in open (for early baiting). 

v 133 ‘Bach remise has a food patch, either corn or Topinambgr or both (describe). 

f 327 : Kolbenprilse (like German Millet) also used. 

v 186 Remises lie in a group or system, each unit driven successively.
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J 187 More Remise systen, 

v 1ho 4 # 8 

v 204 By noon my geme warden had shot 52 pheasents on 6 drives, 2/3 cocks, 

Party had perhaps 250, 2/3 cocks. 

Vv 136 Driving in for lunch we crossed the Beet Railroad. 

v 124 After lunch we began a new series of drives on new remises, 

Vv 206 The day ended with a bag of Wig "creaturen" of which 15 were rabbit, hare 

and partridge, Streche laid out, Greaiti of etiquette to step over; Erne 

blew "the hunt is over," Host congratulated head jager and drivers, High 

gun had 180 head. Total Bag 433 prone uate» 

ae 

Description of Range & Management 

v 196 These birds mostly naturals, ‘Small rearing operation on hayfield eges. 

Rearing field. Bouquets of as high as 200 birds--many of 25. 

4 190 Breeding pen, 1, mom fies Pdnwliel apr, 
Free wefan Dontaranres tel 

Vv 189 Spruce Ladder near rearing field. Ph total per cent of artificials probably 

under 15%. 

Certainly only half the birds shot at were killed, and half the birds never 

shot at, This would mean a census of 2000,» / pert menses 

x 140 These were by no means all raised in the remises where shot. Remises are 

winter concentrations, Remise system lies at centre of estate, 

‘174-5 Remise system is surrounded by fields bare of winter cover, wa Wehanty cometh then, 

¥ $25 Tois bare zone has ditches which serve as streets and nesting, but all mowed 

by hand, 

Vie Very rarely the ditches have a real growth of alder. 

v 180 There are haymeadows, but all cut, Bulk of nesting is in hay and grainfields, 

without any cover other than crops. Hayfields present same risk as with us.
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Birds are dogged out at beginning of nesting, to force them into grain. 

That's where eggs come from for geme farn. 

End _ of Now if 500 birds out of 2000 were killed this one day, how many are killed 
Slides 

in a year? Few or none. Only one big shoot. Owner may go out with small 

party of good shots to trim sex ratio. Total kill may reach 50%. 

This would be unsatisfactory to us who like our week-end bags of a mess of 

birds, but it is better adapted to nature of pheasant. It meets his tendency 

to scatter by reason of ; 

1, Utter confusion during big drive--1 direction good as another 

2. Insulating zone of bare fields 

Owner is later invited to help his neighbors shoot, 

All crops are worked to force birds toward fed remises, 

Sex Ratio desired is 1:5 or 1:6, Wight. Couldn't argue them out of this. 

In fact, they will trim old cocks in spring to reduce to 1:5, 

‘Birds Killed are sold to help defray expense. My warden, who had shot 70 

: pheasants - went home without any. 

Remises also contain roe and hare. Partridges few. This estate will kill 

a dozen roes a year--in summer (bucks) & winter (does).
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Wild Life Research in Wisconsin ‘ Wee : 

: Aldo Leopold ,\A shel, ae 
University of Wisconsin ‘\V z 

E History 

Wisconsin has always been a stronghold for ornithology. In the 1840s, 

before the state was half settled, the two Kunliens) at Delavan, and Dr, 

P, R. Hoy at Racine, had started their painstaking ‘feces of our avian 

species. 

Then followed the era of “economic orni thology pé the inventory not of 

7 bird speciess but of bird foods. In 1873 F. H. King 2) started exploring 

= Jw the *Economie miiatiend of We cekaaha Birds, a field which was later devel- 

oped nationally by Judd, Fisher, Beal, McAtee, and other naturalists of the 

U. S, Biological Survey. King's undeviating rigor in applying the economic 

yardstick tells us much, not only about birds, but about the natural 

philosophy of his generation. With all the circumspection of a cautious = 

radical expecting short shrift from his contemporaries, King pekeosia Abe z 

poosibility-ef le loaitimate-denend—for-the preservation of animals to some 

extent detrimental," i.e., to some extent at cross purposes with the sacred 

> economy of Homo sapiens. Apparently it was dangerous in those days to assert : 

flatly that a beautiful animal is his own justification. 4 King discovers, 

2 evidently with surprise, that an actual count skphak more birds per square 

mile near Ithaca, New York, than in the more recently settled regions of : 

' Jefferson County, Wisconsin. He shared in, or at least had to deal with, the 

then universal assumption that wild life mst disappear with the advance of 

settlement. ‘This should be of special interest to the modern game manager, 

whose life-work rests squarely on the opposite ohiacas. 

At the turn of the century it became fashionable not only to love birds, 

but. mbliciy to avow that fact. The amateur movement, as expressed in Bird Clubs
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and Audubon Societies, was strong in this state, Bird-lovers lacked both the 

: botany and the entomology necessary to pursue economic studies, and of course ’ 

also the dead Se for study. Their eeeteiss turned to expanding the 

species inventory, to migration records, and latterly to banding. It may not 

be generally kmown that one of ‘ais pioneers in large-scale banding was Dr. L. J. 

cored of Wisconsin. Desultory banding had, of course, been practiced since is 

_ the Middle Ages ) 

Wild life research in the modern sense began in this state when Herbert L. 

Stoddard, an "incorrigible" young naturalist from Sauk City, was retained by the 

; Milwaukee Public Museum as taxidermist and collector in 19988 Sometime during 

that apprenticeship he must have conceived what is today the foundational theorem 

: of wild life management, namely: 

A species can be decimated by throwing its environment out of 
balance, Conversely, it can be restored by restoring the balanced 
assortment of environmental features required for its welfare, 

/ Stoddard 1 applied this theorem to his now famous Mecorgia Quail 

7% ; aovesttentiontt) Jno idea, however, mst have been born during his work here, ; 

It is significant that its birthplace was in the mind of a man who had never 

seen the inside of a High School. A whole new profession is now engaged in 

following down its ramifications. : : , ee 

_ Stoddard cast his intellectual pebble in Georgia in 1924. By 1928 the outer- 

most ripples had travelled back to the state of his nativity. In that year two 

projects, patterned after the Georgia model, were started here. Alfred 0. Gross 

> began the Wisconsin Prairie Ghiekon Investigations© inter the auspices of the : 

Research tives of the State Conservation Commission. Paul L. Errington, under 

@ grant to the University from the ammnition industry, started the Wisconsin 

Je _Quatl Investigation, / —-
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: : The Quail Investigation 

It is now three years since the completion of Errington's work, and perhaps 

not too early to attempt a summary of his discoveries and an appraisal of their 

significance, ‘This may seem unbecoming in one who enjoyed daily association 

with his work, but those who understand the degree to which he was "his own man 

may find it not improper, : 

Errington's most valuable findings relate to predation and its interrelations 

with food and cover. It has long been known that fitness determines survival, 

but we have only dimly realized that environment determines fitness. Errington 

: worked out, for Wisconsin quail, the details of Jjast how and why. He qualified 

5 the usual supposition that species have certain inherent aptitudes for capture or 

f escape, by showing that those aptitudes are operative only within certain narrow 

Qe limits of circumstance, Tims the Cooper's Hawk catches quail, but given a suit- : 

2 able variety of food and cover, the covey promptly changes its habits and becomes 

hawk=proof. On the other hand, if without alternative foods, it is annihilated 

either by the hawk or by starvation, 

A corollary of this is that predation falls heaviest on coveys occupying 

marginal ranges. These may be wiped out while nearby coveys with good food and = 

cover go unscathed. Predation is never uniformly distributed among population — 

units. 

All predation has been considered as selective of the unfit. Errington dis- 

covered wide variations in selectivity. Certain predators catch quail - chance, 

i.e., non-selectively; others catch only misfits, and are highly selective. The 

predators of high "economic" value, such as the Buteo hawks, are the most 

selective, 

To get the data which yielded these conclusions, Errington invented new 

technique for field studies, supplementing the techniques previously devised by 

Stoddard, For example, by tethering young hawks and owls and forcing them to 

regurgitate the food brought them by parents, he obtained their daily mem without
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NS Cn 
____ Feeourse to killing, and secured e contimity impossible under older methods. Wo 

By feeding captive raptors various animals and then collecting their 

Ne pellets, he found the rate of pellet formation and the degree to which the eualler 

yw bones are digested, thus allowing more and sounder conclusions to be drawn from the 

pellets of wild birds. : 5 

A how low on the scale the last blizzard came, That low-scale foods do not sustain 

: weight and fitness was experimentally verified. ; C 

Errington ed ee for Wisconsin quail, the general theorent that : 

sveinisou! varies with the degree to which a population falls below or rises above 

carrying capacity. A ees when over-stocked loses heavily, apparently regardless 

of the number of kind of predators or buffers, The same range when understocked : 

loses lightly, regardless of the mmber or kind of predators or buffers. That is 

to say, quail populations on any given range fluctuate avout a norm representing 

carrying pugacter: It follows that enhanced carrying capacity Xi.e., food and 

: cover improvements), is the only effective predator-control,*felso that surplus : 

over capacity had as well be used by hunters as by natural enemies. 

In general, Errington created a coherent, ¥ though sesessketly: tentativey, 

theory of predation which so far applies only to Wisconsin quail, but which may 

ultimately have far-flung consequences to. ecological science. It is a timely 

contribution, because predation contimues to be the prime cause of dissension 

between gunpowder and field glass hunters, 

: ses Sequence 

Wild life management research projects are so fary of several types, which 

occur in a rather definite sequence. By projecting this sequence a little into 

the future, we can gain a rough idea of the volume and kind of work which lies 

ahead. For any one species the sequence is?



— ee recourse to killing, and secured a contimity impossible under older methods. \/j 

Lz Stoddard and Errington jointly are probably responsible for the discovery 

| of the food sequence, a concept unknown to the economic ornithologists with their 

| composite cross-sections of stomachs gathered at diverse times and places. The 

| daily mem. of quail in winter was found to follow a sequence representing a . 

descending scale of palatability. Winter survival was found 1 be a question of 

f how low on the scale the last blizzard came. That low-scale foods do not sustain 

= weight and fitness was experimentally verified, C 

Errington seu beams aha: for Wisconsin quail, the general tneoreetiat : 

evainicee varies with the degree to which a population falls below or rises above 

carrying capacity. A vanes when over-stocked loses heavily, apparently regardless 

of the mumber of kind of predators or buffers. The same range when understocked 

loses lightly, regardless of the number or kind of predators or buffers. That is 

to say, quail populations on any given range fluctuate avout a@ norm representing 

@ carrying meuactay: It follows that enhanced carrying capacity i.e., food and 

’ cover improvements), is the only effective predator-control, ~felso that surplus : 

over capacity had as well be used by hunters as by natural enemies, 

In general, Errington created a coherent, X though necessarily tentative? 

theory of predation which so far applies only to Wisconsin quail, but which may 

ultimately have far-flung consequences to. ecological science. It is a timely 

contribution, because predation continues to be the prime cause of dissension 

between gunpowder and field glass hunters, 

: a Sequence 

Wild life management research projects are so far¥ of several types, which 

occur in a rather definite sequence. By projecting this sequence a little into 

the future, we can gain a rough idea of the volume and kind of work which lies 

shead. For any one species the sequence is?
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1. Survey of the species, to find the most important chances : 
for improving its environment and thus raising population levels. 

: ' 2, Tests of the findings on actual range, to see if the higher levels 
are obtained, 

3. Ecological explorations of key plants, 

4, Fhysiological and pathological studies, 

5. Economic vehicles for encouraging management. yt 

Species surveys have been made of Wisconsin cust Uparrinetony prairie ‘ 

As / chickens Yecoss and Schmidt}, Deer, waterfowl, shorebirds, fur animals, and 

cottontails remain pmesemt virgin fields as yet untouched, Michigan surveys of 

pheasant tne and Hungarian pancsnaleracvi will probably suffice for 
g | , this state; likewise Minnesota's survey of ruffed crouse fines 

Errington's findings on quail are now being tested on the Coon Valley 

Erosion Control Project by Holt. The findings of Schmidt and Gross on prairie 

chickens are being tested in central Wisconsin by Grange. Less thoroughly 

financed tests of Wight's, Yeatter's, and Errington's Sindtack are being con- 
pam couperntiom uth ta Lnorvarly » 

ducted by volunteer farm groups at Faville Grove Mefferson County%, Monroe 

Center jFAdems County}, and Riley, Dane County. 

Tests nearly always disclose deficient kmowledge of some key planty but 

this type of research is as yet lacking in Wisconsin. for example, we need 

to learn how, by ecological manipulation, to control the supply of wild rice, 

wild celery, trefoil, ragweed, and false climbing buckwheat. Stoddard 

induces a growth of legumes in Georgia by plowing furrows in sod, or by controlled 

burning. In Seotland the grouse crop-¢some 2 million birds per year)-rests 

squarely on the ecological manipulation of noathes, C2) : 

be Physiological and pathological studies foe aa aes Cycle Study wae 

recently inaugurated vy, praca, aiiee a grant of funds to the University by a 

group of sportsmen. Wisconsin also enjoys close cooperative relations with Dr. 

R. G. Green's study of cyclic diseases at the University of Minnesota, There is
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i erying need for a third leg for this pathological tripoat ‘ study of vitamin 

and mineral mtrition as affecting parasitism in geme birds. : 

To accomplish conservation, game research must not stop with its "layette" 

of biological facts. There remains the problem of economic adjustments to 

encourage their use by landowmers. e current aspects of conservation economics 

have been treated in a separate G2) : 

Opportunities 

Wild life research offers a new field for service, not only to the larger — 

universities and agricultural eeliante: but also to colleges, agricultural 

high school teachers, county agents, forest officers, geme officials, end private : 

naturalists throughout the state. ‘The first criterion of vitality in such a 

program is its degree of dispersion among many investigators of diverse points of 

view. There are so far ten times more challenging problems than investigators to : 

attack them. If any competent investigator has the willingness to take on a 

€ problem but is in doubt about a selection, I~ ae him not only the initial 

ey Se advice of the University, but ee desired, a current consulting service os to 

: fhe limit of our time and pereeinek 

It may also be proper to ask why any scientific institution in this state, 

confronted by so many unanswered questions of vital import to our future, should 

have to seek outlets for its brains and energy in expeditions to foreign lands. : 

ah The era of geographical exploration of the earth is about over, but the era of - 

ecological exploration of our own dooryards has just begun. wila life research is 

one of many virgin fields of inquiry in which any persistent investigator may con- 

tribute not only to science, but to the permanence of the organic resources on 

which civilization is dependent.
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ECOLOGY AS AN APPLIED SCIENCE es 

Ecology - science of environment. Agriculture ,animal husbandry 4 
forestry. a 

Basic ‘thesis; Presence or absence of any plant or animal is a 
determined by the environment habitable for it,and its a 
abundance or scarcity is proportional to the amount, oe 

quality,and distribution of such environment. se 

Climate - weather - soil (beyond control) Cpu Crrarel eng » “4 
Food,cover,ete (under controdgl,determined by —_ aa 

: Porrroed com te = 

Example:Bobwnite Quail (map) Snow(N);brusn(W),ocean(S and E) 2 
But within tnis exterior boundary abundance depends on: Be 

grain or weeds .....eating place......plow 
Drusn ...ccecsesecsoniding place ...2sh&xe <a 
BYPASS 4...00%.+---+-Dredding place ee 

resting place.....cow ae 

Vol 2 Se 
Cruising Radius: These "types" must be distributed to be within ~~ 

daily reach. _bedius varies: oe. 

hen: I/8 mile dog:I mile ee 

quail:I/4 mile duck: 25 miles = 

Must have all types needed within the radius. Analogy with a 

city : all eating plates in Oldtown fe 
all niding places in barelas 2G 

all loafing places on University heights. 8 
Not many people could inhabit such a city. Birds don't have 

cars. ie 

Known for a long timethat disappearance of wild life is due to 3 
the unbalancing of enviromment by land industries,butthe a 

@enverse proposition is new. It isthis: If the nature and i 
interspersion of vegetative types limit the abundance ae 
of wild life,wny can't we snuffle the types to incease ~ aoe 

- and comtrol abundance? oe 
oor, 

_ The answer is: we can. The process of doing so,the body ag 
of skill used in doing so,is called game management. a 

Fish Management. The equivalent body of skill long See 

since developed is called forest management. ee 

Conservation is the public movement to get these things done,the 
urging wnich must preceed action in all human affairs. 

Sls ee ee
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WILD fe ee 

If this urging came only from a few of us atevistie individuals to 

whom wild things are essential for a satisfactory ei stence, you could, I 

admit, let us sing our little song, and then politely file it away "for 

future consideration" in those vast archives where Au sriciiaad 

pipe dreams are laid to rest. But it so happens that the very things essential 

to wild life restoration in the Southwest are likewise essential to its 

continued existence. I say things + it almost boils down to one thing — the 

control of overgrazing. 

Ten years ago this unpleasant assertion could be dismissed by the 

public as the mental abberration of a few technical conservationists who 

were "seeing spooks". Such is no longer the case. At the scientific 

meetings in Las Cruces this week this assertion was the "theme song" of the 

entire group, which included feesters, range managers, game managers, ecologists, 

reclamation experts, irrigation farmers and flood control engineers and which 

represented every scientific institution in the Southwest. What they said was 

simply this: In this semi-arid Southwest you can not have irrigation or 

livestock or forests or game or fish or even the lowly tourist without a 

atoll. siitahte relationship between soil and water; this relationship is falling 

into an ecological tailspin called soil-wash or erosion. Erosion is caused 

by overgrazing; civilization can not persist in the Southwest wise ee 

restored and erosion controlled. The whole history of its past can be summed 

up in one word: Arroyo. The pass-word to its future can also be summed ‘up 

in one word: Grass.
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I can not tonight discuss why this is so or the detailed technique 

of brog gsven-puh af men as C. Ke. Qooperrider of the Forest Service and 

Dean Fleming of the A,ricultural College have accumulated a mass of evidence 

Noe oe skill for acting oe 35, Seaey is at your disposal. Neither is 

there time to prove to you that the vegetative cover of your watersheds hag 

been largely destroyed; I am speaking on that subject at Santa Fe tomorrow. 

Neither can I discuss the right and wrong of this thing or its social, 

economic or philosophical ramifications. Some thonghts on this were presented 

at the Las Cruces ictia ee $ Girions enough to look the 

matter upe My theme tonight is the community of interest which exists 

between the permanent prosperity of the Southwestern land industries and ny 

own field of work: the restoration of wild life. To the latter question 

I now return. 

The restoration of wild life byrestoring vegetative types was urged 

as early as 1924, in Albuquerque, by a group of ecologists including J. S. 

Ligon, H. Bs. Jamison} John D. Clark, Fred Pettit, and others. (There are 

few doctorates appended to these names, but the world's foremost ecologist 

Charles Elton of England, has remarked that some hunters and fisherman know 

things which are Greek to some Ph. Ds.) We had a scheme to restore quail 

to the Rio Grande Valley by fencing the chamise bushes on the edge of the 

mesa. Later we lesrned that Herbert Stoddard had already applied the same 

principle to half a county in Georgia. I will sketch briefly the further 

tests of this idea which have since been made, and lastly its possibilities 

for restoring wild-life resource to New Mexico and Arizona, and how it depends 

on conquering the "arroyo" and restoring "grass". 

oe



Tests of Game Management 

(a) Riley Quail: I300 acres,6 farms. nad I5 quail in 1951; 

now has I50,a [1000 pereent increase in two years. 

Diagnosis of range: food. Food patcnhes,noppers ,weed 

patenes. Cost $15.00. Not snot. 

(b) Williamston Pheasants: 20,000 acres,lNich. Diagnosis: 

food, cover ,regulation of hunting. Doubled to 

quintupled in 3 years. Cost: high. sunting increased. 

(c) Iowa Demonstrations:25 areas ranging from a section 

to a county, pheasants, quail, nungerian partridge, 

prairie chicken. 

Started only a year ago; lack of snow prevented 

census of gains,but on one area (Davis County) with 

4 covies last year and laid out sor 8 covies,7 were 

“ontthe job"within six months after food and cover 

installed. 

(a) Wisc,Indiana ,Ninnesota Demonstrations 

Summary: You can restore game promptly,at a cost running 

From nothing to 1.50 per nead,by natural methods or 

management. The same bird delivered by artificial 

propagation costs 1-50 to $5.00 each. 

Game Management in the Southwest Cant barge rignt in and do this 

on the strength of “hunches” as to what each bird or range needs. 

Technique built up on research. Iigon. Russell. Gorsuch. 

Taylor. (‘his work to be dropped in both states,but expenditures 

for artificial restocking goes right on. Why?) 

(a) Quail Management. Larger Ranches and grants. Fence 

chamise and leave food along edges of mesa. Speed of 

results? Private lands would have to charge. cco 

: (b) Deer Management on empty ranges. Fence the south slopes 

necessary for winter and let mahogany come back. CCC 

(c) Waterfowl Project. Nesting mortality from trampling 

py stock and from predators. Utility of fenced areas 

and predator-control. 

(D) Turkey Nanagement. Kesearch first,except obvious 

need for fences. CCC
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The Food & Cover Problem 
in Southern Wisconsin 

(A) The Winter Food & Gover Shortage 
X26. Count of quail coverts per sq. mile, Iowa. Should be 16 per sq. mile 

(1 per forty). Only 1% of townships have this number. Most frequent 
township has less than 2 per sq. mile. 

X29. Cover is shrinking. Traceable shrinkage during 1920s nearly as great 
: as the remnant in 1932. 

X524. Quail tally, 4 states, 789 samples. 45% had food, 27% cover, 17% both. 

— X154. In southern Wisconsin, only 25% of 561 forties were habitable for pheasants. 
(In S.W. Wisconsin, only 10% of 161 forties were habitable for quail.) 

* oe OR Ok Ok 

(B) What is Winter Fooa? 

"Natural" Foods 

S-37. Corn shock. 

8-28. Standing corn. 

516. Manure spreader. 

S-41. Weed seeds (ragweed, smartweed, pigweed). 

353. Climbing buckwh eat 

S-45 Isolated birches for budding. ‘ 

Food Patches 

—64}-——-Borghum-patch,Crystal_Lake—~ 

591 Soybean patch, Arboretum 

x 590 Corn patch with deer, Arboretum 

~ 59h. Quail tracks in sorghum patch. 

Food Stations 

507. Wire basket feeder. 

584. Corn rack (Arboretum). 

$-23. Corn rack (Schmidt). :
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583. Fenced shelter, Riley. 

556. Buckwheat stack. 

* ek RK Re Ok 

(C) What is Winter Cover? 

Natural Cover Types 

518.  Grazed woodlot. 

309. Ungrazed woodlot. 

646. Grazed marsh. 

323. Ungrazed marsh. 

960. Palatability order, brush species. 

Natural Cover Species 

956.  Cattail & bulrush. 

x 596. Cattail roost on ice. 

* 559. Ripgut roost cover. 

962. Juniper clump. 

335. Bush willows. 

325. Down trees. 

Constructed Coverts 

422. Useless grape (grazed) 

644. Grape let down to ground. 

x 513. Grape tree ready to let down. 

x ots Artificial grape tangle. 

x 517a. Lopped willows. 

x 473.  Pollarded willows (should be lower). 

54k, "Barber-chair" willow.
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Planted Coverts 

X-59.  Unplanted feeder. 

X-60. Planted feeder. 

776. Bare gully, grazed. 

911. Planted gully. 

901. Bank, partly grazed and newly willowed; partly ungrazed. 

903.) Before and after willowing bank. 
905. ) 

908.) Before and after willowing bank. 
909. ) 

= 975. White spruce 2-4. Still in danger from rabbits. 

2 STN Red pine 2 years after planting (as 2-2). Beginning to go up. 

137. 12-year-old Red Pine planting. 

Effects of Planted Coverts 

— x15¥5 Pattern of planted, natural, and fair-weather cover, Riley 
(natural cover 1% of area. Additional 1% now planted) 

a X15 96 Response of pheasants to food and cover improvements, Riley. 

h
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The Wisconsin Deer Problem 2 : 

Color slide Condition of Food (browse) in 475 winter *: s" (wintering areas) ene WEF Gat ces ae ee 
Moderately browsed //...15% (Herd equals CP, will not starve wholesale) 

Lightly browsed 4...” 39% (Herd less than OP.) * 

How did we get this way? What can we do? 

W3, What _is a yard? Series of trails in snow. Pack down. 

W5 Deer eat what they can reach. (Twigs, buds - browse) 

Wel _ When nothing to reach, die. Yarded only 27 days last winter. 

: What _is browse? ‘Twigs and buds of shrubs and trees. 

1757 This is an elm tree browsed by deer. "Hedging". Summer only. Never 
killed. 

1796 Basal sprouts of a Mt. maple. Yearlong. Kills bush when top 
dies of old age. 

1462 White cedar browsed to a "deer line" from ice. No harm to old tree. 

1569 But young growth out of luck (balsam) 3 

1601 Cedar: balsam = T-bone: shoe-leather. Sign that T+bone is gone. 

1602 Even on~coming "shoe-leather" (balsam) is destroyed. 

1606 What many expert woodsmen fail to realize is that this progressive 
; elimination of edible plants results in replacement by worthless 

' alder, birch, etc. Cilav —meph - beh = ebolad i 

How Starvation Progresses 

1754 A fat deer is lazy = doesn't like to reach, nor dig in snow. 
(Jackson County). 

1581 Fawns die first because can't reach. : 

1352 Bucks last, 1 or 2 hard winters later. Predictable sequence. 

1598 Kaibab fawns died 1921, whole herd 192i. Maes
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1576 Wisconsin fawns began dying in 1936; by 1934 died wholesale 
(Bayfield) 

1575 Trying to stay alive oh pulpwood cuttings. Aspen, very poer. 

1607 And balsam. Too weak to get out of dead top. 

1609 When brought in before death and put on milk, seldom recover. 
* Toxin? 

1610 A few does began to die in 1943 (notice fawns). Full of balsam. 
In fall of 1943 opened on does to reduce herd. 

1740 Of which about 50,000 were killed. Don't know % reduction. 
Bitter criticism on 3 counts (1) Does were unethically sleughtered. 

(2) Should feed instead 
(3) Reduction hurt tourist business 

WH Why dot feed? Hay alone won't keep alive. 

1887 Hay and grain will (Rahr station), but fed deer eat just_as mch 
browse as if unfed. Hence no relief to food plants. 

G-251 In Germany deer fed for 100 years, but look at the woods. 

1636 Entirely different from feeding seed-eating birds. 

561 Deer without good browse are stunted 

562 

563 
Conclusion: Legitimate to hold over starving deer till they can be 
used. Dangerous if herd not reduced. 

3 What next? 

= Since 1943 herd has again increased. 
17 

é Repeat color Condition spotty. Asked legislature for authority to hold "controlled 
slide hunts" in spots. Refused. Why? 

Deer Crew. Take local people into woods and show them evidence. 

1608 Next hard winter will bring this. Every year of delay eliminating 
mowe food plants, spoiling forest reproduction, degenerating 
quality of herd.
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Historical-Phenology of S. Wisconsin ae 
(Over and above bird migration) 

Phenology in Wisconsin has sprouted up 3 times and died back twice. 

1. 1851-1859. Franklin Hough's "Periodical Phenomena" (1864) (Shinners) 

2. 1881-1885. Dean Henry's reports to Board of Regents. 

3e 19351945. Bielegieal Group on the Campus 

' In addition, a fourth "sprouting" did ee touch Wis. directly: ‘ 

_ 4, 1918. Hopkins' "Periodical Events! (Don Thompson) "Hopkins! Law"; 

In what scientific field does phenology belong? » 

Hough Doctor Medicine Publ. by Commissioner of Patents 

} Henry Agronomist Board of Regents 

Hopkins Entomologist Weather Bureau 

Question: What is Leopold, Jones, et alt Who will be godfather to all his dates? 

: Hough Used questionnaires to volunteer weather observers. 

Tables cover many events in many states. Some amusing ineidents br ebanees 

Madison replied only for 1851 - first year. Burned out? 

Mostly cwop and orchard plants and a few common trees and herbs. ; 

Some other localities: Baraboo, Milwaukee, Brest, Norway, Platteville 
much more talkative and "got bitten". fi bel, 

° 5 Did not distinguish horticultural varieties - apple was apple. 

"Splitters" not yet done their work: only 1 erategus ~ 
Plants still on Linnaen good behavior: no triangles in black oak & red oak. 

Raspberry was raspberry - no mass collections. : 

Tables for shedding of leaves. (Better phenologists than I), ‘3 

Henry Shocking that a Dean should beer seek ad ee (Ingraham) 
Behavior pattern: started record "with a few bold strokes" — then let 

his grad students finish.
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Didn't hurt them: Pammel ; 
Trelease 

Hopkins Does not give his raw data: only his deductions. Like to know how 

many items, how long, how many wild species. 
(Read Law: Chapman p. 223) 

Present work : 

Acknowledge: Libby Jones, Carl Leopold, Norval Barger, John Curtis, W. S. Feeney, 

Albert Gastrow, Jim Hale, Pepper Jackson, Kumlien Club, Bob McCabe, 

S6a bparey ¢ Jim Eimawtaas ee wt, View a fin Dial io ee 

8 

Slide 
Table 1-3 What_record looks like. Explain 

Serial Number. Sauk Controls. ; about 370 items. 

Interpolated dates (plants only) aS 

Selection of Ifems Hugh & Parcin f 

Commonness a 

1142 skunk Sharpness deceit ee. skunk (snow) 

750 lLiatris Bloom is sharp in most flowers (exception: Liatris 

18 Ree Bloom not sharp in grasses which do» not extrude pollen 
1770 Panic g 

132) / Visibility vs. Audibility (Example: cricket frog. Woodcock.) 

1336 Recurrence yearly. (See Horned Owl) 

1884 pasques Continuity. All blooms have this, but most songs lack it in 
: early spring. j 

1819 basswood Evidence of Newmess. Browsed stems turn black in summer. 

. Local vs. Distant Factors. Break-up of ice (25) most perfect 

example of cumulative local factors. Bird arrivals weak on this. 

Populations vs. Individuals Very variable. lust record whole pop. 

thus bracketing all genetifal or site exh saul; or a single plant 

or clone. :
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Wildlife Ecology 118 
Aldo Leopold 1942 

TRACKS « Tnael 

588 Deer in soybeans 

593 Pheasant and tree sparrow 

594 Quail in sorghum plot 

654 Grass "tracks" (Compass in wind) 

745 Deer on sandy beach 

890 Muskrat. Franklin ground squirrel? 

889 Housecat 

891 Cat, mouse 

W-3 =6Deer trail in yard 

We6 Raven (wing marks) 

954 Prairie chicken 

965 Dancing prairie chicken cock 

1067 Pheasants approaching a feeder, Riley 

1066 PC roost under snow, entrance and exit 

1098 Ruffed grouse roost in snow, shack 

1099 Rabbit tracks one regular, other simulating mink 

1100 Pheasant in a hurry 

1101 Pheasant tracks at a burdock 

1135 Microtus (7) trip to ragweed 
a —” take-off 

1142, 1143 Skunk in February thaw 

1144 Rabbit 

<\ yee | 1135 Microtus (ddéermouse?) 

1165 Pheasant in a hurry (on ice) “ 

1174 Mink trail to spring, Arboretum. Drags belly in deep snow 
1175 Mink tracks in lighter snow 
1323 Goon tracks in muddy road, Leopold shack 
1333 Quail tracks: count of 7 possible here. Faville Grove fencerow 
1335 Quail and rabbit tracks, Faville Grove fencerow 
1336 Mixed tracks leading to a grape tangle



: | Wildlife Ecology 118 

Tracks (Extra lecture) 3 

‘slide . 

890 Muskrat Franklin Ground Squirrel? 

889 Housecat ~ 

891 Cat, mouse 

W-6 Raven (wing marks) 

745 Deer in sand ! 

588 Deer in snow 

594 Quail 

: 593 Pheasant : f 

1142, 1143 Skunk in February thar ‘ 

1144 Rabbit. : 

11440 Quail 

1137 Pheasant take-off f 

1135 Microtus
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Lecture 5: ‘The Cow in the Woodlot 

s History 

Jonathon Carver, Oct. 10, 1763, "Village of the Saukies" (Sauk City) : 

Waist I staid here, I took a view of some satis that lie about 15 miles 

to the southward, and abound in lead ore. I ascended one of the highest of 

these (Blue Mound) and had an extensive view of the country. For many miles 

nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which appeared at a distance like 

haycocks, they being free from trees. Only a few groves of hickories, and — 

stunted oaks, covered some of the vallies". (pp.49-50). 

John Muir "Story of My Boyhood & Youth" (In Green Lake Co., near Portage, 

: 1849-1860. 

; pe 181 "Hares and rabbits were seldom seen when we first settled in the d 

Wisconsin woods, but they miltiplied rapidly after food and shevenr (haa 

been | supplied in the grainfields and log fences and thickets of youmg oaks : 

: that grew up in pastures after the annual grass grass fires were kept out." 

pe 230. [ ‘wisconsin prairies produced so close and tall a growth of grasses 

for fires that no tree could i on it. Had there been no fires, these 

: fine prairies -- would have been covered by the heaviest forest. As soon 

| as the oak openings in our neighborhood sake settled, and the farmers had 

: prevented running grass-fires, the grubs (roots) grew into trees and formed 

tall thinkets so dense that it was difficult to walk through them and every 

‘ : trace of the sunny "openings" vanished". : 

Cire hacatonn sovecle D ede bien meats connie frvthell iS, Cw: 
\ Trace rapidly history of "cow-pressure". 

Farming in Muir's boyhood was wheat farming until 1870's (See Shafer). 

: Dairying started about 1886. Economic sequence: 

EE Nee ts wh dafin Hath B nnn ere a eee Lupleod (1950 8)? 3 

"alt Obert tar wens whint form, olenelenet? tly? 
: \ ‘
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1. Expensive barns, buildings, machinery, transport. 

2. To spread unit costs, more cows needed. More pasture had by: 

(a) Draining marshes (c ies Set ead rake ) 

(bv) Pasturing woods (fuu2s Prane Curler ) 

| Ma Hosen today 8 ie et 
ef clerewhedt Lu MM vag ? 

The "thickets" described by Muir, springing up in the 1850's’ and 60's 

should be 80 - 90 years old today, with older veterans interspersed. 

Vv 518 To verify this, we will count se stump-rings in this woods later. 

Veteran is a bur oak; younger trees are black, red, and white. Note no s 

reproduction. : : : 

v 946 An isolated bur oak of pre-settlement age. 

703 Sometimes the veterans are white oaks. This woods is lightly grazed, 

fair reproduction. 3 

1077 Grazed os ungrazed sides of a roadside fence (Riley). 

1157 Grazed a ungrazed sides of a woods fence, showing ultimate effect. 

What isthe process? ot. me minh fhe Binal: fecce 9 Wacol ncel Ma Ah veh 

1634 Cows browse sprouts of oaks, and of Seren “Sesdiuaen; especially during 
Whit athe Ue anrecermen sect hut 

drouths. Note characteristic forb: mllein. Why the forb in grass ete 

stage? —Mayere Olle. 

. 372 Grass stage becomes ‘tget" by soil compaction, even when cows fenced out. 

Oaks unable to seed in. 

: 873 Compaction accelerates erosion. : 

p coe Betas Compaction occurs only on heavy soils. On this sand, reproduction is 

, : good as soon as cows are withdrawn, but it is black .oak, ele : 
barodachen nsdlen tha als wriees 

898 Grazing not only deteriorates the composition of the woodlot, but, the 

farmer anxious to enlarge his pasture pushes the boundary uphill. 

é IYUO Here ha farmer bine abmutels off ths fewer tel ge wf deouehs todos hus arafroubedl, 

139% Nort dic ding mene ne rere arith ety The Lrnehfils atvenns
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Soon only an "eyebrow" is left. Note erosion in fields. : 

1076 A landscape with grazed woodlots and cleaned fencerows is lifeless in 

winter, Cover requisite to niches is lacking. Species likely to persist 

. include: s 3 

1380 Spermophile. Cover underground, hibernates in winter. Thrives on short 

grass of pastures. Other short-grass species: robin, vesper sparrow, 

flicker, killdeer, meadowlark. 

2 ese 411 brush species (like ruffed grouse) disappear. Other examples: oven- 

; bird, towhee, bobwhite, wood thrush. \ 

In squirrels the brush-loving gray is supplanted by the open-loving fox. 

In foxes, reds supplant grays. In short, pasturing woods trades one 

fauna for another. 

453 In plants, we trade ladyslippers for mulleins and vervain. 

455 Jack in pulpit and dutchman's breeches for bluegrass and ragweed. 

188 Pasque~flowers often persist despite grazing: seem to be unpalatable to 

COWS. : 

, 1391 In shrubs, we trade palatables like dogwood for unpalatable like prickly : 

: mai otedh. New whatde wd ral Ue Ahnuge? rene cucthe or ufle 

Be vargit about Oy ltr gees gr pages 

Some changes, not caused by pasturing woods, are nevertheless exaggerated 

; 1393 by pasturing. Example: oak wilt, a root fungus transmitted underground 

: by soed crafts. Organism seas discovered (Henry at al,.1944, 

Phytopathology 34:7:636-647). Worse in grazed woods. 

971 White grubs (June beetle) defoliates bur oaks. This is June. 

972 Grubs under sod. ‘ 

felipe te ig S78 Adults on hazel. A cyclic group of species, aggravated by overgrazing and 

x drouth. \
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LECTURES =~ Aldo Leopold 

Ecology as an Applied Science Sp TpE Se 5-33 Phi Kappa Phi, U.of NM 

Wildlife Research in Wisconsin 6p TpE Ce2~ 1635 
A Pheasant Drive in Germany 3p TpS 12— 6-35 MW Game Conf., Urbana 
An Erosion Theory for the Southwest 9p TpSE 12=17~35  Hrosion Symposium 

Deer and Forestry in Germany Sp TpSE 12=19=35 Phi Sigma 
Nine Centuries of Deer Mngt. in Germany 9pTPSE 1-18-36 Agric. Faculty 

Sketches of Land Use in Germany 8p TpSE 1-22-36 Taylor-Hibbard Club 
Vertical Planning for Wild Life hp PE 25-36 Rural Reg. Planning 
Buropean Game Management 3p TS 3~ l-37 Wildlife Conference 
Conservation in Germany hp PS 1-28-37  Stemben Society 
The German and His Land 6p TpSE University Club 
Conservation in the World of Tomorrow 5p TpSE 329-37 Tripp Commons(Student 
History of the Pheasant 3p TPS %16-38 Riley Mtg. Forum) 

The Faville Grove Wildlife Experimental Area 2p PS 11~16-38 Madison Bird Club 
2p TS 11-16-38 Madison Bird Club 

Wildlife Research 2p PSE 1=2h-39 Prof. Club 
Game Policy Model 1930 7p TE 2-15-39 Wildlife Conf. 
Greens Keepers Course 2p PS Re 8a 39 
Lect. 1. Behavior of Bird Populations 3p TSE 8412-39 Ohio Lectures 
Erosion Economics in the Southwest 2p TS 11-23+39 Taylor~Hibbard 

Biotic Theories and Conservation 2p TEp 2=29-10 Phi Sigma 
Biotic Theory 2p PSE 

Diversified Farming for Wildlife 2p TS 7~2200 Marshfield Lecture 
The Farmer Cooperatives of Wiscénsin 3p TpS li~ +0 Wilson Club 

Final Plan for Symposium on WLM lp T 
The Erosion Problem in the SW as cfd. with Wis. hp PSE Q= Sa) Farmers Week 
Conservation of Natural Resources 2p Mimeo SE 5-16~l1 Freshman Forum 
(Deer in Utah, Oregon and Nev., Coast) 2p TSp L+2hell Seminar 
Seienfifiec Uses of “ilderness 2p TSE 117-2  GeteAway Club 
German Ecology 3p PS 3+16=2 Seminar 
Wildlife Manager; Erosion Mngineer 2p PS S- 1+h2 Freshman Forum 
Conservation on the Western Ranges hp TSE S~lj-h2 Phi Sigma 
Delta Duck Studies 3p TS 5~26<1;2 Dane Co. Cons. League 
The Last Stand of the Hardwoods 3p TpSE 6m 250112 
(Pheas., Bobwhite, Hung, Cottontail) 2p PS . 7=lhe-lh2 Conservation Congress 

2 cards TS 
The Prairie: the Forgotten Flora hp TE (w/ slides) ll+ 6-2 Colonial Dames, Milw. 
History of Land-Use: Western Wisconsin 3p TE (w/ Hickey?) ll- 9-2 Seminar (y/ Mickey) 
Pheasant Population Studies hp TPSE 12= 7-2 Seminar 
The Excess Deer Problem 2p PE 1-16-13 Getaways 
The Deer Problem 5p PS , 121-3 Deer Committee 
Animal Pop.s at Prairie du Sac, 1929-2 6p TSpE 2-153 Seminar 
Short Summary of the Deer Problem 2p TSE 6~21~l:3 (Chm. Citizens’ Deer Com) 
Deer on Forced Rations 2p TSE 9-103  keH Wise. Dells 

11%); Farm Short Course 
Birdsong Phenology 3p T 10-19=3 Kumlien 
Land-Health in S.W. Wisconsin 10p TpSE Die 33 ASCE 
Arboretum Pheasants 3p TpSE 11<19;3 Arboretum mtg. w/Getaways 
Prairie du Sac Quail 1929-13 Sp TpSE 12= 683 Seminar 
Animal Tracks 2p TS 1-10-h Short Course 
Steep Farms in S,W, Wisconsin lp Mimeo, lp TS Qe «hh Dodgeville Feb 2, Menom 

onie Feb9, LaCrosse Febil



LECTURES 2 

Pheasant Cover in Dane County 3p TS 2-28!) Dane Co. Sportsmen 

Land-Health in S.W. "isconsin 3p TpSE 3 Joh Garden Club 

Forest Browse Problems hp TpS 3~25-h)  S.A.F. Milwaukee 

Seven Prongs of the Deer By enma Sp TpSE 642 6—)i); 

Census Estimates, Nat. Forests (1921-12) 1p P 
Birdsong Phenology Sp TpS, lp PE 11-28-h),  Kumlien 

Birdsong Phenology, II. Hours of Song 6p TpSE 12 hel Seminar 

Runaway Populations 6p TpSE 12— Sell: Young Ag Club 

Some Runaway Populations in Wiseonsin 1p mimeo WLE 118 

Food and Cover Teclmiques 3p PS 1» helS WL Techniques 161 

Distribution of Wisconsin Hares 2p TpS 110-5 Seminar 

Plant Patterns: Interspersion Theory; Patterns 2p TpSE 2—17—)5  (WLE 1187) 

The Deer Problem of Northern Wisconsin 5p TpS 3~ 8-8 Extension, (ConsNatRes) 

Timber Wolf ip TE, 3p PE 3-17-15 Getaways 

The Trend of Events in American Wildlife 6p TpSE Lhe lS 

Irruptive Deer Herds Sp TSE 12= %h5  U,Of Chicago 

Some Wisconsin Wildlife Problems 2p TpS Qe 1+)6 Fr. Ingrs--Orintation Lect 

The Farmer as a Naturalist hp PSE 2- lxl6 Short Course 

Wilderness Conservation 5p TpSE 326-16 Friends Native Landscape 

The Wisconsin Deer Problem 2p TpSE 913-6 Green Lake 

Summer Cruising Radius of a Quail Covey ip mimeo 10-15-L6 Kumlien 

Steps to Publication lp TE 12~19-)6 WL Tectmiques 161 

Sample Outline: Age-Criteria for Cottontail lp TE 

Wildlife and Farm Land-Use 3p Tp le 5-7 Rotary Club 

UNDATED 

Rodent Management on S.W. Ranges 3p PE 

The Food and Cover Problem in Southern Wis. 3p TS 

Lecture $: The Cow in the Woodlot 3p TpSE 
Theories of Population 3p TE 
Motives for Conservation 6p Tp= (WLE 118) 
Biography of a Covey 2p PS 

Phenology 2p PS -hh Seminar? 

The Wisconsin Deer Problem 2p TS 

Deer Lecture=--General ip PS 
Lecture (157). Density, Carrying Capacity 6p TpSE 
Historical-Phenology of S.Vis. (Over and above bird migration) 2p TpSE, 3p PE (carly 6?) 

Report on Conference (11th Annual) 3p PE (196?) 

3.x 5 CARDS 

Properties of WL Populations 3 cards TpS S= 6=)1 FPL lecture 

Conservationist in Mexico 7 cards TpSE 5. Belj1 Gamma Alpha 

"What Can I Do" 5 cards TPSE 10- 1-2 Garden Club 
Soil Conservation in W.Wis. 3 cards PS Smset Garden Club 

Biotic Land Use 7 cards TpE 
Turnover in Chickadees (Aldo end Carl Leopold) 3cards PS 
"Learn to Read" ) cards PS 
Chickadee Study 3 cards P 
Meaning of Conservation 8 cards TE 
(Conservation Commission) cards PE



Theories of Population 

Bs , The constitution of animal pomalationa is’ a problem comparable in " Gow 

L/ some respects to the constitution of matter. Both deal with aggregations 7 

of units, held together by an unstable equilibrium between invisible forces. 

Some forces repel, others attract; some are internal, others external in 

origin; some are constant, others varying with time and circumstances. 

In animals we see the units but must largely infer the aggregation; 

in physics we see the aggregation but mst infer the unit. In neither do 

we see much of the processes of adjustment; in physics they are too small 

to be visible; in ecology they extend over too mech time and space. 

Physical science attempts to infer the constitution of matter by 

a@ succession of hypotheses, experiments, and recasting of hypotheses. 

Ecology attempts to infer the constitution of populations from the behavior 

of individuals, but the experimental verification of hypotheses is beset 

with peculiar difficulties, especially in the higher animals. Captive popu- 

lations may fail to survive (as in cyclic species) or lose their "structure" 

(as in migratory species). Many of the most highly organized species are 

passing out of existence. To offset these difficulties, ecology has one 

advantage: it can mark the individual animal and watch him eat, sing, breed, 

and die. What would the physicist give to band an atom? 

* ee OF 

The past decade has seen the first attempts to formlate hypotheses 

to explain the population mechanism. No one mind, nor one group of minds, 

has been able to span the entire gamit of phenomena which mst be taken into 

account; rather we see half a dozen groups, each international in make-up, 

and each dealing with a "separate" aspect of the problem, sua. lll 

Attias the Miton group is grappling with the still unexplained rhythmic 

oscillations of population density called cycles. 

The Errington-Stoddard group is trying to decipher the upper and lower 

limits of density called carrying capacity and saturation point, and the 

relation of these limits to decimating forces like predation.
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The Chapman-Nicholson group is attempting mathematical expression 

of breeding potential, mortality, cycles, and latterly even of predation 

and census problens. 

The Lorenz group is exploring the psychological interactions of 

individual animals; Nice and Howard are relating these interactions to 

space (territory); Allee is relating them to physiology and to the social 

order. 

The Rowan-Bissonnette group is exploring the physiological basis 

of reproductive and migratory rhythms.. 

Finally we have groups studying food (McAtee), diseases (Green), 

and we now have at least the beginnings of a study of weather (Baldwin, 

Kendeigh, Gerstell). 

Most of these groups are consciously ornithological, i.e., they 

begin with the bird and reach back into the sciences to explain his 

Dehavior. We mst not forget, though, that the riddle of bird population 

may one day be illuminated, not alone by the ornithologist, but by the 

scientist who begins with his science, and who reaches into ornithology 

only for illustrative material. At this moment I have particular faith 

in the endocrinologists, many of whom know little about birds, but who 

are reaching into ornithology for subject matter. 

The laboratory scientist has always looked askance at wild birds as 

experimental material. He was so awkward in the field himself that he 

could not believe anyone else capable of making quantitative field measure- 

ments. That new group of field skills used by ornithologists like Margaret 

Nice, and by wildlife managers, has convinced at least a few laboratory 

scientists that measurements can sometimes be made in the field, that wild 

birds can sometimes be brought into the laboratory, and that the combination
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is more potent than the sum of their separate powers. We may thank 

Herbert Stoddard for the original demonstration of this idea. 

se ee 

To return now to the groups studying bird population: because cycles, 

carrying capacity, and territory are being explored by separate groups, 

each building its own terminology and selecting its own species to demon- 

strate its ideas, there exists a danger of assuming that the phenomena 

are separate, and that the terminologies have a validity in and of them 

selves. For example, the Prairie du Sac population curve (Fig. 1) was 

used by Errington to illustrate his theory that bobwhite range has a norm 

of density called carrying capacity, and that density tends to return to 

this norm by reason of compensatory predation. The same curve could be 

used to illustrate my theory that the northern bobwhite is cyclic, and 

fluctuates with grouse (Fig. 2). But what right has any of us to assume 

that carrying capacity and cycles are separate phenomena? These terms are 

young; they have no validity except as temporary descriptive handles. 

What is now needed is a hypothesis which will unify the two "separate" 

ideas, which is susceptible of experimental test, either in field or 

laboratory or both, and which incorporates the probably related phenomena of 

physiology, psychology, pathology, weather, and predation. 

Atomic physics, in like case, would, I think, have produced an 

hypothesis and be in the midst of a good healthy dispute about it. We 

have produced none, yet we have one advantage which should enable us to 

produce good theories quickly: it is possible to do basic work without 

elaborate equipment. Margaret Nice has proved that. If we can produce 

more ornithologists of her stamp we shall eventually understand more of 

bird populations.
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hi! Lecture 7. Density, Carrying Capacity / 

\ Definition: Density is population per unit area. It. may be expressed 

in numbers per acre (as in mice) or acres per head (as in deer). 

It may also be expressed in pounds per unit area (as in weight 

pyramids) . 

; Environment and Social Pressure. We know from breeding potentials that 

density tends to become infinite, but for certain checks called factors, 

which represent the hostility of the environment, or habitat. Factors 

are external to the Sesdiaccen: 

But we now know that the operation of factors is influenced by 

forces internal to the population: social pressure. The young horned _ 

owls attacked poultry, and were caught in a pole trap, because they had 

been evicted from the home woods by their parents. ‘ i 

The most recent researches magnify the role of social intolerance. ; 

Man himself is the best example. Intolerance of man-for-man, as expressed 

é in wars, persecutions, racism, and class conflicts probably kills more 

people than environment does, 

Social intolerance in animals is just beginning to be explored. It 

is weak in some species (deer) but very stromin others (quail). 

: Deer 

as Cemparison of populations 

Unlike in size. Different species of deer. Alike in both "fenced" 

£ Kaibab by deserts), both censused, both started with small initial stock, 

ar both developed 4m “irruption" of deer, with an overdraft on the winter food. 

But Geerge Reserve wes reduced before range was spoiled, whereas Kaibab 

ran its course until the deer reduced themselves by starvation. We will 

e :
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compare the reasons for, circumstances of, and results of the 

; : two population-histories. 

The Kaibab 

1188 Location of Kaibab. Explain that some photos are from further north, where 

"history of Kaibab is being repeated. ae é 

358 In 1909 Kaibab noted for big bucks. felesele mesas likewise produce 3 

big bucks on Medea): Problem was Indian poaching. : 

: 1204 North facing breaks are timbered. o 

ae 1209 South bfeaks open. These are the winter range. (See deer eae 

1211 Summer range on top. VT Park. Much spruce. : 

1199 Spruce sometimes procumbent. Alpine character of summer range. 

1203 Also large areas of aspen. Root sprouts summer food. : 

: Social ‘Tolerance of Deer ee 
. who ernwpler tenn an full gaming aval Cag ere 

1215 , Zane Grey organized a drive just before 1924. to push deer across Ger.—Cus 

1201 Brace back to their hedged Junipers. 

1191 Deer would rather starve than move. Q 

M-53 Bven in 192) shots of wane feed (Mt.mahogany) existed. No ? 

pressure Gita dispersal else these would have been used. 

Conclusion: a like irruption of quail, pheasant, wb ess a 

dispersed by its own internal pressure. Deer herds mmmt lack this pressure. es 

: Effect of Irruption on Deer Foods 

: (A) Winter Brouse 

960 Palatability series from a Wisconsin cowpasture. 

ical _..-—S_-:séDiagram: Effect of winter overbrowsing on composition. 

: 1205 Cliff-rose(Cowania) lightly browsed. Very palatable. 

1206 Same heavily browsed, but too large to kill old sikete. i Brabhns 

1232 Same ruinously browsed. Only a few will survive. 

1243a Same, _reproduction of size that can't get by. an overbrowsed range. ; 

1216 Black saze (Artemisia) moderately browsed. Palatable.
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1233 Same, ruinouly browsed. Bete ut fod What d | 

! 1230 ane killed by browsing ae Be j oe “4 

1235 Erosion between sage clumps. : Fig Ph Pare : ; a 

wrt ’ se 

vets Utah Juniver, mike eee 4 Unpalatable ae : ‘i oa a 4a 

1192 Same, but more heavilydicwied), o ces 

=201—Same— - 

1198 Same, killed by browsing frewany rf vxpatelabl ofreur ve liters sucky & 
froketincbtiin, Ltr trhlwvtaba, tu Corb, 

1222 Grape in canyon bottom. Leaf-browséd in summer. 

1234 Did deer do it? Inside and exclosure. See unbrowsed cliff-rose 

(B) Summer Brouse : 

1312 Aspen suckers surviving after the die-off. Palatable 

1311 Aspen in exclosure. : 

; igh Aspen in: exclosure. 

aco 1218 White fir recovering after die-off. Moderately palatable. (ite aw Line ) 

: 1196 Hedged spruce recovering after die-off. V«~, vp llth, (rene Lang erin om te ) 

1197 Same. Summer range always suffers less, because there is more 

g rain, part of the load is carried by herbs, and deer are present 

only half the year. 

(C) Carrying Capacity for Deer 

1229 Can carry as high as a deer per 2 acres. Richer than Wis. range. 

’ Most of the plants are palatables, fiiuhe 729%. be. na perkupe 25%. 

Lake States Deer : : 

ia (I have no pictures of George Reserve. North woods tells same 

story better.) | 

1554 Deer range in Wis. i 

q 1388 Setinates of Wis. deer kill P 

| |ge57 Suecess ratio: 121,000 hunters + 40,000 bucks = 3 ver bucie 

i
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ae _._ Feeney's map of deer yards. As on Kaibab before 192i; 

: (a) Overbrowsing is a winter (not a summer) problem 

: (b) It is spotty. There are unused spots that deceive the 

layman. 

Unlike the Kaibab: 

e guy (c) War-demand for lumber is cas the trouble by providing 

ample down tops. This provides a false security. 

(d) Winter-feeding (with cake) is a possibility, and provides 

the layman with a false hope of relief. (Vilas Co.) 

1463 Palatability scale from Flambeau. (needn't memorize the species: 

enough to know that white cedar is at top and white ‘pine high 

on the list.) 

1464 A trimmed pine. Many plantations threatened. 

1462 Cedar trimmed uiae bank of Flambeau 

804 Shore cedar browsed but still alive. Y.P., Huron Mt, 

803 Shore cedar dead. (¥.P. Huron Mt. 

746 High beeek cedar, Rock Island, Wis. 

‘ 823 Yew reproduction, Huron Mt. Below snow. E: : 

; a 302 Yew on rock, Huron Mt. "Fenced", Story of "shin-tangle. "! 

801 Hemlock and striped maple browsing, Buron Mt, 

ee 1352 Even spruce may be highlined when pinch is severe. 

enn w-l, w-2, w-3, w-5, w-6 deeryard scenes near Frotit lake, Wis. : 

sue t Daterveration of Deer 

‘ea Buss ané Schunke study shows antlers going down in Wis. » but this 

might represent selective hunting as well as malnutrition 

4 561, 562, 563. Pennsylvania yearling bucks on poor, fair, and ideal food.
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Deer vs. Birds. 

é 1136 Why do we never hear of overstocking by birds? Arboretum 

overstocked with pheasants, but nobody alleges exhaustion of ; 

natural foods or deterioration in pheasants, | 

677a, 677b, We do hear of crop damage, but thats another matter, 

(Corn pulled by pheasants). 

1129 Most winter birds, incl. pheas, live on weed seeds (as this pigweed). 

356 Seeds produced in vast numbers, stored in soil (as in this ragweed). 

Disturbd soil and reproduction is automatic. What the birds eat 

has no effect. : 

_ pg Bat in woody plants repr. is not automatic. Deer or other browing 

mammals may inhibit reproduction while they are killing off 

mature plants by browsing. Same as cows in a wooded pasture. 

: Young oaks sprout here every year, but are browsed back. Hence 

two differences. - wel 

507 1. Birds do not deteriorate their range, may be fed. 

2. Deer do deteriorate their range; feeding intensifies the 

deterioration, 

Predators and Deer : : 

Organized predator control began in 1910. No previous irruptions 

in this country. Is this cause and effect? Don't know, but 

suspect that removal of predators predisposes a range to irruption. 

Examples: 

_ Kaibab: wolves exter. and cougars reduced 1910-20, deer irrupted 

: with peak in 1924, 4 : i 

Wis.: Cougar exter. in ae, wolves gradually since 1910, now 

only a dozen left. Deer irrupting just after wolves 

) removed. Possible cause-and-effect in N. Wis., but not
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but not in central which is long wolfless. 

Mich.: Similar. 

Penn. Cougars and wolves virtually gone since revolution, but 

no irruption for 125 years. Predisposed? : 

N.Y. , New England, Ga, N.C. Similar. 

Oreg., Calif., N. Mex., Tex., Colo., Utah All have had irruptions 

promptly following predator removal. 

Mexico Irruptions unknown. Organized predator control unknown. 

Dispersal effect: It 1? possible that predators disperse deer 

concentrations, and thus do for deer what quail do for i 

themselves. 

Deer and LIumbering : 

In all Lake states and eastern states irruptions have followed : 

the main lumbering and slash-fire perios, and accompanied "scavenger" 

logging. This would support the assumption that lumbering plus fire 

created feed. In the west the forest if so open that feed exists 

without lumbering. : : 

Conclusion 

ott 
It is the combination of predator removal, feed increase which 

predisposes to irruption. It is the refuge-buck law-law enforcement 

administration which pulls the trigger. _
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ges ¥ ee 
Bat ies & 

& MOTIVES FOR CONSERVATION 

: The whole content of the conservation idea may be expressed thus: 

1. Build up the soil 

2. Retain a diverse flora by keeping at least a sample of 
each stage of each plant association. 

3. This will automatically retain a diverse fauna. 

The value of such a program depends on widespread distribution, 4.e., 

on private as well as public practice. Conservation cannot be relegated 

to public reservations any more than virtue can be relegated to Sundays or 

beauty fo art mseums. 

What is the probability of such a program? 

(A) Economics ; 
Teen ee ; . 

The whole trend of economic land-use is toward monotypes, i.e., waa z 

es 

the antithesis of diversity in landscape. Thus: 
. aa 

: 1. Machines operate best on large uniform sweeps. Machines 

breed specialists in farm as well as factory. 

2. The momentum of pioneering is toward monotypes. It was 
good to subjugate some of the land; therefore it must be 
better to subjugate all of it. "Clean farming". 

3. Public conservation breeds monotypes (public forests, parks, 
etc.). 

4. Pooling of faunas and floras breeds monotypes. Pheasant vs. 
all native game and all predators. Pests reduce natural : 

diversity of flora (chestmut blight, bur oak) and fauna 
(starling, carp). 

We can't reverse these trends, and some of them we wouldn't want to. 

The job is to modify them, to synthesize the best in them with the best : 

a the opposing ecological idea. All progress is the synthesis of such 

opposing pulls. Goethe has pointed out that such synthesis is no mere 

e botag pvelrces Orrmrthny Ltn Mn obhen at? 

compromise; it, is the actual essence of wisdom. 

_ But to start such a synthesis we mst first put some force behind the 

b
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ecological idea; we must create a pull, a motive. What motive? 

. A Profit Motive. Profit in the ordinary sense will move a few, but 

&, only a few, of the things to be done. Thus: 

ed 1. Soil building is profitable if the soil is still there. If 

Prornas Comber, already partly wrecked, it pays to abandon and buy elsewhere. 

But abandoned land often continues to deteriorate, so government 

buys it or repairs it. So individual profit collides with public 

interest.  Pavfit wots Crm purtat fut bet Ceres 

2. Forestry is profitable if there is still a forest; seldom if 

a. “a the forest is spoiled; rarely if both the forest and the soil 

we are spoiled. Again individual profit collides with public 

Deke Lien Log jams interest. 

3. Animals. There is no profit for the individual in animal conser=- 

vation. There may be "pin-money" (fur marsh). Even such pin- 

money is usually earned by conserving one class of animals at 

the expense of another (game farms and fish hatcheries vs. 

predators). But no one doubts that it is profitable for the 

community to keep its animal life. In the case of predators, 

the individual may even have to take a loss (poultry, game) 

to help earn the profit for the community. : 

4. Non-commercial plants (wildflowers, scenery). No possible profit 

for the individual; much for the community. 

nab Viewing the field as a whole, we see one common denominator: regard for : 

oe Aer community welfare is the keystone to conservation. Private land is only a 

eae stock certificate in a common biota. Private land-use must recognize an 

eangngel wimg 
ra obligation to commnity welfare. No other motive has enough coverage to 

; suffice.
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(3) atbice ("2 sus’ = 

: > Land economics then leads us into land ethics. How shall a land 
\ = uw 

rt ethic evolve? oe oes ae 

3 The history of ethics is an ecological phenomenon. 5 The relations of 

4 x the food chain (predation, exploitation, parasitism) prevented the full 

eS * development of the individual. Hence we evolved: 

4 y Ethic No. 1. A symbiosis between man and man. This did not "repeal" 

y ~~ our animal nature, it was superimposed on it. 

4 } Ethic No. 2. A symbiosis between one human community and we 

q Still very incomplete, as we can judge from events abroad. ye aaa beer nh 
: eS qtntt cope 
3 1 Ethic No. 3. A symbiosis between man and land. We cease a predatory jee 

+ i relation to soil, plants, and ~~ superimpose the idea of live and 

3 g let live, a mtuality in welfare. "Ecology is simply the factual basis for 

a 7 a land ethic, it reveals why an ethical relationship would make better men 

4 4 and better land. 

ss ‘ = All ethics begin with taboos. Thus the Mosaic law was a system of 

3 "Thou shalt nots" for the man-man symbiosis. Our taboo laws (as game laws) 

j q represent the same stage of the man-land symbiosis. z 

4 i All ethics next achieve a monastic stage, i.e., a stage when the rank 

A and file cannot yet be ethical, but they dimly wish somebody to be, so they 

J set up protected places where ethics can live; they delegate specialists 

5 to keep ethics alive, and support them at public expense. Our parks and 

S > sanctuaries are the monastic stage of the land-ethic. As in the monastery, 

‘ 4 «Xthe ne keeper of the taboos. The park is an offset to the pollutions 

x and exploitations, the billboards and the defacements of the hurly-burly world. 

— Resources during the taboo stage and the monastic stage are property, 

i.e., a man owns them but has nod@ligations to them. Thus human beings were 

: once property, just as land now is. I quote from "The Conservation Ethic" 

(Jour. Forestry, 31(6), pp. 634-643: é
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"When god-like Odysseus returned from the wars in Troy, he hanged all 

= on one rope some dozen slave-girls of his household whom he suspected of 

misbehavior during his absence. 

This hanging involved no question of propriety, much less of justice. 

The girls were property. The disposal of property was then, as now, a matter 

of une right and wrong. 

Criteria of right and wrong were not lacking from Odysseus! Greece: 

witness the fidelity of his wife through the long years before at last his 

black-prowed galleys clove the winé-dark seas for home. The ethical structure 

: of that day covered wives, but had not yet been extended to human chattels( push ), 

During the three thousand years which have since elapsed, ethical criteria 

have been extended to many fields of conduct, with corresponding shrinkages 

in those judged by expediency only. 

This extension of ethics, so far studied only by philosophers, is 

: actually a process in ecological evolution. Its Sequences may be described 

in biological as well as philosophical terms. An ethic, biologically, is 

a limitation on freedom of action in the struggle for existence. An ethic, 

philosophically, is a differentiation of social from anti-social conduct. 

These are two definitions of one thing. The thing has its origin in the 

tendency of interdependent individuals or societies to evolve modes of 

cooperation. The biologist calls these symbioses. Man elaborated certain 

advanced symbioses called politiés and economics. Like their simpler biolo- 

gical antecedents, they enable individuals or groups to exploit each other 

in an orderly way. Their first yardstick was expediency. 

The complexity of cooperative mechanisms increased with population 

density, and with the efficiency of tools. It was simpler, for example, to 

be define the anti-social uses of sticks and stones in the days of the mastodons
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wane bem 
than of bullets and billboards in the age of motors. 

s At a certain stage of complexity, the human community found expediency- 

yerdsticks no longer sufficient. One by one it has evolved and superimposed 

upon them a set of ethical yardsticks. The firdt ethics dealt with the 

relationship between individuals. The Mosaic Decalogue is an example. 

Later accretions dealt with the relationship between the individual and é 

echencina lh eousl,, Qrrmvernery line 
society. Christianity tries to integrate the, integrate social organization 

to the individual. 

There is as yet no ethic dealing with man's relationship to land and to 

the non-human animals and plants which grow upon it. Land, like Odysseus! 

slave-girls, is still property. The land-relation is still strictly economic, 

entailing privileges but no obligations. 

The extension of ethics to this third element in human environment is, 

if we read evolution correctly, an ecological possibility. It is the third 

= step in a sequence. The first two have already been a 

man exhibits in his own mind evidence that the third is needed. For—exempte; 

of a nearby woodlet-as~by~a~—famine~in..China,..a-near—pogrom--in-Germany,—or-the 

murder of-he.slave-girls—in-encient-—Greece. Individual thinkers since the 

days of Ezekial and Isaiah have asserted that the despoliation of land is 

not only inexpedient but wrong. Society, however, has not yet affirmed this 

belief. I regard the present conservation movement as the embryo of such 

an affirmation. I-here-diecuss—whythis—is, or—should be, so 

Some scientists will dismiss this matter forthwith, on the ground that 

ecology has no relation to right and wrong. To such I reply that setence, 

if not philosophy, should by now have made us cautious about dismissals. 

; An ethic may be regarded as a mode of guidance for meeting ecological
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situations so new or intricate, or involving such deferred reactions, 

* that the path of social expediency is not discernible to the average 

individual. Animal instincts are just this. Ethics are possibly a kind 

of advanced social instinct in-the-making. 

Whatever the merits of this analogy, no ecologist can deny that our 

land-relation involves penalties and rewards which the individual does 

not see, and needs modes of guidance which do not yet exist. Call these 

\ what you will, science cannot escape its part in forming them." 

I quote, in closing this course, Robinson's admonition to Tristram, ; 

who saw a fair world, but could not see it was his job to keep it so: 

"Whether you will or not, 

You are a king, Tristram, for you are one 

Of the time-tested few that leave the world, 

( When they are gone, not the same place it was. 

Mark what you leave." 

(
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Meaning of \Conservation 

Conservation is health of land. 

Must think of land in a new way: 

Soil, water, forests, 
birds, mammals, wildflowers 

Also crops, livestock, 
farmers-- 

Not as separate things, but 
as organs of a body: land 

(Fancy name--biota) 

Health is characteristic of whole 

Can't treat the part intelligently 

Why? 

1. Treatments cancel 

(Sportsmen-hawks-birds )
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2. Motives conflict; profit 
(farmer-wildflowers-soil) 

False premise: organ more impor- 

tant than body. No consciousness 
of a body; interests too narrow. 

Is land a body; health & disease? 

lst criterion: circulatory system 

Oak-acorn-squirrel-redtail 

quail-fox-trapper 

corn-cow-hog-farmer 

Food chains branch like a tree 

Cross-connected 

Quail eats 1000 foods; inter- 

section 

Food not only link--the oak 

; grows fuel
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browse for deer ~ 
dens for raccoon 
leaves for beetles 
shade for ferns & 

bloodroots 
houses for gall wasps 
cradles tanger nest 

screens owl from crow 
partridge from fox 

All the while roots are splitting 
rocks for more oaks 

Chains of dependency for 
services & competitions 

piracies & cooperations 

Complex-efficiency engineer 

Growing more so 

First short & simple 
Now 350 birds 

90 wirds mammals 

150 fishes 
70 reptiles 

(insects, plants)
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Stable for 20,000 years 
Pollens, bones 

Stability & diversity 
Fauna & flora--veins,arteries 

Blood--food 

2d criterion--well or sick? 

Simplification 
bluegrass-hundred parts 

= cow & hog--scores 
ee animals 
ate? 

corn--prairie 

Health of the land? 

At first--marvelous yields 
incr. in wildlife 
(stored energy) 

Now--soil. 100 yrs. vs. 20,000 

Animals--spruce hen, P.C., 

crane
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Plants: white cedar, deer, wolf 
bur oak-grub-grazing 

Pests: carp 
blister rust 

Canada thistle 

creeping Jenny 

Conclusion: biota shows 

degeneration of tissues (loss 
of parts) 
invading organisms (pests) 

Conservation is preventing disease 

How? 

Can never know how in sense of 
foreseeing every danger. Neither 
do we in human health. 

We observe rules: 

1. Avoid spreading invaders 

2. Keep body whole, active
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Can't keep land just as found it 

Can reduce mtilations 

Examples: Columbia dams 
TVA, Cooper-Santee 
Roadsides: quack 

Farms: woodlot 
fencerow 
marsh 

Motives? Profit--with an if 

keep soil--if stay on it 
prevent floods--if everybody 

does 

plant windbreaks--if every- 
body does 

But many things unprofitable 

Ladyslipper fence 

Historic oak 

Patch of prairie 
Hollow tree for flying 

squirrel’
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Since 1933 passed unprofitable 
things to govt. Can't do every- 
thing, some can't do at all. 

Govt. can't make us decent 
Govt. can't regulate private 

land 
Must be done everywhere 

Fallacy of "parlor" conservation 

Must be some force 
More universal than profit 
Less awkward than govt 

Less ephemeral than sport 

Reaches all times and places 

Brackets rivers to raindrops 
whales to hummingbirds 
landed estates to 

window box
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I can see only one such force 

Voluntary decency in land-use 
Exercised by every citizen 
Based on love & understanding 
Out of a sense of obligation 

to great biota--America 

This is the meaning of conservatioz 

Task of conservation education
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a 4 is 

Biotic Land Use 

Management: conserving---favorable 
‘Biotic: conserving------favorable 

Extension: Converse 

Land: soils, water, plants, 
animals. 

Conservation: understand, guide 

* oe OF 

Problems of 2 orders 

1. Supply and demand 

wee timber famine, AAA 
qe water, game 

Visible forces. Solutions 

2. No visible cause: pests, 

disappearance of ejunte 
Controls poor: erosion, 

floods 

Intermediate: forestry, 
agronony 

Basic problem: stability 
eK



e 2. 
New Land-has 2 charaslensbes 

Stability--geol. time 
Diversity--complex--evol. 

When tech. applied, each has 

| success. 

Assumption: sum of --will sta- 

bilize ee 

Example: $-6-S Lot @ che 
Coordination, integration 

Is it true? Competitive----- 

"Good" agron: WL. drainage, 
marsh and bog 

"Good" pasture: woods 
"Good" forestry: monotype 

sick soil 

"Good" game man.: predators 

Can coord. iron out? Has not 

done so. 

css ceasing omnia
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Applied too late, unequal intell- 
igence. 

Can te if-balanced & timed? 
ur noes = = = 

Examples: 
1. SW Wis: erosion, flood, past, 

rot, nitrif., woodlot, WL 
10 yrs. 

Each success-in spots.Reduced 

But--flashy str, topsoil, 
silting, migr. plowland,white 
grubs & weeds, exag. drouth 

damage, falling water table, 
scarcity game. 

Momentum--whcat era--dsiry boom 

2. SW: erosion, range; stock 

water, reclaim, mt. 

forestry. 10-40 yrs. 

Each success--in spots.



4, 

Too late: overgrazing momentum 

Result: silted res., tear out 

valleys, drainage by gullies, 
grass to chapveral, pal. by 
unval., irruption rodents, 

loss of species, falling 
tables, dust storms. 

Disease. new levels 

sila echoes ocostimaeeinsaandicaiinans naeaiaiateaaces 

2 cases--defective as evidence. 

a/c too late. Usually teotate 

Academic: if in time. 

Realistic: not to be accom 

by mastering tech.--- 

calls for something they 
haven't got. What? 

(Depart from scientific. Opinion§, 

yodyponset )
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ye 

They lack: of 

I Sotaghiv purpose’ 

stabilization. Coord: 
window-dressing 

not call for surrender 

2. Collective yardsticksfor 

success 

Each has own(Yield, 
Profits). 
Only Cong. uses have 

profit . 
Only spiritual ytelds 

Need more important, What? 

Soil fertility 

Diversity-flora &fauna 

Science can't analy seer, e % 

Ways to explore (Stabs be 

History, performance 
* Look into pipelines. (1«.) 

Deel mee mmr 
* Km



6. 
History 

NW Europe only example 

Farm soils fertile. Forest. 

Water--fish, floods, silt 

Pests--rabbits, forest imsects 

Flora - shrinkage 

Fauna - carnivores 
large mammals (qu Let 
migr. birds (Grobe ) = 
small birds (chiabivkew ) 

Not lost stability. Man less 

stable than his land. 

Can rest-of globe do it?~ Doubt 
Unequalliy sensitive 

Undeveloped -tropics 
Going down - US 

down - Mediter. 

xk Om
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Now the Land-mechanism 

Language. Ecology. Translate 

READ - pp. 6, 7, 8 

* em 

Read rest of p. 6-7
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Properties of WL Populations 

FPLitecture, May 6, 1941 

Began with assumption: kmew some 
things which conld be applied. 

Found: some worked, others didn't 
Re-explore properties : 
3 sets of properties 

l. of individual(Nat. Hist.) 
2. of population ) pooig 
3. of community ) Sa 

_ Will give examples of No. 2. 

Turnover in Pheasants dite 

X179 Pheas. Census on Arboretum 

507 Not starved. Feeder 

576 Trap 
1136 Banding at trap. 

Banded 150 per yr. 2/3 of pop. 
1071 Release of banded birds 
621 " 1 " " 

1165 Slipping on ice 
ad Take-off 

1007 Tracks



| Z. 
Conclusion: Unshot pheasant 
pop. shrinks 100-40-20-10 

Turnover in Chickadees 

895 Chick on hand 
X190 Shrinkage Table 
X191 Shrinkase Curve 

Conclusion: Pop. shrinks 
100-30-20 

Turnover in ducks 
892 When we band 100 ducks on 

breeding gr., hunters return 

20 first year. 
Mortality 20+, as against .60 
in pheas., 70 in chickadees 

Blackboard ap 
rs a 

i do 10d ya yy 
we >» 

| \ \ We ee 

+ 4d = w Se 
& } %o Y 

| a 20 
+ ee 

\ Yeon
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Sex Ratio in Ducks 

1138 Examine mass, 60% male, 
mallard 

935 70% male, canvas & redhead 
Why? Born that way? 

gee Breeding marsh 

931 Gather inc. eggs of deserted 
nests. Also ducklings in_ 

hatchery. 55% males. PaxtK). 
X177 Flightless periods. 

Botulism. 

1126 Sick pintail a 
1125 " yellowleg oe pe 
1050 Dead ducks. Sex? aur? 

Verifying now. 

>. a ee 

Mating Process 

X189 RG drumming 
$165 S. T. dancing 
x-4Y Preparatory. Organs 
396 Young grouse. Synchronism 

1095, Bed-yeers;—PC-searee, 
failure_of-baildap. 

( Cay Ree  Guod yar, tote of how ant 
chirrcuny gtorenels 

ome i eda . 

hit otoa t io fetus tr bud,
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goto) | Gamma Alpha’ (1) 
ae 9 May 8, 1941 

i bac 
Conservationist in Mexico 

1. The first mee of organism 
is maintenance.) 

2. Normally unconscious, auto- 

matic. In artificialized man-- 
-- conscious alterYations. This 
is medical science, public tnt 

3. Most complex organism is land. 
It comprehends all others. We 
are embarked on conscious 
alternations of land phystol- 

ogy. This is agric. science. 
4, These alterfations not main- 

taining collective integrity. 

5. Some evidence is well known . 
@. Soil losing fertility. 

b. Soil eroding faster than 

it forms. 

c. Water systems exhibit 

abnormal floods and short- 
ages. Pollution.



(g) LCR aR Cee ee 

6. Other evidence is wn but not 
interpreted as physiology. 

yw a. Animal and-plant species 
cw" stare disappearing. Anemia. 
wae = Irrupt as pests, despite 
gw". efforts at control. Patho- 
moat yee c invasion. 
cu“ f. Some plants losing economic 

ality. (Plenty of forests 
but not useful. Soil flora) 

7. Our treatments for these ills 
of the land are local. fertil- 
izer --- check dams ---flood 
dams --- refuges for doomed 

animals ---poison prairie dogs 
and gypsy moths ---tnye=.»etekes. 

of foresgt=formgovernmenta 1 
Operatirem, and call it all 
"conservation". I do not decry 
these local alleviations; I 
merely point out that we confuse 
the sympton and the disease, the 

part and the whole. 

Teasdale”



oe ire 3- 
8. Most formidable of all scientif 

ic problems is land-thérapy; 
the skillful maintenance of the 
collective organism. Democracy 
--- the voter doesn't yet know 
there is a collective organisn, 

or that it is sick of a biotic 

fever. i os bealtl, ee a 
9. The first meed is information 

on normality. The only norm 

we have/is wilderness. Wilder- 
ness maintained itself for 
long periods. 

10. weermgeesS scientific value as 
base, Tor land physiology. 

11.7$amples going fast. National 
} parks? offer—nunerous—virgin 
plent—eommnities, but the 

animals already altered. (Thus 
Yellowstone --- cougars and 

wolves, losing grizzly --- 
Mt. sheep. Conseouent irrupt. 

of elk has demaged plants. 

ems 
wer



dowd vp oa 

12. I know of only one wilderness 

which retains its full orig. 

fauna(save only the wild 
Indian) its full flora, soils, 
and waters. Sierra Madre of 
N. Chihuahua. Identical with 

the Rockies of Ariz. and 

N. Mex., one of the sickest 
parts of the U.S. 

X180 The region (Sept. 1937 and 
= Jan. 1938) 

M14 "Chihubue Iymited". Getting 
off for wood. 

M13 Laguna Guzmann. Once 50 mil. 
long. hwpy NA 

M12 Native transport 
M41 Casas Grandes 
M 42 Colonia Dublan. 
M 29 "Biggest sawmill in the world 
M 27 Home to the Mountains. Mesa 

once hayed by Terrazas. 
M 26 Up the 01d Mormon Road 
M 20 On top. Colonia Pacheco.



5. 

M 43 On to the Gavilan wilderness 
M 55a Erosion ended with cattle. 

Why not settled. 

M 55b Age of the gully coincides 
with Mormons. 

M 62 Camp on the Rio Gavilan. 
M 36c The River of Falcons 
M 36> An-otter pool. Trout. 
M 30 Moss on the Sycamore roots. 

No floods. — 
(X76) (Same streem in Ariz. gutted 

out.) . 
M49 Oak mesas knee-deep in gram. 
M 34 Heavy pine. 
M47 A steep and stoney land, but 

teeming with life. wild parr- 
ots. 

M 35 Plenty of turkeys, tho cae 
poached at all seasons!\ 
(Disappearing from our Mts. 
despite protection. ) 

M 50b Plenty of deer, but never 
too many. Lion and wolf. 
(Our predators "controlled" 
at large expense; deer too 

few or a pest.)



6. 
(W 2) (Dying of starvation after 

ruining the reproduction. ) 
(w 4) (Or being fed, only to in- 

tensify the maladjustment) 
M 39 Mescal. Full diversity of 

vegetation. 

M1l Prickly pears. 
1007 Barrel: cactus 

1008 Cholla : 
1021 temb—fatChowus- 
1018 Oak shinnery. Mast. 
M 10d Flat lands and N slopes 

grass and flowers. - 

Ml Gavilan was once densely 
inhabited. Check dam. 

M2 Age indicated by 200 yr. 
pine. 

. 2qn fo Don 

M58 Terrace of village. No 
damage to basic physiology. 

(1016) (Whereas our "culture" 
retreats with erosion.) 

(LO1Y) (Gully changing meadow to 
md flat.)



Te. 

(992) We have mstard plaster 
techniques for treating 

lesions, and millions to 
doctor the landscape. 

(996) But the landscape is still 
sick. Coronado saw waving 

¢ge"» corn, a thrifty village, 

“\o"'cd4 and teeming waterfowl at 
Ww this spot, a samd-wash 

today, its inhabitants on 
WPA. 

Repeat 180. International Expt. 
21 Sta. for land physiology. 

=e No illusions. Handicap - 
"pr" » wouldn't cost anything. 
oh Deficit spending - can't 

live by deficits alone. 

-Tavestment—of—brains. No 
/ CCC's, roads, bridges, 

tourist camps. Let alone. 

‘idea loss bf damn 
3 t 

Rear ttes 

t Beod verghbev poles”



Hort Society 
4 10-1-2 

"What Can I Do! 

Up to Dec. 7, 1941, Conservation 
was making headway. Now, 
standing still. 

Difference not in rate of 

progress, but in yardstick, 

point of view. 
One of taunts of dictators; 
Democracy wastes its land. 

_ The challenge: to prove that 
Democracy can use its land 

decently, not in 2000 A.D, 
but now. 

ok 

Are we doing it now? 

- 1412. The strip cropping formla 
Slope too steep. CCC, AAA 

1416. Newly cleared 75% slope 
1418 Blanket of subsoil 
1419 Rocks dumped on pasture 
1417 Threatens neighbors farmstead 
1427 This grazed woods was 

fenced by CCC 

42g Three feet of soil washed 
against a fence row



2 
1440 Farm being pushed uphill 
873 Farm being pushed uphill 

Economic pressure. Perhaps 
only counter pressure will 
cure it. 

ae ok 

695 Public forests, 1/3 of our 
forest area. What about the 
other 2/37 

844 Hardwood slash ready to burn 
1480 After the burn: popple barrens 
1471 And deserted camps, ghost 

towns. Economic pressure. 
What is our counter-pressure? 
1. Subsidy for fire-control 

975 2. Free trees for planting 
1472 3. Slash disposal laws 

ae 

Wildlife: Are wé doing it now? 
892 Within the month, many of 

us will be accepting dinner 
invitations from "sportsmen" 
who have been to the Illinois 
River and sl 
a tenspot for rice perez 

out an extra limit, or who 
have cold-spraged ducks 

illegally.
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364. That same "sportsman" has 
cheerfully subscribed $1 (duck 
stamp)to buy waterfowl refuges. 
But the ducks are feeling econ 

omic pressure, not the pressure 
of bills or duck stamps. 
Enough 
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The Food & Cover Problem 
in Southern Wisconsin 

(A) The Winter Food & Cover Shortage 

x26. Count of quail coverts per sq. mile, Iowa. Should be 16 per sq. mile 

(1 per forty). Only 1% of townships have this mumber. Most frequent 

township has less than 2 per sq. mile. 

X29. Cover is shrinking. Traceable shrinkage during 1920s nearly as great 

: as the remnant in 1932. 

X524. Quail tally, 4 states, 789 samples. 45% had food, 27% cover, 17% both. 

— X154. In southern Wisconsin, only 254% of 561 forties were habitable for pheasants. 

(In S.W. Wisconsin, only 10% of 161 forties were habitable for quail.) 

* * we we 

(B) What is Winter Food? 

"Natural" Foods 

S-37. Corn shock. 

, 8-28. Standing corn. 

516. Manure spreader. 

S-41. Weed seeds (ragweed, smartweed, pigweed). 

353. Climbing buckwh eat 

s-45 Isolated birches for budding. 5 

Food Patches 

—64}.——Sorghum—patch,—irystial Laken 

591 Soybean patch, Arboretum 

~ 590 Corn patch with deer, Arboretum 

x 594. Quail tracks in sorghum patch. 

Food Stations 

507. Wire basket feeder. 

5ou. Corn rack (Arboretum). 

$-23. Corn rack (Schmidt).
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583. Fenced shelter, Riley. 

556. Buckwheat stack. 

* kK RK 

(C) What is Winter Cover? 

Natural Cover Types 

518. Grazed woodlot. 

309. Ungrazed woodlot. 

646.  Grazed marsh. 

323. Ungrazed marsh. 

960. Palatability order, brush species. 

Natural Cover Species 

956. Cattail & bulrush. 

x» 596. Cattail roost on ice. 

~ 359. Ripgut roost cover. 

962. Juniper clump. 

335. Bush willows. 

325. Down trees. 

Constructed Coverts 

422. Useless grape (grazed) 

644. Grape let down to ground. 

* 513. Grape tree ready to let down. 

x aes Artificial grape tangle. 

¥ 517a- Lopped willows. 

X 473.  Pollarded willows (should be lower), 

544, "Barber-chair" willow.
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Planted Coverts 

X-59.  Unplanted feeder. 

X-60. Planted feeder. 

776. Bare gully, grazed. 

g1l. Planted gully. 

901. Bank, partly grazed and newly willowed; partly ungrazed. 

903.) Before and after willowing bank. 
905. ) 

908.) Before and after willowing bank. 
909. ) 

a 975. White spruce 2-4. Still in danger from rabbits. 

ee OT: Red pine 2 years after planting (as 2-2). Beginning to go up. 

T3is 12-year-old Red Pine planting. 

Effects of Planted Coverts 

—_ x15¥s Pattern of planted, natural, and fair-weather cover, Riley 
(natural cover 1% of area. Additional 1% now planted) 

2 X15%6 Response of pheasants to food and cover improvements, Riley.
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The Wisconsin Deer Problem : 

Color slide Sends tion of Food (rorse) je aor ee (wintering areas) 
, Overbrowsed = -u: i Herd exceeds CP, Will starve wholesale) 

Moderately browsed//...15% (Herd equals CP, will not starve wholesale 

Lightly browsed .,.....“ 39% (Herd less than OP.) 

How did we get this way? What can we do? 

We3, What_is a yard? Series of trails in snow. Pack down. 

W5 Deer eat what they can reach. (Twigs, buds - browse) 

We2 _ When nothing to reach, die. Yarded only 27 days last winter. 

} What is browse? Twigs and buds of shrubs and trees. 

1757 This is an elm tree browsed by deer. "Hedging". Summer only. Never 
killed. 

1796 Basal sprouts of a Mt. maple. Yearlong. Kills buss when top 
dies of old age. 

1462 White cedar browsed to a "deer line" from ice. No harm to old tree. 

1569 But young growth out of luck (balsam) 

1601 Cedar: balsam = T-bone: shoe-leather. Sign that T-bone is gone. 

1602 Even on-coming "shoe-leather" (balsam) is destroyed. 

1606 What many expert woodsmen fail to realize is that this progressive 
elimination of edible plants results in replacement by worthless 

alder, birch, etc. das > web oe bali in = ablaw 

How Starvation Progresses - 

1754 A fat deer is lazy = doesn't like to reach, nor dig in snow. 
(Jackson County). 

1581 Fawns die first because can't reach. 

1352 Bucks last, 1 or 2 hard winters later. Predictable sequence. — 

1598 Kaibab fawns died 1921, whole herd 192}.
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1576 Wisconsin fgwns began dying in 1936; by 1934 died wholesale 
(Bayfield) 

1575 Trying to stay alive oh pulpwood cuttings. Aspen, very poor. 

1607 And balsam. Too weak to get out of dead top. : 

1609 When brought in before death and put on milk, seldom recover. 
Toxin? 

1610 A few does began to die in 1943 (notice fawns). Full of balsam. 
In fall of 1943 opened on does to reduce herd. 

1740 Of which about 50,000 were killed. Don't know % reduction. 
Bitter criticism on 3 counts (1) Does were unethically slaughtered. 

: (2) Should feed instead 
(3) Reduction hurt tourist business 

YH Why not feed? Hay alone won't keep alive. 

1887 Hay and grain will (Rehr station), but fed deer eat just as mech 
browse as if unfed. Hence no relief to food plants. 

G251 In Germany deer fed for 100 years, but look at the woods. 

1636 Entirely different from feeding seed-eating birds. 

561 Deer without good browse are stunted 

562 

563 
Conclusion: Legitimate to hold over starving deer till they can be 
used. Dangerous if herd not reduced. 

, What next? 

=e Since 1943 herd has again increased. . 
17 

: Repeat color Condition spotty. Asked legislature for authority to hold "control 
slide hunts" in spots. Refused. Why? 

‘ Deer Crew. Take local people into woods and show them evidence. 

1608 Nest hard winter will bring this. Every year of delay eliminating 
moge food plants, spoiling forest reproduction, degenerating 
quality of herd.



Historical-Phenology of S. Hisemetn Qs ‘ 
(Over and above bird migration) 

Phenology in Wisconsin has sprouted up 3 times and died back twice. 

1. 1851-1859. Franklin Hough's "Periodical Phenomena" (1864) (Shinners) 

2. 1881-1885. Dean Henry's reports to Board of Regents. 

3. 1935-1945. Biological Group on the Campus . 

’ In addition, a fourth "sprouting" did not touch Wis. directlys 

4. 1918. Hopkins' "Periodical Events" (Don Thompson) "Hopkins! Lew": 

In what scientific field does phenology belong? : 

Hough Doctor Medicine Publ. by Commissioner of Patents 

sso Henry Agronomist Board of Regents 

Hopkins Entomologist Weather Bureau 

Question: What is Leopold, ‘Jones, et. al? Who will be godfather to all his dates? 

Hough Used questionnaires to volunteer weather observers. 

Tables cover many events in many states. Some anmsing inetdents be abeetes 

Madison replied only for 1851 - first year. Burned out? 

Mostly epop and orchard phants and a few common trees and herbs. 

Some other localities: Baraboo, Milwaukee, Brest, Norway, Plattevill 
; much more talkative and "got bitten". fen. 

: Did not distinguish horticultural varieties - apple was apple. 

"Splitters" not yet done their work: only 1 crategus * : 

Plants still on Linnaen good behavior: no triangles in black oak & red oak 
Raspberry was raspberry ~ no mass collections. : 

Tables for shedding of leaves. (Better phenologists than I). 

beta wth eu cl Govt A rina. 
Henry Shocking that a Dean should kmew-one-plant_frem-enother. (Ingraham) 

Behavior pattern: started record "with a few bold strokes" - then let 

his grad students finish.
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Le 

Didn't hurt them: Pammel 
Trelease 

Hopkins Does not give his raw data: only his deductions. Like to know how 

many items, how long, how many wild species. 
(Read Law: Chapman p. 223) 

Present work 

Acknowledge: Libby Jones, Carl Leopold, Norval Barger, John Curtis, W. S. Feene; 

Albert Gastrow, Jim Hale, Pepper Jackson, Kumlien Club, Bob McCabe 
- e% t = f 

fed Sperry, Jim Zimmerman, 9 Will went oben av Poker od alan 

Slide : : 
Table 1=3 What record looks like. Explain 

Serial Number. Sauk Controls. about 370 items. ie 

Interpolated dates (plants only) 

Selection of Ifems | marge w Parcel 

Commonness 

ert 
1142 skunk Sharpness Cardinal vs. skunk (snow) 

750 Liatris Bloom is sharp in most flowers (exception: Liatris 

1s mot Bloom not sharp in grasses which do: not extrude pollen 
1770 Panic : : 

1324 Visibility vs. Audibility (Example: cricket frog. Woodcock.) 

1386 Recurrence yearly. (See Horned Owl) 

1884 pasques Continuity.e All blooms have this, but most songs lack it in 
early spring. : 

1819 basswood Evidence of Newess. Browsed stems turn black in summer. _ 

Local vs. Distant Factors. Break-up of ice (25) most perfect 

example of cumulative local factors. Bird arrivals weak on this. 

Populations vs. Individuals Very variable. Must record whole pop. 

thus bracketing all genetiéal or site extremes, or a single plant 

or clone. i



Wildlife Ecology 116 
Aldo Leopold 1942 

TRACKS we 

588 Deer in soybeans 

593 Pheasant and tree sparrow 

594 Quail in sorghum plot 

654 Grass "tracks" (Compass in wind) 

745 Deer on sandy beach 

890 Muskrat. Franklin ground squirrel? 

889 Housecat 

891 Cat, mouse 

W-3 +=Deer trail in yard 

We6 Raven (wing marks) 

954 Prairie chicken 

965 Dancing prairie chicken cock 

1067 Pheasanta approaching a feeder, Riley 

1066 PC roost under snow, entrance and exit 

1098 Ruffed grouse roost in snow, shack 

1099 Rabbit tracks one regular, other simlating mink 

1100 Pheasant in a hurry 

1101 Pheasant tracks at a burdock 

1135 Microtus (7) trip to ragweed 
ah Pheasant take-off 

11 Quail 

1142, 1143 Skunk in February thaw 

_ - 1h Rabbit 

cil? : (1135 Microtus (ddermouse? ) 

; 1165 Pheasant in a hurry (on ice) 

1174 Mink trail to spring, Arboretum. Drage belly in deep snow 

1175 Mink tracks in lighter snow 

1323 Coon tracks in muddy road, Leopold shack 

1333 Quail tracks: count of 7 possible here. Faville Grove fencerow 

1335 Quail and rabbit tracks, Faville Grove fencerow 

1336 Mixed tracks leading to a grape tangle



: Wildlife Ecology 118 

Tracks (Extra lecture) 

Slide 

890 Muskrat Franklin Ground Squirrel? : 

889 Housecat : 

891 Cat, mouse 

w-6 Raven (wing marks) 

745 Deer in sand : 

588 Deer in snow 

594 Quail 

593 Pheasant : 

- 1142, 1143 Skunk in February thaw 

1144 = Rabbit: 

1140 = Quail 

1137. Pheasant take-off 

1135 Microtus
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Lecture 5: The Cow in the Woodlot 

History 

Jonathon Carver, Oct. 10, 1763, "Village of the Saukies" (Sauk City) 

Whilst I staid here, I took a view of some mountains that lie about 15 miles 

to the southward, and abound in lead ore. I ascended one of the highest ‘of 

these (Blue Mound) and had an extensive view of the country. For many miles 

nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which appeared at a distance like 

haycocks, they being free from trees.’ Only a few groves of hickories, and 

stunted oaks, covered some of the vallies". (pp.49-50). 

John Muir "Story of My Boyhood & Youth" (In Green Lake Co., near Portage, 

1849-1860. 

pe 181 "Hares and rebbits were seldom seen when we first settled in the 

Wisconsin woods, but they miltiplied rapidly after food and aso siow (haa 

been | supplied in the grainfields and leg fences and thickets of youmg oaks 

: that grew up in pastures after the annual grass grass fires were kept out." 

pe 230. [ waxecousia prairies produced so close and tall a growth of grasses 

tor fires that no tree could live on it. Had there been no fires, these 

fine prairies -- would have been covered by the heaviest forest. As soon 

as the oak openings in our neighborhood ne settled, and the farmers had 

prevented running grass-fires, the grubs (roots) grew into trees and formed 

tall thinkets so dense that it was difficult to walk through them and every 

trace of the sunny "openings" vanished". 

Eee eee ae beethel, bina Se lea. 

Trace rapidly history of "cow-pressure". 

Farming in Muir's boyhood was wheat farming until 1870's (See Shafer). 

2 Dairying started about 1886. Economic sequence: 

ALE IY ce What duce det farts a 2S oS eee ieplnede see s) 7 

“Ant Cube tbr ers whet farnnn, ebeneleuet? tohy?
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1. Expensive barns, buildings, machinery, transport. 

2. To spread unit costs, more cows needed. More pasture had by: 

(a) Draining marshes (c Hae T~ Terrieth be rahe) 

(b) Pasturing woods (fuut= Pans buuler ) 

The Yooslot Sota, 
The "thickets" described by Muir, springing up in fe Taso ie! mt e's 

should be 80 - 90 years old today, with older veterans interspersed. 

Vv 518 To verify this, we will count Nt stump-rings in this woods later. 

Veteran is a bur oak; younger trees are black, red, and white. Note no 

reproduction. 

v 946 An isolated bur oak of pre-settlement age. 

703 Sometimes the veterans are white oaks. This woods is lightly grazed, 

fair reproduction. 

1077 Grazed a ungrazed sides of a —— fence (Riley). 

1157 Grazed ead ungrazed sides of a woods fence, showing ultimate effect. 

What--is—the-process?. \W-luj no Sab Liles ararcdle Kemer? Richart dlnchl ert 

1634 Cows browse sprouts of oaks, and of saree anatinayly especially during 

drouths. Note characteristic forb: mllein. Rag Ge oe =a ia 

stage? —™ ang eve Ckben Ge. 

. 372 Grass stage becomes ‘tgett by soil compaction, even when cows fenced out. 

Oaks unable to seed in. 

; 873 Compaction accelerates erosion. 

~ er 3424 Compaction occurs only on heavy soils. On this sand, reproduction is 

: : good as soon as cows are withdrawn, but it is ee cae ‘ 

898 Grazing not only deteriorates the composition of the woodlot, mut "the i 

farmer anxious to enlarge his pasture pushes the boundary uphill. 

Jy Oar dia Larner bine ohnatels off ths fovwtr tlgee of dr wrerele Leto Ans ate 

1399 Mer Lee ding macs where Aretep = cemty His brwrbfels atrvrn.
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Soon only an "eyebrow" is left. Note erosion in fields. 

1076 A landscape with grazed woodlots and cleaned fencerows is lifeless in 

winter. Cover requisite to niches is lacking. Species likely to persist 

include: 3 

1380 Spermophile. Cover underground, hibernates in winter. Thrives on short 

grass of pastures. Other short-grass species: robin, vesper sparrow, 

flicker, killdeer, meadowlark. 

2 sooo A11 brush species (like ruffed grouse) disappear. Other examples: oven- 

bird, towhee, bobwhite, wood thrush. 

In squirrels the brush-loving gray is supplanted by the open-loving fox. 

In foxes, reds supplant grays. In short, pasturing woods trades one 

fauna for another. 

; 453 In plants, we trade ladyslippers for mulleins and vervain. 

455 Jack in pulpit and dutchman's breeches for bluegrass and ragweed. 

1884 Pasque-flowers often persist despite grazing: seem to be unpalatable to 

cows. : 

1391 In shrubs, we trade palatables like dogwood for unpalatable like prickly 

: aah, <eeeel Nene tobe ot rebl He clays? Rie oetley ey eile 

ow et iE euahaes tence es 

Some changes, not caused by pasturing woods, are nevertheless exaggerated 

1393 by pasturing. Example: oak wilt, a root fungus transmitted underground 

by rood grafts. Organism recently discovered (Henry ot al, .194h, 

Phytopathology 34:7:636-647). Worse in grazed woods. 

971 White grubs (June beetle) defoliates bur oaks. This is June. 

972 Grubs under sod. 

aaees ae $a Adults on hazel. A cyclic group of species, aggravated by overgrazing and 

: drouth.
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gone Vitec 
than of bullets, and billboards in the age of motors. 

At a certain stage of complexity, the human community found expediency- 

yardsticks no longer sufficient. One by one it has evolved and superimposed 

upon them a set of ethical yardsticks. The firat ethics dealt with the 

relationship between individuals. The Mosaic Decalogue is an example. 

Later accretions dealt with the relationship between the individual and ‘ 
authindaal t eously, Drrmnrvtrnery Vow Ge 

society. Christianity tries to integrate the, integrate social organization 

to the individual. 

There is as yet no ethic dealing with man's relationship to land and to 

the non-human animals and plants which grow upon it. Land, like Odysseus’ 

slave-girls, is still property. The land-relation is still strictly economic, 

entailing privileges but no obligations. 

The extension of ethics to this third element in human environment is, 

if we read evolution correctly, an ecological possibility. It is the third 

: step in a sequence. The first two have already been wo 

man exhibits in his own mind evidence that the third is needed. For—exemptey 

his _sense-of-right and -wrong-may be aroused—quite-as-stronety by the teseeratio 

of_a nearby woodlet—as~by~-a~famine—in-China,..a-near—pogron-in Germeny;--07»- the 

mrder_of+theslave-girlsin-encient—Greece. Individual thinkers since the 

days of Ezekial and Isaiah have asserted that the despoliation of land is 

not only inexpedient but wrong. Society, however, has not yet affirmed this 

belief. I regard the present conservation movement as the embryo of such 

an affirmation. I-here—diseuss—whythis—is, or-chauld be, se 

Some scientists will dismiss this matter forthwith, on the ground that 

ecology has no relation to right and wrong. To such I reply that science, 

if not philosophy, should by now have made us cautious about dismissals. 

An ethic may be regarded as a mode of guidance for meeting ecological
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lecture 7. Density, Carrying Capacity i 

- Definition: Density is population per unit area. It may be expressed 

in mambers per acre (as in mice) or acres per head (as in deer). 

It may also be expressed in pounds per unit area (as in weight 

pyramids) . 

Environment and Social Pressure. We know from breeding potentials that 

density tends to become infinite, but for certain checks called factors, 

which represent the hostility of the environment, or habitat. Factors 

are external to the peevlaxians: 

But we now know that the overation of factors is influenced by 

forces internal to the population: social pressure. The young horned 

owls attacked poultry, and were caught in a pole trap, because they had 

been evicted from the home woods by their parents. 

The most recent researches magnify the role of social intolerance. 

Man himself is the best example. Intolerance of man-for-man, ae expressed 

in wars, persecutions, racism, and class conflicts probably kills more 

people than environment does. 

Social intolerance in animals is just beginning to be explored. It 

is weak in some species (deer) but very stromin others (quail). 

, Deer 

______ Cemparison of populations 

Unlike in size. Different species of deer. Alike in both "fenced" 

( Kaibab by deserts), both censused, both started with small initial stock, 

en a both developed 4n "irruption" of deer, with an overdraft on the winter food. 

But Geerge Reserve was reduced before range was spoiled, whereas Kaibab 

ran its course until the deer reduced themselves by starvation. We will
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compare the reasons for, circumstances of, and results of the 

: two population-histories. 

The Kaibab 

1188 Location of Kaibab. Explain that some photos are from further north, where 

history of Kaibab is being repeated. eet 
f 

358 In 1909 Kaibab noted for big bucks. Haivaais mesas likewise produce 

big bucks on Modoc). Problem was Indian poaching. 

1204 North facing breaks are timbered. e 
= ioe 

er 1209 South bfeaks open. These are the winter range. (See deer tracks). 

deid a range on top. VT Park. Much spruce. : 

1199 Spruce sometimes procumbent. Alpine character of summer range. 

1203 Also large areas of aspen. Root sprouts summer food. : 

o Social ‘Tolerance of Deer é 

teh eanwphen wenn am Lill areng Rarud Cay 

1215 , Zane Grey organized a drive just before 1924. to push deer across Ger:—Gui 

1201 Brdke back to their hedged Junivers. 

1191 Deer would rather starve than move. Q 

M-53 Even in 1924 shots oF aieted geod (i ealodees) existed. No 

pressure toward dispersal else these would have been used. 

Conclusion: a like irruption of quail, pheasant, eet es a 

dispersed by its own internal pressure. Deer ‘herte seeet lack this pressure. sae 

Effect of Irruption on Deer Foods 

(A) Winter Brouse 

960 Palatability series from a Wisconsin cowpasture. 

AR _._—S«—*cDiagram: Effect of winter overbrowsing on composition. 

= 1205 Cliff-rose(Cowania) lightly browsed. Very palatable. 

1206 Same heavily browsed, but too large to kill old inate, ebaahan 

1232 Same ruinously browsed. Only a few will survive. 

1243a Same, reproduction of size that can't get by, an overbrowsed range. 

1216 Black sase (Artemisia) moderately browsed. Palatable.
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1233 Sane, ruinouly browsed. Bae et ; : 

1230 25. killed by browsing = ° 5 : 

1235 Erosion between saze clumps. 2 : 

oy -4191 —-Deor-bones-and-recovery-efter-a-die-off-~ : vt 

nee Utah Juniver, ioe Umpalatable : 

1192 Same, but more heavilydn ewed, x : = 

+=1201—Same— 

use Same, killed by browsing Riewi; ef occ alan ofa canny COLO eel en iC 
fool cruel Lets te hlruy t Kay des Corte 

1222 Grape in canyon bottom. Leaf-browsed-in summer. 

1234 Did deer do it? Inside and exclosure. See wnbrowsed cliff-rose 

(B) Summer Brouse 

1312 Aspen suckers surviving after the die-off. Palatable 

1311 Aspen in exclosure. , 

1194 Aspen in exclosure. 

Pe 1218 White fir recovering after die-off. Moderately palatable. ( Cake ee ms bene ) 

1196 Hedged spruce recovering after die-off. Ue~, anf Lek, Crome beng Cabin on 

1197 Same. Summer range always suffers less, because there is more 

: rain, part of the load is carried by herbs, and deer are present 

only half the year. 

(C) Carrying Capacity for Deer 

1229 Can carry as high as a deer per 2 acres. Richer than Wis. gee: 

Most of the plants are palatables, Auwtuhe 75%. bth wu fieokupe 25%e. 

‘ Lake States Deer : 4 

: (I have no pictures of George Reserve. North woods tells same 

story better.) | 

1S$7 Deer range in Wis. 

) 'SS¥ Nstimates of Wis. deer kill 

!Z577 Success ratio: 121,000 hunters + 40,000 bucks = 3 per buck
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so ___ Feeney's map of deer yards. As on Kaibab before 192k: 

‘ (a) Overbrowsing is a winter (not a summer) problem 

(b) It is spotty. There are unused spots that deceive the 

layman. 

Unlike the Kaibab: 

@ su (c) War-demand for lumber is ae the trouble by providing 

ample down tops. This provides a false security. 

(a) Winter-feeding (with cake) is a possibility, and provides 

the layman with a false hope of relief, (Vilas Co.) 

1463 Palatability scale from Flambeau. (needn't memorize the species: 

enough to know that white cedar is at top and white pine high 

on the list.) 

1464 A trimmed pine. Many plantations threatened. 

1462 Cedar trimmed Eeas, bank. of Flambeau 

04 Shore cedar browsed but still alive. WY.P., Huron Mt, 

303 Shore cedar dead. (¥.P. Huron Mt. 

746 tie cedar, Rock Island, Wis. 

: 823 Yew reproduction, Huron Mt. Below snow. = 

ct 802 Yew on rock, Huron Mt. "Fenced". Story of "ghin-tangle." 

801 Hemlock and striped maple browsing, Huron Mt, ; 

eee 1352 Even spruce may be highlimed when pinch is severe. 

ee OE w-l, w-2, w-3, w-5, w-6 deeryard scenes near Frogt lake, Wis. 

oa : Deterioration of Deer 

‘358 Bus: ané Schunke study shows antlers going down in Wis., but this 

might represent selective hunting as well as malnutrition 

561, 562, 563. Pennsylvania yearling bucks on poor, fair, and ideal food.
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Deer vs. Birds 

1136 Why do we never hear of overstocking by birds? Arboretum 

overstocked with pheasants, but nobody alleges exhaustion of 

natural foods or deterioration in pheasants. 

677a, 677b, We do hear of crop damage, but thats another matter. 

(Corn pulled by pheasants). 

1129 Most winter birds, incl. pheas, live on weed seeds (as this pigweed). 

356 Seeds produced in vast numbers, stored in soil (as in this ragweed). 

Disturb soil and reproduction is automatic. What the birds eat 

has no effect. : 

_ dyg Bat in woody plants reprs is not automatic. Deer or other browing 

mammals may inhibit reproduction while they are killing off 

mature plants by browsing. Same as cows in a wooded pasture. 

Young oaks sprout here every year, but are browsed back. Hence 

two differences. - wo 

507 1. Birds do not deteriorate their range, may be fed. 

2. Deer do deteriorate their range; feeding intensifies the 

deterioration. 

Predators and Deer 5 

Organized predator control began in 1910. No previous irruptions 

in this country. Is this cause and effect? Don't know, but 

suspect that removal of predators predisposes a range to irruption. 

Examples: 

Kaibab: wolves exter. and cougars reduced 1910-20, deer irrupted 

with peak in 1924, 4 
we 

Wis.: Cougar exter. in 1848; wolves gradually since 1910, now 

only a dozen left. Deer irrupting just after wolves 

removed. Possible cause-and-effect in N. Wis., but not
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but not in central which is long wolfless. 

Mich.: Similar. 

Penn. Cougars and wolves virtually gone since revolution, but 

no irruption for 125 years. Predisposed? i 

N.Y., New England, Ga, N.C. Similar. 

Oreg., Calif., N. Mex., Tex., Colo., Utah All have had irruptions 

promptly following predator removal. 

Mexico Irruptions unknown. Organized predator control unknown. 

Dispersal effect: It is possible that predators disperse deer 

concentrations, and thus do for deer what quail do for 

themselves. 

: Deer and Lumbering 

In all Lake states and eastern states irruptions have followed 

the main lumbering and slash-fire perios, and accompanied "scavenger" 

logging. This would support the assumption that lumbering plus fire 

created feed. In the west the forest if so open that feed exists 

without lumbering. i 

Conclusion 

wl 
It is the combination of predator removal, feed increase which 

predisposes to irruption. It is the refuge-buck law-law enforcement 

administration which pulls the trigger.
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“he 

MOTIVES FOR CONSERVATION 

The whole content of the conservetion idea may be expressed thus: 

1. Build up the soil 

2. Retain a diverse flora by keeping at least a sample of 

each stage of each plant association. 

3. This will automatically retain a diverse fauna. 

The value of such a program depends on widespread distribution, d.e., 

on private as well as public practice. Conservation cannot be relegated 

to public reservations any more than virtue can be relegated to Sundays or 

beauty fo art mseuns. 

What is the probability of such a program? 

(A) Economics 

The whole trend of economic land-use is toward monotypes, i.e., Ane 

the antithesis of diversity in landscape. Thus: 
“ a 

i 1. Machines operate best on large uniform sweeps. Machines 

breed specialists in farm as well as factory. 

2. The momentum of pioneering is toward monotypes. It was 
good to subjugate some of the land; therefore it must be 

better to subjugate all of it. "Clean farming". 

3. Public conservation breeds monotypes (public forests, parks, 
etc.). 

4. Pooling of faunas and floras breeds monotypes. Pheasant vs. 
all native game and all predators. Pests reduce natural 
diversity of flora (chestmt blight, bur oak) and fauna 

(starling, carp). 

We can't reverse these trends, and some of them we wouldn't want to. 

The job is to modify them, to synthesize the best in them with the best 

a the opnosing ecological idea. All progress is the synthesis of such 

opposing pulls. Goethe has pointed out that such synthesis is no mere 

few Prvelncee Ornatbnng Sater Us aEhen at 

compromise; it, is the actual essence of wisdom. 

But to start such a synthesis we mst first put some force behind the
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ecological idea; we must create a pull, a motive. What motive? 

Profit Motive. Profit in the ordinary sense will move a few, but 

only a few, of the things to be done. Thus: 

Sxscnph> 1. Soil building is profitable if the soil is still there. If 

Pr canes Comber alresdy partly wrecked, it pays to abandon and buy elsewhere. 

But abandoned land often continues to deteriorate, so government 

buys it or repairs it. So individual profit collides with public 

interest. Pavft Velie Cin prtert fot net Cune, 

2. Forestry is profitable if there is still a forest; seldom if 

gee ig ‘ the forest is spoiled; rarely if both the forest and the soil 

we are spoiled. Again individual profit collides with public 

Dae Lins oq guns interest. 

3, Animals. There is no profit for the individual in animal conser- 

vation. There may be "pin-money" (fur marsh). Even such pin- 

money is usually earned by conserving one class of animals at 

the expense of another (game farms and fish hatcheries vs. 

predators). But no one doubts that it is profitable for the 

community to keep its animal life. In the case of predators, 

the individual may even have to take a loss (poultry, game) 

to help earn the profit for the community. . 

4. Non-commercial plants (wildflowers, scenery). No possible profit 

for the individual; much for the community. 

nuplor Viewing the field as a whole, we see one common denominator: regard for 

estaba community welfare is the keystone to conservation. Private land is only a 

beaters stock certificate in a common biota. Private land-use mst recognize an 

oe ee 
pS obligation to community welfare. No other motive has enough coverage to 

suffice.
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= Land economics then leads us into land ethics. How shall a land 

& “{ ethic evolve? ne 

re ee 
> The history of ethics is an ecological phenomenon. The relations of 

S = 
3 * the food chain (predation, exploitation, parasitism) prevented the full 

es $ development of the individual. Hence we evolved: 
4 

ag i 

4 M Ethic No. 1. A symbiosis between man and man. This did not "repeal" 

Ss 
~ ; our animal nature, it was superimposed on it. 

ky 
3 Ethic No. 2. A symbiosis between one human community and another. Ae 

'g iQ 
Still very incomplete, as we can judge from events abroad. dy heer 

a teh pune 
3 3 Ethic No. 3. A symbiosis between man and lana.” We cease a predatory dt 

ky 3 relation to soil, plants, and animals,énd superimpose the idea of live and ; 

3 a let live, a mtuality in welfare. ae is simply the factual basis for 
aoe 

q a land ethic, it reveals why an ethical relationship would make better men 

Q 
; and better land. 

ra e All ethics begin with taboos. Thus the Mosaic law was a system of 

} % "Thou shalt nots" for the man-man symbiosis. Our taboo laws (as game laws) 
a sg 
j represent the same stage of the man-land symbiosis. = 

s 

4 3 All ethics next achieve a monastic stage, i.e., a stage when the rank 

’ «5 and file cannot yet be ethical, but they dimly wish somebody to be, so they 
~ 

3 set up protected places where ethics can live; they delegate specialists 

a 
e to keep ethics alive, and support them at public expense. Our parks and 

© ‘ sanctuaries are the monastic stage of the land-ethic. As in the monastery, 

‘ 4 ~the park is the keeper of the taboos. The park is an offset to the pollutiom 

= 
end exploitations, the billboards and the defacements of the hurly-burly worl« 

~~ > 
Resources during the taboo stage and the monastic stage are property, 

i.e., a man owns them but has nogligations to them. Thus human beings were 

once property, just as land now is. I quote from "The Conservation Ethic" 

(Jour. Forestry, 31(6), op. 634-643:
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"When god-like Odysseus returned from the wars in Troy, he hanged all 

on one rope some dozen Slave-girls of his household whom he suspected of 

misbehavior during his absence. 

This hanging involved no question of propriety, much less of justice. 

The girls were property. The disposal of property was then, as now, a matter 

of eek right and wrong. 

Criteria of right and wrong were not lacking from Odysseus' Greece: 

witness the fidelity of his wife through the long years before at last his 

black-prowed galleys clove the wine-dark seas for home. The ethical structure 

of that day covered wives, but had not yet been extended to human chattels( wh 

During the three thousand years which have since elapsed, ethical criteria 

have been extended to many fields of conduct, with corresponding shrinkages 

in those judged by expediency only. 

This extension of ethics, so far studied only by philosophers, is 

actually a process in ecological evolution. Its Sequences may be described 

in biological as well as philosophical terms. An ethic, biologically, is 

a limitation on freedom of action in the struggle for existence. An ethic, 

philosophically, is a differentiation of social from anti-social conduct. 

These are two definitions of one thing. The thing has its origin in the 

tendency of interdependent individuals or societies to evolve modes of 

cooperation. The biologist Calls these symbioses. Man¥ elaborated certain 

advanced symbioses called politiés end economics. Like their simpler biolo- 

gical antecedents, they enable individuals or groups to exploit each other 

in an orderly way. Their first yardstick was kia 

The complexity of cooperative mechanisms increased with population 

density, and with the efficiency of tools. It was simpler, for example, to 

define the anti-social uses of sticks and stones in the days of the mastodons
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situations so new or intricate, or involving such deferred reactions, 

that the path of social expediency is not discernible to the average 

individual. Animal instincts are just this. Ethics are possibly a kind 

of advanced social instinct in-the-making. 

Whatever the merits of this analogy, no ecologist can deny that our 

land-relation involves penalties and rewards which the individual does 

not see, and needs modes of guidance which do not yet exist. Call these 

what you will, science cannot escape its part in forming them." 

I quote, in closing this course, Robinson's admonition to Tristram, 

who saw a fair world, but could not see it was his job to keep it so: 

"Whether you will or not, 

You are a king, Tristram, for you are one 

Of the time-tested few that leave the world, 

When they are gone, not the same place it was. 

Mark what you leave."
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2. Motives conflict; aap Heaning of Conservation ildflowers-soil : (farmer-w 

Conservation is health of lana. 
False premise: organ more impor- Must t 
eo Hee pody. No consciousness St think of land ina new way: é ‘ests too narrow. of a body; interes Soil, water, forests, SS eee ee ee ee birds, mammals, wildflowers i th & disease? Is land a body; heal Also crops, livestock, 

lst criterion: circulatory system Saxnse > 

Not as separat thi 
b yoredtall 

eparate ngs, but Oak-acorn-squirre 
@8 organs of a body: lang | 

iy tr er 
: 

quail-fox-trapp 
(Fancy name--biota) 

-cow-hog-farmer ; corn-cow-hog-f 
Health is characteristic of whole n like a tree Food chains branch 2 Can't treat the part intelligently 

Cross-connected Why? 

000 foods; inter- Se 2 1. Treatments cancel sec 
(Sportsmen-hawks-birds ) 

Food not only link--the oak 
grows fuel : oe ' j 

4 io 
browse for deer - 0,000 years Stable Lets pe dens for raccoon Ghatak every 
oe beetles 

Fauna & flora--veins,arteries eu eer . t oodroots Blood--food 
houses for gall wasps as ee 
Cradles tanger nest : os aici? 
screens owl from crow 2d criterion--well or 

partridge from fox 

aad parte All the while roots are splitting oe : age acores Yocks for more oaks 
separ- animals meet See Chains of dependency for eorn=- 

| Services & competitions Ere aaa | piracies & cooperations eal th 
Pee eee | Complex-effici ency engineer 

. in wildlife oe ce) Growing more so s 
First short & simple 
Now 350 birds = . vs. 20,000 Now--soil. 100 yrs 90 ixds mammals 

150 fishes oo ce hen, P.C., Animals sc te 
70 reptiles 
(insects, plants)
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Can't keep land just as found it Plants: white cedar, deer, wolf 

bur oak-grub-grazing 

Can reduce mtilations 
Pests: carp 

Examples: Columbia dams blister rust 

TVA, Cooper-Santee Canada thistle 

Roadsides: quack creeping Jenny 

Farms: woodlot 

fencerow Conclusion: biota shows 

marsh degeneration of tissues (loss 

of parts) 
invading organisms (pests) 

, Motives? Profit--with an if ces 

keep soil--if stay on it Conservation is preventing disease 

prevent floods--if everybody 
does How? 

plant windbreaks--if every- 

body does Can never know how in sense of 

foreseeing every danger. Neither 

But many things unprofitable do we in human health. 

We observe rules: 

Ladyslipper fence 

Historic oak 1. Avoid spreading invaders 

Patch of prairie 2. Keep body whole, active 

Hollow tree for flying 
squirrel’ 

8 . it 

I can see only one such force Since 1933 passed unprofitable 
things to govt. Can't do every- 

Voluntary decency in land-use thing, some can't do at all. 
Exercised by every citizen 

Based on love & understanding Govt. can't make us decent 

Out of a sense of obligation Govt. can't regulate private 
to great biota--America : land 

ees Must be done everywhere 

This is the meaning of conservatior Fallacy of "parlor" conservation 

Task of conservation education Must be some force 

More universal than profit 

Less awkward than govt 

Less ephemeral than sport 

Reaches all times and places 

Brackets rivers to raindrops 

whales to hummingbirds 

landed estates to 
window box
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New Land has 2 characlencher Bipticotand Use E 

Stability--geol. time 

Diversity--complex--evol. Management : conserving---favorable 

When tech. applied, each has Biotic: conserving------favorable 

success. ; [ Extension: Converse — 

e land: soils, water, plants, 
Assumption: sum of --will sta- 2 Animale 

bilize ir Conservation: understand, guide 
Hyample: S-6-S Lot @ che eu. 

Coordination, integration | wee 

Is it true? Competitive----- Problems of 2 orders i 

: " ; i 1. Supply and demand | 

= _.. ne oe i | ceo timber famine, AAA i 

f aig - Dee . ge water, game | 

eood peswre: ee Visible forces. Solutions | 
"Good" forestry: monotype | : | 

sick soil | | 2. No visible cause: pests, \ 

"Good" game man.: predators | disappearance of eee | 
| Controls poor: erosion, | 

Can coord. iron out? Has not floods | : 
AGH fier Intermediate: forestry, 

Pal agronony | 

| Basic problem: stability 
| i * oe 

; Eire aes) | 

| u, = 
| : 3 

| foo late: overgrazing momentum Applied too late, unequal intell- 
Result: silted res., tear out igence. - 

valleys, drainage by gullies, Can they if-balanced & tin ys, ed? 
grass to chapvaral, pal. by ween vey trasels - - ees 

unpal., irruption rodents, pee RISES | 

loss of scecies, falling 1. SW Wis: erosion, flooa, past, 
| tables, dust storms. rot, nitrif., woodlot, WL 

| \ 10 yrs. 

| Disease. new levels 4 Hach success-in spots. Reduced 

[oes eee ee ee | pres: str, topsoil, 
silti £ , 

2 cases--defective as evidence. | aa et ere plowland,white 

| “ale too late. Bexsliz-tectate grubs & weeds, exag. drouth 
a | damage, falling water table, 

i Academic: if in time. | scarcity game. 

| s sie) 3 e 
Realistic: not to be accom Momentum--wh-at era--dsiry boom 

| py mustering tech.--~ i 2. SW 
P | | &+ SW erosion, range; j 

calls for something they | water. — og 
| neven't zot. What? forestry. 10-40 yrs, 

| (Depart from scientific. Opiniong, | 

| gvdgomrt ) Hach success--in spots. 

iF
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4 | BUILDING A WISCONSIN GAME GROP 

Ps Le Keoatne Food ond Saver 
Aldo Leopold,Came Manager 

At this season when the frost will soon be on the rumricin, ond the 

first oumees are turning red, many 9 young man's fanoy turns to thoughts ‘ 

of gome birdie. 

The trouble is that in most places game birde have become sonrea. 

The lity dweller interested tn came enn do Little shout it exsert to 

make speeches «bont enewtian. The farmer, however, can setually 

raise a geme erop on hie farn, which is a mech more useful service te | 

conservation than moking speeches. Anybody con deplora the passing of 

the good olf days, but to help bring then back 4s the srecinl privilege 

of farmere, 

when I say “ratee a game crop,” I don't mean building a ren and 

setting egrs under a hen. T mean, rather, to so improve the food and 

cover thet the wild game antomatieslly inereases, t.o. ralaes itself. 

Most people refuse to believe thet this oon be done. Just the same 4t 

is being done, and right here In Wisconsin. Yor exemple, I know one 

group of seven farmers near Riley in Dane County who hed one covey of y 

qnatl between then in 1931. Toflay they have 25 covays. They have not | 
vlented a single mail, The tnerease came automatically when they begen 

leaving food and cover for the birds. 

Septenber ts a good month to stert batlding up the mone crops The 

eatin and wild cover ent or left stenting this aonth will mike t posstble ; 

op imoestbie for your binds to survive the Segmemy Vitecehes end 

year's cron deronds “ what you do this year. 5 

; :
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There io no winter feeding station supertor to a patch of uncut 

corn. A quarter-aere of corn, weedy If possible, left standing along 

the border of the quell thicket or fennel marsh, will sefely winter 

several dozen gane birds, vith plenty of leavings for rebbits, songbirds 

: or other wild life. This sounde simmle, but there are prastical liaite- 

‘tions, A Gorn pateh open to hogs or other livestock in fel) will be 

stripped long before winter comes, If located too noor a large woods, 

sauirrels will strip it. Tf located on = eo14 shaded slope, game will 

not use it freely. Tf there ts no way to dodge these difficulties, one 

meat fall back on a hopper or some other method of artificiel feeding. 

Silo-filling time is the time to lay up « supply of weed seeds for 

winter feeding either game or songbirds, Under the corn cutter you 

will find en sceumalation of trash consteting larfely of ragweed and 

a ek foxtatl seed. There ts no choteer food for wild birds. Dry it and 
eack it for winter uge. It ie even better than clean grain for ell 

winter birds from pheasents or prairie chickens down to Juncoes or tree 

sperrowss Such seed has the additional merit that neither rabbite nor 

squirrels eon mke avay with 1t, 

: Saving weed seed my seen needless when there io so much of it 

left in the stubdbles, Foxtall seeds, however, shell out carly, and 

get frozen into the nud before the “pinch period" arrives. Ragweed 

stay on the stalk but may got snowed unier. Henee it ia well worth 

while to seve the seed under the corn cutter before it gets trampled into 

the bernyard mud. 

fn eutting marsh hey for bedding, consider leaving part of 1t uneut 

: d ee
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to provide winter cover, This 1s especially necesesry for pheasants 

and prairie chickens, but even quail resort to mereh grass during deep 

anow. The denser and ranter end stiffer the growth, the more snow it 

will take to exelode the birds, The strip reserved for birds should, 

of conrse, borier on the willow thicket or any other brush cover, and 

be within reach of the fool pstch or feeling station. 

Does this sount as if T wore suggesting thet the farm be run for 

the birds instead of the birds for the farm? Perhaps it does, but in 

actual practice the land which needs to be devoted to game food or 

cover seldom exceeds two or three per eant of the total acreage, and 

part of thet dan be on swampy, rocky, or steep land thet is waste anyhow. 

Tt does not matter whether your object fe better hunting or just 

the pleasure of having wild birds around--the method of cropping is tho 

gene. Leave food and cover and the crop will raise iteelf.,
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Feeding gane biris in winter does more then prevent starvation. Tt 

keeps game from atraying into somebody else's coverta--on inportant 

matter for the land owner who haa teken pains to build himself a good 

stand of birds. 

To keep geme at home, feed early. Actual starvation, to be sure, 

seldom occurs earlier than Christmas, but unless there is plenty of 

winter food and cover in sight in October and November, doth quail ond 

Pheasants tend to cet reetless,-they wonder shout hunting thenselves a 

vetter winter quarters. This fx11 movement te ealled "the shuffle.” 

Tt's a good name. Show the birds « well-filled larder and they’) 

shuffle inte, not ont of, your farm. Show them only bare fields and 

erezed out coverts, and they'll Mkely move to raetures new, We may, 

in fast, paraphrase the Seed Book by eaying: "fo him that hath a corn 

patch shell be given an extra covey, but from him that heth not shell 

be taken even that one which he heth,"--or whieh he thinks he hath. 

2¢ gon fenget te ewe 0 pubeh OF teen cove alone Wee oles of Os 

marsh, or if turning the hogs loose made 1t impossible to leave any corn 

standing, then meke shift with a hoprer. Do {t early--not later then 

Wovenber 10. Any stout box can be rigged as a hopper. nook out a 
siet on one side near the bottom, and extend the bottom to fora a tray, 

into which the grain ¢en run as the birde nee it. The eopacity should 

be not less then $0 pounds, 

It le important to set the hopver tn the right place. Pick out a 

dry eunny spot in or near the marsh or thicket, At this snot build a
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atout leanto of poles. Thatch it with marsh hay, or cornstalks, ond 

put the hoprer under it. If you use hay for a roof, velght it down 

with poles, ‘The lean-to {ts not elene to make the birds feel cozy, bot 

aden te keep gain ov Gulp teen fvecsing tn the tpey of the hopper ent 

thus potting it out of commission. 

Tf you think you're too old to enjoy bullding euch contraptions-- 

that only Boy Seouts get a rick out of such nonsensee«just try it. You 

may ond up by building several. 

Here are some "don'ts" sbout where to place the hopper. Don't 

place it in woods, unless corn is plenty and you want to find out how 

fat te a fat souirrel., Don't place the hopper in posture unless you 

feneo it, or unless there te to be no more stock to be loose till spring. 

Other things deine equel, mt it where you ean see it from the farmyard. 

To Lead poechers into tomstation my cvst you o coat-full of birds, 

what kind of feel do we use? If the feeling station is for pheasants, 

fill the hoprer with shelled corn. If, however, it ts for quell, screen- 

ings are better, or else the weed seed T advised you to shovel up fron 

under the corn-shred4er. v.11 are not keen sbout corn until the real 

eold weather arrives. 

Perhaps you vent to avoid the labor of building © lean-to. If so, 

© practice! feeder which requires no lean-to ean be built out of hog 

wire. Yor pheasants thie to just as gool as & hoprer. Tt is better 

than a hopoer for prairte chickens and Hungeriene, Simply lace uv a 

6=foot length of hog wire into a cylinder 18 inches fin diameter and 

#122 Lt with ear corn. The used eod= tend to drop ont as they are 

exhaneted, thas exposing nev cores. Place this wire feeder on bare
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ground likely to be free of snowirifte, bub nesr cover. 

Another substitute for a hover, which requires no roof, consists 

of = few cornshoeica, left in the field nesr cover. The shocks should, 

however, be opened from time to time during the winter to expose new 

enrs. 

There should be a separate feeding station for each covey of quail, 

Quali are Like people+-commnal boarding houses are not popular. Tho 

quatl covey likes neighbors--in their plece, Pheasents are lese par- 

tloular about crowling. 

Perhaps you think these ways of ballding np cane enll for « lot 

of needless fuss and festhers, If a0, please valk out on the poreh as 

soon a I getithrough talking, take a good long look at your farm, and 

agk yourself this question: “where would fT go into winter quarters if 

I were a quail?" Yoodlot «11 graged out, ground bare as a billiard 

all as soon a9 snow Gomes; corn 211 ant and in the yard or silo (or 

will be by Christmas); woods plenty in the stubdblos but ensily snowed | 

ups marsh vith thick grasa but foodless. What vould I do-=tf T were a 

quail? 

There are more ounil in southern Wisconsin this fall than for 

yeare rast. “hy? Heeanee velve hed three easy winters in o rov, %0 

mila that ouatl conld winter on ground not fit for them, 1. 9. round 

on whieh the food and cover are ton poor to carry the birds through e 

Peni snowstorm, Birds don't freeze, they sterve. Keen their crops 

foil and give then » thicket for shelter, ond you'll have biris regard- 

; less of any winter. 

And don't forget: Stert early so as to hold your own birds, ond ; 

maybe some more from the nolghbore. 

4
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One of the plenaures which fe dented the lendless mititade of the 

eities, but wiich le seceselble to every former, to the opportunity to 

seo and live with wild birds. Winter te the time to see bimis at close 

renge. The whole bird world, if you want {6 to, will perfor for you : 

datly ander your vory window-stl1. The priee of the show is e little 

forathought and a fow handfule of feed. 

To bring the bird-show to your fernstead, the first requirement ie 

to plant the nroper stage setting. For most birds this consiste of a 

thiek clump of evergreens, or # thick tengle of vines or shrubbery, oF s 

: doth, somewhere on the prenmiees, This thicket serves ac = headquarters 

or “eludhouse" for the birds betveen visits to the feasting station, An 

evergreen winibrest: le oxsellent, eepeetally during tte carly years 

when the brenches Iie closa to the ground. Such a windbresk harbors 

the moat Dirds when ft ts foneed against both Livestock and poultry, and . 

flenked by roees, Driare, and unent grees or weeds, 

The second requirexent is the feoding station. This may be directly 

under a south or east windew from which you ean watch the show. [t should 

not be near 2 door through which people are vagssing in ani out. ‘The sta- 

tion gonaists merely of a enot free of snow and poultry, and constantly 

ouppiied with feed. You may oxelude poultry elther by fencing. of by 
feeling on an elevated platform or tray. You may keep the avot free of 

snow either by tutliing = temporary roof of brush and hay, or by daily 

aweeping. Game birds, euch os quail, do not readily mount a raised 

platforms
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The kind of feed needed depends on the kinds of birds. For the 

various sparrows, such as the tree sparrow and junco, there should be 

either cracked grain, sweepings, or weed seed gathered from under the 

corn-shredder . 

For quail, pheasant, dluejays, and cardinals there should be 

whole corn, either shelled or on the ear. 

For nuthatches, woodpeckers, brown creepers, and chicadees there 

should be a lump of suet nailed to the bark of a tree, and held down by 

a small piece of coarse wire screen so that bluejays cannot carry it 

away in chonks. 

As a special treat for the chicadees, hang a series of walnuts 

from long threads immediately outside the windowpane. Each nut has 

the shell cracked off one side. You will see a close-up of free 

lunching on a trapeze which is a daily delight both to you and the 

chicadee. 

For the special delectation of cardinals, mix some sunflower 

seeds with the grain, or vrop up a dried sunflower stalk in full seed 

near the window. ‘Then watch the grist-mill action of the cardinal's 

yellow beak as he de-hulls the seeds, one at a time. He de-hulls corn 

in the same way. 

It is necessary, of course, to keep the yard free of cats. Too 

meny dogs or squirrels are likewise undesirable. On moonlight nights 

rabbits will give you an evening performance after the bird matinee 

is over. 

Game birds like quail or pheasants may need some coaxing before
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: they venture into your dooryard. There mst be a hedge, fencerow, or 

other “street” to lead them up te the house from the distant thicket or 

marsh. This "street" should me ungrased, and consist of o atrip of 

mixed brush, grass, and weeds. Begin feeding at the far end. Move : 

the feed gradually toward the house until the birds cone un to the 

house itself. Game birds will seldom vielt a yard unless it contains 

evergreens or other thicl: cover in which they con seck temporary shelter. 

They will not come if constantly haressed by dogs or onte. 

T hope T have made it clear thet the bird-show denende on intelligent 

"landsenning” of the farmetend, an well ae on daily feeding. Skillfal 

observation will suggest one improvement after another. end each ime . 

provement, ae made, will adi not only more biris, but also more binds 

of birds to your show. The aversge farnstead should have no difficolty 

in attreeting « dozen kinds of birds daily, but you met study each 

tind, learn its peeulfar requirements, and then supply them 

The winter bird-show has a deeper meaning than mere entertainment. 

Winter feeling is the most effective kind of conservation. One feeding 

stetion is worth a dozen sermons on the Jove of nature, As in other 

conservation vork, skill, intelligence, and sostained effort are 

needed. There is no better way to teach a boy or girl the futility 

of good resolutions unbacked by persistence and brain work. Try ite= 

for the sake of the birds, the boy, and the better form life. 

3
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One of the pleasures which is denied the landless mititude of the 

eities, but which is secessible to every farmer, is the opportunity to 

see and live with wild birds. Winter is the time to see birds at close 

range. The whole bird world, if you want it to, will verform for you 

daily under your vory window-sill. The price of the show is a little: 

forethought and o few handfele of feed. 

fo bring the bird-show to your farmstead, the first requirement is 

to plant the nroper stage setting. For most birds this consists of a 

thick clump of evergreens, or o thie: tengle of vines or shrubbery, or 

doth, somewhere on the premises. This thicket serves as 2 headquarters — 

or “eludhouse" for the birds between visits to the feeding station. An 

evergreen windbreak 1s excellent, especially during its early years 

when the branches lie close to the ground. Such a windbresk hsrbors 

the most dirds when it le fenced against both livestock end poultry, and 

flenked dy roses, dDriars, and unent grass or weeds. 

The second requirenent is the feeding station. This may be directly 

under a south or east window from which you cen watch the show, It should 

not be near a door through which people are passing in and out. The sta- 

tion eonsists merely of a spot free of snow and poultry, and constantly 

supplied with feed. You may exelude poultry either by fencing, or by 

feeding on an elevated vilatform or tray. You may keep the spot free of 

snow either by building 2 temporary roof of brush and hay, or by aatly 

sweeping, Game birds, such as quail, do not readily mount a raised 

platform.
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The kind of feed needed devends on the kinds of birds. For the 

various sparrows, such as the tree sparrow and junco, there should be 

either cracked grein, sweepings, or weed seed gathered from under the 

corn-shredder. 

Por quail, pheasant, bluejays, and cardinals there should be 

whole corn, either shelled or on the ear. 

For nuthatches, woodveckers, brown creevers, and chicadees there 

should be a lump of suet nalled to the bark of a tree, and held down by 

; ® small pleee of coarse wire screen so that bluejays cannot carry it 

away in chunks. 

As a special treat for the chicddees, hang ® series of walnuts 

from long threads immediately outside the windowpane. Hach nut has 

the shell cracked off one side. You will see a close-up of free 

lunching on @ traneze which is a daily delight both to you and the 

chicadee. 

For the special delectation of cardinels. mix some sunflower 

seeds with the grain, or prop up a dried sunflower stalk in full seed 

near the window. Then watch the grist-mill action of the cardinal’s 

yellow beak as he de-hulls the seeds, one at 2 time. ite de-hulls corn 

in the game way. . 

It is necessary, of course, to keep the yard free of cats. Too 

many dogs or cquirrels are likewise undesirable. On moonlight nights 

rabbits will give you an evening performance after the bird matinee 

is over. 

Game birds like quail or vheaseants may need some coaxing before
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: they venture into your dooryard. There mast be a hedge, fencerow, or 

other “street” to lead them up to the house from the distant thicket or 

marsh. This "street" should be ungrazed, and consist of a atrip of 

mixed brush, grass, and weeds. Begin feeding at the far end. Move 

the feed gradually toward the house until the birds come up to the 

house itself, Gane dirds vill seldom vielt e yard unless it coatains 

evergreens or other thick cover in which they cen seek temporary shelter. 

They will not come if constantly haressed by dogs or eats. 

T hope I have made it clear thet the bird-show devends on intelligent 

"tendseaning” of the farmstead, as well as on daily feeding. Skillful 

‘ observation will suggest one improvement after another, and each im- 

provement, as made, will add not only more birds, but also more kinds 

of biré« te your show. The average farmstead should have no difficulty 

in attracting a @osen kinds of birds dally, but you met study each 

ieind, learn its peculiar requirements, and then supply them. 

The winter bird-show has a deeper meaning than mere entertainment. 

Winter feeding is the most effective kind of conservation. One feeding 

station is worth a dozen sermons on the love of nature. As in other 

conservation vork, skill, intelligence, and sustained effort are 

needed. There is no better way to teach a boy or girl the futility 

of good resolutions unbacked by persistence and brain work. Try it-- 

for the sake of the birds, the boy, and the better ferm life.
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Aldo Leopold, Ceme Maneger | 

College of Acrteulture | 

The era of the Viesonsin luxtberjac ended in the say ninetles, | 

Tn those days Pou? Bunyan was our most powerful ettigen. But when the | 

pinerles gave out, he harnessed up Babe, his bine ox and moved west. 

Wieconsin hes not seen hin since. 

Ravept for the forest fives vhich stil) run on hie old clashings, 
there may seen to be nobody left to aommeare with Poul as s destroyer of 

Wieeonsin timber. 

: Any such notion, however, is mistaken. Panl has a successor at 

large in the woods, who works with less nolge ond bluster, but no whit 

lees effectively, than he. — 

Tn the o34 days, when Pau) had evt a plece of timber, he moved 

elsewhere ani let it crow agein. His sueceseor, however, camps on the 

stumplot day in snd day out, nipping off each eprout or seedling that 

hows ite heat. Seon every root and branch is thoroughly and completely 

dead. The only difference 1s that the modern Pani hae no axe. He 

gon't cut his own trees; he just patrole every stump the farmer has cub, 

and makes mre it never grows again. In the long ren he will turn 

gouthern Wisconsin inte a prairie. 

t say “ho”, but this is really misleading. The modern Paul, 

etrenge as it may seom, ie © chdecion ledy=lanberjack. Who is she? 

She ie the datry cow. 

Plone don't misunierstand mo. 1 am not defaming the Vleconsin
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} cow, nor do T begrudge her the privilege of grazing in woodlote, T an 

pointing out that If wo wont eny woods on the Wisconsin dairy form of 
“ 1950, particularly woods with enough umlergrowth te harbor birds, then 

the cow mat not be allowed secees to al) of the woollote all of the tine. 

Graging is raso-suleide to trees. 

; Ag a matter of feet, a hapny balance between cows and trees is not 

such a difficult matter. On dry, rocky, or steep hillsides, partieularly 
those with a south slope, the grass dries out early ond henes 16 of 

little value for cows. Sueh south slopes, on the other hand, are the 

notural place for winter cover for birda, If you ean fence then off 

the cover will grow up of ite own accord. As far as birds are consernod, 

you need not hesitate to cut. The epront and seedling crowth whieh 

springs up on ungraszed enttings herbore more birds than virgin timber, 

pertieulerly during the carly stages vhen the sprouts retein their 

leaves in winter. Leave some grein in or near such thig¢rete when the 

snows come, and your Dird-~crop ts assured. ft, of course, coos without 

asying that the woote mist not be burned, ‘Tenve even the brush-ptles 

if you vant dirdse-end rabbits. 

Now for some other points abont handling woods with an eye to the 

dim erop. Don't cull ont the whiteoalra ani hietortes ond let the black 

and red cake tale a1) the ground. The former exeel doth as tinker, se 

cover, and as food for wild life, 

Don't eull out 222 the hollow enace {f you want far, oquirrels, 

woodpecers. or othar enagenesting epectos. If you want to oneourage 

ruffed grouse and prairie chickens, be careful to leave plenty of white 

birch, aspen, tronvood, and hazel for thom to bud on in winter. To
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quench the summer thirst of game and songbirds, plant 9 few miberries 

in open spote or along foncerovs. 

Lastly, if you velue wild life, divest yourself of the notion that 

all “prueh" especies are useless simply beeanse they yield no sewloga, 

The wild plum, the thorn apple, the bittersweet, the serviceberry, the | 

nonnyberry, the doqwoo’, the wild cherry, ond the wild grape, each in | 

its season, provides « feast for the eye, a feast for the birde, and the | 

most valuable of bird cover, provided it 1s groving in the open. On | 

the farm-ledger, these "brush" grovths are, to be sure, o11 "useless", 

but so ic the sunset, or the drum of a cock-partridge, or the tinkle | 

of the fee-bound brooklet of a winter morning. Yet whet ia e farm with- 

out these things? 

There ere nany Little tricke for increasing the service of woods 

and vegetation to wild life, Take the grapevine, for example. A new 

erepoetangie on or near She ground fs usuelly goot for « new covey of 

quail, orovided there be food nearby. Mow to get a now greve-tangle 

qniekly? Seleet a tree with a grapevine in {ta top. Cut the tree but 

not the vine, end let it lie. In one season the vine will weave an 

“uxbrelia" over the dawn tep which is hewk-proof m4 nearly snowproof-- 

& mighty fortress for bobwhite in evan the deapest of snows. leave a 

fow cornahoake in the odjoining field and you have "the makings" of a 

new covey range vhich your friends the moll vill not long overlosic. 

One of the real myroteries of nature ts the promptness with which habit- 

able niches in the cold wall of the world ero filled by living things. 

Our own place in the scheme of things te not the less tolerable for 

making room for a fow of our fellow-ereatures.
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To gun upelf you want your woodlot te remain « woodlet, and to rro- 

duce birds as voll ao ahadie, een the eows ont of the parts least 

valuable for vasture, eapesially the ateen sonth slopes. lLeern your 

trees, and use the axe to incranse rather then destroy their individual 

serviaes to you and to wild things. : 

Your woodlet is, in feat, an historien! document which faithfally 

recoras your personel philosephy. Let it tell - story of tolerance 

tovard 2iving things, ent of drill in the greatest of 11 arte-how to 

use the earth without macing it ugly.
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Tn a previous talk T have told you what methods have proved most 

avesessfal in attracting ordinary winter birds to the farmetend, 

Today T want to sugeest some woye in which extronplinagy birds may 

ve induced to vicit us. The results are less sure, but perhaps for 

that reason the more worth going after. 

Per up in the aretic forests Live two besutifel birds, the Dvening 

Crosbesk and the Mine Grosbeak. Ordinarily Wisconsin never sees them, 

bat at long intervals one or the other species comes far enough south 

tn winter to enter our tates They are here this vinter. 
When grosbesle come, they are likely to board with whoever sets 

the best table. The question is what kind of food to offer. Corn or 

othar grain is, insofar as T know, merely o new kind of rabble to 

groabesks. They don! timow how to use it, any more then wo would know 

: vresdfrait if wo wore suddenly dropped on a South Sen islend. They do, 

however, know whet a frogen red berry is, and seem osrecially font of 

the fruit of the high-bush eranberry or wild snowball bush. Tt'e worth 

while planting a few of these, ospecially if you have evergreen trees 

nearby to serve aa eover. Tf no groebeale chow up to oat the cranberries, 

the Cedar Yexwings or (more rarely) the Bohemion Yaxvines, will see that 

: they don't go to waste. 

Waxwines, by the way, are likewise fond of the berries of Japanese 

Love Vine and of Mountain Agh. Both bear heavy crops of beantifal fruit 

almost sure to be visited by wexvings sometime during the winter.
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Bven bird-enthosiaste seldom realize that night-birds os well as dey-tine 

birda ean be attracted to the fermstesd. T stumbled uvon this feet when T 

noticed that the little serecch ovls wore gathering nightly to feed on the 

miee which sat at "seaond tebdle” st my feeding stetion. I ent a hollow Limb 

two feet ons, the hollow being of a little more than woodnecker-sice, 

tagke? a bottom on It, ani virel it to ea larch tree, facing south, abont 20 

feet ur. The owls vromntly moved in as yesrlonc tenante ond lived hapolly 

ever after. If you have never heard a family of youne sereech owls sone 

night in August learning how to “sergech" with a properly adult accent, you 

have missed one of the comeiies of bird~dom. 

Warning: Don't hone for screech owls if your place is near woods in- : 

habitea by larger owls. They are deadly enemios. That's why screech owls 

are often more abundent in towns then in the country, provided the trees 

ere large enouch to heave hollows, and -revided no tree-surgeons have been 

at lerga. There are still a few such towns. 

Another poestible night-vialtor 4s the bern-owl. If you have barn owls 

in your haymow, they will vromptly leern to "Ae-monse” your feeding atetion 

erovided you hove avotded the tregte error of shootine then becouse thay ere 

owla. t can think of no worse axammle of entting off one's own nose then 

killing « darn owl, yet sober peorle sometimes do it. 

Another night show at the feedine station is elven by rabbits, pro- — 

vided the family dor is properly snoring under the stove, 

T have seen a few other extraorlinary bird shows st farmstenis, 

wut f know of no recipe for dunlieatine them. Thus one former in Towa 

has a rookery of Wight Nerons in his svruce windbresl:. How docs a 

Bight Heron select a proper “rooking"-vlace? I've never been sble to
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gness. T suerect he takes the tax rol) and saya “ene-mens-minoano." 

There are in Dird-feoding a fow general utility tricks which f 

have not mentioned, which my yleld mech or little, but which are 

worth trying if you ore willing to tae a lone shot. For insteneo, 

plent a pateh of hem. %¢ may drav ref polls, qnow buntings, or other 

oneomon viciters. It certainly will not go to waste. All the common 

dims from Jungoes to pheasante will seo to thet, Sunflevers are : 

enother good thing to nlent, though the goldinches witt nrobebly fintsh 
then off long before winter. 

ALL these oxztreordinary measures are, of course, additions to the 

atendard mathois for attresting ordinery birds. Tf anyone wants a 

sumnery of the stendard methods, vrite for tt, o@Aressing your letter 

to the Come Mennger, College of Agriculture, Madison.
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CQAXING THE WINTER BIRDS 

Aldo Leopold, Game Manager _ 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 

In a previous talk I have told you what methods have proved most 

; enanntnted. in attracting ordinary winter birds to the farmstead. 

Today I.want to sugeest some ways in which extraordinary birds may 

de induced to visit us. The results are leas sure, but perhaps for 

that reason the more vorth going after. : 

Per up in the arctic forests live two beautiful birds, the Evening 

: Grosbeak and the Pine Grosbeak. Ordinarily Wisconsin never sees them, 

vut at long intervels one or the other specles comes far enough sonth 

in winter to enter onr state. They are here this winter, 

When grosbeaks come, they are likely to board with whoever sets 

the best table. The question is what kind of food to offer. Corn or 

other grain is, insofar as T know, merely a new kind of pebble to 

erosbeaks. They don'timow how to use it, any more than we would know 

breadfruit if we wore suddenly dropped on a South Sea island. They do, 

however, know what a frogen red berry is, and seem esvecially fond of 

the frait of the high-bush cranberry or wild snowball bush. It's worth 

while planting a few of these, especially if you have evergreen trees 

nearby to serve as cover. If no grosbealke show up to eat the cranberries, 

the Cedar Waxwings or (more rarely) the Bohemian Waxwings, will see that 

they don't go to waste. 

Waxwines, by the way, are likewise fond of the berries of Japanese 

Leve Vine and of Mountain Ash. Both bear heavy crops of beautiful fruit 

almost sure to be visited by wexwings sometime during the winter. 

e
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Even bird-enthusiasts seldom realize that night-birds as well as day-tine 

birds can be attracted to the farmstesd. T stumbled upon this feet when T 

; noticed that the little serecch ovis were gathering nightly te feed on the 

mige which sat at "seaond table” st my feeding station. I ent a hollow limb 

two feet long, the hollow being of a little more than woodnecker-sice, 

tackel a bottom on it, and wirel it to a larch tree, facing south, about 20 

feet un. The owls vromptly moved in as yearlone tenants and lived hapoily 

ever after. If you have never hearé a family of young screech owls some 

night in August learning how to “sereech" with a properly adult accent, you 

have missed one of the comedies of bird-dom. 

Warning: Don't hove for screech owls if your plage is near woods in- 

habited by larger owls. They are deadly enemies. That's why screech owls 

: are often more abundant in towns then in the country, provided the trees 

are large enouch to have hollows, and -rovided no tree-surgeons have been 

at \erge. There are sti11 = few such towns. 

Another vossible night-visitor is the barn-owl. If you have barn owls 

in your haymow, they will promptly learn to "Ae-monse" your feeding station 

rrovided you heve avolded the tragic error of shooting them because they are 

owls. TI can think of no woree exemple of cutting off one's own nose than 

killing 4 barn owl, yet sober peorle sometimes do it. 

Another night show at the feeding station is given by rabbits, vro- : 

vided the femily doz is properly snoring under the stove. 

I have seen = few other extraordinary bird shows at farmstends, 

but I know of no recipe for duplicating them. ‘Thus one farmer in Towa 

hag a rookery of Night Herons in his syruce windbreak. How does a 

Hight Heron select a proper “rooking"~place? I've never been able to
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guess. I suspect he takes the tax rol) and says “ene-mene-mine-mo." 

There are in bird-feeding a few general utility tricks which I 

; have not mentioned, which may yleld meh or little, but which are 

worth trying if you are willing to take a long shot. For instance, 

plent a pateh of hemv. It may drav red polls, snow buntings, or other 

uncommon visitors. I certainly will not go to waste. All the common 

birds from Juncoes to pheasants will see to that. ‘Sunflowers are 

enother good thing to plant, though the poldinehes will vrobably finish 

them off long before winter. 

All these extraordinary measures are, of course, additions to the 

standard methods for attracting ordinary birds. If anyone wants a 

aummery of the stendard methods, write for it, addressing your letter 

to the Game Menager, College of Agriculture, Madison.
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GAME OM THE MODERN FARM 
Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

"My game is all shot ont. There's nothing around here to hunt 

any more." 

I wish T had a dollar for every farmer I have heard thus lamenting 

the good o14 days of abundant wild life. I wish even more that I had 

some way to meke the bird-lovers of Wisconsin realize that this lament 

is only half true. 

It is true enough thet game can be (and often is) shot out, but 

game doesn't stay out because of oecasional overshooting. A farm stays 

gameless for only two reasons. The first is because all breeding stock 

is wined ont of a lerge territory--and this seldom happens. The other 

is because food or cover or both are lacking during winter and spring. 

It is this which accounts for on increasing number of gameless farms in 

this state. 

You may have the finest geme cover in your county, but if during 

winter all the grain is in the silo, the game does just what you would 

do in a foodless palace: It either dies or moves out. 

Again, you may have grain in your fields all winter, but if there 

is no cover nearby, the game does just what you would do in a hotel with 

good food but no bedrooms: It goes elsewhere. 

This winter YWieconsin has lost several million birds--far more than 

were raised last year on 211 the came farms of Ameriea--simply because 

food and cover either did not exist, or because they were too far apart 

te be reached daily by the snowbound birds. This, then, is the simple
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formula for game abundance: food ani cover close enough together to 

: be reached dally. (The daily "reach" of quail is a quarter-mile; of 

: vheasant a half-mile; of prairie chicken three miles.) The only other 

"if" is that the food and cover be of the right kind. 

"Yell," you may ask, “what shall we do ebout it?" Before trying 

to answer, let me nail down just who are "we," 1 want to mike it clear 

that no one can possibly do anything about it exeest the man who owns 

the land on which the food and cover grow, i.e., the farmer. The rest 

of us can do nothing but aid and abet his efforts. In this sense the 

young farmer of today is the nation's foremost conservationist. He 

actually holds the reins of rower, Neither the governor, nor the 

legislature, nor Congress, nor the President can do anything subdstantial 

to conserve farm game without his active particination. 

Ny message to the "College of the Air" 1s simply this: The young 

man on the farm today may not have a chance to build himself a fortune, 

put he has a chence to build himself the kind of enjoyments which kings 

try to buy--and don't always get. One of these is abundant wild life-- 

to be hunted or just looked at, as you please. The method is the same 

in either event. 

Growing a game crop, like any other crop, requires skill. The 

sk411 you use in getting a bumper yield of corn did not come to you 

- over the radio--neither will your skill in growing game. All that 

arows in collezes--of the air or otherwise--is the missed experience 

of others who have given thoueht or effort to the vroblem. 

How, then, do we go about it? 

First you will want to know: "Is my farm suitable?" 1 know of few
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farms which do not offer a chance to crow some kind of came or other. 

A farm without any waste lend cannot vroduce game without sacrificing 

good acreage, but such farms are rare. 

Second you will want to kmow: "What kind of game shall I grow?" 

My advice is: Stick to the kind already there, or in the neighborhood. 

No matter how secerce, if it was once abundant, it can again be brought 

back. Don't count on newly introduced spectes until they ere tested in 

your neichborhood, 

Third you will ask: "How do I go sbout building the food and cover 

: needed for my particular farm?" 

Food is 2 simple matter of leaving grain (or weed-seed) where the 

birds can get at it all winter and in all weathers. To remain accessible 

during deep snow, grain met be shocked or stacked, and the piles mst 

ve opened from time to time. During fall, standing grain is best. 

Henee it is good for the game food patch to be half standing and half 

shocked. A quarter-acre will winter a covey. Corn is the best, but 

sorghun, wheat, tuckwheat, or any other erain excert rye or varley 

will do. 

Tf yon cannot grow grain for the birds, use a hopver. Roof it with 

a lean-to shelter, facing south. Full specifications for food patches 

and hoppers will be sent you on request. Once you try it, I predtet 

you will find bird-feeding to be not only the salvation of your game, 

but one of the finest of winter sports. 

Growing cover is a matter of keeping the cows out and the fires 

down. Within the next sixty days, mareh fires will burn up most of the 

Slender remnant of seed stock which hae survived the winter. The fire 

‘¢
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will not kill the birds directly, but by destroying their nesting cover 

it will delay the nesting until the hay starts, efter which the hay~ 

mowers will do the rest. The fire problem forcibly illustrates the 

principle thet neighbords mst often work together to grow game. It 

is footlees for you to keep fire out of your marsh if the neighbors 

insist on burning it for you. 

As for keeping cows out-~-I am, of course, talking only of selected : 

spots to be reserved for game. For ruffed grouse or quail, steep south- 

facing banks make the best cover and the poorest pasture. For pheasant 

end preirie chickens, reserve a piece of heavy marsh, preferably with 

scattered brush in it. Fenee these cover-spots against all grazing. 

_ Tn addition, leave fencerows and other scattered odds and ende of cover 

for nesting. Every waste spot on the farm is good for a brood if 

allowed to crow the cover needed for a nest, All birds scatter during 

nesting. If you don't provide a place for them to scatter to, they will 

seatter to the neighbors. 

Ta fencing marsh cover for pheasents ond chickens, try to include 

at least a little spot of higher lend. Why? The farm andience will 

need no snewer, but for the benefit of my other listeners T will say 

that every marsh in spring temporerily becomes a leke. 

We have been learning some details shout partieclar kinds of cover 

for partienler birds. mail and vartrid¢e need brushpiles, er=pe-~ 

tangles, down trees, or evergreens to escape havks by day, but at 

night they need upland grass or weeds for roosting. Chickens and 

pheasants need a marsh roost of a varticular kind, ani they will go a 

lenge wey to get it. It consists of rushes, cattails, ringut, or any
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kind of dense grassy growth which excludes the winter wind and which 

makes & noise when prowlers approach at night. Many a farmer would 

double his eapanity for pheasants by leaving an acre or tvo of such 

growth unmoved and ungrazed. The 1934 drouth was vartienlarly herd on 

roost cover because it admitted cattle and mowers to bogs ordinarily too 

wet. If you doubt whether pheasants or chickens really need sueh a 

roost, watch one on a winter evening. You will see rheasants flying o 

mile and chickens three miles to cet to it. s 

Hnngariene are the easiest bird to please, They will roost on 

almost naked groun?, but they need wider upland fencerows to nest in. 

The lsek of such nesting cover is why so many Hun nests fall vietim to 

mowers and crows. 

Tt ig ide, in my view, to try to ineresse geome merely by shooting 

naturel enemies, Give wild birds the food and cover they need ant they 

will usually dodge their enemies with astonishing success. Devrive them 

of food end cover, and they will disappear even though you kill the 

last hawk or owl in the county. Besides, your hawie ond owls are your 

: best insurance sgainst rodent pests. Hawks ond owls, of course, play 

hevoee with tame, confined game on game farms, but that is another story. 

We ave here talking sbout wild birds. 

T would also cantion yon against too much reliance on artifiotal 
_ Pestooking, unless and until your cover and food sre in good condition, 

Pheasants are the only bird easy te restock, but they will desert you 

at the first sign of cold weather tf both food and cover are not sample. 

Tt takes better food and cover to hold pheasants on a shot than on an 

unshot farm. ‘
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T haven't said anything about rabbits and squirrels, The food and, 

cover installed for birds will automatically build up your rabbit crop-- 

in fact, on fed farns the problem ts how to keep the rabbits down. If 

you want more rabbits, it is easy to get them by leaving unburned brash 

piles near eorn. Also, don't clean out all your woodchucks--the elmek : 

holes are important as winter dens. 

Waterfowl, mekrat, coon, and trout will all respond to food and 

cover iuprovements in the same way as upland birds. Hach demands ites 

own separate eropoing methods, but the vrinciple is the same: Create 

a renge and nature will vopulate it. Cropping methods are, of course, 

not known for all these species, but if you are a good woodsman, you 

can “rell your own." That's half the fun. 

We Americans, beginning with Daniel Boone, have built un a sunerd 

skill tn the exploitation of wild life--now let's use that same ski11-~ 

if we have any of {t left--in the equally difficult job of rebuilding 

abonflance. Like Boone, ve stand on a high divide--in our national 

thoucht. Before us stretches en unexvlored wilderness--of possibilites 

in land use. Tt is not necessarily the Ph.D. who is going to carve 

for hinself the most useful career in its exploration. That, ina 

mutshell, is the challenge which 1 lay before the young woodsmen of 

1935.6
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TRE GAME CYCLE....A CHALLENGE TO SOTETOR 

Refio talk by Aldo Leopold, game mansger, University of Wisconsin, 
presented in the National Farm and Home Nour over a coast to coast HEC 
network on Conservation Day, Friday, Aug. 17, 193. 

Mtneteen hundred thirty four will go down tn history for. something 

more than droughts, strilos, and blood-purges. [Tt is o year of biological 

eclipse. ‘Such eclipses have oseurred before, but this year, for the 

first time in history, we lmow that it is coming. Between 1933 and 1935 

perhaps helf e billion grouse, rabbits, end fur-bearers will dle or dis- 

appear in northern North Ameries from causes still largely nysterious. 

We will lose more game than was ever produced by all the game farms of 

the world. How? Why? Ras this | vefore? Will it happen 

egain? What kinds of wild life are affeeted? Can it be controlled - 

now or ever? These are avestions which now challenge not only the 

selentiet, but every laymen-conservationist on the continent. 

T een't tell you what the eyole ie because nobody lmows. Ve Imow 

that « @le-off comes about every 10 years: 1925, 1913, 2905, 189%.... 

Behind that the traces grow dim, but that 1e no sign cycles aid not 

oseur, there are people today, ‘ihe, unaware of conditions beyond their 

own narrow horizon, believe thet when the grouse disappear they have 

“moved out," or “had a bad hatch." There are records of local ais- 

appearances of gronse as far back os the Revolution, but we cannot be 

sure these were cycles, 

¥ach die-off is vreceded by a period of abundance, or population 

posk. Thus in Yiseonsin in 1923 we had an abundance of grouse and 

rabbits, but between 192% and 1927 ruffed grouse fell off ss much as
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90 per cent, while snowshoe rabbits nearly disepreared. Prairie 

chickens and sharvtails were affected, but less severely. 

We know that diseases oceur at the time of the die-off. Dr. Green 

of Minnesota, has discovered at least two ~- tularemia and uleerative 

enteritis. A great variety of parasites also incresse, It lately 

seems open to question, however, whether diseases alone are the sole 

"eanse" of the cycle. “ven if they are, it still remains to be ex- 

plained why vast regions are hit simlteneously. In former die-offs, | 

cold wet nesting weather was considered contributory. This die-off, 

however, falls squarely upon a period of unprecedented drouth, so I 

need hardly say the wet weather ides is now "ont." 

There has been much talk of some connection between the cycle end 

soler radiation, or “sunspots.” It 1s too early to pass on the valid- 

ity of this theory. If I had to guess the “equse" of the eyele, I would 

sey the present evidence favors disease, operating not alone, but in 

conjunction with a drop in the reproductive rate, King of Minnesota, 

has now in vress some startling evidence of euch a drop. But what 

times this whole stupendous process? Whet mysterious force could 

simultaneously induce sickness and small broods in a score of svecies 

over half a continent? Evidence of some connection with some aspect of 

solar radiation continues to pile up, but there is also contradictory 

evidence. These "sunspot" speculations are merely thet place in the 

long dark ceve of exploration where our candle of knowledge goes out. 

T onee claimed that the cyele hit everywhere at once, but I am 

now not certain to just what degree all regions follow an identical
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schedule. The severity of the cycle is known to taper off southward, 

there is little trace of it below the Lake States, but in the high 

mountains violent fluctuations extend sonth to the Carolinas. But 

on whet schedule? Does the Carolina schedule coincide with that for 

Canada? An enewer might enable selentists either to corroborate or 

reject the solar theory. We sadly need detes of die-offs from the 

Southern Apvelechians and from the Rockies, This mech we know: Stelmess 

hit the partridges and rabbits in all the northern Wiseonsin counties 

“at the tick of the clock" in Aueust and September, 1933. Wallece 

Gronge, a University of Wisconsin investigetor, is keeping accurate 

account of ite spread in that estate. Since it normally requires two 

or three years to complete the decimation, further end more severe 

mortality will presumsbly come during August and September this year. 

The remaining © years of the decade will be required again to build 

up the nopulation to the peak, or breaking voint. 

We are frequently asked the question: Is the cycle something 

induced by civilization? Probably not. It is certain, at least, that 

violent cycles occur in the grouse, ptermigan, and rabbits of the 

Canadien and Alaskan hinterlands - these birds have never seen « gun, 

or been within » hundred miles of diseased poultry. If the cycle is 

man-caused at all, it is so by reason of some influence, such as fire 

or disease, which has jumved far ahead of the still-sdvencing frontier. 

Just what animals are affected? I have already mentioned all 

erovse, “11 rabbits, and most fur-beerers north of the Lake States. 

Meny northern rodents are affected, but some at least run on a differ- 

ent and shorter schedule. let us now reverse the question: ‘what
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epecies are exempt? None of the waterfowl, none of the horned mannals, 

and none of the quails, pheasants, or vartridges are known to be 

affected. There is some slight recent evidence, however, indicating 

a mild fluctuation, corresponding to the cycle in length of period 

but not in date, among southern quail. There is fairly strong evidence 

thet northern ouail, where they come into sctual contact with ruffed 

grouse, are affected and follow the regular northern schedule. There 

is incontrovertible evidence that northern cottontails, in actual 

contact with gtouse and snowshoe rabbits, go un and down with them, but 

as one proceeds southwar4 the die-offs in eottontall become patchier, 

milder, and more trregeler in date until, in the latitude of sentral 

Tllinois, they finally disarpear. In 1927 the most southerly die-off 

in cottontails was on the Kankakee. 

In other words, the cottontails, and possibly the quail, share 

in eoneral the population behavior of their neighbors-«which supports 

the conjecture that cyeles somehow inhere in the environment rather 

than in the species. 

This raises the mery: Does the non-cyelic behavior of cottontails 

below Tllinois hold good for the high Apvalachians, or do cottontail 

fiuetuations, like those in ruffed grouse, extend south slong the high 

mountains? This is obvionsly a key scnestion on which we need Licht, 

but have none. Tt offers a virgin field of inquiry to southeastern 

naturalists. ; 

Are cycles confined to North America, or are they elreumpoler? 

Again we don't know. The records of grouse killed on the grouse moors 

of Seotiand indieste a cycle, but shorter than ours, This would seen
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to destroy the solar radiation theory, onless, as has been suggested, 

the Seoteh cycle is half of ours--~"double-quick", as it were. There 

ere cyclic diseases in Siberia, but nobody has had the time to run 

Gown the literature and make a selentific comparison. I have questioned 

game managers from continental Hurope, and find they have difficulty 

understanding what we mean by a cycle, so presumably they have none. 

In short, parts of northern Eurasia have a cyele, but ite extent, its 

timing, and its distribution among species, as well as its relation 

to our cycle, are all still obscure. Bilton at Oxford is studying 

eyeles, but mostly in Canada. é 

Granted we do not know what the cycle is, what might it te? 

Grented we do not know how far back it goes in history, is it likely 

or unlikely that a svecies might change from a level to a bumpy pormm- 

lation level? If civilization 414 not induce the cyele, does it follow 

thet it always took place and that 1t will always continee? These 

three cuestions vossibly von beck to one common question: Can a 

species change from non-cyclice to eyelic behavior without o chenge in 

its own make-up? That is to say, can the eame species exhibit both 

steble end unstable poralation levels? ; 

The enswer is yes. Chapman in Minnesota, and also Nicholson in 

Australia, have demonstrated mathematically thet a slight change in the 

impact~point of environmental forces such a9 netural enemies or ais 

ease, as related to the sex and age classes which make up a population, 

mey throw it into violent fluctuation, just as a slight chenge in 

rudder pressure may throw a vlene into 2 tailerin, or out again. 

Chapman, vy altering environment, indueed actual cycles in confined
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samples of laboratory insects. Apparently we must learn to think of 

finetuation, not as an abnormal povulntion behavior, but as a thing all 

flesh is heir to, given the right set-up of environmental forces. 

These forces are constantly chenging, so that the population level 

of any species, inc uding ourselves, may go into violent "vibration" at 

any time, Tt is not unthinkable that the present world-wide disturbences 

which we call revolution, depression, and real-politik are the pre- 

liminary romblings of Nature over en unhealthy population-denisty. If 

the machines whereby we hope artificially to maintain or increase thet 

Geneity are really a contravention of ecological laws, nature is capable 

of sweeping them inte the discard with all the nonchelence of an advanc- 

ing glacier. What I am trying to say is that the study of cyeles may 

altimetely throw light on sociology, as well as conservation. 

Tn this connection it is worthy of note thet the upland gane ' 

birds which are least sffected by the cycle--quail and vheasant--are 

the most subject to that limit of population density which game 

managers e=11 the “saturstion point.” Quail espeetally simply "refuse" 

to tolerate a density creater tien one bird per acre, ani this limit 

is apparently about the same in all states. regardless of how ideal 

the food and cover. Likewise, in such {deal foot and cover, the quail 
density seldom drops very far below saturation. On ideal grouse renge, 

on the contrary, the fluctuations are if anything more violent than 

on poor range. Apparently the cycle and the saturetion voint are two 

alternative modes of guarding against over-population, but the mechanien 

of both is equally obdseure. 

Tt te also worthy of note that the cyclic grouse can sudsist on
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buds and hence are usually incapable of starvation, whereas the 

non-eyelic quail subsist on seeds, and often die off in herd winters. 

The cyele thus appears to be, in a certain sense, a substitute for 

starvation as a mode of popaletion control. 

Also noteworthy is the fact that the cyclic birds ave exesedingly 

aiffieult to propagate in confinement, while the non-eyelic birds are 

comparatively easy. 1 mippose this means that crouse heve an extrene 

susceptibility te disease, which ie why they are hard to ratse in 

captivity, and.why they have e cycle. 

Who cen fit all these disjointed fragments of fact and faney 

together into one unified picture, one comprehensive anid consistent 

theory of cycles? Certainly not I. Who is trying to do so? To ay 

intense regret, I am obliged to enewer: A mere handful of men. If 

said to begin with that 1934 ie a year of biologics] eclipse, yet Tf 

know of only four selentists who are prepared to observe the event, 

and learn something from it, I ask you to contrast thie with the 

solar eclipse of 1933, when there was hardly stending room for the 

selentifie expeditions, 

The difference is one of education among selentiste. Since the 

dawn of civilization we have been learning to use cur imaginations 

about the movements of stars, but it 1s only in the lest two deendes 

that anybody has studied the ups and downs of animal poruletions. For 

two centuries selence has been so busy pasting labels on epecies that 

it has forgotten to study the animal itself. Setence has written tons 

of learned volumes telling ue the color, size, and shape of every 

feather and every bone in each of a thousand species, and recording
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the distribution of each and whether tb ie abundant or searce, but we 

have not even begun to ponder why any vartioular species is abundant 

or scarce. How a species naintains ite population level ts certainly 

not. the least vital question in the great enigma of evolution, bet it 

has received the least attention from setence. 

As for conservation, the question of population levels is the 

very core of it. Conservation is the control of population levels, to 

the end thet we may not lose our opportunity for personal contact with 

_ naturel beauty. Our ignorance of the cycle means that we do not yet 

know how wild life porulation levels are determined. Yet the U. 8, 

Government, which is spending scores of millions on conservation 

projects this year, hae one man actively engaged in cycle research, 

and he only part-time. The great scientific foundations and mseuns, 

which yearly send scientific explorers to all the far corners of the 

earth, ere not yet interested in this great tidal wave of death whieh 

every decade sweeps their very dooryards. The conservation foundations _ 

may have heard of the cyele, bat they have certainly done nothing about 

it. : 

: $0 here we are on the verge of an epochal event, and only three 

selentific institutions have vouchsefed their men so much as a pleco 

of smoked glass. There are dozens of game managers and biologists who 

went to work on the cycle, but they lack funda for field studies and | 

leboratory experiments. Our seant existing knowledge is partly looked 

up for lack of yublication. The handful of men who have funds, got 

then by passing the het. In short, the captains snd the kings who 

officiate at selentific money-bags are not yet cycle-conscious.
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Another Gecate must go by--another seore of millions of conservation 

fands met be erent blindfolded—before the work of decivhering this — 

grest eniems can effectively becin, Thus, and not otherwise, does 

conservation middle through,
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BUILDING A WISCONSIN GAME CROP 

6. Planning Winter Food and Cover 
Aldo Leopold 

Game Manager, University of Wisconsin 

Many game birds will be killed by guns during the coming open season. 

We should remember, though, that guns are not the only way to kill birds. 

Tf the farms on which the birds must live are bare of food and cover 

during winter storms, then they will also be bare of birds, guns or no 

AON. 

A hungry bird exvosed to storms ond natural enemies is almost bound 

to die, but that seme bird with his tumsy full of corn and a bush to 

hide under can defy elmost any weather, and considerable shooting, too. 

Tt boils down to this: That the way in which farmers dispose of 

their crops in summer or fsl1 determines whether there is any food or 

cover for wintering game, and thie in turn determines whether there is 

any game left to shoot, or to look at, next year. 

T am going to suggest seven simple ways to build up food and cover 

on the southern Wisconsin farm. Meny farmers have already tripled or ; 

quadrupled thetr game crop by following these rules: 

First: Post the farm. It's not human nature to ask the farmer to 

raise a crop and then have nothing to say about who takes the harvest. 

Second: lLeeve a patch of uncut standing corn neer the thicket or 

mersh, end keen the stock ont of it. An eighth or a quarter acre will : 

suffice. Standing corn is the best of all antomatic feeders. Don't 

leave corn near woods unless you want the sauirrels to cet it. 

Where corn can't be syared, leave standing Suden erases. It's fine
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for fall, but fails to stand up like corn under heavy snow. 

fhird: Shovel un the ragweed and foxtall ceed which eathers under 

the corn shredder, dry it, and when snow comes evread it under a lean-to 

shelter near the thicket or marsh, This weed seed is dnet as food as erain 

for feeding birds, but it must be vot under a tnow-proof shelter. 

Fourth: Where there is e@ marsh or thicket, but neither standing scorn 

nor weed seei on be vrovided, build » lean-to roof and feed shelled corn 

from a hopper. Desiens for homers can be obtained from the Conservation 

Department, or from the University. A sack of corn will winter 2 covey. 

Fifth: In eutting wood, leave the brushpiles unburned. If you have 

any open uneraged spot bearing ereve vines, carry brush to it and build a 

"“tepee” for the vine to cover. ‘There is no better winter shelter than a 

Sreve-tangle, especially on a werm south-facing bank. If the vine is 

already established, it will cover the brush in a single summer. 

Sizth: tI yon have any waste corners which are too dry, rocky, or wet 

for crops, fence them off and let the natural cover grow, If the waste spots 

on every farm were fenced ani fed, we could abolish all artifieiel re- 

stocking end still treble our annus] game crop. 

Seventh: Plant a clum of evergreens in each ungrased waste corner. 

When the snow is deep, there are only three effective covers: ever- 

e@veens, erane tangles, and heavy marsh. Where grapes or marsh are 

lacking, evergreens are the best bet. An evergreen elumm tales very 

little room, and with feed nearby, each clump will winter a covey. White 

soruce or red ceder are best, but don't mlant cedars near annies, erchs, 

or haws beeenee they give each other disease. 

The only one of these seven rules which calle for the saerifice
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of a single foot of vlonghiond ts the unent grein, and that requires 

only a quarter-ecre. The iesue is not merely one of growing game to 

shoot, but rather one of mking the farm a bethor place to live. the 
food and cover vrovided for gnme antomatically provides for songbirds 

and other wild life. 

Don't deceive yourself by saying: "when the birds need food, they 
come to my bernyerd." Birds usually svotd barnyard: unt4l they are 

starving, end in eny event not over one covey can feed there, whereas , 

the average farm oncht te emprort at least six coveys. 

Sveryboiy is talking wild life conservation, but only the landowner 

is in a position to mractice tt. Anybody eon make a conservation speech 

or pass a conservation law, but these noble sentiments don't feed or 

shelter birds. The farmer who gives them food and cover is a more 

important conservationist than 211 the speechmekers in Christendom,
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BUILDING A WISCONSIN GAME CROP 

7+ Food Patehes for Binds 
Aldo Leopold . 

Game Manager, University of Wisconsin 

Tt {is the unanimous testimony of o11 who have tried to build up a 

stock of came birds that nothing pays such a bie dividend in results as a 

food natch. If every form in Wiseonsin had a food patch for birds, it 

would auintuple onr gome supply within two years. 

A food patch is a gmal) spot which is planted to some suitable crop 

and left standing as winter fool for birds. Tt showld be located near 

the marsh or thicket in which the birds find winter cover. If the patch 

is vart of a field in which livestock is run after harvest, then the 

reteh most be fenced. Wothing 1s more discouraging than to grow 4 fine 

patch, only to have {t riddled by hoge or ecattle--especially the neigh- 

vors' hoge or cattle. 

This may seem the wrong season to be talking food patches, but I 

have learned this from exrerlence! The man who waits till spring to 

begin hie food patch is the man who never has one, There is work in- 

volved in fencing end breaking ground for a vatch-~too much work to 

squeeze in between the thawing of the ground ook the rush period of 

spring plenting. The time to fence and break the patch is now. Seed. 

ing it is then a trifling job which ean de done incidental to other 

epring work. 

First, how big a vateh is needed? That depends on how many birds 

there are to feed. To winter a covey of quail, an elghth-sere is 

plenty. but if you are feeding a big marsh full of pheasants or vrairie
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Chickens, a half-acre may ba none too mech. You ean estimate your 

number of boarders this way: A patel will be used by all the quail 

within a quarter-mile redius, all the Humgsrians or pheasants within 

& half-mile radius, and all the prairie chickens within a three-nile 

radius, ; 

Second, where to put the food patch? Put it in the waste corner 

nearest heavy cover, preferably on the south or east side of some wind- 

break such as a bank, & row of evergreens, or a thicket. Vo not, how- 

ever, vat it right against the woodlet, lest your squirrels all die of 

apoplexy or gout. This is especially ture of a corn patch. 

Third, what to plent in the pateh? This derends on what you went 

to accomplish and how much bother you are willing to go to. To merely 

prevent starvation, nothing is better than corn, but if your birds tend 

te wander off before winter to some distant marsh, you ave more likely 

to hold them if you add to the corn a strip of buckwheat, millet, hemp, 

proso, sweet corn, or sunflowers. These foods cet covered by snow in 

winter, but they are wonderful "bait" to hold birds in fall. They ean 

: be maile to serve even for snowy weather by cutting and stacking a part 

of the erop, and then opening the stack after each storm, 

Tf you went to avoid the bother of cultivating corn, plent sorghan 

or guden, broadcast. 

If your cover near the food patch is toe thin, there are two ways 

to strengthon it. One is to fence some off corners against grazing. 

The other is to plant some sweet clover as part of the vatech. Sweet 

clover is not good as food, but the dry stalks are excellent winter
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cover for dDirda. An acre of ground consisting of one-third grain for 

food, one-third sweet clover for cover, ond one-third fallow for weeds 

will hold game birds whether or no there ts other cover nearby. 

Q A pateh te be absolutely perfect oucht to offer greene os woll as 

grein. Alfalfa, clover, sweet clover, winter wheat, winter rye, and 

winter vetch all carry unfrozen leaves which serve o¢ greens in winter. 

If there is alfelfe nesrby, there is no need te have it in the »etch. 

Tf the sonebirds interést you, go heavy on sunflowers and hemp. 

A few stalke of sunflower are exhausted so early by goldfinches and 

mice that they do little zood in winter, but 2 solid stand lasts longer. : 

Sunflower seeds are “cendy" to 211 seed-enters, game or non-game. 

In all theee recommendations, I have not specified variety. We 

don't yet know the comparative value for game of different corns, 

sorehums, millete, soy beaks, etc., but we are finding out. Professor 

Briges haa helped me plant about 20 patches on the University Arboretum, 

all in a row, and all equally seceestble to a long marsh full of quail 

: ani pheasants. This winter we are going to rend treeks and find out 

what verleties the birds vrefer at various seasons, and what varieties 

stand up dest in snow, By next year we will be in a position to ive 

relisble information on varietios to use in the ideal food anteh.
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Feeding Binds. New vinter Suort 
Aldo Leopold 

Wisconsin in 1932, 1933, and 1934 had more quail than at any time 

in recent densdes, Thie comparative abundence was due to a series of 

mild winters which enabled the quail to survive in spite of our neglect 

in providing them with food and cover. 

This winter at least °0 ver cent of Wisconsin's quail have starved 

to death because the snow covered their food. I estimated that at least 

® million birds have verished since December 1--perhaps it was double 

thet. This has taken place almost in the very dooryard of farmers, many 

of whom grow pink under the collar at the mere mention of shooting 

quail with a shotcun. ; 

The shotguns, according to the honters' reports filed with the : 

Conservation Commission, accounted for about 10,000 quail in 1933. 

Doubling this for illegal shooting, we have a probeble gunpowder loss 

of 20,000, which is om fiftieth of the estimated starvation loss. I am 

not here to defend the quail hunters, but merely to show the inconsistency 

of waxing morally indignant about quail shooting, ani then letting the 

earefnlly protected birds starve to death. : 

Tt ts only fair to say that such quail as have survived the present - 

winter have done so because somebody, intentionally or unintentionally, 

fed them. 

The unintentional feeding is of three kinds: (1) Cornshoeks left 

in the field beecanse the November rains made the corn too wet to haul 

into the barn; (2) manure spread on the fields near fencerows or other
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cover; (3) barnyards. Of these, corn shocks and manure-spreaders are 

the more effective. Dogs, cate, and lack of nearby cover make most 

barnyards 2 very risky feeding pleees. 

It is the intentional feeding thet T want to discuss. I want to 

discuss 1t not merely as a way to save quail and other winter birds, 

but as on outdoor sport. There sre fev outdoor reorcations whieh ¢all 

for skill, patience, and hardihood, and at the same time directly benefit 

the commnity. Winter fecding does both: 

Every kind of bird calls for a epeeial way of feeding. Time is 

laeking to discuss them all, so I will dtseuss geme birds only. 

First of oll, locate your surviving birds. This eon be done by 

observing either the birds or their tracks in the snow. If there are 

cornshocks nesr the cover in which their tracks apvesr, all you have 

to do is to see that the shocks remain all winter, and that a few 

bundles are turned over every week to give the birds agcess to new 

ears of corn. 3 

Tf there are no cornshoeks, artificial feeding is needed. Any 

kind of grain will do, except rye and oate, which are eaten gingerly, 

and barley, which is relished only by Hungerian partridge. If any of 

these grains are fed, they should be mixed with corn, which is the 

staple food relished by all species, Don't be afraid that the little 

quails can't swallow whole corn--thay readily take whole scorns three 

times se dig. oak 

The skill comes in devising a way of feeding whieh will make grain 

e avelleble every day in spite of ice or snow. Tt is of very doubtful
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 denefit to feed merely on nice days when you need the exercise. this 

leaves the birds high and dry in bad weather when they are most in need 

of help. A quantity of grain must be put out, either elevated above 

the snow or roofed over so snow cannot cover it. 

For example, if your grain is ear corn, drive a lot of spikes in 

a board and Jean it against a tree or fence, impaling an esr on each | 

spike, Put out enough for a week, and renew weekly. Loeste it away 

from woods, unless yon want your squirrels to die of apoplexy. The sonth 

side of the thicket or marsh in which the birds are located ts a good 

place for the feeder. 

Another good way to feed ear corn is to mke a cylinder of woven 

wire, a foot in diameter. Tie it upright to 2 bush or fencenost, fill 

it with ears, and cover the top with a gunnysaek to discourage crows 

and squirrels. The birds will eat through the wire, and will m1 ont 

the empty cobs. Such a wire feeder, once filled, will often last a 

month. 

Tf your grain 1s shelled grain, feed it out of a hopper. Take 

any tight box with a capacity of about = bushel, and equip it with a 

feeding trey, either by letting one side in on a disgonel, or extending 

the bottom to form a tray. Build a lean-to or tenee shelter, roofed 

with cornstelks or marsh hay, to keep snow ont of the hopper. Without 

® roof, melting snow will wet the grain and freeze it up tight, so the 

hopper no longer feeds. Mix some small grevel or quartz poultry erit 

with the grain. One filling of a fifty-pound hopver will last a covey 

two or three weeks. This includes allowance for the inevitable wastage 

by rabbits and mice.
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; If pheasants or ravbits gzet up into the tray and waste grain by 

raking it out with their feet, cover the tray with coultry netting so 

they can't do this. They can feed throuch the onenings in the netting. 

Prairie chickens and Hungarians do not like to enter shelters or 

use hoppers. For them it ie best to use spiked ears or wire feeders, 

placed right out in the open. uail, pheasants, ond sharptails, how- 

ever, have no compunctions about entering shelters or using hoppers. 

The ruffed grouse or partridge does not readily eat corn, but can often 

be induced to ent buekwhest, 

The most perfect and most natural feeding method is to plant a 

grain patch esvecially for the birds. This should be fenced to exclude 

all stock. and should include half an acre of good soil. Plant half of 

it to soybeans, alfalfa, sweet clover, or other soil-building lerume, 

end half of it to grain, and then rotate the two halves to maintain 

fertility. Plant half the ¢rain part into sone good fall feed like 

sorghum cane, and the other half in some good winter feed like wheat- 

land milo or corn. Sorghum ond milo cen be broadeasted and left an- 

cultivated, but do not sow at the rate of more than ten pounds per acre. 

Heavier seeding will cive you lots of canes sut no seed. 

Corn or milo will stand up in snow, but sorghum will not. You may, 

however, get the same effect by planting sorghum only, and then shocking 

half of it in fall, opening the shocks from time to time during the 

winter, Why not plan to out in | food patch this spring? 

It is surprising how systematic winter feeding will build ur the 

supply of birds, provided, of course, there is cover nearby. On one 

area near LaCrosse, where séveral townships were fed in 1933, the quail
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had doubled «nd pheasants quadrupled by 1934. Another area in Dane. 

County has multiplied its quail and pheasants by five times since 1932 

by feeding alone. In a heavily grazed dairy state like Wisconsin, 

where natural foods have little chonce to grow, end eultivated grains 

are mostly pot in the silo, it is in general impossible to have a good 

game supply excent by feeding. 

Detailed instructions for bird feeding, either by feeders or food 

patches, cen be obtained on request from the Agricultural College. 

‘ 

<
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MEM METHODS FOR CAME CROPPING 
Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

You heard last week a ferm family discussing their newly~adopted 

hobby--wild life conservation. 

T hope you got the main point, whieh is this, that one can get a 

big kick out of building uy the wild life which lives, or would like to 

live, in our marshes, woodlots, and fencerows. This building up is a 

game of skill in which not everybody een excel. It is a game which 

many people rich in the world's goods would like to play, but they 

can't, decanse they have no lend. It is a game which preserves that 

tredition of woods~anship which seemed to die with the passing of the 

frontier, but which stil] lies dormant in thousands of lend-loving 

Americans of both sexes and all ages. We envy Daniel Boone his job 

of conquering the wild; what we shovld do is get busy on our job of : 

preserving the wild. Our job is just as diffienlt and just as interest- 

ing 8s his. 

I suprose that what [ should do today ie to hand you a lot of : 

"pecipes" for building up wild life on your farm. I have a few of them 

and I think they are good. Like other recipes, they do not make a cood 

cake without some sicil] in the mixing. However, since we are to have 

only two opportunities to talk with each other, I am going to omit the 

recipes and try instead to show you how recipes ere built in the first 

plese, It is lots more fun to "roll your own," and the real kick that 

one gets out of this new game is not in memorizing or following rules : 

written by somebody elee, but in exploring the lews of nature and then 

; writing one's own rules.
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We have here at the University « group of advanced students engaged 

in this exploring job. I want to give you a few samples of what they 

ere leoking for, and how they go about their job of finding it. Per- 

heaps if you ean eateh the spirit of the thing, you may find yourself 

wrestling with some unanswered question in natural history and setting 

about the fascinating job of searching for the answer and proving that 

you heve found it. ‘ 

For example, everybody knows thet our game birds have to be fed in 

winter in order to survive blizzards of the kind we are having this year. 

Bverybody lmows, too, that the birds mst have cover which protects then 

from their wild enemies and from the westher. o one knows, however, 

dust whieh foods and methods of feeding are the most weather-proof and 

the most eeconomies1, nor just which coverts are the easiest built and 

the most effective. Several of my students are working on these questions 

in ¢ooperation with organized groups of farmers, who furnish the land and 

the birds needed for test purposes. 

' For example, at Feville Grove, near Lake Mills in Jefferson County, 

we ere trying to measure the wastage ot feeding stations due to mice, 

revbite, squirrels, and other rodents. Those of you who have bullt 

feeding stations know that by no means all the grain ie eaten by birds. 

Rabbits, squirrels and mice often seen to get the most of it, but no 

one knows how much , or how to build a station which will minimise the 

rodent loss. We have at leke Mills certain stations from which ravbits 

are absent by reason of lack of nearby rabbit cover. From others squirrels 

are absent because there are no nearby trees. From others mice are absent 

by reeson of lack of nearby grass or brush,
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The number of game birds, on the other hand, can often be determined 

from tracks in the snow. ‘fe are searching for pairs of stations in which 

: the number of game birds is equal, out the number or kinds of rodents 

unequal. We can then weigh the hoppers at each pair of stations each few 

days and thus get the relative consuaption of grain with and without 

rodents, 1 think we will end up with some figures showing whether the 

: rodent eonsumption is one-quarter, one-half, three-quarters, or twite 

as large as the game birds consumption. 

We are also testing at Faville Grove the comparative palatability 

of certain grains. Troughs are built divided into a dogen trays, each 

tray containing « different kind of grain. The consuuption from each 

tray is measured at intervals. This will furnish the same kind of a 

test as if you turned a bunch of students loose in a free cafeteria and 

tallied their selection of fooda. We will find what is pie and what is ; 

veans to a quail, Birds, you know, are like children. They always eat 

thetr dessert first and their soup last. We are trying to find out what 

is dessert and what is soup. 

On the University Arboretum near Madison, we are trying to find out 

how to plant food vatehes for birds. This may sound like a simle 

matter of agronomy, but it isn't. If you lent your whole pateh to 

some “dessert” like sorghum, you will usuelly find it entirely eaten 

up by Thankegiving. ‘hon the winter storms come you will then have to 

adda a hopper in order to save your birds. On the other hand, if a 

pateh contains some "soup" graine like soybeans or unhusked corn, it 

lasts much longer. We sre trying to get the covbinations best adapted 

for use on Wisconsin farms.
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On the Zlkhorn area in Roek County, we are working on the interest- 

ing Job of re-introducing the ruffed grouse or partridge to a erazed- 

out woodlot. This woodlot covers half a section and had plenty of 

partridges in it up to 25 years ago, but the cows were turned loose in 

the woods ont the partridges disapeared. The owner now vante them back 

2 in order that he may not miss the msie of 014 cocks drumming in the 

spring. I% is simple enough, of course, to nlant some partridges, but 

we know that they would not stay unless we restored to thet woods the 

drumming logs, berry netehes, thickets, grspevine tangles, and other . 

iteme of food and cover which partridges like and need. We find from 

our studies that even these apparently simple things are actually quite 

complicated. Who knows, for instance, the exact specifications of a 

d@vumming log? Yow big a loc, how high up off the ground? Moar whet 

cover? Professor King at Minnesota has discovered that no drumming log 

is aecentable to the cock vertridge unless a certain amount of brush 

grovth hanes over it. This brush growth mast be of = certain sige and 

kind, end the log iteclf mat be of a certain size, rind and age. We 

have only a dim notion of these svecifieations, but by trying many 

combinations of logs en4 bushes, and wetehing which the birds prefer, — 

we may one day be able to tell you how to set about restoring drumming 

logs to your own woodlot. : 

Tf and when we sueceed in re-establishing partridges in the Elkhorn 

area, it will constitute the southeastern outpost of the Wisconsin 

partridge range, All the birds farther south and east have been evicted 

from their former homes by various combinations of chovping, grazing and 

burning.
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In the central sand area, that is, in Wood, Juneau and neichboring 

counties, the late Franklin J. Sehmidt had been working for years on 

methods of restoring prairie chickens. He was pogzled by the fact that 

many Tesalities which scemed to have good food and cover had fow prairie 

chickens, while other localities with apparently no better food and 

cover had lots of chickens, For five years he searched for en explane- 

tion. He finally found at least one of the missing blocks in the picture 

puzzle. He found that a prairie chicken needs certain particular icinds 

of grass as = roosting ground Most geme birds will roost in eny old 

weed or grass pateh. The chicken roosts only in dense stands of rip- 

eat, 3-cornered rush, ent-tail, or mixtures of these three plants with 

bush willows. Sehmidt found that chickens will often fly five miles 

every evening in order to get into the particular kind of roosting 

eround which they want. It 1s 2 reagonable assumption thet chicken 

renges which entirely lack ench roosting grounds also lack chickens, no 

: matter how much food or daylicht cover they may contain. We are now 

testing this theory on the Iske Mills area, where we have a romant of 

chickens which refuses to inerense, no matter how mech we feed and 

protect them. This year we have leased 10 seres of prairie haymeadow 

consisting largely of rip-ent and 3-cornered rush and willows, and we 

are letting these plants grow without cutting them for hay. Withds-a 

fow-yesre—evill kaou these slants srow vithoutouttine themfor hay, 

Within a few years we will know whether this makes eny difference in 

the chicken popnlation. This is a sample of one of seversl chicken 

questions whieh any interested farmer cen explore for himeelf on his 

own place, if he i¢ so lucky as to have a remant of these birds.
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There are, of course, many unanswered pugzles in the game conserva- 

tion field which ve know need attention, but which we have been unable 

to touch. There is, for instanse, the whole big field of deer cropping,- 

the analysis of the Wisconsin deer herd te find out the strong and weal 

points of the Wisconsin deer range. Yo one knows much ou dear in 

“iaeonsin Ye know from the history of other states that it is dangerous 

to postpone the study of deer until some of other states +hatitis 

Jenzorous_to_roctnone the study of deer until some actual trouble oscurs. 

Pennsylvania for Instenee, is talked about all over the country as the 

shining example of suecess in deer management. vat no one ever troubdled 

to find out the reasons for thet success. Now Pennsylvania has awakened 

to the fact that her deer have decome so abundant in certain counties 

aa to destroy their feed. Tt takes 20 years for an overbrowsed deer 

range to oun back. Somebody should have found out in advance what are 

the symptoms of over-browsing by deer, so thet these symptons could have 

been seen and seted upon before the renge was rained. ‘Tho same kind of 

misfortune may overtake us here unless we get busy. 

Another example: ‘The last four years have seen e great northward 

spread of the ringneck pheasant in Wisconsin, Wild pheasants oceur in 

the woods as far north as Lake Superior, This spread has been contrary 

to oll previous predictions. We did not think that pheasants could live 

es a wild bird so far north. Why have they sveceeded so far north? 

there mst be some plant which furnished them with food and we do not 

know what {t ls. Accordingly, we cannot predict how long this suecess 

will last or how we oan proceed to improve the northern pheasant range. 

Hara winters like this one would heave been « particularly favorable time 

to study the northwoods pheasants.
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Lastly, we ere entirely overlooking the opvortunity for the deliberate 

cropping of wild fur animals. We have somehow focused our eyes on arti. 

fielal propagetion on fur farms and forgotten that fur animals in the 

: wild offer just es big en opportunity ae game birds in the wild. Meny 

of our sportsmen and farmers would be keen about cropping raccoons as 

@ wild enimel. There is no reason why the ‘coon shonid not respond to 

food patches smd to cover in the form of den trees just as quail respond 

to feeding stations and nesting coverts. “o one, however, hae worked 

out what are the best foods or what are the specifications for a den 

tree or what artificial substitutes for natural den trees are successful. 

Here is a problem in which the young farmers of Wisconsin ean do pioneer 

research of their own if they are interested, It tekes hardihood, wood- 

ereft, brains and patience to find the way to practice conservation, and 

every young farmer in this state eon be a ploneer in the opening up of 

this new field of work, just as his grandfather was a pioneer in opening 

up this new state.
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Last week I tried to give you a word-picture of a new game of skill 

called wild life cropving. I tried to tell you how the game is played, 

and why many of us would rather vlay it than eat. I tried to show you 

that the young farmer who learns it ean be a pioneer in saving the wild, 

dust as Daniel Boone was a pioneer in conquering the wild. 1 showed you 

that the hardihood, woodcraft, brains and patience which were needed to 

: settle this state are now needed to find ways of keeping it fit to live in. 

Today I want to tell you why the farmer is the key man in the national 

wild life conservation movement. 

We constantly hear sveeshes and read articles by mblic officials, 

legislators, and officers of conservation orgenizations, expressing 

their enthusiasm for conservation and their determination to make it a 

success. These expressions of good intent are fine, and certainly con- 

servation needs their help, but I often wonder whether these gentlemen 

realize that they are talking about a contest in which they sre the on- 

lookers, not the players. Enthusiasm in the bleachers is © great asset, 

but it ts hardly a substitute for a team to do the work, ‘The farmers 

are the team in wild life conservation. Unless the farmers and other 

private laniowers of America teke an interest in practicing conserva- 

tion on their holdings, the whole public movement mist eventually collapse. 

Gan you imagine a great public enthuciasm over agricultural legisla- 

tion and policies, but no farmers to raise corn, wheat or cows? It is 

idle to establish conservation lecislation and policy if the man who
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owns the lend takes no interest in producing game, fish, fur and timber. 

The whole future is in his hands. It is my own personal opinion that 

the young farmer who brings back the wild life on his farm is a more 

important conservation lesder than the high official who wields the 

: gavel at conservation meetings. 

T now want to show you why this is true. I will speak in terms of 

Wisconsin, and T will speak separately of the ferm country and the timber 

country. 

The Ferm Country 

Those of us who have pulled frozen birds out of the fencerows and 

brush piles this winter do not need to be rersuaded that somebody mest 

feet game if we are to have any breeding stock. Have you ever tried to 

analyge Just who ean do this feeding? Is not feeling birds exactly like 

feeding stock? ‘Suecess is a matter of daily gare ani attention, and no- 

body can give this excent the man who lives on the farm. Wo one else 

ts in a position to do 1t. no matter how badly he wants to. 

Those who understand wild life understand that 1t cannot thrive : 

without more cover than now exists on the average Steneite farm. Tf onee 

made a survey which showed that only sbout one farm out of four had enough 

marsh, fencerow or woodlot cover to winter any gane at all, at the present 

time. That is to say, three-quarters of our farm country is idle--fallow-- 

as far as game in concerned. The restoration of cover is a matter of 

fencing 044 corners not needed for farming purposes. So that the cover 

eon grow up ungrazed and unent. Is it likely that either mabliec offi- 

eials or sportsmen's organizations are going to out on their bluejeans 

and go out to build these fences? ‘ven if they did, can they keep the
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cows out of these fenced covers? “his is o matter so intimately re- 

lated to the business of farming itself thet it een only be done in- 

telligently by the farmer. : : 

The restoration of cover also demands keening fire out of our 

marshes end brashlots, Certainly no one but the farmer ean do this, 

and even the farmer is often helplese unless his neighbors back him up 

in putting fire under control. 

The third need of Wisconsin farm game is to prevent overshooting. ; 

We have & large volume of lews preseribing seasons and bag limites for 

this purpose, but anyone who hes watched them work knows that the game 

in an overhonted locality ean be literally exterminated by verfeetiy 

legal methods. Put enough hunters into an ares and the most verfect 

laws end wardens in the world eannot vrevent their cleaning it out. 

Tt ie escential, then, thet in addition to lews and bag limits, farm ; 

lands be vosted so that the farmer himself can call a halt on the 

shooting when enough birds have been taken. Here again, the farmer is 

the key man in the rieture. Without his eooveration the public's con- 

servation laws snd conservation wardens sre of no avail. 

There are many town sportsmen and eome farmers who see in restocking 

@ cure-all for game shortace. They heave the notion that if the geme 

farms will only send ont enovch birds or oges, sbundsant game eon be re- 

stored. Those who understend game mow thet this is not true, Tt does 

no good to restock farms which are not fed, “hich leckeover, which burn 

their marshes, or vhich lack organized control of shooting by the 

farmers themselves. 

There are many well-meaning conservationists who would over come this
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problem of the gameless farm by establishing public shootine grounds, 

to be owed and operated by conservation devartments., I am certainly 

in fevor of public shooting grounds, but even after they are established 

there gan be no hope of accommodating more than a freetion of the shooting 

public on them. You cannot raise more than so much game on en acre, any 

nore than you can raise more then so much corn. I estimate thet if all 

the ferme in Wiseonsin were cropped for game, they could produce only 

17 uplend birds per year for exch of our licensed hunters. This estinate 

ie for that simple inexpensive Iind of came cropping which is enited to 

our conditions. 

what T am trying to make clear ie that each and every recive for 

geme restoration ultimately comes to nothing unless it is eupported and 

backed by the farmer. It is no exaggeration to say thet the most import- 

ant funetion of the laws, offictals, and associations devoted to wild 

life is to encourage and stimlate the farmer to raise a wild life crop. 

the Timber Country 
The unfarmed regions of Wisconsin are quite a different problem. 

Deer, partridge, and prairie chickens do not starve os easily as 

pheasants, quail, and Hungerians, because they do not require grain or 

weed seei to survive. The timber districts are net es short of cover 

as the farms. In these respects the vroblen of forest game 1s easier. 

But it is herder in enother respect: the wide prevalence of absentes 

land ownership. There is no one on the land to take care of the game. 

On the nationsl end state forests the rangers moet this need, but 

only @ gmail part of the timbered country is publicly owned and operated. 

On the remainder it looke ss if the wild life would have to juct "make
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out" for many years to come. There is not yet in sight a way to crop 

private timber lands for wild life. Theoretically such lands present 

a chance for combined timber and wild life cropping, but nobody is 

Going it. 

I have no "“reelve" for raising wild life on timber lands. T am 

worried, thongh, about the new tendency toward slick-and-eclean forestry 

on public forests. Ye cannot viant whole sections to evergreen trees 

and exvect any came on them. The plantines must be broken into smell 

Dlecks if they are to grow wild life as well ae sawlogs. Tf am elso 

worrted about the public's indifference to threatened over-browsing by 

deer in some spots. We do not seem to realize how serious a matter it 

ig to overstock a deer range, and how ruinous it is to the deer as well 

as to the vegetation. On the other hatié, the foresters seem oblivous 

of their oprortunity to tnerease the carrying capacity of the deer 

range. How many white cedar trees are to be seen in the forest 

nurseries? Virtually none, as far as I know, Yet the white cedar is 

the staff-of-life on many deer ranges. Tt is being slowly run out of 

the state by fire, entting, browsing, and by the planting of other 

evergreens. As the cedar disappears, our deer capacity is bound to co 

down. e 

Let me end up with a plea for a selentific study of the deer vrobien, 

. We ere all guessing on deer questions. No analysis of the situetion has 

ever been mele, In the sense of wild life management, no one inows 

anything about deer in this state. Mistory is foll of instanecs of 

states vhich paid no attention to deer problems until they were in 

trouble, and then it was too late to avold calamity. Pennsylvania, the
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shining example of suocess with deer, 1s abont to ruin both her deer 

and her range in certain overstocked counties. She is now starting a 

deleted effort to find ont shout her deer. This process of finding 

out is et least a five-year job, and ought to start ip advence of 

emergencies. Farmers have hed exverience in overstoe!-ed pastures and 

onght to be more intelligent than eity people in appreciating the need 

for detecting overstocking before the renge is ruined. _
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CALCULATION OF NURSERY AREAS 

Seed Beds 

60= Nowmal Sfamc paw oq. pt Orne (2) 

 FOz E Lee as Pare (1) afker prrclerng out one hodf 
leoe * . . ene Cunt) Ref ow : Soe aera 

2662 1607.6 rarer of atado Wo plot fav og. jt. (WR) (Hoel Loa) 

320: 1002.5 ee dee U5 Sb IC Ree ao orleiteas) 

16 FO= ramben of ataclo fev og. (W. IP - artrags ww) 

2 5025: BSS cn ender Ce eee lets rp 

IS = 2067 1680 03. © plant perv ag. PE Qn. PB.) 

WEE S207 2750 => i= Puy, Meee Ma eR iene) 

ie gs= Spacmy R. 0. acorns rw aeak Lek 

HU= (FH acorns & plant pen oy fe 

30* 44- C44 = 30%o Lowe) nornnek Land R-O. (1) fev ay. ft 

.037* = 6 04 S15 ett WLR 

931% = SSaqavnet RR Poe 
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5-16" ¢.o51© 

IPO Go ua 5’ = 1000 3 1a0 

Mn Om eso es oa We go*:.037* 

23> 41002180 Q= .2?*:.031* 
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sa te eee 12° C1910) Aeok Lek rar Veo, 19h 
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CALCULATION OF NURSERY AREAS 

Trans plant Beds 

Bn * 12" Sherry of Goreflors Cr pret aw 1! nets) 

; ZU = B +12" aw. anche puv plow 
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NURSERY BEDS 

Seed Beds 
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NURSBRY BEDS 

: Transplant Beds 

3000 2G: Rt Tinweplart Beat am Uae - 1904. 

60'= Brig of Ree ole 

50'=30060%60' wed, of anton apeluwue of potty ay iu 

360-6 ~60' plank pov row, 5 ace pov bet , Vapot 

1FOO= 360*5 PLawG pen beck 
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20°= 10~2' (uictth of poh) Teak unrtth poths -1ar¢ 

70'= 5So'+20' Tolal undth Nawyplat ana -1q iy 

T0'*b0's dina of, Domeplort os ov ~1904,
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CosT OF STOCK - PINE 

seed Beds 

Labor O crt of 2 ew Sow apads, 2tw, and sour 3 aroch 

Redo 10'x4! prev obey. AlRowrnng ov The wmederdat Lober of Pasig 

mokinale, ating frome, ance arse dang fartelrgen, an eutra ge 

ofl compel ad Led per day poy maw may be comnlicl ew, 

am clucting Ure Lorgang of nudel, ‘ 

pewaag Maasai ( Lfting he nudely, aang Ua frome , werd g 

wolsinmng , amet covering) caw be moth, dow bay Chie Kecfun 

of We Had, under deacon of Us eormp any’ freer. Ow ab 

Wersnscann ca of 41.00 pour bet how addikonad Coleu wl0 coven le 

colon Es end of Te firet gran. 

Teriding dureng Una ateond ytan C Lang Ue cover ,wrolimng — * 

am Cortrnng agen, amok Lf ting B humdling Ue follomng 

rung ) wll cort4#i00 par hea. 

Fober of preparation ancl plowtny ped Trolrveg j~ 

We yrane -*3.75 per Lec. 
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Rust of egies, Thre wit Lact Unough Wa prvod of © ytare, 

Uke overage cort bermg 1.3 Olas 4 ov 42.60 for 2y.w. 

Farttyer moy Ue oflaintd Loratky. Cort 50% fur bed. 

Wautelng ae. racy be gothurnh Coraly wthout cort. Tolal 
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ou Whe Pane auc,.ST” por Ged @ Te pew Ub, cate 
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Seat abel V2 2 Oipan ecb. Neral olanck Orne (2) =r 00 per bed. 
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Lab ee ee Sea ae (w.@. (2)) 3:05: CA.2. @y) 

Macteniole 2 = - = 2.73.10 3.10 

Sie ee 0 ee ie a 
Lee. ee G.0542.u 3,79
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cosTr eae 

Transplant Beds 

Labor O reser of % mu cone afrods, 1AM, om plat ome 

Vrarreflort bed S'¥60' per deg. Cont GIF Let 3.50 jar beds 

Tending Waking anc eulKwrolion wll amonwt G S100 par bee 
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ith Pin y= Sap ~~ fs ae ae % 

- While Pre Reh Prrs 
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Sfeckx (2) 8.10 tO 

| +e ce el 94.20 fewie tii) 
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wo Pre (2-1), We aconad yaw a Ws awk Leck negrinine okey 

cuercluang yt oe f aw Ue owneflorut bed. Cort of Toarneploant- 

ang Gras (1)  prrkrofrre era Tran Pre (2).
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COST OF STOCK - OAK 

Seed Beds 

habor _ Coat of Praponclion and mummmg Some ao few Prt, arouwlnig 

TL 7s fw beds s0' #0", 

Tending Saw av for he. he frame ro nectesany Regewet crete 
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9350 Wn Call, teat of awd per Led no See. a4 Page an 
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RO. - pov Lek pew Me 
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Vamdong - ~~~. 50 
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cosT OF STOCK 

i | | | Se j 

} cee SHER | perm | 1 a Rrea [esttreeniere, 
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Me ©Y00W.R (2-1) §.60 35 0 | 
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DIRECTIONS FOR PLANTING 

ALL plowing ofrrokons ane G be afrwd and bneclid 

Ry Wr Comrpornys Foualin OM deals not frtecubid on Uner genoral 

ditions are eft W bic pudgement. 

Comp.=. Rod - Loaded Acornre (See ArriecKiow p- 15 ) ane 

B be Pawtia 2 perv apret, La afeb 4'oapart. Thre efot ae W be 

trot, Ths Croan wot of Ur furreur berg worvkerol te Us fot otapurh 

of Te Lace mol Left aia cup chapin, Ur acorns bing pWownilid 
Wruenad relies apert anct on meh kup. 

Cs at + Wa ORL flows ant be put om waing 

. ® motleck asa tied. Dworras wtich luadybeav hanck- 

weod arproduchan auch an G be orks Potialty AXoted (Srv 

SToclemg Bolan alulatan, of SToetx Pow Plowing ) Ue rows 

are not & be oberotcl, Us ann beng te plat upp only The 

ofernge not OC carpus el by AroLrahe apreree- 

ind Veo: (Mowing of While & Red Prva, Ue live apirerte 

ow be alternoled ao ttuetrotid buy Ke fetluumny Magione 

Bee ews cee ee 0: Wh. Fine 

+ ° . Qo + += Red Pine 

gee eo 7 ore
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OIRECTIONS FeR RED-LEADING ACORNS 

Te be planted in Comp.
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COST OF PLANTING 

ea eee te er Peds kr. ae 
; ‘ res) Ore x Cost ‘ 
Comp. Subc.| No. of Plants ee per Year 

Plants per day Ne. day! Cost @ 175 herda Reve 
| 
| A THUG acemo (4224 eho) | 4.2 
| 

| B 3U56 ~ (7 
x 

oe | E cS 2 
} a 

feeds oO "I5SB « « .6 
| ° 

| o 
| Ee 4608 « v 2.3 

F 108 « 4 

G 14976 » , 75 

17 Gays | 29°75 A2ocrwo | 3 [BO] 1910 

A 34993 600 6.6 
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BE il it ° 

oO 4e4 500 wo 

€ oO 
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| F 6telo ©00 270} oo | 

at peer oe ae l| 
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| '3days |22|75 10. Tae | B10) IAU 
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| ac c ° 
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é | o 1o1G 300 3.3 

| € 2404 300 4.6 
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bie ° Rt 

ies 1 Loe ates 24udays |42/00 MU.-Oacnee| 3/80] 1912 

| 

| 
| 

| 

| |
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COST OF PLANTING (continued) 

Tony Se ee ee ee Ee | Venter || 

A 1330 300 ub | | 

8 cos 600 | 1.0 | | 

c 1865 ©00 | 13. | | 

D o | | | | 

E 1633 400 Ht ca 7 

| Fr | 4sse 600 7-2 | 

G 3146 400 | 80 | 

H e517 300 | 84 | 

aL 126 400 alas | | | 

rg fe lea. | 
i 0 ee: ce | 

eet. on a Pane (30. Facws ghee 1913 

A 169 4 ©00 | 2.5 | r | 

B ag 4- 600 | wr | | | 
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dp | 2033 Oe cl ae |: | ‘| | 

ae st PO | Si"lacws 0 1944 
A (2 SO leh oo aco | | | | 

+e) 3304 500 | & S| eo | | ; 

RYT B34Uq B00 sapere | | 

8 ae | | 
+ nT 300 2.9, ule | | 

- | Stays | $9125) | asoeed siaol iis 

TTY (| 0th 2 bSarenage 
‘ ae | | 

a | os 
Lae <4 | 

| | | 
| 

: asks | 
eee | . |
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= COST OF REGENERATION 

| Leet | = Gitte ] = i t 

Pisce ae : Boe ees © Aa eee fick Proceeds | Net cost 

oot ae wroppreten : i cg as : pag ne | Total | coe aa Se ee ee 
cf peewesve | total rewcevel | total | per acre total | Perocve total pessces| ES he eae 

| | | 15 alee 3.00, 2eleo | 320 2915. 65 00. ee | 
ois |e | x oe ae ba ae ees | | s0}o00 

| | | | 4|90| 52/70) 2110. | 22/15| asius| | | 
ses bt lied Roe tee} ee ee ee ee 

| | bs | sioo| 54.90) 3.80 uzlool  9eiqoli _| | | 
| mmr | 1.0 | <a apo fh ee 
| jt bes 35/00] 2/0 | 87/46) 2170 | F400, 266 4S | 7000 

rvs 30,0 te bas lee pore ee a eet 1 | | | ep taboo 
| | Ros 15.00) © 30 3680 430 2u | 50) 1530] | | al 
} | 57 oat | | | eect | ae je eal 018 

} | 43 o}00} 4/90 alll 9 6 are 8425, a 20190] 
aN ee Oe | 61 25. fo Poe SOR Te) | | 29 2125). Rote 5 biz 10 0 OF | 161 OO 

pie | . | | es | | | } | | | “oe Bs 36 00 

1 i | | | L | 1 eo Sa Fe eh ee
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Proclamation President Name Area, 

Oct .3,1905 Roosevelt Shasta Forest Reserve 

Sept .24,1906 Roosevelt Shasta National Forest-1,523,770acres 

- II - 

DESCRIPTION. 

A. LOCATION, The Shasta National Forest lies in the counties of Sis- 

kiyou,Trinity,and Shasta,California, The small map on the accompany- 

ing sheet shows the general location Of the Forest,its railroad con« 

nections,ete, 

B, TOPOGRAPHY, The general topography and river systems are shown on 

the accomanying maps, The vide of elevations is indicated on the 

sheet showing distribution of species by altitude. The lower limit, 

1000 feet,oceurs within the Forest only in the southern part,along the 

Sacremento,Trinity,and MeCloud Rivers, ‘The highest point within the 

Forest is Mt.Shasta.14,380 feet, 

C, CLIMATE, The general altitudinal distribution of rainfall is given 

on the diagram showing the altitudinal distribution of species, The 

minimim fall of 10 inches oeeurs in the extreme northern part of the 

Forest, The fall in the southern parts averages 30 inches, The heav- 

iest fall,60 inches,oceurs southeast of Mt.Shasta, Practically no 

rain falls on the Forest between June first and October first. Farly 
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frosts oceur. 

BD, OOVER. Classification of Lands by Cover, 

Me, ee eee Square miles 

OAR boss Weediand.......... 5.0500 

fo +> 2Reweeet ois... cee 

Cut Over(1905).......160 

BUYNOG fsck ews seal eo 

Agricultural. .........48 

GPORR GORG e os ssc whl 

POPE. oss > hha a ee 
4000 square miles 

The figure for Purned Lands include only those lands on which 

the entire stand has been destroyed by fire, 

The total estimated stand,according to the Examiner’s Report, 

is 15,472,370,000 feet B.M, giving an average stand of about 10 ,000 

feet per acre for the timbered area, 

The altitudinal range of stands by species is shown on the + 

sheet giving the altitudinal @istribution of species, See page 3, 
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ER. INDUSTRIES IN THEIR RELATION TO THE FOREST. 

The principel industries of the region,in the order of their 

importance,are as follows:- 1, Lumbering 

2, Mining 

3. Grazing 

4, Agriculture 

(1.) AGRICULTURE. 

Most of the cultivated land is under irrigation. It con- 

stitutes ,jhowever,only a small part of the area available, Hay is the 

cheif crop. The market is almost entirely local,the mining and lumber 

camps consuming all kinds of farm produce,especially hay. 

The forests of the Upper Pelt are the most valuable for con- 

: serving the water Supply,and especially in regulating the run-off, 

The Middle Pelt forests would also be a valuable factor if fires could 

be excluded, 

(2.) LUMPERING. 

: So far,lumbering on this forest has been confined mostly 

to two areas. 1. Southwest of Mt.Shasta. Altitude 5-6000 feet 

2. Along the Pitt River. 

In 1905,fifteen years after the beginning of operations,160 

square miles had been eut over. The following table shows the compar- 

ative value of the species cut. | 
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Species cut in Iwmbering. 

Order of Ordér of 
Preference Am’t cut Species Use, 

ee 3. Sugar Pine lumber for general market : 

2, Li Yellow Pine . . : inh 
(also R.R.- Ties) 

3, 2. Douglas Fir Iumber and R.R. Ties 

4, White Fir $ 
5. Cal.Red*Pir : lumber etc. for mines 

W.Wh.Pine : 

Ineense Cedar R.R. Ties 

All the timber within this Forest can be made accessible by 

the construction of logging railroads. Up to the presehtijhowever, the 

stands of the Upper Beltin general,and of the entire Trinity Division, 

have not been penetrated by railroads, 

There are 27 sawmills on the Forest,10 of which have a capac- 

“ity of from 50,000 to 150,000 feet per day. The remaining 17 are small 

portable outfits supplying mines and ranchers. 

The McCloud Lumber Company is the largest single concern in 

the wen ten: Its holdings are tompactpand not included within the For- 

est. 

All the large operations are by railroad,using steam loaders 

and skidding by horse power,with 2 or 4-wheeled trucks. 

Clean cutting of all desirable especies is the rule on the 

rairoad operations. Pine is cut down to 12 inches. Only White Fir 

and Incense Cedar are left standing,together with defective Red Fir. 

Reproduction is therefore confined to these three species. 
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Lumbering is however almost invariably followed by fire,re- 

sulting in most cases in the reversion of the land to Chapparal. At 

least one half of the lands already cut over have already become barren 

brush fields. 

Fires are set by 1.Railroads,especially Logging Railroads. 

2.Campers and smokers. 

3.Farmers clearing land. 

| ’  Qeeasioally fires are set by sheep men to improve the range. 

In general ,however,sentiment is opposed to fires,because of the injury 

to fences. : 

Fires are gradually being controlled by the ranger force, 

For data on Timber Sales see III-B-1 page. 

(3, MINING. 

Mining interests are rather important. In the ShastayDiv=-i 

ision there are several important copper mines.for which mining timbers 

are floated down the Pitt River. Very rich placer mines were formerly 

operated in the Trinity Division. These are now largely worked out. 

Quartz mining is coming in,and considerable gold produced by a rapid- 

ly increasing number of Stamp Mills. All of these mills use timber as 

fuel,prefering Yellow Pine for this purpose. . 

(4,) GRAZING, : 

The Shasta Forest is used as summer range by bands of sheep 

and Cattle driven up from the lowlands of the Sacremento Valley. There 

Pe



are also a small number of cattle belonging to local ranchmen which 

are dependent on the Forest for winter range. 

A small number of hogs and goats are grazed on the Forest. 

There is very little grass on this Forest, The valuable 

forage plants are various herods,mostly growing on moist sites,and brow 

brovze obtained from the Plue Brush (Ceanothus thrysiflorus), The 

pest Plue Prush is found between 2000 and 5000 feet, : 

The range is understécked,and no overgrazing has occurred si 

since the establishment of the Forest. 

For Grazing Authorizations ete.,see III-P-5,page 4. 

(5.) RESORTS. 

The region about Mt.Shasta is important as a summer-resort, 

because of the direct connection with San Francisco and the other large 

cities of central California, 

F, SUMMARY, This forest supports important Grazing and Mining bea 

ests, With the development of irrigation,the Agriculture of the sur- 

rounding region will also be directly affected by the condition of the 

watesheds ineluded within the Forest. The adundance of valuable timoer 

_ over and above the amount needed to supply the local demand,will also 

enable this Forest to ve an important factor in supplying the general 

markets of the state. : f 
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FOREST ADMINISTRATION, 

ic ORGANIZATION. 

Office Number Name Salary 

Supervisor 1 W.B.Rider $1500 

: Deputy Supervisor 1 RF. Hammett 1400 

Clerk 1 900 

Ranger 1 1200 

Deputy Ranger 2 1100 

Deputy Ranger 2 1000 

Ass’t Rangers & Forest Guards - 7 900 

pone “15 otal Force 

Only 12 of the above force are retained in winter. 

The Forest Headquarters are at Sisson,on the Southern Pacific 

Railroad, See map. 

' This Forest lies in Distriet #5,with headquarters at San 

Francisco, The District Officers are as follows. 

Office Cheif 

Distriet Forester... .........).F.E. Olmstead 

Operation R,L.Fromme 

Silviculture G.M.Homans 

Grazing John H,Hatton 

Products L.E.Hunt 

Ngee
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B. WORK ON THE FOREST, 

(1.) TIMBER SALES. 

Thete is no demand for timber sales in the Shasta Division, 

and but little in the MeCloud. In the Srinity bivieion there is com:i 

siderable local demand for mining purposes, 

Sales for the fiseal years ending July 1,1907 and 1908 amoun- 

ted as follows. | 

Fiseal Year Amount Sold Rentnneened) 

1907 ie $16,800.00 
1908 4,034,000 ft. 79928583 

In the latter year the figures given cover 9 sales,with an 

average stumpage price of about $2.00 per M.ft.2B.M. 

The general Yellow Pine Cutting Rules are in short: leave ; 

a minimum of 1500 feet per acre,or 30% of the merchantable stand, leav= 

ing the very best growing trees. . 

. (2.) GRAZING. 

The Authorizations for 1909 are as follows. 

1500 Cattle and Horses 
500 Hogs 

20,000 Sheep 

= g oo
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(3,) CLAIMS and ALIENATIONS, 

The following table gives the alienated ,claimed,and public 

lands of each Division. 

Shasta MeCloud Trinity 

Patented Lands es oe Oe ae 

Rallvoed Lands \...0.44.. .504.54B.i+60044d 

DUCT a ies el LO naa w ti se Ome adn ye 

Publie(Nat.Forest).43........45........45 

LOC 100 100 100 

The item "Others" includes State Lands,School Lands,Timber 

and Stone Claims ,Homesteads,Lieu Land Selections,etc., in the order of 

their importance, 

The Railroad Lands are the original grants to the Southern P 

feat tie holuswas of the odd sections in a strip along the right of way. 

These lands were withdrawn from sale by the Railroad in 1903,and still 

remain in its hands, 

(4,) PERMANENT IMPROVMENTS, 

The disbursments for improvments in 1907 show the various 

items and costs as follows. 

Headquarters $1320.00 
Telephone Lines 750.00 

Roads trails bridges4270.00 

$6340.00 Total 
In 1908,26 miles of roads and trails were built. 
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(5.) USES. 

In and for the year 1908 the following permits were issued, 

Free Charzed 

Free Use 35 

Special Use 12 7 
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SOME FIGURES ON OLD FIELD PINE IN TYLER Co, TEXAS 

s Description of Old Field Stands. 

Old Field statis of pine occur mostly on agricultural lands 7 

abandoned at the time of the Civil War;i.e. between I865 and 1870, 

They therefor seldom exceed 40 years in age. From 3 to I0 years 

seems to have been required for themprocess of seeding in,with an 

average of about 5 years. The stands are therefore even-aged within 

an ayerage variation of 5 years. 

Thecomposition of stands by species is largely accidental,depend- 

ing on what speties of seed trees happened to be present. It is read- 

izt apparent ,howevey,that Shortleaf and Loblolly seed in on old fields 

much more readily than Longleaf. On the old fields of Tyler County 

Shortleaf easijy predominates in the actual number of trees ,forming 

from 50% to 90% of the stand. Longleaf seldom exceeds 10%. Loblolly 

forms from 10% to 50% of the stand,and tefids always to belong to the 

Dominant class. The Stand Tables of four representative Sample Plots 

illustrate these facts. 

The height ,diameter,and number of trees in these stands is 

shown in the stand tables. 

Objects of Study. 

The object of this study was to gather sufficient figures on 

the stand and growth of typical old-field Pine to determine the most 

advisable rotation,from a silviculturaj pointof view,for the pro- 

duction of cross-ties,and also the possible yield,and the condition 

of the stand after cutting. 

| # |



Methods Used. 

Tie Table. 90 trees,actually felled and hewn into ties by regular 

tie-choppers ,were measured for D.B.H.,and the number and grade of ties 

obtained from each recorded,and afterwards averaged by species and diam 

eter classes. These averages were then plotted and harmonized by a 

curve ,and the values read off for,thexTie Table given on page # 4, 

Stand Tables. Four representative sample plots of different ages 

were selected and stand tables made,showing the number of trees by 

_ diameter and height-classes. By means of the Tie Table ,Tables of Yield 

were also constructed for each plot. 

Tables of Yield, Hewn ties can be profitably made in this region 

onlyfrom trees between 8" and 14" in diameter. The Yield of each plot 

is theeefor expressed in board feet for all trees over 14". For Stand 

Tables and Tables of Yield of the four plots see pages ##o - * 1 anatlecen 

Diameter Growth on Age. The stump setions of 96 trees actually 

felled for ties werd analizedjthe rings being laid off in decades from 

the centre outwagd,and the diameter of the tree thus obtained at the 

end of each decade. A curve was then made showing Diameter on the 

Stump (D.I.B.) on Age,one point being plotted for the end of each decat& 

in each tree. Thenvalues read from this curve are given in the table m 

page * /2. 

YIELD TABLE/ From the figures of Yield and Stand based on Age, 

as explained above,it was possible to construct a rough Yield Table, 

showing the amount of ties and lumber to be cut from an average old fidd 

stand at various ages. This Table is given on page */3. 

Stand Left after Cutting. Cutting down to 8",the Stand Tables were 

used to cnstruct a table showing stand left after cutting. Given on 
page * 73, 
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Conclusions. 

Growth. All trees show a very rapid growth up to about 20 or 

25 years,at which time a sudden falling off occurs and growth continues 

at a moderaterate up to about 40 years,when a second falling off takes 

place. Rapid height growth ends at 30 or 35 years. 

Yield. The yield in ties increases with increasing rapidity up to 

40 years. Wo figures beyond 40 years are available,but the falling off 

in diameter growth at that point ,together with the practical cessation 

of rapid height growbh,woudd lead to the conclusion that the rate of 

inceease in yield falls off shortly beyond that point. 

Rotation. The advisable age of cutting therefore lies somewhere 

previous to the age of 40 years. 

An examination of the table of Stand Left after Cutting (page ) 

shows that if 40 years were adopted as the rotation,the number of 

Dominant and Intermediate trees left would be too small to form the 

pasis of a new stand or a second cutting. At 30 years ,however,the 

numberof trees left would be ample to form a stand,capable of renewed 

growth. It is Judged that this stand of at least I50 trees per acre 

will yield 600 to 800 ties per acre 20tyearssafter the first cutting. 

This is a conservative estimate. 

It would appear therefor that the choice of a rotation for old 

field Pine depends on whether the land is to be re-cleared for farming 

or held continucusly as forest land. In the former case 40 years 

wouldbe he most profitable time to cut. In the latter case the ad- 

vantage of leaving the ground stocked with the basis for a second cut- 

ting would render a cutting downto 8" at thirty years the most 

advisable plan. % 3
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TIE TABLE 

OLD FLELD PINE - DOUUETYE ~ TYLER COUNTY - TEXAS, NINETY TREES, 

DB, By SHORTLEAF LOBLOLLY 

woo-- Standards Trams Total Standards Trams Total ‘ 

6" 2.0 2.0 

gn 3.8 5,8 4.0 4.0 

10* 1.0 4.1 ad 1.0 4.4 5.4 

11" 2.2 3.5 5.5 See 2.4 5.6 

ig” O60 2.6 6.4 4.1 Lo 6.0 

13" 4,3 1.9 6.2 5.3 0.8 i Buk 

Lar 6.5 Li. Vien 5.9 0.8 6.7 

Av.MinimumD.1I.B.stump Stenflards=9.6" Standerds=9.1" 
Trams=7 5" Trams=7,.5" 

Stand averazing Shortleaf 65% Longleaf 5% Loblolly 30% 

Soil : Quality II,sandy loam. 

§ PECIFICATIONS. : 

Standards 6"x8"xs' 1/2"full and1/4"scant allowed,also wane 5/8"wide. 

Trams 6"x8" taking down to a 5" face. 

Table made by averaging the number of ties actually cut from trees of 

each diameter class,and plotting the same in a curve. 

iF |
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PLOT #1 

QUARTER ACRE SAMPLE PLOT - OLD FIELD SHORTLEAF PINE, 

F STAND TABLE, 

D.B.H. SHORTLEAF LONGLEAF LOBLOLLY 

Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. TOTAL 

4m 12 as ‘ i 

oe” i 26 27 27 

6" a a2 8 20 20 

7? 2 12 3 i? 17 

8? 12 5 17 17 

of LO. 1 11 2 2 13 

10" 3 1 4 1 1 5 

28 3 i 2 ee 1 6 

12" 0 0 0 0 

15" 2 2 2 

14" 0 0 0 0 

ise 1 Ss 1 2 

Sly) Sa eee: tOe TR ae Pg SB Se ee eee 

AGE OF STAND = 30 YEARS 

HEIGHT = 45 to 55 FEET,Average 50 feet. 

SOIL : QUALITY III,fine loamy sand, 

Forest Floor almost bare;regularly burned in the past. 

Growth of all height classes rapid up to 16 years, At that time the 

growth of the trees now suppressed fell off very rapidly. 

Location of plot: W.T.Anderson Survey,300' N.E. homsteag,near Doucette, 

Tyler County, Texas. 

FS) 4
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OLD FIELD SHORTLEAF AND LORLOLLY = HALF ACRE PLOT, 

& TREES CUT @ 

D.B.H. SHORTLEAF LONGLEAF LOBLOLLY TOTAL 

gt Le 1 3 

gn 7 1 1 9 

10" 9 2 11 

1" 2 1 3 

12" 2 5 7 

13" 3 2 5 

14" 1 £ ae 

1s" 1 1 

16" oe ahs 1. 1 
36 5 iB a3 

’ "= TREES LEFT - 

D.B.H. SHORTLEAF LONGLEAF LOBLOLLY 

Dom, Int. Sup. Tot.,Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. TOTAL 

4m e #8 2 3 

5" ae ee 4. 4 yh 17 

6" io: 40 as eo 8 14 

Oe a ee Oo a+ 8 oe 13 

en a ee Low los 19 

on A ey 1 1 11 

10" Be a 7 

oe 4 1 1 1 1 6 

1ge 3 3 6 6 

13! Py 1 1 
De ate | eo Sa Bulge?) Mae. ah re Ply age ee tn dee Ie ee 

See ae ee Pee Ee ae acy ee ge 
26 ee 1s 43 

103 iz sory © 

6



PLOT #6 

STAND TABLE - ONE HALF ACRE 

D.B.E. SHORTLEA LONGLEAr LOSBLOuLY 

Dom, Int. Sup. Tot. Dom. Int. Sup. Tet. Dom, Int. Sup. tet. TOTAL 

4" 5 5 5 

Ge 3 3 3 

6" 7 7 a 

ve a 12 13v 1 1 2 2 16 

SF 3 8 11 2 £ 6 6 18 

9" 4, 4 5 L a 6 

ch 2 4 1 y. 1 t 8 

aa" 4 4 L L 5 

Lot 3 3 4 4 7 

rs" x a 3 1 4 5 

14" 1 4 - 2 1 2 

15" 5 5 5 
16". . 4 4 4 
a7 3 3 3 
re* 3 3 3 
19" 
20" 1 L L 
Qe ZL i 1 

O20 %8e. 36260. Ot tt. ae S88 9 By ge gow 

AGE OF STAND=35 to 40 years 

HEIGHT = 50' to 60' for Intermediate trees 
69' to 70' for wominant trees 

SOIL: Quality II,sandy loam. 

Forest Floor with light litter,irregularly burned in the past. 

Growth: see curve of D,I.B. stump on age,taken from same stand, 

Location: J.N.Anderson Survey,near Doucette,Tyler Co.,Texas,. 
| #0



PLOT #4 

STAND TABLE - ONE QUARTER ACRE 

D.B.H. SHORTLEAF LOBLOLLY 

Dom, Int. Sup. Tot. Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. TOTAL 

4" a9 19 9 

5" 2 18 920 a 4 5 25 

6" 8 1S: eer Pee Mc AS ee 48s. 

me 1 16 5 220 2 4 3 9 29 

e* 1 i 2 135 3 6 9 22 

g" 2 2 5 2 7 2 

10" z + 2 4 a, 5 t 

1" L z x 

13” 2 2 2 

is" 2 2 2 

14" a + Z 

6 38.54 798). 20 <a Ne Se. 160 

AGE OF STAND = 20 to 25 years 

HEIGHT = 80' for Intermediate trees , 
65' tor Dominant trees 

SOIL : Quality ii,sandy loam, ‘ 

Forest Floor with light litter,not often burned in the past. 

Location : South end of line between McGowie and McLemore ©urvey on old 

mill=site. : 

| 
| Hs | }



TABLE OF YIELD ~ PLOT ## 

D.D.R, SHORTLEAF LOBLOLLY 

Don, Inter. Sup. Dom, Inter. Sup. TOTAL 
Sh. te. Gt oe. Bt. Fe. Bis Be, Bh. ks ee a; te, 

B* : 24 d 10 34 
g" 38 3 8 42 
10" 3 12 2 4 1 4. 5 20 
aaF 6 9 3 2 7 pa 
12" 

Lee 10 © 10 2 
14" < 

Ae ea eres Ma ee, ee cae aa Se 
9 83 J iy 0 0 20 v7 0 0 0 0 28 my 

Longleaf 9 7. 
37 124 

Total = 161 ties . 

37x4=148 standards 

b24x4=496 trams 
644 per acre 

‘ ‘ #9



PLOT #2 

STAND TABLE - ONE HALF ACRE 

DBA. SHORTLEAF LONGLEAF LOBLOLLY TOTAL 

RB" 2 1 1 3 
5" in 4 2 L7 
Go” 10 8 2 14 
7? LO, 2 ; 2 13 

g* 18 ' 3 ee 
g" 17 1 2 20 

20" 16 2 18 
ial 6 1 & 9 

ig® 8 5 13 
io" 3 1 3 7 

14" 2 6 8 
16° a 1 

16# a dion aes a i; 
103 iz 30 14:5 

Age,height,soil,and location same as plot. #3 

TABLE OF YIELD -PLOT #2 

D.B.E. SHORTLEAF LONGLEAF LOBLOLLY TOTAL 

St. fe. Bt. fr. Be... Ee. Sk. Ee. 
ef 36 2 88 
Q" 64. 3 8 75 

20" 16 65 2 8 18 73 
ie 13 19 2 3 4 6 19 28 
ee 28 20 17 13 45 33 
13" 52 39 17 13 15 2 84 54 

14" Moy ee BBB 46° 8 
Iz0 2846 19 al W574. 42 212 309 

15" oe 
" 

re 290'B.M. 2 580'B.M. per acre 

Total 52I ties 

2122-424 standards 

30972-6118 trams 
-1042 per acre 

a tO



TABLE OF YIELD - PLOT #3 

D.B.H. SHORTLEAF LOBLOLLY 

Dom. Inter. Sup. Dom, Inter, Sup. TOTAL 
CD Es. SiGe SE, ge eats Os aie tbe Bares ieee i eee li R70 ee 

ym 6 16 22 
8" 

g" 3 12 4 19 
lo" 2 8 4 16 a 7 4 z 4 8 32 

1" 8 12 : 3 2 LL 14 
ign 9 6 16 8 25 24 
rg* 4 2 15 5 24 2 

14" Bes ae eee cea aay cee RRM I AG care, Rae to cee ao ee ca aa 
28 32 4 34 i 20 40 10 6 8 0 0 79 104 

15" 775'BM. Total=183 ties 
a8" 760 
17 375 79x2 =158 stands 
iS* 810 

19" 0 104x2 =208 trams 
20" 360 566 per acre 
ei" 415 

3495'B.M.x2=6990'B.M. per acre 

TABLE OF YIELD - PLOT #&# 

DB .e. SHORTLEAF LOBLOLLY 

Dom. Inter. Sup. Dom, Inter, Sup. TOTAL 

St. eDe. Bke eRe Bite CE. oO Bee ary ORG Bh CBr y Bt. cee 

a" 2 22 2 24 
g" 6 10 8 24 
10" 1 4 1 4 4 16 aq 4 6 28 
1 2 S 2 g 
12" 8 4 8 4 

13% 10 10 

14" oy Lh a & he ey Oe ies as aes, ee Aue Bai aa 
5 15 x 26 0 8 28 30 1 12 0 0 33 85 

Total=118 ties 

\ 33xg=7382Standards 

85x#2390 Trams 
: 42 per acre 

Fy ;



CURVE OF D.1I.B. STUMP ON AGE 

OLD FIELD PINE:SHORTLEAF 54% LONGLEAF 16% LOBLOLLY 30% QUALITY II SOIL 

DOUCETTE-TYLER COUNTY-TEXAS 

AGE STUMP AGE of TREE D.I.B AGE STUMP AGE of TREE D.1.B. 

5yrs. lOyrs. B.0" 25 30 8,4" 
6 1l 3.5 26 31 8.5 
i" 12 3.8 27 32 8,6 
8 13 4.2 28 33 8.8 
9 14 4.5 2° 34 8.9 
10 15 4.9 30 35 Dak 
11 16 5.2 31 36 ane 
1g Ly 5.5 S28 37 9.4 
13 18 5.8 33 38 9.5 
14 19 6.0 34 39 9.6 
15 20 6.3 35 40 9,8 
16 21 6.5 36 : 41 9,9 
L? 22 6.7 37 42 10.0 
18 23 fy 38 43 10.2 
19 24 7.2 39 44 10.3 
20 25 7.4 40 46 10.4 
21 26 7.6 41 46 10.6 
22 27 (aed 42 47 10.7 
23 28 7.9 
24 Bo 8.1 

Based on the stump sections of 96 trees. Diameters plotted by 

decades. Variation from the average diameter mostly within 25%,or from 

lone to two inches. The curve,however does not include a full share of 

large dominant Loblollies already too large for hewing into ties. The 

relative number of these large rapidly grown trees is indicated bythe 

Stand Table and the Table of Yield in Ties for Plot #8. 

The average height of the stumps was 30 inches. It is probable 

that the D.I.B. of these stumps averages at least 1/4" less than the 

D.B.H. at 4 1/2', because of the thick bark on the lower part of these 

young trees, 

# >



YIELD TABLE 

OLD FIELD PINE - Dove - TYLER CO. TEXAS 

ip 
PLOT AGE - f TIESpper acre LOGS per acre 
nots ae Stand. Trams ame 

#4 20-25 132 340 Meee 

#1 30 148 496 wie = 

#2 35-40 424 618 580'B.M. 

, #8 " 158 208 6990'B.M. 

In Plots #2 and #3,the striking difference in the proportion of 

Tiesand Saw-Timber is due to the larger propotion of Loblolly in #3, 

resulting in a perponderance of trees over 14" and too large for 

hewn ties. 

TABLE SHOWING STAND LEFT AFTER CUTTING TO g " 

PLOT AV.HT. AGE BEFORE CUTTING ' ADTER CUTTING 
te) amet ba a Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. Dom. Int: Sup. Tot. 

#4 50105 20-25 I04 236 264 600 I2 I52 260 424 

#1 50! 30 T6090 Ize 200 488 60 II6é 200 376 

#2. 60! 35-40 172 IIg 290 2 2 90 94 

#3 «60! 4 76 44 78 %I98 Oo 22 96 «(98 

All figures in the above table are on the acre basis. 

All Dominant and Intermediate trees left after cutting are 

judged capable of recovery and continued growth. The distinction 

between Intermediate and Suppressed trees was made with thisnin mind. 

#13
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SOME PIGURES ON OLD FIELD PIER 

mW 

TYLER COUNTY TEKAS. 

Aldo Leopold» May & June 1909, 

+ 
a Duplicate
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SOUR FIGURES ON OLD FiMLD PINE IM TYLER CO, TEXAS 

:  Desexiption of O38 Heid Standse me 

O14 Field staks of pine eoeur mostly on agricultural lands . 

ebandoned wt bhe tine of the Civil Warjiee, betwoun 1666 ond 1870, Ss 

They therefor seldom exceed 40 yours in age. Bron & to IO years ie 

svema to have been required for thenprosess of seoding in, with an . 

average of about § years. The stands are therefore evoneaged within vi 

an agerage variation of 5 yourde i o 

Theoemposition of atands by species is largely accidental ,Jepeni« ‘ 

ing on what spudies of seed trees happened to be present, It is reade 

iy apparent ,howeveg, that Shortiear and Loblelly seed in on old fields 

such more rewdiay than Longleaf, ‘On the eld fields of Tyler County 

Sheriienf easigy predominates in the wetual number of trees, forming 

from 80% to 90% of the stand, Longleaf seidon exceeds 10%, Loblolly 

form from 10% to 60% of the otand,and teads always to belong to the 

Dominant Glusa,. The Stand Tables ef four representative Gamplie Piots 

iliustrate these facta. 

dhe height dianeter,and mmber of trees in these stands is 

shown in the stand tables. 

Qplects af Bhudys 

fhe object of thie study was to eather sufficient figures on 

the stand and growth of typical oidefield Pine te determine the most 

advisable rotation,from a silviculturajy pointer view,for the proe 

duotion ef erdatisties,and also the possibis yield,and the condition 

of the stand after cutting. — ; 

aa! — « : Y. . a



Bie Buble. 90 treas,actually felled and hewn into ties by regular 

tiesolioppers wore peasured for DEH, and the number and grade ef ties 

obtained from Gash receried,.nd afterwards aversged by species and dian 

eter classes, These averages were then pletted and harmonized by a 

curve and bhe values reud off for,the:Pie Table given on page #4 
Stald Zubiog. Four representative sumpie plots of different ages 

wore seducted and stand tubles nade,showing the mumber of treed by 

diameter and heighteciasses, By means of the Tie Pable,Tables of Yield 
were aise genstructed for euch plut,. 

Zables of Zigdds own ties oan be profitably made in this region 

oniyfron trees between 8° and 14" in disoeter, The Yield ef each plot 

is theeefor expressed in board fect for al] trees ever 14%, Por Stand 
fables and Fables of YieJd of the four plots see pages * S~11 wel. 

Diaueter Growth on dees The aturp sebions of 96 trees actually 
felled fer tivs werd analisedfthe rings being 2aid off in decades from 

the centre outwagd,and the diameter of the tres tius obtained at the 
emi ef eagh decade. A curve waa then made shewing Diameter on the 

Stump (DeIeBe) on Age,one peint being pletted for the and of each decaw 

in each tree. Thenvalues road from this curve are given in the table w 
page * /2. : 

XUMLD TAE/ rom the figures of Yicld and Stand based on Ago, 
o8 oxpiained above,it was possible to construct w rough Yield Table, 

showing the amgunt of ties and dumber to be out from an average old fida 

stand at various agove This Table is given en page “73. 

Stand Luks after Guthing. Cutting down te @",the Stand Tables vem 

used to cnstruct a table showing stand Jeft after cutting, Given on 
page * / 3. 

: #5. ya z
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Senuiusiens. 

Growth, Ali trou show « very rapid growth up te about 20 or. 

26 years,at which time o sudden failing off eocurs and grosth continues 

at a modersterate up to about 40 yoars,when © sound falling off takes 
plage, Rapid height growth onds at 50 or 55 yours, 

Xislde The yield in ties inereuses with increasing rapidity up te 

40 yoarse. Ho figures beyond 40 years are availablesbat the falling off 

in diameter growth at that point ,jtegsther with the practical cessation 

of rapid height grovbh,woudd dead to the conclusion that the rate of 

inowease in yiuid falls off shertiy beyond that bOinte 

Botahione The advisuble age of cutting therefore dics soxevhere 

previous to the age of 40 years, 

AN exaninatéon ef the table of Stand Left ufter Cutting (page ) 

shows that if 40 yearns were adopted as the rotation,the number of 

Deminant and Intermediste trees left would be too amali te form the 

basis of a new stand or 4 second cutting, At 30 years shovever,bhe 

murberof trees left would be ample to form a stand,eapable of renewed 

growth. it is judged that this ataund ef at lesst 1680 trees per acre 

will yield 600 to G00 ties per acre 26tyeerrsufter the first quiting. 

This is a conservative estimate, 

It would appear therefor that the cheice eof « retation for eid 

ficld Pine depends on whebher the iand io te be ruegleared for farming 

or held Gentinuously as foreot land, In the former ouse 40 yeara 

vouldhe he nosh profitable tine to out. In the Jutter case the ade 
vontage of leaving the ground steeked with the basis for a second cute 

ting would render « cutting downte 8° at thirty yours the most 

—— alvAsable plone #3 ae



TIE TABLE 

OLD FLELU PING « DOUCHITE e TYLER COUNTY « TEXAS, NINBSTY TREES, 

D,58,H, SHORTLEAP LOGLOLLY 

omen Standards Trens Total Stenderds Trame Total 

6" 2,0 2.0 

9" 3,8 3.8 4.0 2.0 

10* 1,0 4.1 6.1 1.0 4.4 B64 mu yiy 

vs eS Ie £42 Syd B58 Bye” £44 £46 Eni 

is? 5.5 2,6 641 4.1 1.9 6.0 : : 

is” 4.5 1.9 S42 8.2 6.8 Gi 

14” 6,5 1.6 7.1 6,9 0,8 847i 

Av, Hinion)D,.1,8,stump Stenfards=9,6" Standards=9,1" 
Trams=? .3" Trame=7 5° 

Stand averacine Shortlesf 687% Loncleaf f% Loblolly 30% 

Soil : Quality II,sandy loam, 

§ BECIPICATIONS, ' 

Standards 6"«8"<6" 1/2"full andl/4"scant allowed,also wano 5/8"wide, 

Trans 6"x&"” taking down to a 5" face, : 

Table made by averaginz the number of ties actuslly cut from trees of 

each diameter class,and plotting the same in a curve, 

aad 
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QUARTER ACRE SAMPLE PLOT = OLD PIELD stontnRar a ws 
STAND TABLE, | \ : 

. 
1 N D.BoH, SHORTLEAF LONOLEAP LOBLOLLY i 

2om. Int. Sup. Zot. Dom. Int. Sup, Tot. Rom, Int. Sup. r comb, 
as 18 (1s : i 8 wy 

: 
. Soe 5s 0 (peo? eee. Le 

OP oe Ee : \ 20) oe 
o S48 3 17 | 

\ 17) 
eo “28.5 : a7 

1? 
ie 3 ae 2 2 S vee 
oe 4 A 1 1 s\ 

Fe cas . 2 1 eh ee 
ig* 0 ° ° oS 
us" 

2 2 2 x a 
14" c ° ° 0 PIPERS iss 1 ee gee: 

Te eM rT Te TT ee ae 
OE OF STAND = 30 YEARS f 
EIGHT = 45 to S8 FRET, Average 50 f-et, 
OIL t QUALITY IZI,fine loamy sand, 
crest Floor almost bares;regulerly burned in the past, 
rowth of all height classes rapid up to 16 years, At that time the ; 
rowth of the trees now suppressec fell off very rapidly, 
cation of plot W,T,Anderson Gurvey,500' N,l, hometeag,near Doucette, | 
rler County, Texas, 

. 
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OLD FIELD SHORTLEAF AND LOBLOLLY = HALF ACRE PLOT, 

| & TREES cUT & 
D.B.H. SHORTLEAP LONGLEAF — LOBLOLLY © TOTAL 

8" 2 1 3 

o 7 . i 9 
10" oy EE At tach aE ss ee eile 
a" 2 1 8 

1p 2 5 ° 

1s" i. 2 6 

1a", aot ee 8 

ust 1 1 
168 : : a ps 

= TREES LEPT - | 
.D.ByH,  SHORTLEAF LONGLEAF LOBLOLLY 

Dom, int. Sup, Tot.;Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. Dom. Int. Sup. Tot. TOTAL 

“eo 8 3 

ge nu n oo’ ery 7 

6" 10 10 x 8 og ae te 

ge gs genet [ae 2 8 pas 15 
gn , 9 lM eee 19 
9" ees oa 1 1 11 

10" ‘ot eee 7 

eg s for 1 bees 6 ay 

7 Ala 6 | . eS 

aye eta P.: ‘ 5 Te me ae toe ror w Bor or ts: he 
26 2 goa. Ne 

i : 103 tes 30 Ws 

i | td, |



PLOT. #% 

. STAND TABLE + ONE HALP ACRE 

DB.  sHOKILEAY  LORGLEAP LOSLOLLY 
Dom, Int. Sup, Tot. Dom. Int, Sup. vot. Yom, Int, sup, tot, TOTAL - 

‘la 8 8 yo 
se vis ae 
6° ee ? 

7 a. a es ei 2 @2¢ © 

2° oS. é > tt 1 1 é 6 8 
Cog e 5 1 oe 

joe > 8 4 1 7 1 1 a 

1" 4 at 1 ay 
12" 3 3 4 4 

we 4” 1 4 ‘ * 
ae 1 i. se 
rs* 6 se Y 1s" 4 ane 
17" 3 ss 
is" 5 5s 8 
19" 

20% 1 ee 
21" 2 ae 

i te SS 6 ee oe Os ls Us lhlUrE Ur hl 

AGE OF STAND=3B to 40 years 

HEIGHT = 60' te 60" for Intermediate trees 
69" to 70' for vominant trees 

SOIL: Quality II,eendy loam, 

Foreet Floor with lisht litter,irremularly burned in the pact, 

Growth: see curve of D,1I,2, stump pn age, taken from same stand, 

wocation: J.l,Anderson Gurvey,noar Doucette, Tyler Co., Texas. 
Wig y



PLOY #4 

STAND TABLE - ONE QUARTER ACRE 

. DeBH, SHORTLEAP LOBLOLLY 

Dom, Int. Sup. Tot. Dom. Int. Sup. Tot, TOTAL 

a" . 9 9 19 

5° 2 18 20 ere eas 

6 em Y 6 

" 1 76. 8. gO eae 4 3 9 29 

e" 1 2 1% 8. 6 9 ee 

ov 2 ais 4 

“eae 3 age a 6 

13. 4 : 1 

1e" 2 a 

13° 2 2 92 

14" 1 1 1 

¢ 6 @ ewe BY ET eE TH 

AGE OF STAND = 20 to 26 years ; 

HEICHT = $0' for Intermediete troos 
rft or Dominant trees 

SOIL : ‘ality ii,sendy losm. ; 
Forest Floor with licht litter,not ofte: burned in the past. 

Location : South end of line between MeGowie and MeLemore Survey on oid 

Mill-site. 

| ae } i



@ADLE OF YIELD ~ PLOT #/ 

DeBelle SHORTLEAP LOBLOLLY 

Dom, Inter, Sup, Dom. Inter, cup, TOTAL. 
: Ete Tt» Gh» Te» Eke Te Sts Ete Ete Ime St» Tey St. Im 

f° 8 a ee 10 : “SB 
9* 38 3 8 - 42 
10° 3 La 1 4 6 20 
11" rs 9 3 Q. i ee 
12" ‘ 
13s 10 «2 10° 8 
14" ae 
is te i, é- 4 

oo ee Pee ee es eS oer: a om aly 
Loneleaf. 

Total = 161 ties 

es SPeael48 stendarde 

‘tay trome 
j ~ “hat per acre 

ko ee



PLOT #2 

be STAND TABLE = ORE HALF AORE 

a SHORTLEAP jf LONCLEAP LOBLOLLY«'<s“ (TOTA 
Cis: Be. Fe ea Re ie Rae oe: ge +4 ee co ee a eee os ge 10 2 2g a eS x 7 10 g 1 Es Ss ge 18 1 a. 22 \ ot 1? 1 2 20 108 16 2 18 eae “a oe L 2 9 a 12" 8 £ a apt is" 3 1 3 7 , ; 14" 2 8 8” 
1 ks ; 

Age, height, soil,and location same as plot #5 

TABLE OF YIELD -PLOT #¢ 
DBE, SNORTLEAP LONGLEAF . LOBLOLLY TOTAL 

aS st. it. Bt. Tre St. ar. Ste. in , 

ae 2, es" ee & a 8 AWS 108 ae Es ' 2 a 18 678 ae 13° 19 2 8 4 6 19 26 19 % 80 17 «18 46 38 eR ge. gp 17 os 16. 2 64 84: eee oe RR Be Wy ie eee mm 6h. ee 
t2O “ume. 19 at MSsn 42 22 309 

rs° 550'S.u, 
‘gee Sate : 290°H.M,. 2 S60'R,M, per acre 

Total Fel tics 

2122-408 standards 
: : 309° 2-638 trans 

: : iat per acre ‘ 

#10 i Fe a) Sa



TABLE OF YIELD « PLor #3 

0.B.H, SHORTLEAP : LOBLOLLY 

- Dom. Inter, Sup, Dom, Inter, Sup, -<:TORAR.  - 
: Bt. Tr. St... Tre, pSt, Tee. Sts. Te. Dte Th» St. Tre Sts Tr. 

3¢ 
Pe iti eae IW 4 =e S to” ae og mow Ge 1 4 8 30. Lit” 8 12 fe Ay sa ae, ny ia Bs 8eis te” 6 le a we Be BR ge: og: eed at Aa ey th le SB, aN & rc. ae S Peper wren ‘ B65 ..88°.4, Te a Ge, E88. ee ee 
ise 77S BU, - Total=1e3 ties ie” 700 7% ve ; , 375 nA . 7Oe8 2158 stendg. 8° £10 a Rd 0 104™2 =208 trams Oo" 360 G per acre — Py Be | : $408 'S,M,*2=6990'D,¢, per acre P 

TABLE OF ¥IMLD « Plot Fy” , - 
Bak SHORTLUAF LOBLOLLY 

- Dom, Inter. Sup. Dom. Inter, | ‘sup, "TOTAL 
St, Tr. Ste Trs St. ir. St. Tre Ste Tre Ste it. Ste Tr. 

vie 2 / 8B 2 ; es : Ra a 6 fo.) 3\, & : £4 oe Ai ce Bet 4 is eo ge 1" g.' 8 ; 2 3 is" 8.8 & 4 
x y 1c ' 10. 
4 ates a | : 

, eae Oe OSS eS ee oS 6.3 28 Be ; 

Total-1t ties 

: ‘$Sx4=/32, Standarde 

ks : ha S5x42WO Trans 
. 492 per acre :
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Rey ANA 

CURVE OF D.I,B, STUMP ON AGE ose ha 
hod 

OLD FIELD PINE?SHORTLEAF 54% LONGLEAF 16% LOBLOLLY 30% aie SOIL 

DOUCETTE=TYLEK COUNTY <TEKAS | re \ 
I Ri * 

‘ acs 
ASE STUMP AGE of TREE D,I,2 AGE STUMP ACE of TREE Pete x 

\ 7 : _ sks shesiain Bae sai ai 

S§ro, loyre. 3.0° gb 30 aes X 
6 11 3.8 26 31 Bab : 
7 12 5.6 27 Bo eek \ 
8 13 42 26 $3 &, 4 
9 14 4,6 £9 34 &,9 ti 
10 15 4.9 30 36 Ost See 
as 1é° &,2 31 36 942 = 
12 17 6. 82 37 9.4 \ 
13 1 £.8 Ss 3a 9,5 \ 
14 19 6,0 34 39 9.6 i\ 
16 80 6.3 SE 40 Oe8 /\\'\ 
16 22 6.8 30 41 9,9 “hh 
7 22 6,7 Yd 42 10,0 ‘ 
18 28 7.0 se 45 10,2 | \ f 
19 24 7.8 39 44 20,3 Sy 
20 25 74 40 40 10,4 Ih a 
21 26 7.6 41 46 10.6 |(1) 
Be 27 7.7 42 47 10.7 i} 
23 26 7.9 
24 R9 8,2 ‘ 

. \ 

Based on the stump sections of 96 trece, Diameters prottag by 

decades. Varietion from the aversce diameter mostly within 26%, 07 \from 

lone tc 'wo inches, The curve,hovever doen not include a full share of , 

large dominant Loblollies already too large for hewine into ties, thie 

relative mumber of these large rapidly grown trees is indicated bythe 

Stand Table and the Table of Yield in Ties for Plot #8. { 

The average height of the stumpe was 30 inches, It is probable 

that the D,1.8. of thene atumpe averages et least 1/<" less than the 

D.2.N. at 4 1/2',boceuse of the thick bark on the lower part of these 
younc trees, : Paetl ge 

pz.



YIBLD TABLE 

OLD FIELD PIHE « DOUCHETE « TYLER CO, TEXAS 

PIOT AG veneer acre LOGS per acre 
em one Ghent. = tgs ary 
b& 20025 sa2 340 eee 

at w 48 496 eee 

#2 Sh=40 424 6I8 5BGIBS Me ; 

63 ° i568 208 6990'D, My 

In Piets #4 and #3,the striking difference in the propertion of 

Picsand SaweTimber is due te the larger prepefien of Leblolly in #3, 

resulting in a perpenderanee of trees ever 74" and too large for 

heen tictes 

TABLE SHOWING STAND LAY? APTHR CUTTING To & ® 

PROT AV, HT, AGE RSYORR CUTTING AFTER CUTTING 

_ — mm Dit Ente Supe Lobe Dome Int: Gare Lote 
#4 BOLPS, 0ezB «= KOH «BBG «264 GOO T2 162 260 424 

gz sof 30 760 ine 200 488 GO I%6 200 5376 

#2 60% B5e40 a%2 Iié 290 2 2 96 194 

#3 «of , 96 44 78 96 @O 22 76 98 

All figures in the above table are on the a¢re basia, 

All Dominant and Intermediate trees ieft after cutting are 

judged Gapable of recovery and continued growth, The aistinetion 

betwoen Intermediate and Suppressed trees was wade with thiomin mind, 

‘ . * ics i
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TRACT NO.1 TOWN OF GUILFORD. 
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I-DESCRIPTION OF TRACT AND FOREST 

, THE TRACT 

A - AREA, This tract embraces about 442 acres of 

woodland,in a continuous body except for sube.I-A(2.4 acres). 

B - LOCATION. The tract lies in the town of Guilford, 

a Connecticut,south of the main highway between Guilford(I 1/2»miles 

S.E.) and Pranford (5 miles West). 

C - TOPCESEP=YTOPOGRAPHY. Tke topography is very irregular;the 

: result of glacial action. Tke country rock is a medium-grained 

pink-tinged granite,apparently rich in iron and other desirable 

soil minerals. Outcrops occur on the summits of the irregular 

hills (I-I and II-abandoned field) and on the edges of the depres- 

sions occupied by the swamp type. (I-G & II-B) 

The range of altitude above sea level is from 60 feet (I-E 

& II-A) to 160 feet. (I-F) The accompanying topographic sheet 

shows in a rough way the course of the contours. The contour 

interval is 20 feet. WRT ARRON Ree FAIS 
ue | NIA n \) WS WSIS) OMI 3 
7 \(\ Re Sw DSRS 
SY Msc STS GUN de 
Si NEN =e RO NII 

x) ‘eSeale:10Inch=1 Mile. |/=)/\/ Wily a Nia} \ Wye 
: \ } ) Vy vo eS \ H\ 

ne 8) < POs SS VO \ is ) uu 
LOM / \ Hf VANS LEN Wy LC ale Neg ING Nyy | NaS SS Sh ~ > \ 
ABS 1) OY (RO SSSR IAS 0 Fe 4 Y () Hi 710) KR JEsQycy wc ord 

i ies ~~ Nae Vee SS 

‘5 ae \ ( © a 10 Cy) S We 7 <A 
Bs n) ey Ne S20 CON = Lee 
ec Js Sen) Ne eh G eee Se 
eA AN A ak ee
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D- SOILS. The soils of this tract are gravelly and 

comperatively free from loose rocks. Though nowhere very deep, 

they are rich in humus,and due to the absence of fires,in excel- 

lent condition. There are no areas which are not capable of sus- 

taining a forest growth of fair quality. The range of sites,as 

a ordinarily applied to Connecticut forest land would lie between 

Quality-2 and Quality-3. Most of the land rated as Qual.-3 is 

really above standard,butas it is nearer 3 than 2 ,it is rated 

as Qual.-3. For the distribution and areas of these soil-classes 

see page 4. 

As regards moisture,these soils would all be classed as 

fresh,except the swamps,whick are wet the year around,but inun- 

dated only after heavy rainfall. 

THE FOREST. 

E - DIVISIONS. The forest is divided for convenience 

in location and reference into three Compartments. (I1,II & III) 

Fach Compartment is subdivided by types and age-classes into 

subcompartments, Fach subcompartment therefore consists of but 

S one type and one age-class,except in a few cases where the prev- 

ious stand was not cut clean (III-I) or where heavy culling has 

induced a partial reproduction,as in parts of I-F and III-C. 

For areas and location of Compartments and subcompartments 

see map of tract and tabulated Forest Description. 

F - AREAS. Subcompartment boundaries as given on the
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map were sketched in by eye and by pacing in the field,and the 

areas taken from the map by sighting through the map upon a sheet 

of acre squares laid off to scale. (10 inches equal I mile) 

These areas ought to be correct within 5% for the larger 

subcompartments and within 15% for the smaller ones. Consequent- 

ga ly a maximum error of 6 to Bhemay be expected in the total areas, 

’ - TYPES, Three types are distinguished, -Mixea Hard- 

wood,abbreviated (MJH.);Swamp,abbreviated (Sw.) and 01d Field,ab- 

breviated (0.F.). Their comparative prevalence is expressed by 

the following table. 

TABLE I, 

PREVALENCE OF TYPES PY COMPARTMENTS. 

Comp. M.H. Sw. O.F. 

I rast aepee ae adc iA 

II 65 130 

IIT 146 16 4 acres 

Total Sueiasres “94 acres “4 acres 

ge The type transitions on this forest are very abrupt. This ad- 

mits of accurate mapping. For this reason the type division lines 

on the forest map are more accurate than the age-class lines;whith 

are somtimes indeterminatee 

H - AGE. The age-classes are fairly evenly represented 

up to 60 years,except for a slight deficiency of the I0 year and
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60 year classes. An average age for the whole forest is arrived 

at with fair accuracy by dividing the Estimated Annual Growth for 

each Compartment (based on»Present StandsAge of the component sub- 

compartments) by tke Estimated Total Stand on that Compartment. 

‘ DETERMINATION OF AVERAGE AGE. 

‘ Comp. Fst.An.Gr. Stand Age Area AgexArea 

I I28 cords 3029cords24years I80acres 4300 

Tt 70 2045 30 95 2700 i 

III 115 2661 23 _170 3900__ : 
445 10900 

10900+445-25 years,Average Age. soa i 

This value for the average age of the forest is too 

low because- 

Istt-The* figures=for the Present Stand do not completely repre- 

sent the past growth, because- 

(a) They represent the yield of the eudled standj-d 
(b) They are based on the actual stand,whereas in the 

I0 and 20 year age-classes the annual growth is based a 

on the expected stand on normal rotation. 

2nd:-The figures for the Annual Growth more than represent the 

» present stand,because- 

~ey (a)THey are based on the yield of the stands unculled 

(b)They misrepresent the lower age-classes,as explained 

in (a) above. See Estimated Annual Growth-page’ 

Applying this correction to the value obtained in the comp- 

utation above,a conservative estimate would place the AVERAGE 

AGE of this forest at 30 YEARS.
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I-- SPECIES. The distribution of the various species 

by subcompartments is shown by the Tabulated Forest Description 

the order of prevalence being indicated by the order of enumersti 

eration. The following table is an estimate of their order of 

abundance and their order of desirability from a silvicultural 

= and commercial point of view,generalized to apply to the tract 

as a whole. 

TABLE II 

SPECIES COMPRISING THE FOREST 

IN ORDER OF THEIR 

\) CABUNDANCE VALUE 

Chestnut a Chestnut 
Red Maple ~ a Bm White Oak 

; Plack Oaks -3- Red Maple 

Hickory ei Hickory 

White Oak Sao Tulip 

; Dogwood ee Black Oaks 

Hemlock -7- Dogwood 

Tulip -8- Hemlock 

ey Red Cedar rer Gray Birch . ? 

Black Gum —-I0 - Red Cedar — 

Gray Birch =~ TL. = Black Gum 

J - ORIGIN. The stands comprising this forest are of 

mixed sprout and seedling origin. There are no lands included 

which were ever entirely cleared and cultivated except subcompart-
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ment III-J. Thissubcompartment is consequently the only one 

given as belonging to the old field type. 

K - PRESENT CONDITION. 

(a) DAMAGE. (I) FIRE. No fires have run 

through any part of this forest for an indefinite length of time. 

= fhere are no fire-scars or any other indication of fire to be 

| found. This is probably due to the excellent fire-breaks afford¢ 

ed by the streams, ,highways,and swamps,and to the absence of -en#2 

closed farms. A considerable part of this immunity must also be 

aseribed to accident. 

(2) CULLING. Culling,mostly 

for railroad cross-ties,has resulted in serious injury to the 

stand over at least one half of the tract ,notably in sube’s. I-F, 

II-B,and III-C. Chestnut has been the species most affected. 

The injury consists in the fact that openings are made,in which 

sprouts and other reproduction springs up,only to be weakened or 

killed by shade, Or if,as is frequenty the case,an under-story < 

of laurel densely shades the ground,the combined shade of the 

2 forest-canopy and the laurel prevents any kind of reproduction 

whatever. Im any case the continuity of the stand is more or 

c less broken,with a consequent lack of a full growing-stock. 

Luckily the stands damaged by eulling are mostly Chestnut, 

so that the damage can be partially corrected by entire clean-cut- 

ting in the future. The blanks will either fill up by the growth 

of suppressed seedlings,or else an extra number of sprouts will
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mature on the surrounding stools,and spreading,fill up the gap 

in the canopy. : 

Sueh clean-cutting should take place as soon as practicable 

in the m@re seriously affected stands. See Plan of Treatment 

for the next 10 years,page XI. 

a (o) REPRODUCTION AND UNDERPRUSH. The present 

’ stand of chestnut is entirely of sprout origin,and its present 

prosperous condition wherever undamaged by culling,shows that 

sprout reproduction may be relied upon™whereverrthese stands are 

clean cut. The same holds true for the poorer stands having an 

admixture of Oak,and for the Maple Swamps. Hence the problem of 

reproduction is a simple one. 

With the cessation under management of indiscriminate culling it 

is probable that the proportion of Chestnut will increase. 

The heavy undergrowth of laurel discussedwunder the preceed- 

ing heads,is most prevalent under the Chestnut Sprout stands of 

sube’s.II-H,and parts ofII-B,III-B,C,&I1. These lavrel-thickets # 

are probably due to the absence of fire. They are an undesirable 

a condition but cannot be helped. 

Where stanés uninfested by laurel have been culled,a scat- 

tering growth of tolerant underbrush has come in.to the aetriment 

of possible seedling reproduction,notably in the southern part of 

sube. I-F.
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II-GENERAL PLAN FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE TRACT, 

A - CHARACTER OF FOREST TO BE SECURED. It is the aim 

: of the treatment prescribed in this plan to secure a forest of 

even-aged sprout stands,giving a sustained yield of cordwood, 

_ - poles, amdccross+ties. With this end in view,the forest has been 

% divided into two classes of land,to be managed along two distinet 

lines. 

I-Quality 2. To be used for growing poles and cross- 

ties,with cordwood as a by-product. large percent- 

age of Chestnut already present. 

II-Quality 3. To be used for growing cordwood only. 

The distribution of these two classes is shown on the ae- 

companying map,and the areas occupied by the tablexgivensonethe 

following page. 

As already stated, these two areas,corresponding to two 

qualities of soil and forest,are to receive two distinct lines 

of treatment. These two lines will differ in 

2 1. Age of cutting,or length of rotation. 

< 2. Treatment during the rotation. 

3. Amount and nature of the crop cut,
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TABLE III. i 

SHOWING DISTRIBUTION AND AREA OF THE TWO CLASSES OF LAND EY 

COMPARTMENTS AND SUBCOMPARTMENTS, 

QUAL .2 QUAL .3 

Comp.I subc.B(part area 20.6acres Comp.IIsubc.A area 2.4 acres 

ae C 5.5 B(part) 5.4 

: F(part ) 51.4 : D 2.6 

eer bs 12.0 E 13.2 

M 4.8 F(part) 9.6 

: G 1.6 

H 8.4 

I : 8.0 

J 3.6 

‘a K(pert) 34.8 
Total 184 acres 94.3 acres 89.6 acres 

Comp.IIsube.B(part area 35.2 acvus deny. ixumiecs areasl2.2 acres 

B(part)> 2.0 

Cc Lie 

a D 4.0 

E 3.2 

F 4.0 

G 14.8 

H 1.6 

I 5.2 

ces J eet 
Total 95 acres 35.2 acres 60.0 acres
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Comp.IIIsube.C(part )area 6.0 acres Comp.IIIsube.A area 1.6 acres 

H Hn 4,4 B 8.8 

I(part) i2%2 C(part )93.0 

D 14.9 

E 14.0 

F 226 

I{part) 1.0 

G 4.8 

: J 4.0 

Total 166 acres 22.6 acres 143.7 acres 

QUAL .2 QUAL .3 

Comp.I -------- 94.3 acres ----------------- 89.6 acres 

Comp.II --------53622 worn -- ------- 60.0 

Comp . [II --------222%6 aan aaa S~- === 143.7 

aa 7 siaetes ee 

=
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B - LENGTH OF THE ROTATION. It is believed that the 

following pot atious etth corresponding classes of product,are 

best adapted to this forest. 

ROTATIGNROTATION PRODUCT 

= Qual.2 i iene Feibi vied and Cordwood 

Qual .3 40 years Cordwood 

The reasons for this choice will appear under II(D). With 

these figures as a basis,it is now necessary to know the average 

annual growth of a representative acre of each of the two classes 

of land. 

C - AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH. In the last two columns 

of the tabulated Forest Description are given the figures for 

Annual jets for each subcompartment,per acre and total,and the 

total annual growth for each compartment. These figures were 

arrived at,according to the age-class and the culled or unculled 

condition of the stand,in one of the three following ways. 

) 1. Uneulled Stands. Wherever the subcompartment 

as a whole was in an unculled condition,the average stand per 

acre (ocular estimate) was simply divided by the age (10 year ?la 

class,obtained by counting rings wherever possible) the result 

representing the past average annual growth per acre per year. 

The ocular estimate is here the only considerable source of 

error. The figures ought therefore to be correct within 1o%.
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2. Culled Stands. In case a considerable part of 

the normal stand had been removed by culling,an estimate was made 

of what the stand would have been,had no culling taken place,and 

this estimate divided by the age of the stand,as determined by ¢ 

counting the rings on the stumps of freshly culled trees. These 

a figures may be assumed to be correct within 15% or 20%. 

3, Freshly cut or Young Stands. For these stands 

the figures given are purely an estimate,based on the quality of 

the land,the species present,and the growth of older stands on 

similar and adjoining land. They are probably liable to a max- 

imum error of 25%. F 

In any case,then,the figures called in the tabulated Forest 
\ 

Description “Estimated Annual Growth" are the most probable value, 

correct within 25%, obtainable for the average growth per year > 

under normal conditions and under normal rotation. It will be 

safe to use ese figures for the purpose of predicting the growth 

on these land classes in the future. 

: Prediction 7 PREDICTION. 

me) A value representing the average annual growth on an average 

acre of each land class is best obtained by averaging the annual 

growths of representative areas of each class,of approximately 

the prover age-class,for which reliable figures are given. Accord- 

ingly in the following table,figures for subcompartments badly 

culled,or recently cut over,or otherwise either unrepresentative 

or unreliable,are discarded, It is believed that these values,
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peing an average of figures liable to a compensating error of 10% 

to 25% maximum,are reliable,and insas»mach as they disregard the 

improvement of conditions of growth under management,they are 

thoroughly conservative. 

TAPLE IV. 

me PREDICTED ANNUAL GROWTH. 

QUALITY 2 - - - ROTATION 50 YEARS. 

= ATOR. - Annual Growth - 

sube, acres per acre per subc. 

1-0 5.5 0.8 4,4 

II-F(part )51.4 0.8 41.2 

TI-B(part )35.2 250 35.2 

III-H 4,4 0.9 3.9 

es 96.5 acres “84,7 cords 

84.7+ 96.5= 0.88 approximately 0.9 CORDS. 

Area of Qual.2 land= 154,I acres 

154.1% 0,9= 138.7 CORDS 

=)
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On Qual. 2 land,as in this. forest,an average breast high 

diameter of 12 inches and an average heightcoof' 50 feet ought 

: easily be attained in the same time,i.e. 50 years. The stands 

/ of that age already present bear out this assumption. 

A JhbeADChestnhut of this size yields in cordwood 0.20 cords;in 

ties,1 first-class and 2 second-class ties plus about 0.02 cords 

= of fuel in the top;in poles 1 30 foot pole. 

A stand of 40 too50 such trees should be secured per acre. bys 

These figures are,however,too uncertain to serve as a basis for 

predicting the yield in ties and poles. No reliable data are as 

yet available for this purpose. 

In this prediction of yield,the yield from tinnines hes not 

been considered. As set forth under the following head,the Qual. 

: 2 lands are to be thinned at about the age of 30 years. Such 

thinnings will probably more than pay for themselves without de- 

ereasing the final yield. 

E - SILVICULTURAL TREATMENT. 

(a) Cutting. As explained under 1(K)(a)(2),on 

=) page 6,and I(K)(b),page 7,it is very important that no culling 

should take place in this forest. In places where previous culls 

: ing has made large bianksnwhieh have not filled up,one or two 

Chestnut or Oak seed trees,with good thrifty crowns,should be 

left near the blank to induce reproduction. With Oak especially 

this ought to prove successful. Except where such single seed 

trees are left,cutting should be clean.
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é and the total standing timber at any one time,by land classes, 

of the forest in its organized condition. 

: TABLE V. 

- Average Acrecat-Maturity - -— Total Stand at any One Time - 

9 din; Gaiden rabicewena eenoedeieeis ° Mitidind: inde so 

wind BN ivedae *soyes. ieapead? “154.1 acres 3460 cords 

Qual.3-0.7 - 40 28 293.3 4100 

7560 CORDS 

‘POLES AND TIES, 

On the lands of Quality 2,as noted on page ll,only that 

part of the crop not convertible into poles or cross-ties is to 

be sold as cordwood. The reason for this is that at current prices 

a very considerably higher profit is obtained from poles and ties 

than from cordwood. See Bulletin 154 of the Conn. Agricultural 

Experiment Station,page 27. 

In order to predict the number and size of poles and ties 

= obtainable from this Qual. 2 Chestnut,50 years 014,45 cords ae a 

acre,it is necessary to know the size and number of the individual 

trees on the average acre. 

Tables XI and XII,of the Pulletin quoted above,show that 

on Qual. 1 land,the average tree of a fifty year old stand of 

Chestnut Sprouts to be 64 feet high and between 12 and 13 inches 

* 

in diameter breast high.
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On Qual. 2 land,as in this. forest,an average breast high 

diameter of 12 inches and an average heightoof! 50 feet ought 

: easily be attained in the same time,i.e. 50 years. The stands 

, of that age already present bear out this assumption. 

A JbeAtChestfiut of this size yields in cordwood 0.20 cords;in 

2 ties,l first-class and 2 second;class ties plus about 0.02 cords 

of fuel in the top;in poles 1 30 foot pole, 

A stand of 40 too50 such trees should be secured per acre. law 

These figures are,however,too uncertain to serve as a basis for 

predicting the yield in ties and poles. No reliable data are as 

yet available for this purpose. 

In this prediction of yield,the yield from tinnines has not 

been considered. As set forth under the following head,the Qual, 

2 lands are to be thinned at about the age of 30 years. Such 

thinnings will probably more than pay for themselves without de- 

ereasing the final yield. 

E - SILVICULTURAL TREATMENT. 

(a) Cutting. As explained under I(K)(a)(2),on 

» page 6,and I(K)(b),page 7,it is very important that no culling 

should take place in this forest. In places where previous culls 

. ing has made large bianksnwhieh have not filled up,one or two 

Chestnut or Oak seed trees,with good thrifty crowns,should be 

left near the blank to induce reproduction. With Oak especially 

this ought to prove successful. Except where such single seed 

trees are left,cutting should be clean.
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Prush should not be left piled against stumps from which sou 

sprouts are expected. 

Allistumps should be cut as low as practicable ,with a clean F 

edge,and the cut should be of such a shape as not to catch and 

hold water, 

eo (ob) Protection. It is of primary importance that 

all fires should sontinue to be kept off the tract. It is recom- 

mended that Fire Warning signs be posted along the highway and 

the interior roads. These may be obtained from the local Fire 

Warden. 

The Chestnut should be examined occasionally for signs of 

the Chestnut Blight (Diaporthe parasitica) which is spreading in 

this part of Connecticut. It attacks the bark of young trees and 

of the smaller branches,turning it from a grayish-green to a red4 

dish brown. Infected trees should be immediately ee and the 

state Entomologist consulted. 

(¢) Thinhings. It will hardly be advisable or 

necessary to thin the stands of Qual.3 before the final clean ecut- 

ra) ting. 

Qual.2 stands should,however be thinned from 5 to 10 cords, 

according to their condition,at about 30 years of age. 

Before starting a thinning,the trees to be taken out should 

be marked. In general the following should be marked for removal, 

1. All dead,dying,and defeetive trees. f 

2. All trees so crowded as to have ceased growing,
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and no longer necessary to maintain the continuity of the crown 

cover, 

3, All trees of inferior species,provided the crown 

cover be not seriously broken. 

4. All sprawly trees,provided the surrounding trees 

- will fill up the blank. 

These thinnings will probably more than pay for themselves 

by the sale of the cordwood,and the final yield will be improved 

by them in quality and even in quantity. 

— Yield from Thinnings. — 

: Of the 154 acres of Qual.22land growing a 50 year crop, 

154+ 50 or approximately 3 acres are to be thinned each year. 

Fach acre yielding 5 cords,an annual yield of 3*5+15 cords will» 

be obtained ¢rom-thinnings alone. 

: F - RECOMMENDED ANNUAL CUT. 

(a) Organized Forest. In order to maintain a 

sustained yield,an amount equaling but not exceeding the Annual 

Growth must be cut each year. ou: the forest in its organized co 

a condition,therefore,an Annual Cut averaging the exact Annual 6G 

Growth,estimated to be 344 CORDS,is recommended. 

It is not essential that exactly this amount be cut each and 

every year,but that average rate of cutting ought to be maintained 

earefully,the exact time and amount varying with available labor 

and current prices,according to the judgement of the owner. ‘
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The folloring table gives the number of average acres, by 

land classes,from which the annual cut is to be obtained,on the 5 

basis of the areas and rotations of those classes. Also the aon 

mount of the eut,per acre and total (the total being equal to the 

annual growth.). 

. TABLE VI. 

ACREAGE AND AMOUNT OF ANNUAL CUT. 

Area ‘Retatdon=Area Cut over Av.Yield An, Cut<An.Gr, 

Qual.2 154acres= 5O0years----3,laaeres----45cords 138cords 

Qual .3n29 3% 40 --------7,3----------28 205 

“10.4 ACRES "344 CORDS 

These figures do not inelude thinnings,which are treated 

under II(Z)(¢),pages 17 and 18. The yield from thinnings brings 

the total annual eut to the following amount. 

TABLE VII. 

ACREAGE AND AMOUNT OF ANNUAL CUT INCLUDING THINNINGS. 

“4 Area - Cut - 

acres per acre total 

Clean Gettice (Ges. 268) 10.4 Seo esetat) elias 

Thinnings (Qnal.2) S20) 5 15 

359 CORDS.
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(bd) Present Forest. The following table compares 

the present stand and growth of the forest with the stand and 

growth of the forest in its organized condition. 

TABLE VII. 

COMPARISON OF THE PRESENT WITH THE 

= ORGANIZED FOREST. : 

Total Stand Annual Growth Av.Age 

Organized Forest og . ae oe 
Qual.2 3460 138.7 

Qual.3 4100 205.3 

"7560 CORDS + 344.0 CORDS = 22) ¥BARS 
Present Forest ----------------7735C0QBBS. + 313.0 CORDS =25 YEARS 

These figures show that the present forest is slightly over- 

stocked in Total Stand and also slightly over-aged. Theoreticality 

therefore,a rather heavy annual cut would be recommended for the 

next few years. This plan of action is further made necessary by 

the fact ,aSehoted under I(H) pages 3 and 4 »that there is a gen- 

eral deficiency of the 10 year age-class,and a consequent excess 

of the middle aged classes. Moreover,in certain mature and almost 

ev mature stands- whith have been badly: culled(SeeiI(K)(a)(2) and } 

I(K)(b)) clean cutting is demanded by the poor condition of stock- 

ing and reproduction, Thinnings are also necessary in certain 

stands. It is therefore allowable that an annual cut considerably 

exceeding the annual growth be made for the next few years,always 

with a view to improving the arrangement of the age-classes and 

bringing about the desired organized condition, The detailedrre-
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commendations for these cuttings will be treated. under Part III 

below. 

G - ARRANGEMENT OF THE AGE-CLASSES, Due to the small 

area of this beaut aa8 the simplicity and uniformity of its ree 

guirements with respect to reproduction of the stand,no definite 

ae specified arrangement of the age-classes will be necessary. It 

is recommended ,however,that to avoid unnecessary complications in 

arranging the size,number,shape,and location of the cutting areas 

that the following system of rules be observed. 

1. Make the cutting areas as large and as few as 

pissibie. 

2. Avoid irregular shaped areas,bounding by ae’ 

linessstraight if possible,or following some permanent line such 

as a stream,ridge,fence,road,or type-boundary. These areas and 

boundaries are to ve recorded as directed under Part V. of this 

Working Plan. 

3. Localize the cuttings of suecessive years as af 

far as possible in one part of the forest. : 

fo 

III-TREATMENT IN DETAIL FOR THE NEXT 10 YEARS. 

190-1920. HuRe Ss 

The two principal problems confronting the owner in the or- 

ganization of this forest are il. To improve the conditions of 

stocking of the culled stands.
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2. To bring about a better 

arrangement of the aze-classes, 

With these ends in view,the following table has been prepared 

giving the cutting areas recommended for the next 100years,it be- 

; ing calculated to eut an average of about 3 acres of Qual.2 and 

> 7 aeres of Qual.3 each vear. A slight over-eut as to acreage 

has been allowed,for the reasons set forth under II(F)(b),page 20. 

The thinnings recommended are in excess of the prescribed average 

because of the preponderance of middle aged stands. See II(F)(b) 

page 20. It is not essential that the entire areas recommended be 

completely thinned within 10 years;they are ,however, the areas‘ to: 

be thinnéd?first. 

; The location of the cutting and thinningsareas are shown on 

the accompanying map. (See ener of Reprod ) 

my :
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TABLE VIII. 

CUTTING AND THINNING AREAS 1910-1920. 

QUALITY 2. 
Cut.Ar. Acres. -Av.Stand- -Total Stand- 

--- -- ----- eds, ties eds. ties tot.in eds. 

Mea, Caper oh 6 ee “30 2Sts«B2. rds 
oP I-F-2,. 7.0 25 10 175 70 L79 

I-F-3. 3.0 12 10 36 30 38 

I-0-2. 65.5 35 20 192 110 198 

SIsB-1 2) 1120 40 10 440 110 446 

III-H-+. 4.4 50 10 220 50 he 228 

36.9 acres 1123 400 ABS 1146 eords 

1146+ 36.9= 31 cords,average yield per acre. 

- Thinnings. - 

jI-F-a 35.0 5 175 cords 
II-B-a 24,0 5 LEO wart 

59.0 acres “295 cords 

QUALITY 3, 

Cutting Area. AcreStsnd — = Stand = = 

<= = ————= per acre total 

aor ea oe 
) I-@=—. 2.6 30 48+ 16 ties. 

II-C&III-A--. 13.2 30 396 

3 ey II-E-*.: 33.2 35 112: 

I ITI=B-=. 8.8 25 220 +90 ties. 

1ii-— - S25=0eh: 13.0 15 195 

74.6 acres 2015 cords 

2015.> 74..6= 27 cords,average yield per acre.
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It is rcommended that those eutting areas,mostly of Qual.2, 

a part of whose yield consists of ties,be zone over in a success- 

ion of years,the ties being accumulated and disposed of ata 

single sale if possible,a higher price being obtainable for large i 

lots. The same principle should be observed in removing the saw 2 

a timber from I-M,II-D,and III-I. 

IV-FINANCIAL RETURNS FOR THE NEXT 10 YEARS. 

The gross value,of the cords and ties,delivered,to be re- 

moved from the forest as recommended insfable VIII ,during the next 

10 years,is shown by the following table. It is assumed that < 

cordwood,delivered,sells for $3.00,and that the average cross-tie 

is worth,delivered,$0.35. Firsts generally sell for $0.45 ana 

seconds for $0.30. 

TAPLE IX, 

: GROSS VALUE OF THE YIELD,19@0-1920. ‘ 

Cut.Areas, Number- Gross Value Delivered- 
=-<= cords ties cords ties total 

= Qual.2 1123 400 $3369.00 $140.00 $3509.00 

Qual.3 2015 106 $6045.00 $37.00 $6082.00 

Thinnings 295 $885.00 $885.00 

$103476.00
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V-SPECIAL RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE OWNER. 

In order to systematize as far as practicable the management 

of this forest,it is recommended that an accurate and detailed 

record be kept,in a special set of books,of the following items. 

1. Acreage and location of each year&s cut,and the 

> amount of the same in poles,piles,ties,board feet ,cordwood,etc. ,d 

and the total in cords. In converting the various products into 

cords,use the table of equivalents given on the next page. 

2. Amount and cost of labor and equipment involved, 

and the conditions influencing the same. 

3. Gross receipts and net profit on the produet removed 

with notes on the amount and conditions of sale. 

: 4, Extraordinary changes in the condition of the forest 

such as damage by Sire blends avutetedia eek 

It is also recommended that there be taken every five years 

an inventory of growing stock,and its condition,together with a 

summing-up of the total volume and area cut,for comparison with 

the growth of the forest during the same period. 

4
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LIST OF EQUIVALENTS, 

FOR CONVERTING INTO CORD MEASURE. 

To Pe Used For Converting The Total Cut From The Forest 

Into Total Cut In Cords. 

= - CHESTNUT - 

Round Wood Made Into Round Wood Made IntoCCordwood 

21 avitbes —- - - - -- - - - 1 cord 

500 feet B.M. - - - - - - - - ~1 cord 

30 foot pole(8"top) - - - - - 0.25 cords 

35 . Soa = OCB 

: 40 5 a lene nee OL aay 

45 , a= = OAS 

50 4 - ---- 0.60 

55 " ----- 0,75 

60 4 ee eg se) 

65 : == + + = 0,20 

NOTE:A11 the equivalents in ecordwood here given are exclusive 

) of cordwood contained in the tops.
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a FOREST OESCRIPTION OF TRACT NO.1. - TO ACCOMPANY A WORKING PLAN PREPARED BY Okdlo Reahslt. VUAN. 1909. 
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(GefBaftoltelle: BerfinFeBtendorf, ABornftrafe 21.) 

i cc 

Werbe- Merfblatt 

Hdcfte jagdlidhe Grfolge werden durch fachmannifde Revierbewirtfdhaftung auf den 4 

Grundlagen der in der RNeugeit fehr fortgefdhrittenen wiffenfchaftlichen und praftifden Sagd- 

nde ergielt, Stiimperhafte Behandlung der Gagden bringt die beften Reviere herunter, 

Higt der Sagd dauernd fehweren Sdhaden gu und fohmilert die Greude am Wetdrwert. 

Die unentbehrliche Hauptitelle fiir die GForfchung, Beratung und Fortbildung auf 

jagdlidjem Gebiete ift die é 

_Bejellichaft fiir Sagdtunde (e. B.)” ; 

Shr Vorftand fest fic gufaminen aus den Herren: Borfigender: Graf Wilamowis- 

Méillendorff, Gadorw; GStellvertretender Vorfigender: Landforjtmeifter Borggreve, 

Berlin; Scriftfihrer und SGdhagmeifter: Berlagsbuchhandler Kurt Neumann, 

Neudamm; Stellvertretender Seriftfihrer und Sdhagmeifter und Borfigender ; 

Des Urbeitsaus| huffes: Grbr. ». Dungern, Oberau; Beifiter: Fabritbefiger M. VBarella, 

Berlin; Major van Giilpen, Berlin; Geh. Hofrat Prof. Dr. Heck, BGerlin; Staats. 

oberforfter Mueller, Born. Gef Hhaftsfihrer: Gebeimrat Or. Strofe, Berlin: Seblendorf. & 

; Die Gefellfchaft bedarf dringend der Mitarbeit der Bagerei, weldhe Verftiindnis fiir : 

ihre hohen WAufgaben befist, gedantenlofem Sdiefertum abbold und von echtem Weid- : 

annsgeift durchdrungen iff. 
: 

5 Sedermann gehdrt in fie hinein, der fachmannife) auf der Hide fteben michte, und 

dem dag deutfehe Weidwer’ am Hergen liegt. Seder Sagdverein, dev ernfthaft beftrebt ijt, 

durch Ertiichtigung feiner Mitglieder dem Weidwerke aufzubelfen, follte der Gefellfchaft fiir 

Sagdkunde firperfchaftlich angefchloffen. fein. : 

; Unfere Wusfunfés- und VBeratungsftelle (BerlineSeblendorf, WAhornftr. 21) ftebt jedem ‘ 

ingelmitgliede fowie den Mtitgliedern der fSrperfhaftlich angefdloffenen Bereine foftenlos 

gur Berfiigung. Den eingelnen Mitgliedern und den Borftdnden der fdrperfchaftlich an- 

Gefhlofjenen Vereine wird auf die Gebtihren fiir im Qnjtitut fiir Sagdfunde ausgefiihrten ; : 

Unterfuchungen auf die Herfunft von Haaren, Sehweif und anderen Seilen, die gur Ueber= 

iihrung von Wilderern dienen fSnnen, tie auch auf die Gebtihren fiir Fallwildfettionen ein : 

DreignadhlaB von 20%, gewabrt. Andere Unterfuchungen (SGeftimmen des Sahnalters, 5 

pon Tieren ufto.) find foftenfrei. Wandervortrdge in angefehloffenen Bereinen find honorarfret.
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Das ,Sabrbuch fiir Sagdtunde” und die periodifd) erfcheinenden ,, Merkblatter” werden fede LP. V rw 

pe mukec & Mitgliede fofort nach Erfcheinen foftenfret iberfandt, die Vereine erhalten mehrere Stig ie 

Die friiher erfchienenen Vande des Sahrbudjes fSnnen Mitglieder mit 20 °/o Preisnadi! we 

Corte Cer vom Verlag J. Neumann, Neudamm, begiehen. Bric 

eRe = Ui. Bisher erfchienen Merkblatter tibet: <r ; 

1. Afarusrdude. 14. Geweihentwiclung. Bork t 

2. Geweih- und KRnochenfunde. 15. Weidgerechtigkeit. © pie ob 

3. Ohrwurm des Hundes. 16. Geweihformen. , ; 

4. Raubviigel. 17. Geweihtrantheiten. Hcl | 
5. Rebalter. 18. Wildnugung. Koen 

6. Welpenfpulwiirmer. 19. Wildacker und Wildwiefen ee 

7. Sundeftaupe. 20. Gebrauc)shund. MVR 
8. Rehabjduf. 21. SGalglecten. ay 
9. Hafenabfduf. 22. Rauchwaren. r 

10. Wildererbetdmpfung. 23. Wildkfsrper. 

11. Wildfiitterung. 24. Wildverbreitung. ; ; 

12. Hundeungesiefer. _ 25. Sagdfignale. Boch w f 

13. Rebhuhnabjdup. 26. Welpenaufgucht. eee ae 

Seder neu Gintretende erhilt eine Gammelmappe mit famtlidhen Blattern und dv Cow wt 

Sahrbuch 1926 foftenfrei tiberfandt. pees 

Die Mitgliedfdaft wird erworben durch Cingahlung des erften Sabresbeitrag 7 = 

Sahresbeitrage: Gingelmitglieder mindeftens 10 RM, Verufsfirfter 5 RM, Stifter 50 R- 

(oder einmal 500 RM), Bereine bis 100 Mitglieder 25 RM, tiber 100 Mitglieder fj /, ohup 

jedes Mitglied 25 Pfg. Berbinden fteht es frei, 300 RM ober fiir jedes Berbant 

mitglied 20 Pfg. au gablen. Ronto: Nr. 82075, Dr. Strdfe (Gelellfchaft fiir Sagdkuni 4 ~~ S' 
beim Poftichecamt Berlin. i Sct 

' C4! 

Weidgenoffen! ees 

Erwerbt die Mitgliedfchaft der Gefellfchaft fiir Jagdfund d 

27 2284 ae
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Jagd. 

Das Revier Tiergarten war in friiheren Zeiten als Hoch- 

und Damwildpark eingerichtet und zu diesem Zwecke mit einer hohen 

steinernen Mauer umgeben, die noch heute, allerdings an vielen 

Orten verfallen, noch zur Not erhalten ist. - Die ehemals zu die- 

sen Revieren gehtrigen, jetzt gerodeten Feldbtische waren der 

Fasanenzucht gewidmet, sozwar, da8 dieses Jagdgebiet im Vereine 

mit den benachbarten, angepachteten Gemeindejagden ein bedeutendes 

Areale umfaBte. ; 

Ebenso waren die um die tibrigen Reviere gelegenen Ge- 

 meindejagden fitirstlicherseits angepachtet und der ganze Forst— 

amtsbezirk représentierte eigentlich ein groBes, zusammenhingendes 

der Wildhege noch dazu augerst gtinstiges Jagdterritorium, in 

welchem auch die Ausbeute eine betr&chtliche sein konnte. 

Schon vor liéingerer Zeit wurden aber die einzelnen Pacht- 

jagden - mit Ausnahme jener von Rattay - aufgelassen, die Reviere 

mit den allenfalls anstoBenden ftirstlichen Meierhofgrundstticken 

bilden heute mehr weniger isolierte, von fremden Jagdbarkeiten ein- 

geschlossene Eigenjagdgebieten, sozwar, daB es nicht Wunder nehmen 

darf, daB auch der Wildstand in einem steten Riickgange begriffen 

ist, wie dies tibrigens die hier angeftihrte, 20jaéhrige SchuBliste 

deutlich erkennen 1&8t. 

Se | 
crwthrabertiel
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Werneine Krmmons " Sobmcctin Pinat werent, Paugue, 1098, PR. 

Jagd. 

Wiewohl die Herren von Rosenberg fast ausnahmslos eifrige 

Verehrer Diana's gewesen und wenn sie nicht mit den zahlreichen 

Kriegen und Fehden beschéftigt waren, gern zum Jagdspeer und 

Hifthorn griffen, so mag doch die Jagd damals in den unwegsamen 

—+—~-- und unwirtlichen Krumaver Waldern nicht gerade sehr glinzende 

Resultate ergeben haben, denn das rauhe Klima, die schneereichen 

Winter und der Mangel an Hege und Pflege des Wildes mochte dessen 

Vermehrung nicht sehr begtinstigt haben. 

GréBer als der Hochwildstand mag zu jener Zeit die Zahl des 

Schwarzwildes gewesen sein; zudem beherbergten die W&lder noch eine 

Unmenge von groBen Raubtieren, insbesonders Baren, Wélfe und 

Luchse, die nicht nur den Wildstand, sondern auch die Viehzucht 

der Bevélkerung arg schidigten und deren Vertilgung wohl auch 

mit den damaligen Hilfsmitteln recht schwierig war. LErst mit 

dem Anwachsen der Bevélkerung war es miglich, dem Kaubwilde 

soweit Abbruch zu thun, daB sowohl die Viehzucht, als auch der 

Wildstand sich einigermaBen zu heben vermochte. 

7 In der ersten Haélfte des siebzehnten und gu Anfang des 

achtzehnten Jahrhunderts wurden an das Krumauer Jigermeisteramt 

eingeliefert. 

1603-1649 1690-1719 

in 46 Jahren in 29 Jahren 

meire 694 364 
Luchse 30 26 
Wildkatzen 75 37 

——
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Fur die zwischenliegenden Jahre fehlen die Nachweise. 

Wohl um sich auch ein Jagdvergntigen niher und bequemer 

gu verschaffen, errichtete Wilhelm von Rosenberg im Jahre 1555 

den sogenannten ,Tendl-Garten" bei Krumau, welcher vorzugsweise 

Damwild, aber auch Hochwild enthielt und sich von der Stadt 

und dem Schlosse bis zum Orte Turkowitz erstreckte. Die gegen— 

wirtige ,Hirschgartenwiese" sammt Anlagen bildete damals einen 

grodBeren Teich mit einer Insel inmitten dieses Tiergartens. 

Peter Wok von HKosenberg erbaute im Jahre 1598 den soge- 

nannten neuen Garten bei Hothenhof, welcher nebst anderem Wilde 

hah mit Fasanen, RKebhtihnern und Wachteln besetzt werden sollte. 

f AktenméBig nachweisbar bestand ein wirklicher Fasanenaufzug 

- | daselbst im Jahre 1687, wo dort ein neues Wohnhaus fiir den 

Fasanjaéger erbaut Hinde. Im Jahre 1694 waren bereits Silber- 

und Gold-Fasanen vorhanden. 

Bieber wurden in Kothenhof gefangen gehalten aber auch 

anderes seltene, teilweise exotische Gefltigel und Wild war 

vertreten als ,K&bBer" und ,AeBer-Ginse", ,Bengalische Hirsche" 

yTripolitanische Schafe" und Steinbicke.*) 

Der Fasanenaufzug bestand noch im Jahre 1834, worauf er 

wegen unbefriedigenden tesultaten kassiert wurde. 

Die ftrsten zur Eggenberg hielten wohl dann und wann ein- 

gestellte Jagden, und bestand zu diesem Zwecke in Krumau ein 

eigenes ,Blahenhaus" mit ein bis zwei ,Blahenknechten". 

Noch im Jahre 1702 wurden fiir Nachschaffung von ,Hirsch— 

+) Im Jahre 1775 wird berichtet, da® der im Rothenhofer Garten 
befindliche Steinbock vor acht Tagen so unverhofft krank ge- 
worden und drei Tage nichts gefressend, da8 man ihn in ftr- 
habenden groBen Kummer wegen dessen Aufkommens mit Hinversta&nd— 
nis des Hofdoktors Hartmann die Cristur brauchen miissen, worauf 
entlichen sich also dieser wieder gebessert und itzo vollkom-— 
men guet geworden.
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und »Wolfstiichern" 3009 fl. verrechnet. Im tibrigen scheint 

ger hohen Jagd damals wenig Pflege und Berticksichtigung zuteil 

geworden sein und wurde der Wildabschu8 gré8tenteils den Be- 

diensteten ohne jede Beschriénkung gestattet, so daS zu Ende 

des siebzehnten Jahrhunderts viele Klagen tiber Htickgang der 

Wildbahn laut wurden. 

In dem bereits bezogenen Berichte vom 23. Dezember 1719 

sagt Jagermeister J. Drescher von Kadan: 

»Was den Wildpahn betrifft, ist nicht sonderlich viel 

| vorhanden, ist auch nicht zu bewundern, weilen alle Walder, wo 

| die besten Standt sind mit Vieh durchtrieben und ganz aufge- 

| schnattelt und ausgehauen werden, so da8 man in den Diketen wohl 

mehr als hundert Schritt einen Haasen kann laufen sehen, daher 

erstlich keine Ruh und die St&ndt im Sommer zu licht und warn, 

| im Winter aber zu kalt sind." 

Begtiglich des Wildstandes in den oberen Gebirgsrevieren 

berichtet Jigermeister Josef de Collar im Jahre 1726: 

nDiese Walder sind von solcher GréSe und Wtiste, da& solche 

der Wildpahn nicht ntitzlich sein kénnen, wenn nicht da und dorten, 

etwas ausgerdumt und Wiesen fiir das Wild gemacht werden, denn 

ohnedies, daB der Hirsch in tiefen und kalten Waldern allein sich 

| nicht gern aufhilt, so dann er zudem wegen den tiberaus vielen, 

| oft haushoch tibereinander liegenden Windfaillen gar nicht hin und 

6) her wechseln." 

Unter der Firsorge des groBen Forst-— und Waidmannes, Fursten 

3 Adam Franz zu Schwarzenberg, sowie dessen Gemahlin Eleonore, gebo- 

rene Firstin zu Lobkowitz, hob sich aber bald der Krumauer Wild-
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stand zu einer besonderen Hthe. Durch Anlegung yon Wolfagirten, 

scharfe Anordnungen betreffs der -Wolfabesuche™*? bei Neuschnee 

und strenge Bestrafung der nachléssigen Jéger wurde das Kaub- 

zeug entsprechend in Schranken gehalten und der Hochwildstand 

: gehoben. An Baérenjagden nahm Fiirst Adam Franz sowie auch seine 

Gemahlin gern Anteil, besonders im Planskerwalde, wo ,Luderhtitten" 

und ,Blendhiuseln" sowie auch Wildwiesen und Brunst&cker an 

mebreren Orten angelegt wurden. 

; Nach einer Wildstandsrapporte aus dem Jahre 1730 betrug 

der Krumauer Hochwildstand: 

Jagdbare Hirsche von 20 Enden 2 Sttick 

" " % oo@act bare Mares 
" ” " 16 " 35 " 

‘ ws 14 " 65208 

‘ " t 12a 149 * 

, " * 1 Quiver 19 22 64e" Signs. 464°8%. 

Gerimeeruareche 2 56.4 om oes ais cw ys © ciclo ews 3o4° 28 

PMG mma iee oie lee seate cose wiei> sine = suoheravelers wc sispse ee EG (eee 

BaUbCC Ns oe ce ches oe cee nee ue sie cee ees Tae oe 

Zusammen ....e.+ 3090 §t. as ee 

Im Jahre 1733 wurde die Zahl der jagdbaren Hirsche mit 517, 

der gesamte Hochwildstand mit 3112 Sttick angegeben. 

Um diese Zeit wurden hiufig eingestellte Jagden u.zw. all- 

Jéhbrlich im Plansker Walde, oft aber auch in den oberen Hevieren 

+) easy »Jagdzeitung", Jahrgang 1875, Nr. 3, 5, 7 u. 9: ,,Wélfe 
und Konsorten in alter Zeit" von Adolf berger.
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abgehalten zu diesem Behufe allenthalben ,Richtwege" geschlagen 

und die Réumung der Walder von den vielen Windf&llen wiederholt 

angeordnet, damit dieselben sowohl ,fitir das Wild, als auch fir 

| die Jager gangbar werden." 

Bei einem ,kleinen Jagen" im Kevier Vorderstift i.J. 1730 

wurden 10 jagdbare und 1 geringer Hirsch, dann 3 Wildstticke und 

1 Wolf erlegt. Von den jagdbaren Hirschen wog der stérkste 

,so zwar nur 8te gezeigt", 470 Wimer Pfund, der schw&chste 

300 Wiener Pfund. 

Im Jahre 1731 wurden in mehreren Revieren ,eingestellte 

Saujagden" abgehalten, im Jahre 1733 erlegte Firstin Eleonore 

im Revier Mistholz 29 jagdbare Hirsche und 14 Wildstiicke und 

im Jahre 1736 wurden bei einem eingestellten ,grofen Jagen" 

in der ,Grtinau" +) 1 Bar, 40 jagdbare Hirsche und 10 Wildstiicke 

erlegt. In das letztgenannte Jahr féllt auch der st&rkste nach-— 

weisbare Abschu8 an Hochwild mit 648 Sttick. 

Auch der Averhahnbalz schenkte First Adam Franz seine 

besondere Aufmerksamkeit. 

Gegen Ende des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts wurde der Hochwild- 

stand einesteils in Folge der anwachsenden groBen Wildschéden 

und Schadenersatzanforderungen, andernteils wegen den zahlreichen 

mit Gewalt&étigkeit verbundenen Einfdllen bairischer Wildschiitzen 

wesentlich vermindert, das Schwarzgwild aber zu Folge des kaiser- 

lichen Patentes vom Jahre 1770 ginzlich ausgeschlossen. 

In der ersten Hilfte des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts blieb 

: +) Frther zum Revier Andreasberg, jetzt zu den Revieren Ober- 
wald und Schwarzwald gehtrig. ~ é
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das Hochwild als Standwild haupts&chlich auf die leviere 

des Planskerwaldes beschrénkt und wurde schlieBlich im Jahre 

1848 auch daselbst abgeschYossen, seit welcher Zeit dasselbe 

nur mehr als Wechselwild vorkommt. Dem gleichen Jahre fiel 

auch der Krumauver Damwildgarten, in welchem das Wild bei dem 

wi? auBergewdhnlichen Hochwasser am 14. Juli desselben Jahres 

ws gréBtenteils ertrunken war, zum Opfer. 

Baéren waren auch im neunzehnten Jahrhundert noch immer 

in den Krumauer Waéldern zu finden, und wurden im Ganzen noch 

we 7 Sttick erlegt, der letzte im Jahre 1856 in Salnauer Hevier. 

_ Hingegen wurde der letzte Wolf bereits im Jahre 1795, die letzten 

Luchse (2 Sttick) im Jahre 1802, die letzte Wildkatze im Jahre 

1838 erlegt. 

Seit dem Verschwinden des Hochwildstandes und des Raub- 

zeuges hat sich aber der frither ziemlich geringe Stand des | 

Kehwildes ganz bedeutend gehoben und betrégt gegenwirtig bei 

3200 Stiick. Auch der Stand des Auer- und Birkwildes war ins- | 

” besonders nach den Windbruchsjahren 1870-1875 in steter Zunahme 

ee begriffen, letzteres nimmt indessen seit zwei Jahren in einigen | 

Revieren wieder auffadllig ab, was wohl die unmittelbare Folge | 

der Melimationen auf den Hochmooren sowie der Aufforstung der | 

groBen Windbruchsflaéchen sein mag. 

Vom Jahre 1726 an liegen bereits ziemlich vollsta&ndige 

SchuBlisten vor, welche in der nebenstehenden Tabelle zusammen- | 

gestellt, eine tibersichtliche Darstellung des Krumauer Wild- } 

standes ftir den Zeitraum von 172 Jahren geben. 

Krumau im Jinner 1898 | 

A. Saitz. | 

| 
| |
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Die Jagd in der Vergangenheit und Gegenwart. 
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Das Wittingauer Jagdgebiet gehdrt zu den interessantesten 

Béhmens, nicht so sehr inbezug auf den Wildreichtum, als die 

Mannigfaltigkeit der vorkommenden Wildarten. 

Die Besitzer von Wittingau waren denn auch seit jeher 

Freunde und Firderer des edlen Weidwerkes. 

Schon der Ahnherr der Vitkovee, Vitek, huldigte dem 

Jagdvergniigen und das Wittingauer Schlo& trug anfinglich den 

Charakter eines zum vortibergehenden Aufenthalte der Herrschaft 

dienenden Jagdschlosses. 

Bereits im Jahre 1376 findet sich ein urkundlicher Nach- | 

weis eines Tiergartens beim Schlosse Landstein nichst dem 

Markte Ledenic. Er beherbergte Hirsche, Hehe und anderes 

Gewild. 

Jost von Rosenberg T 1467 ist als Verfasser von Waidmanns— 

sprtichen bekannt. 

Auch Damen beteiligten sich am Jagdsport. 

Katharina, die Schwester Voks von Kosenberg, Gemahlin 

Peter Holicky's von Sternberg t 1521 ,konnte gut aus der Arm— 

brust schieBen und hat sich daran sonderlich delektiert". 

In Jahre 1528 verbot Johann von Rosenberg den benachbarten 

2 Adeligen alle Hasenjagden mit Sptr— und Leithunden und mit 

sya SchieBen auf seinem Territorium bis Skt. Bartholom& (wohl die 

erste Fixierung einer Schonzeit).
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Im Winter 1542 erschienen Wélfe in Bzi in Rudeln 

von 12 bis 13 Sttick und raubten Schafe, weshalb auf allen 

Seiten auf sie Treibjagden veranstaltet wurden, wozu die 

of Wittingauer Btirger sich willig einfinden lieBen. Doch mu8 

sich dies 6fter wiederholt haben, weil die Wittingauer 1554 

gegen eine solche Verpflichtung ihrerseits protestierten. 

In der Gegend von Weseli (bei Bukovsko befand sich 

ein Rosenbergsches Schlo8) wurden groBartige Hasenjagden 

und Hetzen veranstaltet, zu denen sich der umliegende Adel 

mit zahlreichem Gefolge einfand. 

Vom 16. — 21. April 1561 wurden zu Ehren und in An- 

wesenheit des Erzherzogs Ferdinand groBartige Festlichkeiten 

veranstaltet und dabei Baren und Raketten gebrannt und gehetzt. 

Es fanden Hahnenkémpfe statt und 15 Paar Windspiele liefen 

um die Wette. 

Im Jahre 1563 schickte Herr Peter von Rosenberg von 

seiner Heise 8 Sttick niederléndische Hunde nach Wittingau 

und trug dem Herrschaftshauptmann Kekule auf, sie nur mit 

fetten Suppen ohne Schrott zu ftittern. Wilhelm von Rosenberg 

(geb. 1535, gest. 1592) war im Besitze zahlreicher tiber die 

Grenzen Béhmens bekannter und gesuchter Wind-, Leit- und 

Sptirhunde. 

1575-1577 wurde in der nichsten Néhe von Wittingau 

ein Tiergarten errichtet, welcher hinter dem Schweinitzer 

Tore anfangend einen Teil des Waldes Hrade&ek und die Grtinde 

des gegenwirtigen Meierhofes Mtihlhof in sich schloB. Diese
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Meierei ftihrt denn auch heute noch im Volksmunde den Namen 

Obora (Tiergarten). ; 

X' In den Jahren 1565 und 1601 wurden bei Dvoree und beim 

Ae Teiche Kafov Fasangéirten errichtet. 

Der 30jahrige Krieg und der Ubergang der Domaine von 

einer Hand in die andere waren der Jagd und der Pflege des 

Wildes nicht gtinstig. Die Jagdergebnisse sinken auf die Hélfte 

der Rosenberg’schen Zeit und auf dem verddeten und entvélker- 

ten Gebiete erscheint wieder der Bar und der Wolf. 

Mit dem Ubergang der Domaine an das Kaus Schwarzenberg 

(1660) trat auch hier ftir die Jagd eine bessere Zeit ein. 

Alsbald nach seinem hKegierungsantritte gab Graf nach- 

maliger First Johann Adolf im Jahre 1663 eine Instruktion 

heraus, durch welche das Forst- und Jagdwesen geregelt wurde. 

Derselben zufolge stand das Herumgehen mit SchieBréhren 

- nur dem Forstpersonale zu, welches sich der Vertilgung der 

& Wolfe, Fichse, Marder, Otter, Biber und anderen schédlichen 

rs Tieren angelegen sein lassen sollte. Der SchuBlohn fiir Wolfe 

ka wurde auf 4 fl. erhdht. 

Von dem Nachfolger Johann Adolf's Frsten Ferdinand 

riihrt die Errichtung der J&gerbruderschaft zur Férderung 

eines religiésen und ehrbaren Wandels zum Zwecke der ordent— 

“lichen Erlernung der Jaégerkunst und gegenseitiger Unter- 

sttitzung der Genossen her. 

Im Jahre 1684 lieB er chiens courants d'Artois oder : 

nEnglinder" kaufen und legte so den Grund zu der spd&ter so
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pertihmt gewordenen Hundsmeute des Fiirstenhauses. 

Bine eigentliche Henaissance erlebte aber das Jagdwesen 

unter dem ebenso energischen als jagdfrohen Fiirsten Adam 

Franz und seiner nicht minder Dianen huldigenden Gemahlin 

Bleonore geb. Flurstin Lobkowicz. 

Da aber das Wild durch die sorgféltige Fflege (trotz 

des bedeutenden Abschusses) ungemein zunahm und an Feldfrtichten 

wie auch im Walde groBe Schéden tat, muBte nach dem Tode des 

Fursten 1732 ein groBer AbschuB angeordnet werden. 

im Jahre 1770 wurde im Hevier Kolenec ein Hochwild- und 

1p» Schwarzwildtiergarten errichtet und das Wild in denselben 

vw” aurch 800 Treiber eingetrieben. 

Nach Errichtung des Hochwildtiergartens auf der Domaine 

Frauenberg wurde der Kolenecer Tiergarten im Jahre #835 wieder 

aufgelassen. 

Die vielen Teiche und Moore und Wasserlaéufe beherbergten 

seit jeher zahlreiches Wasser- und Sumpfgefltigel. 

im Jahre 1531 geschieht die erste rwihnung einer Wild- 

entenjacd auf dem Teiche lyssi (welcher aus einem Walde zum 

Teiche umgewandelt wurde). Bei dieser Jagd wurden 2 Schock 

Enten erlegt. Sp&ter wurden hier die bekannten BlaBentenjagden 

eingerichtet, welche sich bis in die gegenwirtige Zeit erhalten 

haben und éfters eine Strecke von tiber 1000 Sttick lieferten. 

bie Wittingauer Gegend hatte friher zahlreiche 

Biberkolonien. In den SchufSlisten wird im Jahre 

1448 cum erstenmale ein Biber angefihrt.
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Im Jahre 1725 scheinen die Biber ausgeschlossen gewesen 

i > a! zu sein,denn von da an bis zum Jahre 1824 enthalten die Schug- 

F listen keinen Biber. 

Im Jahre 1803 wurde ein neuer Kolonisierungsversuch 

unternommen, indem von den in Rothenhof bei Krummau in ge- 

schlossenen Behéltern geztichteten Biberfamilien 2 Paar nach 

oe Wittingau tberftihrt wurden. Durch die strenge Hege und die 

<a ihnen zusagende Lage am Neubach begtinstigt, vermehrten sich 

die Biber jedoch so stark und besch&digten die Schutz- und 

Teichdimme derart, da8 1833 eine Verminderung derselben an- 

geordnet wurde. 

Durch die Nachstellungen, welchen diese Tiere wegen des 

kostbaren Bibergeils ausgesetzt waren, hat sich der Stand 

dieses seltenen Wildes spater trotz der eifrigsten Hege rasch 

vermindert, so da& er 1873 nunmehr aus 1 Paare bestand. i 

Diese beiden Stticke wurden, um nicht verloren zu gehen, 

eingefangen und laéngere Zeit in einem eigenen Kaume dem soge- 

nannten Biberhaus bei der Rosenberger Baschte gepflegt. Doch 

: fand keine Vermehrung mehr statt und mit ihnen ist das Geschlecht 

der Biber Béhmens ausgestorben. 

4ls bemerkenswerte Vorkommnisse auf jagdlichem Gebiete 

Qwr in den abgelaufenen 400 Jahren verdienten hervorgehoben zu 

wd werden: Es wurden erlegt: Der letzte Bar im Jahre 1693, der 

letzte Luchs 1727, der letzte Wolf 1742, die letzte Wildkatze 

1775, der letzte Biber 1885. 

In den Jahren 1650, 1669 wurden Kraniche, 1669, 1689 und
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1698 Trappen erlegt. 1872 erlegte Seine Durchlaucht Furst 

Adolf zu Schwarzenberg einen Kackelhahn, 1877 Weiland Seine 

kais. und kénigl. Hoheit Kronpringz Rudolf 1 Hackelhahn und 

1893 Seine Durchlaucht Iirbprinz Johann zu Schwarzenberg 

2 KHackelhéhne. 

Bis zum 17. Jahrhundert war das Haselwild reichlich ver- 

treten. Seither nahm es ab und ist gegenwirtig fast ganz ver- 

schwunden. Hingegen nahm das Birkwild auberordentlich zu und 

ist jetzt in allen Hevieren ziemlich zahlreich vertreten. 

Das gegenwértige Jagdterritorium umfaBt: 

An Bigenjagdgebieten 28.463 

hiezu 37 angepachtete Gemeindejagden — 79.318 

Zusammen 47.781 ha. 

Der Jagdpachtzins betrigt pro Jahr K 16.626.96. 

Vom nf t zl iv-ehen. Wi led e = kommen *vor: Das 

Hochwild, Rehwild, der Hase, das Kaninchen, Auer-, Birkwild, 

Fasanen und das RKebhuhn. Vom Wassergefltigel nisten hier: Die 

graue Gans, die Stockente, Knuickente, Léffelente, Tafelente, 

Schnatterente, SpieBente, Krtickente, die weiBaugige Ente (Anas 

leucophthalmos), der der Fischbrut schidliche Haubenlappentaucher 

(Podiceps cristatus), der kleine Lappentaucher (Podiceps minor), 

der gedhrte Lappentaucher (Podiceps auritus), die sehr ntitz- 

liche Lachméve in groger Menge, die kleine Seeschwalbe (Sterna 

minuta), die schwarze Seeschwalbe (Sterna nigra), mehrere Wasser- 

hithner, darunter die schwarze, die sogenannte BleBente. Vom
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Sumpfgefltgel: Der Nachtreiher, die grofe und kleine Rohr- 

dommel und mehrere Arten von Schnepfen. 

Im Frtihjahr und Herbst besuchen mitunter sehr seltene 

Zugvogel z.B. schwarze Stérche, Singschwine, grofe und kleine 

> rappen, Silberreiher, Sichler und selbst Kraniche die hiesigen 

Teiche. 

VYores ch & dia ch en —W a 1 de sind vertreten: 

Der Dachs, Fuchs, Edel- und Steinmarder, Fischotter, lltis, 

das Wiesel, der Habicht, Sperber, die Gabelweihe, der FluBadler 

und Fischadler. 

Das Biotech w il do weilrd ton fr ela crx, 

3 d-diaeb.a8, hon gehalten, ist jedoch nur in den drei 

Revieren Schlo8, St. Barbara und Cep Standwild, in den benach- 

barten Revieren Wechselwild. Der gegenwirtige Stand betraégt 

400 - 500 Stiick. Bemerkenswert ist, da&B das hiesige Rotwild 

noch von dem urspriinglichen, hier gewesenen Wilde abstamnt, 

denn wenn es auch Zeitperioden gegeben hat, in welchen der Hoch- 

wildstand ein geringer war, so wurde er doch nie ganz ausgeschlos— 

sen. 

Das Wittingauer Hochwild ist ziemlich stark im Wildpret, 

weniger jedoch ausgezeichnet durch die Geweihbildung. Die 

Hirsche setzen nur bis zum 12ender, selten 14ender auf, dann 

zurtick, 

Die Wildftitterung besteht aus Wiesen- und Kleeheu, ge- 

schrottetem Mais gemischt mit Hohlfeld'schen Wildleckpulver,
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Weizenkleie, Futterkalk, Hafer, Hicheln, HRogkastanien, Futter- 

rtiben, Kuhkohl usw. 

Fur die Meliorierung der Wild&écker und Wiesen durch 

sorgfiltige und kréftige Diingung wurde in den letzten Jahren 

; viel getan. 

Rehwild, Auer- und Birkwild ist fast in allen Kevieren 

vertreten, namentlich weisen die Keviere Hrdlo¥ez, Schlob, 

Kolenee gute Auerwild- und HrdloYez und Borkovie gute Birkwild- 

bestinde auf, In der Forstwartei Lomnic kommt zahlreiches 

Nieder- und Wasserwild vor. Doch gehen die Entenjagden durch 

die intensive Teichwirtschaft (Beunruhigung der Teiche anl&Blich 

der ktinstlichen Fitterung der Fische und j&hrliche Nutzung des 

Schilfes) stark zurtick. 

Der Hirsch wird in der Brunst, der Auerhahn in der Balz, 

das Kahlwild bei der Geh- und Fahrpiirsche von der hohen Herr- 

schaft erlegt, alles andere Wild bei den Forstamts— und kevier- 

jagden vom Forstpersonale. 

In der Gegend von Bukovsko finden alljaéhrlich im Herbste 

groBe Parforcejagden auf Hasen durch die hohe Herrschaft statt. 

In den Tafeln No. VII und VIII sind die SchuBblisten be- 

ginnend mit dem Jahre 1625 bis 1908 enthalten. 

In den letzten 10 Jahren wurden durchschnittlich j&hrlich 

erlegt: 

48 Hirsche, 285 BlaBenten, 

44 Tiere, 25 Waldschnepfen, 

25 Kalber, 4 Moosschnepfen,
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428 Rehbécke 5 Fischotter, 

45 Gaisen, 1 Dachs, 

11 Kitze, 8 Fiichse, 

3862 Hasen, 24 Marder, 

52 Kaninchen, 82 Iltisse, 

25 Auerwild, 94 Wiesel, 

431 Birkwild, 1377 Unterschiedliches, 

5958 Kebhtihner, 158 Habichte und Sperber, 

57 Fasanen, 503 Reiher und Taucher, 

54 Wildgénse 3655 Kr&hen und anderes. 

1992 Wildenten, : 

In Summa durchschnittlich j&éhrlich: 

12755 Sttick ntitzliches Wild, 

5910 = schédliches Wild. :
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Punkt 6: 330 m iiber NR. IV 12a DiftelSboden. sn Berfiingurrg {te 

Boden: Weifgrauer, vielfach roftflediger, lehmiger bis jy be und Le 

ger Feinjand mit Sdieferiplitt vermengt;  ftellenry parts es on 

braungrauer Tonboden und Lplehm. 19 if ta it 

Bejtand: Durdhfeittlic 45jahe. BueStangenbols mit sy weye kuguiehive, > 
ftarfever Lé-Beimijdung, eingelne Cie und Any shoppers augzumiréert 

Ponitit der Bu 1,75. Durchforftungsergebmis 1932; fe, 14 Uhr wird da: 

auf 15 ha. infache falte und 

Belprechungsgegenftand: Beftandspflege im jungen Yj afeer fahren bo 

Mifehbeftand; beftandspfleglide Behandlung der ci pel, von wo fie 4 

betteten Fi-Gruppen. gen Exturfion get 
15% Whr, Wnfun 

Auf dem Weg gum nachften Punkt wird die fog. Heibiny. 

felber inie itber|djritten und damit der Teil des Gute 

berger Waldes betreten, der frither Jagdpart war und yy B. Ret 

deZhalh heute dad einbheitlichfte Geprage hat: Grof, 

fammenhangende, haubare Bu-Pflegebeltinde, deren beroide des Staats 

Berfajfung durd) ehemalige langdauernde Nachhiebsiiberi) -/podenflacye . 

tung und durd mangelnde Bertandspflege fritherer Bey OH? £ Rimbar b 

immer nod beeintvidtigt ift und der miglicen Standen babegict Humpa 
leijtung noch nicht entipricht. fe Gramjdas ha 

perwaldflice des 
Puntt 7: 300 m iiber NM. IV 15 et Rindshiigel und Uipaidjliche des For 

ici’ tmujehettatt, 
Boden: Tonigefteinige Mujdhelfaltverwitterung. Muieltattoert 

Beftand: Wjahr., aus Dunteljdjlag hervorgegangene Vu-hig, isig, humusar 
ftinde mit O1 Gi-Beimijdung; Gi ift oxrtweife vorhetighitshaltend, jel 
fehend. Bonitdt der Bu ILS, der Ci 11,75. 14 b hat jladeads, lehmig bis fet 

weife vom Utholz gerdumte Verjlingung; 15 e ift nos Pinger vieljad) LaF 
Mnfangsftadium der Verjiingung. Beide Beftinde wumFrantijje Platte, 2 

au friih (1921 mit 80 9.) gur Berjiimgung eingell 929 m; eta 150 

Die ttherfiihrung der beigemifcjten Ci war im Filly, 

plan 1921 nicht eigens vorgejehen, tft aber gleicin ee } 
pon der Wirtfhaft verfudht worden. “re ars 

Bejpredungsgegenftand: Ci-lberfithrung. ic fiir alle Holge 
oftgefahr. 

mt: Frither reine: 
b bewirtjdjaftet ( 
e bis gur Saiful 

Dochwaldbetrie
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Un Holgzarten find vorhanden: ‘ 

Bu... . . . «+ 1050 ha = 40% 4 
qe 580 ha 
HBu, tbr. 26h . . . . 260 ha = 109), gnitler Haube 

Si. ee es 895 ha = 15H) 
2 Fi sider Deroholze 

%o,24(a) . . . . . 395 ha= 15 i op big 19 

Die Holgarten verteilen fich auf folgende Beftaysh™ 

Oi Cle ar esis sq" 3 450 ha = 17% injeflag 1925/34 

gemifdtes Lbh . . . . 588 ha = 220 gaftaergeoniffe: 2 

Gi mee fd .. Sa BiGihar==sae 1 Stelle a 

Qo} umd dh gemifdht . 936 ha = dfn uF 000 
Noh gemijht . . . . 222 ha = I Hyohre 500000 

fbergangswald. . . . 4% ha = 2%, 000 RM. Die C 

5 edie eG? ge dec Ginfehra 
Das Alterstlajfenverhaltnis ijt folgende3: bet. 

1-20 21—40 41-60 61—80 | 8i—100 | 101-120 | {egten 10 Sabre 

ha. 391 | 614 | 373 | 257 | 259 | 27 |4 ale ie * : 

4. 15 | 24 | 14 | 10 | 10 | m1 mahme je ha He 
munigatoften in f 

ae ngsfoften vom 

2x0 —4o-spatoftenfreier Crlb3 

Das allgemeine Wirtjdhaftsziel tft: oftenfreier Erl53 

40 % Bu u{turausgaben je 

25 oo Ci 70 % Lbh quausgaben je 

Bs i at auausgaben je f 

10 % L 80% Ndh ee 
10 % $0 ages ad Bet 

: der Solleinnah 
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Variationen. eee: 
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3 ‘ie eect tee een von |} 

irfliches durchfchnittlices Mubungsalter vor 

Jahre, von Bu und Fo = 120—140 Sabu, Began 

bis 90 Sabre. dur) den YWmté 
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bei per erfien grofen Bu-Verjiingungspartie ent =< : 
Benin me Verjiingungsbilder, dagwijden noch ftarte St \ p gt vot. 
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oder miglichft frithgeitigen Unterbau im Gy 

Wafferreijerbildung. 
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Bon hier aus noc einmal durch ein 125 

Wlthol, mit reichlicjen WUltet IV2d Groshol, } 

das Strafschen im die grope gujammenhiinge 
[ 

gungspartie IV 8a Miihlertreng. Hier ee He 

Puntt 6: Chemals vollftindige QHH-Verjtinge f ; 

der Lesten 10 Sabre pur) Méaujefalamitiiey E 4 

und 40% Ddegimiert, Qiicen notgedrungen p , J 

Bodendedung halber in erfter Sinie mit rf B 

pflangt. Frage der Miaufebefimpfung: Ni Vee! 

noc) idjt gefunden. 
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Deutfdland und die Weltforfiwirtidyaft” «K 
roK 

Yon Prof. Dr. Ing. Frang Hesle-Tharandt \ x 
\ 

Grflirung des Vegriffes ,,Weltforjtwirtidhaft“*). \ 

Bedeutung einer Kenntnis weltfor[twirtjdhajtlider Entwid- : fou 

lungen und Zuitinde fiir die deut\he BVolfs- und Forjtwirt|dhaft vn 

jowie Forjtwifjen|daft. i C 

I. Ziele der Weltforjtwirtidaft. Ay 

Der geijtige und fulturelle Umbrud der Welt und jeine ‘ 7 
Yuswirtungen auf die Zieljegung der Bodenbenugung im all- I 

gemeinen und der Waldwirt\dhaft im bejonderen. 7 

a) in nationaler Hinficht: Prattijche Notwendigfeiten und : 

weltanjdaulidhe Grundlagen einer fogial-ifonomijden Boden- vA 
benugung und Waldwirt\daft. ln J 

Lojungsverjude des Faldhismus; New Deal; Berjude im ag 
Britijdhen Weltreidh. BK 
_ _ Bejondere Bedeutung des deutjden Beitrages im National: i “x 
jojialismus, 3 

*) Unmerfung: Unter Weltforjtwirtidhajft wird Hrer einmal die BS 
tontrete Gejamtheit der einjelnen nationalen forjtwirtidhajten Be 
der Welt veritanden und das andere Mal eine wijfen|haftlige he 
Sulammenjdhau der gemeinjamen Ziige (Ziele, Probleme und Wege) | ek 
diejer cingelnen Forltwirtihajten ju einem auf breiteiter Grundlage /. \ 
aujgebauten injtematijhen Weltbhild der Forjtwirtidhajt iiber- / | 
ae cies ner Oae, ‘im _ erjteren Pine gibt damit das / 
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aoe Theorie und Praxis der Waldwirtidhaft des Boljdewicy,. @) Gorl 

b) in iibernationaler Hinfidht: Wutarfie und Weltwinjgy international 

in ihren Uuswirfungen auf die Benugung und Vewirtihaj runget. 
des Waldes. , Die alte 

Liberale und organijde Weltwirtidaft. ober it 

Joealziel: Nahhaltige Forjtwirtidaft als integrin! — |e widtigh 
der Teil organijdher Weltwirt}dhaft. X rv 

Il, Tatjaden der Weltforjtwirtijaft, on anti 
: Ueberficht iiber die Wilder der Erde und ihre Venniy Wllgemeit 

1, Die Wilder der Crde nach Grife, Berteifung, we, EM 
a und potentieller Bedeutung, jowie politijher Zugehiry Gander und 

tradtu 
2. Die gegenwirtige Waldbenugung und Bewirt\hajtuy dean be 

a) Die drei Grundformen der Waldnugung: die regeli Gpesialgebiete 
Offupation mit jcleihender Verwiijtung als Folge; die tapi: b) Deut] 

: lijtije Ausbeutung mit folgendem grokinduftricllen Raudi irtidaft 

und die nachbaltige Bewirt|haftung mit ihrem Gleidgeny  ™ a 
gwifden Ahbau und Wufbau. a Bergleid 

b) Hijtorijhe Entwidlung und geographijde Berbreity Binder. 
der genannten Waldnugungsformen. : don Geb 

i ; ; sri Fa eutihen Leb 
Maldwirtihaftlide Charatterijtita alter und neuer Lin febeutet nid 

di 

Ill, Probleme der Weltjoritwirt{Gaft. yg 
aoe iiber einige Hauptprobleme der Weltforitwi 

a) Wirtjhaftlide Probleme: Renntnis und Realifterw 
der fonfreten und potenticllen wirt/dhaftliden Bedeutung \ 

Maldprodufte; Holz als dritter Robhjtojf der Welt neben Koi 

und Gijen, jedod) mit der befonderen Cigen|daft der Reg 

rierungsfibigteit; das wirt\haftlide Problem der Tropenwd! 

ausnugung; einige  weltforjtwirt|dhaftlide Gonderprobler 

Sfonomijder Wrt. 

b) Sorjtpolitijhe Probleme: Waldbejigverteilung mit & 

jonderer Beriidfidtigung des Rolonialwaldes; Weltforjtitatit' 

iibernationale Bedeutung groker Waldgebiete; forftlide 
flirung und Propaganda; Forjtgelekgebung. 

c) Tedhnijhe Probleme: wirtjdhaftlidhe Durdhforjdung 
Aufnahme der Walder; AufjhlieBung; Sdhus; extenjive Nac 

3 haltswirt|dhaft; Wufforjtung ujw. 

Ly
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Bol} Hhewisn d) Forftwifjen|hajtlide Probleme: Grundgedanfen jgur ~ 

) Weltwirtjeg! internationalen Uebertragbarfeit  forjtwirt|dhaftlider CExrfah- — 

“Bewittigaiay Te alten Gorjtfulturlinder als forjtlidhe Lehrmeijter. poet 

Yeberficht iiber a Forjhungswejen der Welt und Loaerpe 

Us integriey jeine widhtigiten Probleme. ; S 

IV, Deutjsland und die Weltforjtwirt|dajt. = j 

7 a) Deutijland als gebendes Glied der Weltforjtwirt- { 

idait. 
ihre Benukuy Yllgemeine Bedeutung der langen praftijdhen Erfahrungen 

‘und willenjhaftliden Crfenntnijje Deutjhlands auf dem . 

Hung, Uri, to! Gosiete der nadhaltigen Waldwirthchaft fiir die foritlic) neuen x] 
Her Zugedini! Gender und die Weltforjtwirtidaft im gangen. NZ] 

Betradhtung einiger fiir die Weltforjtwirt|dhaft bejonders \y : 
Bewirt|hajn| —spertnollen deut}hen Crjahrungen und RKenntniffe auf forjtliden aN 
gy: Die repel  Spesialgebieten. ‘ 
Ige; Die tapi b) Deutigland als forderndes Glied der Weltforit- \ 
ellen Fautioh  irtisaft. 
: GLergleih des deut}hen Waldbejiges mit jenem anderer Wr 

he Berbreitw’ ui % F 
Mille und Fahigfeit den Gefahren des Robhjtoffmangels im t / 

y neuer Qin: deutfhen Lebensraum aud) auf forjtlidem Gebiete gu begegnen, 4 
bedeutet nicht Bergiht auf ent/predende und aud bered: C/ s 
7s an dem Waldbelig und an der Waldwirt\dhatt : a 
der Erde. 4 
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Hyer. Forftamt Hohrbrunn 

sflug Rr. 10 am 29. Auguft 1935. 

Ke Wusflug Nr. 19 am 30./31. Auguft 1935, 
ag. 

Oberforftmeifter Orth, Rohrbrunn. ; 

Lbh-, insbefondeve Ci-Wirtfhaft im Hochjpefjart. ; 

A. Ullgemeiner Verlauf. 

ausflug Rr. 10 am 29. Auguft 1935. 

mit Gefellfhaftswagen 734 Uhr am Refidengplag. 
Lipftindige Autofahrt jchlieBt fich bis 12 Uhr ein 7 : 

ner Waldbegang durch die ,,Deifterbeftinde’” (Puntt ; 
an. Nach furzer Fahrt warmes Mittagejjen in : 
m von 12—1314) Uhr. Dann nach furzer Fahrt : 

an Rohrberg einjftiindiger Begang bergab durch Ma- 
spark und Ci-Lichtwalbungen gum Hafelbrunn 
5—10). Bon hier furze Fabhrt iiber Punt 11 zum : 

Hlifdjen. ea einftiindiger Begang durch 
VuMijehbeftiinde mit ,,LO0Ojahr. Ciche” gum Gaft- ‘i ; 
Rohrbrunn (Buntt 12—14), das um 16 Uhr erreicht 
Von hier Fahrt gum idpllijden Schlof} Mejpel- 
Niidfahrt 18 Uhr iiber Rohrbrunn-Marktheiden- 

nd Wirzburg, Antunft Hier um 20 Uhr. 

giger Ausflug Nr. 19 am 30./31. Muguft 
erfter Tag. 

Hund Angaben find genau die gleidjen wie oben 
agesausflug Nr. 10. Von Mejpelbrunn aus erfolgt % 

um 17% Uhr die Weiterfahrt nach Wjchaffenburg. 
ite Stadtbejid}tigung, gemeinjames Ubendejfen mit ; 

im Hotel Frohjinn und tibernachten in den ver- : 
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jchiedenen Hotels. Wm nachften Tag (31, n die Rei 

ae Fahrt nach Heigenbritden-Hain. Nitheres ii ire Gol;boben. 

nt hat Heute mi 
oa B. Revierbejdreibung, ft jo grobe Bort 

Gtaatsiwaldflade . . . . ie iorigen. Se 

Staatawaldfladje-Holzboden . . 
Gemeinde-, Stiftungs- und RNsrperjdhaftaing, Cc. Mh 

Das Alters tlaffenverhaltnis im Staatswal yl: Mt. Utheifter | 

e UbLsfung vom | 

r 1—20 | 21—40 | 41—60 | 61—80 | 81—100 | 101-19)| anf Bue unter oy 

_Bbeginnt oS d 

: : ha. 818 | 597 | 451 | 694 | 655 | 495. Aes oe 
Q erblod verda 
fo. 15,6 | 11,3] 86 | 132) 124 | 92 Fein gum Bau 

4 lichen die Si 

. Die Holzartenvertei{ung fieht folgendermajy {fihwere Bauhols au 

| : 
G-BWaldern am 

F tir. ‘ | Phrake Uidhaffenbure 

| 
. | i | ab | g | 5 | PBrife des Sehloffe 

| ' e von 344 m ar 

. ha, . 1107] 3265 10 499 263 | Phiderijdjen Bauwweife, 

; fj tee ai | 62 02 | 93 | 5 | femgefunden Stamm 
je an Stémmer 

Pane ee : ;  opphitt oder Feblern | 
Betrievetlajjen: IGi. . . . . mt Wipar dec Solgbedar 

II gute Bu. . . mit LE sujammenhangen 

III fehlechte Bu, Noh:  Mpfdlanfen, dem Au 
erausgeha . 

Die Hiebjage betragen — Bfolde ‘Boum,’ bie 

in der HR 21550 fm = 4,1 fm je haM, aljo die mafttrc 
in der BN 3.350 im = 0,6 fm je had creer im 

; ar 1, me Dorhanden get 

in3gejamt 24900 fm = 4,7 fm je ha’ ufonbeitung - 

Hievon betraigt der jahrl. Gi-Cinjehlag 4200! ne 
up e i 

2 f Im Wirtfchaftsjahr 1934 betrugen Die Robe ceige glide 

gejamt 470000 RM., davon aus Holgnusily ing entitand, die 4 
avon aus Altei-Nugung 260000 RM. det Beunrubig 

G8 betrugen die Ausgaben 80000 RN, vahrend de3 unm 

auf Holghauerei 45000 RM. bigem Wildfcat 

: 22 
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n Lag (31,3 ont die Reineinnahmen 390000 RM, d. f. 
ni. Naheres jy ie golsbober. F 

rm fat heute mit 265000 fm Ultei immer nod 

Hreibung, st fo grobe Borrite an diejem wertvollften Holz 

go ibrigen Speffactémter mit eta 135000 fm 

rper|daftany C. Ausflugsweg. 

aff: bt. Utheifter b%; verlichtete S-Spige der Ubt.; 

ona ct ke gejehloffenen Saupttett und Ber- 

10 | auf Bu unter Velafjung diberfithrungswiirdiger Ci. 

; sginnt jugleid der Cintritt in den beriihmten p 

655 | 495 d d¢3 gbrttamts Rohrbrunn. : : 2 

‘erbloc verdanft feine Entjtehung dem Cingretfen | 

124 | 92 |finiden. Zum Bar des Sone Sehlofjes | 
4 lichen die Gitrftbijdhoje von Maing das bee g 

olgendermaje: sfa@iwere Baubols aus den anfdjeinend befonders ge- 

FMaldern am Geyersberg, unweit der alten é Y 

’ fe Uidaffendurg-Homburg-Wiirsburg entnehmen. : 

i 5° | TGrijje de3 Schlojfes, deffen vier Aufenfronten eine 
e von 344 m aufweifen, und bei dev damaligen 

99 | 263 tijden Bauwweife, die immer nur einen Valfen aus Che 

9,3 5 gejunden Stamme guridjtete, hiegu aber vielleict 
je an Stémmen einjehlug, von welcjen die mtt ; 

; «om oder Fehlern behafteten einfach Liegengelafjen 
- + mt dev Holgbedarf gang gewaltig. Deshalb wurden : 

mit LORE 5 een A the von ca. 500 ha pie : 
, Roh: NPfhlanten, dem Yugenfdein nach gu Bauholz taug- Paneer ‘ 

ausgehauen, die ungeeigneten. hingegen ee : A ie 
} joldje Baum, die gum Banen fiiglteh nit gu ge- 

4,1 fm je hai, aljo die majttvagenden Stark-Gi, belajfen. : 
0,6 fm je he oe rece. noc) felten, was an ; 

i uit Lothanden gervefen jein mag, wurde wohl durch) ; 
4,7 fm je ufarbeitung und Bringung dev gewaltigen jdjre- 

injehliag 4200 eMMallen jugrundegeridhtet und vom Zugdieh abgedift. 
biel uf eine rte Cichelmaft eingetreten fein, , 

ot make oo ichtgetdiloffene, tafe reine Gi 5 
3 j entitand, die infolge dex Zunahme des Raub- ‘ 

. der Veunruhigung dev Walder durch fliiejtende 
80.000 HM, babeend de3 unmittelbar folgenden 30fahr. Krieges 

‘Higem Wildjhaden bewahrt blied und zwei Salr- pees 
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a 
Hunderte von jedem GCingriff verjdhout fer 

die hochgetriebenen diinnen Schajte, He enigen und gargert ¢ 

Jahrringe, die Eeinen, abgedriicéten, \ gipfeifeante Stamm bu 

Kronen, da8 fleine Wurgelwert. Bop wurde ber iah 

Erft ab 1837 find folgende Cingriffe jeftgeiebt uit ft find folg griffe verhyg A ate 

4 tm tm Tem yypppeiteres 4200 fr 

: 
Beitraum Jahre im Gangen | je Saber Seat 3000 fm tre 

SY Ginter dem Bivar 

1837/60 24 27 077 1128 57 fprverbert. 

1861/72 | 12 15516 1293 2 pp des Seifterblo 

be 1873/87 15 13.907 927 99 Pojenen. Verjiings 

1888/99 12 15 578 1298 32 Gpiecte reine Gi-D 

1900/26 27 65 817 2.438 137 Btimme mit je D1 

‘ be 1927/35 9 36 000 4000 % je ha 111 Sta 

1c Vrufthoherd: 

; 2 ehitcie| 99 | 173 895 | 1757 362 ee 

; 1840 bi 1872 wurden 2/5 dex Gefamtflég|absrrosent: 04— 

: terbaut. 9340, durd) 

Die Cingriffe befdhrintten jtch im allg. nj Begang geht von 

terung abjtindigen Materials. Ab 1900 begor Laufe dex Wan 

: nehmende Faulholganteil immer fithloarer ji hefidjtigt und b 

Leste Forfteinrichtung von 1927 erfarnte, pipthr. v- RKruedener 

‘ } fortgejesten plantojen Entnahme der jewel dafer in den g 

und ee Stamme a3 immer, tweiteggeverdert forrnte. 

wenn fic) nidt der von Jahr gu Sahr w Rs 

Bloc chlielich im ein Chaos von Locher, ope: Wt. Dreiftéd 

; der VuVerjiingung und eingefpercten kh trafpenbau unt 
wandeln follte. Deshalb wurden alle face pe!” bejonberer 
baren Zeile, die beltimmt nicht fo Lange wiegmetimndes. Saud 
fiindere Umgebung aushalten werden, Hermiyfy. sioorvereins 

jyftematifcen, 3.2. erft einguleitenden on aise 

ftellt. Hiebet wurde nach jeder Mdglichfert : 

Ordnung Bedacht genommen, fo dap bas HA: Y6t. Geyerst 

Aonubungsflachen oder das Xufreifer Halthuofier Forfteinvichtun 

mieden werden fann. Auferdem twurden die PH Made, deren 3 

flachen, die nicht bereits rettungslos der Bu eind hiebsbediixft 

gur natiirliden ober finftliden GCi-Nachsuct Megtuppe aus vie 

ent{precend abgerundet. Die haltbaren Teile Mee uffejlag stv 

fie nicht in eigenen Unterabteifungen Wey} iRicfen- und 

durch weifte Olfarbtupfen an ihren Randjiiomfelbft gefammert 

fichthar von den Verjiingungsflachen abge(dii@inter 1934 und 

24
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TeHOOE etaage ub gaugen ge(cloffen Dfeiben und mux auf eine 
“hang oie He Gtamme durehplentert werden. 

I unde der jahrlidhe Abnubungsjag fiir die nachften 
ciffe b jeigetest und die Wirtfhaft feitdemt gefiihrt. Der 

§ erbyg shel, Mitei-Cinjejlag im forftamt Rohrbrunn foll 
oa eres 4200 fm betragen, obo auf den Heifter- 

io) fn treffen. Qn. Wixklidhfeit mufte diefer 
“lent vier dem Biwange dec ftdndigen Finangnot iiber- 

28 perder. ; 
93 : bes Heifterblods 1935: Gefamtflache mit allen 
7 9 fovienen Berjiingungen und BSueTeilen: 465,6 ha. : 

98 2 e reine Gi-Geifterfldche: 405 ha; Ci-Beftodung 
8 137 Petimme mit je Durchfdjnittlic) 3,6 fm — 162 000 fm; 

00 1 fpje ha 111 Stimme mit gujammen 400 fm. 
Brufthohendurchmeffer: 45—62, durchfdhn. 56 cm; 

oT | 8 Pipuitlehe Gabrringbeeite: 0,93 mm; 
Gejamtflaty sprogent: 0A—1,1, durdhidn. 0,7 0; i 

2340, durchfdjn. 27,5 m. { 

im allg. ai MBegang geht von Punkt 1 bis 4 durch den Heifter- 
6 1900 b 4 one Wanderung werden verfehiedene Boden= 
FithLoaver Me befichtigt und bejproden, die erft im Sommer 1935 : 
erfannte, yifupe. v. &ruedener paca: wurden und deren Er- 

> Der jewel Mf daler in den gedructen Fithrer nicht mehr aufge- 
mime tyeitenlverden forte. ; 

3u, Salt MB. apt. Dreiftéd; nach 13 ese wt Qdchern, wfbe: Wt. reiftdd; nach borjpringende BVergnaje, 
percten Wie afenbau unterhalb angejdjnitten und drainiert, : 
alle flac Hi in bejondevem Mafxe gipfeldiirr. Erhaltung bes tees 
‘0 Larige thi liandes. Laubfang- und Wajfergriben. ; : 

ton fe itnecien. Halte- und Wendepuntt ages 

Magligti en 
) dap dad HHA: Abt. Geyerstopf, 548 m hoch. 1933 gezdunte, 
eifsen Haltionber orjteinvidhtung sur Berjingung auf Ci eittges 
tourden die Miche, dever Ultei-Veftocung bejonders jchlecht 
o8 der Yu vend Hiebsbediivftig war. Ein Wirtfchaftsobjekt auf 
Gi-Nachguci Megtupye aus vier Unterabteifungen; 3,5 ha. Bor- cy 
baren Tile Mier Yufihlag sroeimal im Serb 1933 und 1934 : 
unger wegePERicfen- und Plagefaat ergdngt. Wn Ort und t 
er Randitiohfelbit gejammertes Saatgut. 10 hl je ha. WUtthot. 

Hen abgeftiinter 1934 und 1985 lichter geftellt, hauptfachlie 
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pur) Entnahme der Bu und jl 

1935 auch Buellnterftand witcler wie bei Bur 

durch Dichje, Mauje und Cichelhaer je erhorfte. Bon 
{hadigt; Bu famt fic) moc) etwas on mngett_ att acta 

Die Koften betrugen fiir Saat + BB), unten anebru 

in beiden Jahren oe sie es we 

: 
Urbeitatahne . . . . 450 RM anf Couns © 

5 ‘ : a angelegt, gu 

28 hi Gidetn je 5 WR. 140 HR. PMpiepoh). So 
Sa. 590 RM. = aa Rultur ; 

: 
800 m befter, haltbarfter Baun aus anbri igel nottoen! 

Stiiefog. gu 0A RN. je ff. m i. 7 
fiir Holgwert und Kojten fiir Nagel und Vuk Bicjige GM 

’ 
m auf 70 Pfennige. hegehnte alt, 

Gegen dad Schwarawild im ftaatliden Hy Beije bu ao ‘ 

: nie BOGE ta Sate ‘ber eile bex See Salento . 

; 
brumn, Ultenbuch und Bijehbrunn erftredt, jg esingug se 

reiden Erfahrungen. nur maffiver Holszan fangen Babli 

: 
geflecht von noc) jo efter Bejchaffenheit. simi ie 

Buriice gu Punkt 3 und Vefteigen der kaj 

: 
nad Rohrbrunn gum Ejfen. Nachher Sabet joh >: Siinftlihe u 

Punft 5: BVerlafjen der Kraftwagen, Wore uke 4 fret 

niger ftandortsgemife RdH-Didungen, vor e und immer wiel 

| 
adunten ftandort3geredjten 11jahr. Great MB im ftrengen X 

| 

ajfig von He 

| 
Puntt 6: Naturjehuppart Rohrberg, von defle Gewalt durch | 

tung 1927 ausgeidieden. 10,5 ha einjclieiit in einer eingig 

Slachen. Refte des Ci-llrwalbdes in Lichter efi de3 Bodens 

wald, Lichtwald) mit nachtraglich eingedrmlat. 

nerlet wirt\daftlie Cingriffe. 

500 Ci 300—600jahr. ; : Midhtftandort 

300 Su 100—A00}ahe. j “i aufonmey toms Oe 
Starlite Gi: 140 cm Brujths finns bur Gi 

Betis aight er Poa hen 
GieMittelftamm: 70 cm Brufthshendurci’ 0: Hajelb 

Hohe, 6 fm Inhalt. nia — 
1: Fahrt d 

Punt 7: Ubt. Walbhaus. Gange Wbteiluy a ros 

verjiingt werden, daher gegdunt. 0,1 Ndb. 

_ Rechts riicwarts: Sn natiirlicjer und laff Bilege und 

jiingung auf Gi mit etwas Bu ftehende MMutjas itber d 
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{ledhten oi Buntt 4. Belajfung tiberfithrungswiir- 
ther aufy S — ~ den Wltet find nach vorgenommenen 
Helhaher sci. att gefallten Stammen nur noc) 1/5 unten 
tiva3 an. vnten anbrlidjig oder Hohl. 
aten und hovwdrt3? AGjahr. Fi-Stangenholz, auf beter Ci- 

cuf Gang pollig ftandortiwwidrig, feiner Beit als 
50 RM, angelegt, 3 100% ejhalt. Bereits ftart durch- 
40 RM. I inboty Goll mit Eietn unterftuft und dann 

: sorter Quitur abgerdumt werden. Die fiir die Rei- 
90 RM. =1y Gichel notwendige Bodengare ift jedoc) noch nicht 

I AUS anbrig, 

errichtet; j ‘ge GiMNaturverjiingung, Pflangen fehon 4 
gel und Dik one i, jedoc) exjt Bit einem Sahrgehut in 

; Reije durch Zdumung gegen Wildverbi gefdhiigt 
cattichen Wiggin raje in die Hohe gefehoffen. Vor der Zaunung : ; 
dev drei Toi Rerjiingung ebenfo dict, nur handhod, jedoch mit 

mt exftved, Jy fangen Bahlwurgeln in die Erde getwachjen. Ober- 
ver Holjjau foe Heiderouds Hindert die Ci weder am Fuffajjen 
ffemtbeit. weiteren Gedeifen. : : 

en ee ES: Rinftliche und natiirliche ee auf Gt : 

w “bei Bunt 4 ftreifenweije von Berg gu Lal. : 

tee ne nd inter wiederfehrende Schaden durch agg sod : 
air. CiRuly MB ime firengen Winter, vom Hunger getrieben, teils ; : 

it Hijfig von Holstiufern often gee RZauntore, 3 3 
erg, von iit Sewalt durd) Drahtzaun in die Glace eindringt i 
ha einjeflisifom in einer eingigen Nacht gange Kulturflacen durch Y j 

e3 in i de3 Boden und Aufmehmen der Cicheln ver- i. 

ich eingedrineplann. : eas 

% : Ridtftandortsgemafe Fi-Kultur, als Wildremife Bs 
£ gufammen vom Shwargwild auf der Suche nach Farn- : 

jel fart umgepfliigt. Spater Entjernung dev Fi : 
endurdhmelit, Grfas dure) Gi. Ziwet ca. “OOfAHr. Stark-Ci. ; ; 

thohendurdnit 0: Hajelbrunnen. Befteigen der Rraftiwagen. ; : 

1: Fabet durd) die ,Grofe Kultur’, d.f. 200 ha et 
ange Ubteiliml& Ei 0,75, eingetn und horftweife beigemifdte Bu 
mt. _ fd 0,1 Ndp. 
icher und loffidh Bflege und Vewirt{haftung wird auf den all- 
uu ftehende Sat Y ie liber den Spejfart veriviejen. 5 
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. ay 

. | 1934 wurden im Forftamt Rohrbrumn yoy 

VerfuchZanftalt Miinchen 8 Verjuchstlachen 

Exforfchung dev giinftighten Durchforftungsay 

| ferreijerproblems dienen follen. 

Punt 12: BVerlajjen der Kraftwagen. Fy 

f 
aum Gafthaus Rohrbrunn. 

Ubt. Cichhain, ,Sungheifter” 17 ha. 13% 

| barfeitgerttag je ha 450 fm, mittlere Hife y 

Brufthshendurdhmejjfer 34 cm, Stammyabf j 

wacsprogent 2,5, 40jahr. Bullnterbau. 

Punt 13: Wt. Dreibuch. 200—500, dur 

jahrige Bu und Ci von fehr fchdnem Wud, 

4 rige ftarke Schafte bis 20 m aftrein. 

artige Bewirtjhaftung mit Wiickficht auf dy 

a brunns, fangjame Verjiingung auf Bu 

; ; Puntt 14: Sogenannte LOO ahr. Cie, i 

: 
wohl ca. SO0fahr. Brufthshendurchmeffer | 

5,70 m, Hohe 32 m, Swbalt ca. 40 fm. 
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Dates of Political and Economic Events which i 

might have affected Game " Absehuss " Data in Germany. 

1618 - 1648 Thirty Years War 

1756 - 1763 Seven Years War 

1792 - 1815 Wars with France and Napoleon 

1848 Revolution 

1866 Austro - Prussian War 

| 1870 - 71 Franco - Rrussian War 

1914 - 18 World War 

1918 - 1953 Republic 

1955 Third Reich .
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